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Li, Qing-Yun was born in 1678 A.D. (QingKangXi 17th Year, lUW1+..,4-) in Qi 
Jiang Xian, Sichuan province (sJqf.�•). Later he immigrated to Kai Xian, Chen's 
family 6dd (Chen Jia Chang, 'II •"-t:Jf ). He died in 1928 A.D. at the age of 250 
yean. When he was 71 years old (1749 A.D., Qing Qian Long 14th year, >U.It+,.4-), 
he joined the army of provincial Commander-in-Chief Vue, Zhong-Qi ( -l-ltlll ). Most 
of his wives died early, so during the course of his life he married fourteen times. 

Li was a herbalist, and skilled in Qigong and spent much of his life in the moun
tain ranges. In 1927 General Yang Sen ( 414) invited Li to his residence in Wan Xian, 
Sichuan province ( mJII lU .. ), where a picture was taken of him. Li died the next year 
when he returned from this trip. 

After he died, General Yang investigated Li's background to determine the truth 
of his story, and later wrote a report about him enrided: A Factual Account of tht 250 
Y.ar-0/dGood-LuckMan (Er Bai Wu Shi Sui Rtn Rui Shiji, .=.1' JdAIIA. ... ?:t<.), which 
was published by the Chinese and Foreign literature Storehouse (Zhong Wai Wen Ku, 
tll'�a.), Taipei, Taiwan. 

All of the information available indicates rhar rhe story is rrue. Li, Qing· Yun's I ega· 
cy to us is the fact rhar ir is possible for a human being ro live more than 200 years if 
he or she knows how. Because of this W< deeply believe that, if W< humbly study and 
research, the day wiD come when everyone will live at least 200 years. 
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lomonizofion of O.inesa 'M::lrds 

1-izalion of Chinese Word• 

T his book uses the Pinyin romani:ution system of Chinese to English. Pinyin is 
Slandatd in the People's Rt-public of China and in S(Vtral world organizations, 
including the United Nations. Pinyin, which was introduced in China in 1he 1950s, 
rcpfacxs the: Wade-Giles and Yale systems. In some cases, the more popular sptlling 
of a word may be used for clarity. 

Some common conversions: 

Pinyin 
Qi 
Qigong 
QinNa 
)in 
ConghJ 
Taijiquan 

Also Spelled As 

Chi 
Chi Kung 
ChinNa 
Jing 
Kung Fu 
Tai Chi Chuan 

Pronunciation 

che 
che kting 
chin na 
Jin 
gong foo 
tl j� chliin 

For more information, please refer to Tht Ptoplt's Rtpublic of China: 
Administr11tiw A tim, Tht &form of tht Chinnt Writun Languagt, or a contemporary 
manual a styfe. 



Forewerd 
M-MaW!Chi4 

There is a growing wave of popular interest in Qigong now, both in China and the 
rest of the world. To learn Qigong, the most imponanr prerequisite is to have a qual� 
ified instructor. Unfortunately, masten who really know the full internal system of Qi 
development an: few and f.u between. 

Even if one finds an insuucror who is qualified, receiving instruction from him or 
her may be another matter. W'hen I visited Taiwan in 1987, the going p� for learn· 
ing Bone Marrow Nei Gong (pa.n of the Iron Shirt Qigong training) was about two 
thowand U.S. dollars for ten hours of insuuction. Students were also required to rake 
an oath of absolute secrecy, promising not to teach anyone else. Other masters 
required their students to serve them slavishly for years before imparting their secrets, 
and even then they would only teach a sclccr few. After all of that, the master might 
still hold back some of the teachings for fear that the student might surpass hUn in 
knowledge and skiU and usurp his position. 

However, the world is quite different now. In the olden days, using Iron Shirt prac· 
tice to strengthen the body so that it could withstand blows was regarded as a military 
secret of great value, and thw kept private. In the twentieth century with guns, planes 
and bombs, the need for this secrecy is outmoded. Now the deeper benefits of the 
training such as its ability to rejuvenate and energize the body and mind for health, 
spiritual development, and healing. must be emphasized. I feel it is now necessary to 
have full disclosure of these treasures to improve the energy and spiritual well-being of 
the world. 

If Chinese masters have traditionally been secretive about teaching their Chinese 
students the true methods, they have been even more reluctant to teach foreigners. 
Fortunardy, quite a few masters, including Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming and myself, have 
broken through this cultural barrier, and are offering to teach students who are sin
cerely interested in learning, regardless of nationality. 

Dr. Yang has done considerable research, exploring the l Chin Ching (or l1 fin 
jing) and Iron Shin Qigong within both historical and scientific contexts. Readers not 
fluent in the Chinese language will appreciate Dr. Yang's translations of the variow 
ancient texlS relating to these methods, and aJI readers should enjoy his breakdown 
and analysis of the different historical purposes of I Chin Ching and Iron Shirt among 
both the Daoists and the Buddhists. 

Dr. Yang and I also share the view that it is essential to do our best to understand 
Qigong in the light of modem science, while still respecting the wisdom and research 
we have inherited from our own masters of rhe past. Chinese medical theory has a 
deep understanding of Qi and the energetic network of the body. As we combine this 
with the knowledge of Western anatomy, physiology and psychology, along with 
recent discoveries in bioelectricity, we will surely enjoy the best of both worlds. 



Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming's book is a major contribution to rhe literature of Chinese 
Qigong. lt is my hope that works such as this will continue to appear, so that the stan
dards fOr Qigong practice around the world will not deteriorate behind a wall of 
secrecy, but will, through open sharing of our knowledge, rise to an unprecedented 
level of excellence. 

Master Mantak Chia li!IPIIU 



....,_ 
Fim EJirUJrt 
Mwdeffendon Changing (Yi Jin, I a ) and Marrow/Brain Washing (Xi Sui, •11.•) 
Qigong have been known in China since the Liang dynasty (502 A.D., • ) . However, 
they were kept secret, and only in the last fifty years has this knowledge gradually been 
revealed 10 the general public. Within a .shon period of time, these two ans have not 
only been widely adopted by Qigong practitioners. but they have also interested many 
Chinese medical scientists and bioscientists. 

Mwclerr endon Changing Qigong specializes in circulating Qi in the twelve pri
mary Qi channels and the cwo major Qi vessels (ConcqJtion and Governing Vessels). 
The training will strengthen your physical body, including muscles and tendons, and 
maintain the smooth circulation of Qi in the primary channels and the internal 
organs, which is the key to maintaining health and slowing down the degeneration of 
the ph ysi<Al body. 

Usually, after a practitioner becomes familiar with the Muscle/Tendon Changing 
Qigong. he will enter the deeper field of Qigong training, that of Marrow/Brain 
Washing. This teaches the practitioner how to fill up the Qi in the "eight extraordi
nary Qi vessels." In Chinese medicine, the vessels are considered reservoirs of Qi, and 
chey regulate the Qi in the body's primary Qi channels and organs. A strong and abun
dant store of Qi is the key to keeping your body healthy and extending your life. 
Theoretica.lly, your body deteriorates as you age mainly because your blood loses its 
ability to feed and protect your body. The red and white blood cells are produced by 
your bone marrow, but as you grow older, the marrow becomes "dirty," and produces 
f�er and fewer useful blood cells. However, if you know how to "wa.sh" the marrow, 
it will scan, once again, to produce fresh, heolthy blood. Your body will begin to reju
venate itself, and restore itself to the glowing health of youth. 

Mo.st imponant of all, the practitioner of Marrow/Brain Washing Qigong is able 
to lead Qi to his brain to nourish it, and to raise up his spirit. To the Daoists and 
Buddhists. Marrow/Brain Washing Qigong is the path to reach the f�nol goal of 
enlightenment or Buddhahood. Part of Marrow/Brain Washing involves stimulating 
the sexual organs. In their thoroughness, the ancient Qigong practitioners discovered 
that, in addition to providing hormones, the genitals are also a potent .source of the Qi 
which i.s necessary for the training. 

The contents of this volwne are drawn from the many published docwnents that 
I have collected. Once I understood them, I ft!tered out the questionable parts and, 
based on my own knowledge, added some theory and commentary. Although I believe 
that this book provides an in-depth discussion of these two arts, there is one deficien
cy, namely that we only discuss the training for the male. There are two reasons for 
this. The titst i.s that the available docwnents have very little information on women's 



P�irW Edition 

u.a.ining. The second is that as a mak I do not have the necessary experience. I dD 

believe, however, that it doesn't mauer whether you arc male or female, the training 
tho::�ry remains the same. Female readers who would like more information about 
<h<S< IWO am may refer 10 <he book &.w Marrow Qjgong, by Mamak Chia and 
Manecwan Chia. 

In lhe next f� years, YMAA will cominuc: to publish more volumes of its in
depch Qigong book �ric:s for those: readers who wish to advance their Qigong 
knowledge and practice into a deeper lc:vd. 

The complete series will consist of: 
I. The Root of Chinese Qigon�The .l«mr of Qigong ?raining, published 

1989. 

2. Mwcklkndon Changing and Ma"ow/Brain Washing Qigong-The Secret 
ofYowth (Yifinfing andXi Suifing). published 1989. 

3. Qigong Massage-Qigong Tui Na and Cavity Press for Healing (Qigong An 
Mo and Qigong Dian Xue}. Fitst Volume: Qigong Massagt-Gentral 
Massagt, published 1992. Second Volume: Htaling Massage, in progress. 

4. Qigong and Health-For Healing and Maintaining Health, in progress. 

5. Qigong and Martial Ans-Tht Kty to Advanctd Martial Arts Skill. (New 
Tode: TheEssenceofShaolin White Crane, published 1996). 

6. Buddhist Qigon�Chan, Tht Root of Rm (in progress). 

7. Daoist Qigong (Dan Ding Dao Gong) (New Tide: Small Cireulation, 
Grand Circuktion, in progress). 

8. 1ih.tan Qigong (Mi long Shen Gong). 

The lim volume. The Root ofChints. Qigong introduced the historical background 
and the different categories ofQigong, Qigong theory and principles, and the keys to 

Qigong training. That volume provided a map of the world of Qigong. We recom
mend that you read that book before any of the others. 

In 1hi5 second volume, Mwck/UndiJn Changing and Ma"ow/Brain Washing 
Qigong (originaJ title), Part One will introduce the general concepts of the two arts, 
Part Two will diKUss both theory and training principles of the Muscle/Tendon 
Changing Qigong, and Parr Three will discuss the theory and the training of 
Marrow/Brain Washing Qigong. Finally, Pan Four will contain a list of the questions 
which remain in my mind, and the Condusion to the book. 

Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming, 
1989 



Prefaft 
fhUJEJililm 

One of my dreams after I came to the USA in 1974 was to introdua traditional 
Chinese culture to the West. I believe that every culture in rhis world has irs own inde
pendent, unique vinues which have already been rested, developed, and accepted over 
a long period of time. In ancient times, all of these different cultures and traditions 
were SqJarated by the difficulty of travel and communication. Since travel and com
munication have become so convenient nowadays, I feel that the old separations 
should be bridged, and cultures should sincerely accept and learn from each other. If 
we share the experiences accumulated by the different human cultures, we will be able 
to remember the pain, the suffering, the hare, and the love, and we may be able to 
avoid making some of rhe same mistakes. We may even be able to help ourselves attain 
a higher s<andard of living both mentally, spiritually, and physically. 

China has more than seven thousand years of history. The greatest contribution it 
can make to benefit the human race is to share the knowledge it has accumulated in 
the field of Qi. The srudy of Qi has contributed to the development of medicine, reli
gion, martial ans, and methods for maintaining health and incre�ing longevity. 
Thousands of years of experience and experimentation have built up solid proof that 
this ancient medical and spiritual knowledge can help the human race. 

In order to be content with life, you need to do more than just keep your physi
cal body alive-you need to achieve mental and spiritual balance. The happiness 
comes from your feelings, not just from the enjoyment of material things. Looking at 
the Chinese and the American cultures, I see that people here consider the material 
sciences more important than the spiritual. The only place most people know of to 
find spiritual solace is in religious institutions. There are few people who can find 
comfort and mental balance within themselves. This is because Western culture has 
never placed much emphasis on researching the energy field which we have within 
ourselves, and so this spiritual inner science has never had a chance to develop. 

China has been developing this inner energy science for thousands of years. China 
has been a pioneer in this field, but it is now time for the West to adopt this science: 
ro see what it can learn from it, and what it can contribute to it. I deeply believe that 
Qigong is able to help people understand themselves better, re-establish their mental 
balance, and gain peace of mind. 

I believe that the 20th century was a material century, in which all humans were 
searching for the solutions to material lack, and the enjoyment of material satisfaction. 
Now, many of w have reached a stage that allows us to be free from material bondage. 
In � last two decades, more and more people have been searching for spiritual free
dom. During this transition period, the ancient tools described in this book seem to 
be mon: important than ever. Tht Mwd�!Undtm Changing 11nd MtJ"ow/Brain Washing 
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Qigong da.ssics have been the crucial guidelines and textbooks for the cultivation of 
spiritual enlightenment in Chinese Buddhist society for centuries. The methods 
taught in these rwo das.sics have been practiced and experienced for more than four. 
teen hundred year� Therefore, we should consider how they can provide us a correct 
path for our study today. Though many pracrica are not practical for today's sociery, 
they an offer w: experience and theory. which we can then interpret through modern 
science for logical analysis and explanation. It is hoped that through this understand
ing. we can find an accessible way of reaching the same spiritual goals in today's world. 

This book is a new edition of this work. The main changes to this new edition are: 
• All of the Chinesetranslarions in this book use the Pinyin system, which is 

more popular today. 

• All of Chinese characters are computer generatal which is much clearer 
than the hand drawn Chinese in all of our previous books. 

• The glossary has been revised. 

• The entire book has been re-typeset to make it easier to read. 

I hope that through this effort, you will glean more of the art's essence from this 
book, and that it will stimulate your mind to think, ponder, and analyze. Through this 
proa:ss. �will all be able to borrow from the wisdom of the past to enlighten our life 
today. 

Dr. Yang. Jwing-Ming 
March 10, 1999 
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Ailout "'- Author 

Dr. Y•ng,Jwing-Ming. P6.D. fllt4114± 
Dr. Yang. Jwing-Ming was born on August II th. 1946. 

in Xinzhu Xian (0\l'ta). Taiwan (t"'). Republic of China 
(H._.). He staned his Wushu ( "-"' )(Gongfu or Kung 
Fu, >II"-) training at the age of fifTeen under the Shaolin 
White Crane (Bai He, Pft.QQ) Master Cheng. Gin-Gsao 
( t-t-:li ) . Master Cheng originally learned Taizuquan 
( :t.:il•) from his grandfather when he was a child. When 
Master Cheng was fifteen years old, he started learning 
White Crane from Master ]in, Shao-Feng ( -t-•• ). and fol
lowed him for twenty-three years until Master ]in's death. 

In thirteen years of study (1961-1974) under Master Cheng, Dr. Yang became an 
o.pert in the White Crane Style of Chinese martial art s.  which includes both the use 
of barehands and of variow weapons such as saber. staff, spear. trident, two short rods, 
and many other weapons. With the same master he also studied White Crane Qigong 
( 1.>11 ), Qin Na (or Chin Na, •-t ). Tui Na ( ll-t) and Dian Xue massages (II ;;;lt-' ). 
and herbal treatment 

At the age of sixteen. Dr. Yang began the study of Yang Style Taijiquan ( ,.��_._,. .. ) 
under Master Kao Tao { ,1)!$ ). Afier learning &om Master Kao, Dr. Yang continued 
his study and research ofTaijiquan with several masters and senior practitioners such 
as Master Li. Mao-Ching (f;U) and Mr. Wilson Chen (IU:<+) in Taipei (�Jt). 
Master Li learned his Taijiquan from the well-known Master Han, Ching-Tang ( '*.l:t), 
and Mr. Olen learned his Taijiquan from Master Zhang. Xiang-San ( flW.;. ). Dr. 
Yang has mastered the Taiji barehand st:quence, pushing hands, the two-man fighting 
sequence, Taiji sword, Taiji saber, and Tajji Qigong. 

When Dr. Yang wos eighteen years old he entered Tamkang College ( >'J.>••IIt ) in 
Taipei Xian to study Physics. In college he began the study of traditional Shaolin 
Long Fist (Changquan or Chang Chuan, :.!1.._-l.} with Master Li, Mao-Ching at the 

Tamkang College Guoshu Club (;�;<U1,.)(1964-196B), and eventually became an 
assistant instructor under Master Li. In 1971 he completed his M.S. degree in Physics 
at the National Taiwan University (�Ill A.•). and then served in the Chinese Air 
Force from 1971 to 1972. In the service, Dr. Yang taught Physics at the Junior 
Academy of the Chinese Air Force ( �.f:tiJtt) while also teaching Wushu. After being 
honorably discharged in 1972, he returned to Tamkang College to teach Physics and 
resumed study under Master Li, Mao-Ching. From Master Li, Dr. Yang learned 
Northern Style Wushu, which includes both barehand (especially kicking) techniques 
and numerous weapons. 



In 1974, Dr. Yang came to the United States to study Mechanical Engineering at 
Purdue University. At the r�urst of a few students, Dr. Yang began to teach Gongfu 
(Kung Fu), which resulted in the foundation of the Purdue University Chin� Kung 
Fu Research Club in the spring of 1975. While at Purdue, Dr. Yang also taught col
legr-credited courses in Taijiquan. In May of 1978 he was awarded a Ph.D. in 
Mechanical Engineering by Purdue. 

In 1980, Dr. Yang moved to Houston to work for Texas Instruments. While in 
Hou.ston he founded Yang's Shaolin Kung Fu Academy, which was eventually taken 
over by his disciple Mr. Jeffery Bolt after moving to Boston in 1982. Dr. Yang found· 
ed Yang's Martial Arts Academy (YMAA} in Boston on October 1, 1982. 

In January of 1984 he gave up his engineering career to devore more rime to 
research, writing, and n�aching. In March of 1986 he purchased propcny in the 
Jamaica Plain area of Boston to be used as rhe headquaners of the new organization, 
Yang's Martial Arts Association. The organization has continued ro expand, and, as of 
July 1st 1989, YMAA has become just one division of Yang's Oriemal Arts 
Association, Inc. (YOAA, Inc.}. 

In summary, Dr. Yang has been involved in Chinese Wushu since 1961. During 
this cime, he has spem thirteen years learning Shaolin White Crane (Bai He), Shaolin 
Long Fist (Changquan), and Taijiquan. Dr. Yang has more than twenty·eighr years of 
instructional experience: seven years in Taiwan, five years at Purdue University, two 
�rs in Housron, Texas, and founeen years in Boston, Massachusetts. 

In addition, Dr. Yang has also been invited to offer seminars around the world ro 
share his knowledge of Chinese martial arts and Qigong. T he countries he has visited 
include Canada, Mexico, France, Italy, Poland, England, Ireland, Portugal, 
Switzerland, Germany, Hungary, Spain, Holland, Belgium, Latvia, Chile, Venezuela, 
Argentina, Bermuda, Barbados, South Africa, and Saudi Arabia. 

Since 1986, YMAA has become an inrernarional organization, which currently 
includes 59 schools located in Poland, Portugal. France, Italy, Holland, Hungary. 
South Africa, Chile, Venezuela, Argentina, Bot5Wana, Ireland, Belgium, United 
Kingdom, Canada, and the United Stares. Many of Dr. Yang's books and videotapes 
have been translated into languages such as French, Italian, Spanish, Polish, Czech, 
Bulgarian, Russian, Hungarian, and Persian. 

Dr. Yang has published twenty-six other volumes on the martial arrs and Qigong: 
1. ShllOlin Chin Na; Unique Publications, Inc., 1980. 

2. Shtwun Long Fist Kung Fu; Unique Publications, Inc., 1981. 

3. Yang Sryk Tai Chi Chuan; Unique Publications, Inc., 1981, 

4. lntrodU&tion to Ancitnt Chintst �aponr; Unique Publications, Inc., 1985. 



5. Qigongfor H<a!Jh and Martial Am: YMAA Publication Center, 1985. 

6. Nonlxrn Shaolin Sword; YMAA Publication Center, 1985. 

7. Tai Chi Thmy and Martial Powtr: YMAA Publication Center, 1986. 

8. Tai Chi Chuan Martial Applications, YMAA Publication Center, 1986. 

9. Analysis ofShao/in Chin Na; ThtAA Publication Center, 1987. 

10. Eight Simpk Qigong Ex�rcu�s for Htalth,· YMAA Publication Center, 

1988. 

II. Th. Root of Chinm Qigong-Th< S.crtn of Qigong Training: YMAA 

Publication Center, 1989. 

12. Mwdt/Tmtkn Changing and Mamw/Brain Washing Chi Kung-Tk 
Stem of Youth; YMAA Publication Center, 1989. 

13. Hsing Yi Chuan-Thtory and Applications; YMAA Publication Cc:mc:r, 

1990. 

14. Th. bsm« ofTaiji Qigong-H<alth and Martial Arn; YMAA Publication 

Center, 1990. 

15. QjgongforArthritis;YMAA Publication Center, 1991. 

16. Chinert Qigong Massagt-Gmual Massagt,· YMM Publication Cc:mc:r, 

1992. 

17. How to Dif.nd Yours•/fi YMAA Publication Center, 1992. 

18. Baguazhang-Emti Baguazhang: YMAA Publication Center, 1994. 

19. umpr.hmsi"' Applications of Shaolin Chin Nt>-Th< Practical Dtfonu of 
Chintst&izingArts;YMAA Publication Center, 1995. 

20. Taiji Chin Na-Tht StWng Art ofTaijiquan; YlviAA Publication Center, 
1995. 

21. Tht Es1mcto{Shao/in Whi� Cr�tnt; YMAA Publication Center, 1996. 

22. Back Pain-Chintst Qigong for Htaling �tnd Prtvtntion; YMAA 

Publication Center, 1997. 

23. Ancimt Chintst Wtapons; Yl\r1AA Publication Center, 1999. 

24. T.ijiquan. Classical YangStylt; YMAA Publication Center, 1999. 

2S. Tai Chi Statts of Ancimt Masun; YMAA Publication Center, 1 999. 

26. T.iji Sword. C/4.ssical Yang Stylt; YMAA Publication Center, 1999. 



Dr. Yang Ius also published the following videotape" 

1. Ml�g Styk Tai Chi Chuan and ltJ Applicatiom; YMAA Publication Center, 
1984. 

2. Shaolin Long Fist Kung Fu-Lien Bu Chuan and Its Applicatiom; YMAA 

Publication Center, 1985. 

3. Shaolin Long Fist Kung Fu-Gung Li Chuan and ltJ Applicatiom; YMAA 

Publication Center, 1986. 

4. Shaolin Chin Na; YMAA Publication Center, 1987. 
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General Concepts 



CHAPTIO 1 

Introduction 

Before you start reading this book, you are advised to read the book: 'f'1N RfJot of 
Chin<�< Qigong-Tht Stem of Qigong Training. It reviews the history of Chinese 
Qigong, explains important concepts and terminologies, and most importantly, gives 
you a foundation of knowledge of general Qigong principles and training theory. 
Without these roots, you might become confused and misunderstand this and subse
quent YMAA Qigong books. 

1.1 THE YAWl Of hADmoN 
Prior to this century, the understanding of nature was limited and technology was 

not yet well developed. Communication was not as convenient as today, and the 
human mind was not as open. People's thinking was restrained by the bondage of tra
ditional, conservative beliefs. At that time, the ancient ways and writings which had 
been passed down were considered the absolute authorities in most a�as. Anyone who 
strayed fiom the traditional ways was fdt to be betraying society. 

In this old, conservativ;e community, accumulated "experience" was the source of 
knowledge, and was considered the most valuable treasure. Older people were gener
ally respected by youngsters because of their experience. At that rime, when something 
happened to a person, the first and most important thing was his emotional response 
to it. When these experiences were then explained by "wisdom" (wise thinking and 
judgemem), knowledge increased. A p<:rson who had a great amount of experience and 
knowledge was then better able to sense and understand the "great nature," which 
includes, among other things, heavenly timing (seasonal changes), gcomancy, and 
human relations. Such a person was respected as a wise man, a holy man, or a saint. 
"Human nature," which mainly originated from feelings and judgements through 
contact with nature and other human natures, was widely studied and researched. 
Philosophies were created. The accumulated experience led to traditions and societal 
rules, which formed the foundation of the culture. 

You can see that tradition is the result of accumulated experiences filtered through 
human feelings. Different races have had different historical backgrounds and, there
fore, have different traditions and rules. These traditions represent the characteristics 
of each race, which were developed through thousands of years. 



In this cmrury, modem science ha.s developed and communication around the 
world has become very easy. Open minded youngsters have started co chalknge the 
"rradirional," and have re-entered the "experience" path of their ancestors. However, 
ali they ler go of the traditions they lose their bearings. Without experience to guide 
them they feel lost. and their lives seem to have no meaning. Because of this they suf
kr pain and confusion. In order to escape from this, they look to drugs and alcohol 
for temporary relief. These have become an ever-increasing problem, and I really 
�lievt that it is because we have ignored our culture and traditions in the last two 
decades. 

As the material sciences have developed, material enjoymentS have become peo
ple's main concern. They base their feelings and self-satisfaction on the enjoyment of 
material1hings. Tradition and accumulated human emotional experience have become 
the major source of a generation gap. Older people have lost the respect of the younger 
generation and become dte lost group in rhis modern sociecy. Human spiritual feel
ings and the appreciation of culrure and fine, classic, creative arts have been 
downgraded. 

Nor until recently did our society stan to realize the value of tradition and experi
ence. This is especially true for the knowledge and experience which are based on 
spiritual feelings. T his n� society is beginning to understand char in order to have a 
happy life, you need not jwt material comfort, but also, and more importandy, spiri
tual cultivation in peace and calmness. Many people are starring to believe that the 
traditional practices of the ancient spiritual societies hold the key to solving many 
mental problems and improving our lives. Tradition and spiritual science are being re
evaluated. This tendency has become especially apparent in the last ten years with the 
incr�d cultural exchange between East and Wen. Finally, people are getting the 
chance ro see how people in other pans of the globe deal with life's problems. 

Chinese Qigong h>.S mned to bloom in the West. More and more, people are 
coming to believe that, in addition to maimaining health and increasing longevity, 
Qigong can be one of the most effective ways to attain a peaceful, spiritual life. 

Qigong is one of the greatest achievements ofChina.lt was created from the accu
mulated experiences of countless generations by thousands of "wise men." These wise 
men, after learning the traditional knowledge, modified and added their own experi
ences to rhe practice. Finally. this treasure has reached our hands. Now, it is our 
responsibiliry to keep it and continue to develop it. 

Many of the theories and training methods of Qigong were kept secret, and only 
recently made available to the general public. There are many reasons for this secrecy: 

• Every Qigong style considered irs theory and methods ro be precious uea
surcs which offered something which could not be purchased with 
money-health and long life. Because this was so valuable, many masters 
dtd not want to share it. 
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• Many Qigong training theories are hard ro und�rstand, and the practices 
dangerous if done incorrectly. Only advanced disciples have the necessary 
level of understanding, and � ever get to this level. 

• Many Qigong practitioners believed rhar the more you kept a mystery. the 
more valuable and precious it would be. 

• Some of the Qigong training, such as Marrow/Brain Washing, involves 
stimulation of the sexual organs. In the ancient, conservative society. this 
was considered immoral. 

Many Qigong secrets were passed down only ro a few students or to direct blood 
relatives. In religious Qigong, the limitations were even stricter. The rcligiow excrcis· 
cs were passed down only to the priests. This was especially true for the Marrow/Brain 
Washing Qigong. In faa, these techniques were uadirionally passed down ro only a 
very few disciples who understood Qigong theory and had reached a high level of cul
tivation. This situation lasted until the beginning of this century, when it was 

gradually revealed to laymen. It was only during the last twenty years that many of the 
secret documents were made available to the public. 

Nobody can deny that Western science which has been developed today is main· 
ly focused on material development. Spiritual science has been downplayed. The 
major reason for this is simply that the spiritual energy world is harder to see and 
understand. This spiritual science is still in its formative stage. Recently, it was report· 
ed that even today's science understands probably only I 0% of the functions of the 
human brain. You can see from this that, compared ro the "great nature" which is still 
waiting for us to discover and understand it, science today is still in its infancy. 

For these reasons, it is unwise to use today's infant science to judge the accumu· 
Jared experience and phenomena of the past. I believe that as long as we respect the 
traditions and experience of the past, and continue our study and research, we will 
eventually be able to understand all of these natural phenomena scientifically. 

Following this reasoning, traditional Qigong theory and training methods should 
remain the main source and authority for your training. The correct attitude in prac· 
tieing Qigong is to respCi( and understand the past, and to also examine everything 
from a modern, scientific point of view. In this way you can improve upon the knowl· 
edge and experience of the past. The "secrets" should be opened to the public and 
should accept the questioning of modern science. A secret is a secret only if you do not 
know it. Once a secret is common knowledge, then it ceases to be a secret. 

Many of you might be wondering: if people in ancient rimes had to invest at least 
fifty years of effort before they reached the higher levels of achievement, such as 

enlightenment, what chance do we have today to reach the same level? Very few peo
ple in our busy society can devote the time that the ancients did. The answer is that 
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sinct the rraining theory wed to bt: kq>t secret, it rook most Qigong practitioners 
many years to learn and understand it. If wr can first learn the theory and principles. 
and then train. � will start out on the correct path and avoid many many years of 
wondering and confusion. If you want to drive somewhere you have nner been 
before, dle best �y is to check the map first to find the quickest route. However, if 
you get in your car with only a vague idea of where your destination is and how to get 
there, you may never reach it. It is said: "The Large Dao is no more than three or rwo 
sentences, when spoken and revealed, it is not worth more than half a penny."' This 
means that the so-called secrets contain only some simple theories and principles. 
With the wistance of modern science, wr might be able to fi.nd a path which short
ens the rraining period. 

Therefore, \\oe should respea the past, and srudy and practice carefully. Whenever 
we are able ro use modern science to o:plain something, we should dare to challenge 
the traditional beliefs and re-evaluate them. Only in this way will the ancient science 
be recognized and accepted in the present and future. 

This volume will be divided inco four parrs. The first parr, after incroducing the 
general concepts, will survey the history of the Yi fin jing (Mwck/Tendon Changing 
Ckwic) and the Xi Sui Jing (Marrow/Brain Wa;hing Ckwic). We will then discuss the 
training background of the two major rdigious sour� of these two classics: 
Buddhism and Daoism. Since many documents originated with the Daoists, we will 
discuss rhe different Daoist approaches to Qigong in the third chapter. Finally, in 
order to help you understand the major keys to the entire training, the fourth chapter 
will review the general concepts of Kan (Water, J:t) and Li (Fire, ._ ) , which will lead 
you to a deeper level of understanding of adjusting and balancing your Qi. 

In the s.econd pan of this book, we will first discuss the theory and principles of 
Yi Jin Jing. and follow this with a detailed discussion of the tradition<tl training meth
ods. Owing the discussion, many documents will be translated and commenced upon. 

Xi Sui Jing theory, training principles and methods will be covered in the third part 
of the book. Naturally, the available documents will be rranslaced and commented on. 
Finally, in the fourth part, I will list many of the quesrions I have about these two arts. 

1.2 Wlw ... Yl JIN JING AND XI SUI .liNG? 
It is extremely importam that, before you read any further, you have a general 

understanding of the Yi ]in Jing and Xi Sui Jing, and of what kind of roles they can 

play in your health and longevity. This brief introduction will offer you a general idea 
of what you can expect and what will be involved. Parts Two and Three will discuss 
these subjects in greater depth. 

Yi ( & ) means "to change, to replace, or to alter," Jin (a) means "muscles and ten
dons," and Jing ( ll) means "classic or bible."Thcrcforc, it is commonly translated as 
"Musck Chtmging Ckwi< ... Trndcn Ch4nging Ckns�." or" Musck/Trndcn Ch4nging 
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Cltzssie.u •Muscles and tendons" docs not refer only to the literal muscles and tendons. 
It actually refers to all of the physical system which is related to the muscles and ten
dons, including the internal organs. The Yi )in Jing describes Qigong theory and 
troining methods which are able to impro"" your physical body, and change it ftom 
wuk to strong. Naturally, chcse methods are also very effective in maintaining your 
physical health. 

Xi ( >ll) means "to wash" or "to dean." Sui ( tl) includes Gu Sui ( f"tl ), which 
means "'bone marrow," and Nao Sui <••>. which refers to the brain-including cere
brum, cerebellum, and medulla oblongata. Jing (.II. ) means "classic or bible." This 
work is commonly translated "Marrow Wmhing Cla.Jsic," bur "Marrow/Brain Washing 
Classic" is a more accurate translation. The first translation probably became popular 
because of a misunderstanding of the scope of the work, which had been kept secret 
for a long period of time. Also, the goal of "brain washing" is enlightenment or 
Buddhahood, which, in addition to being difficult to understand, is less interesting to 
laymen. It was not until recently. when many of the secret documents were made avail· 
able to the general public, that a clearer and more complete picture of the training 
emerged. A correct translation shows that )(j Sui Jing training deals with the bone 
marrow and the brain. However, the training does not actually focus on the physical 
matter of the bone marrow and the brain. Instead, it emphasizes how you should take 
care of the Qi part of your body, and how ro lead the Qi to the bone marrow and brain 
to nourish them and keep them functioning at an optimal level. 

In order to give you a general understanding of how these two arts fit into the gen
eral picture of Chinese Qigong, we would like to summarize some importam concepts 
which were discussed in the book: The Root of Chinese Qigong. First, we will discuss 
the concept of health, and then we will look at the different categories of Qigong 
which have been developed in China, and review their training goals. This will pre· 
pare you for an undemanding of the role which the Yi ]in Jing and Xi Sui Jing play 
in Chinese Qigong society. Finally, we will lin the differences between the Yi Jin Jing 
and Xi Sui Jing. Once you understand these basic concepts, you will be able to enter 
into an examination of the deeper aspects ri Qigong without being confused by mys
tical Nsecrets." 
1.2.1 What is leal Health? 

Your body includes physical and mental parts. The physical body is considered to 
be Yang (It) in Chinese Qigong, and the mental body, which is closely related to the 
Qi, thinking, and the spirit, is thought� as Yin (It). Only when these Yin and Yang 
pans of your body balance each other harmoniously do you have real health. In other 
words, to have true good health, you must have a strong physieal body and a healthy 
Qi body and mind. When you have both, your spirit can be raised and your whole 
being will be vigorously alive. 
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In order ro keep the physical pan of your body srrong. you must have smooth Qi 
circulation. Qi is the energy source for all of the body's activities. You also need 10 have 
healthy blood cells to carry nutrients and oxygen throughout the body. According to 
Chinese medicine, 1he blood cells need Qi ro stay alive. However, blood cells have also 
been traditionaJiy considered to be carriers of QL They distribute Qi throughout rhe 
body, and abo act as a battery, storing excess Qi and releasing it when needed. You can 
sec that if the blood cells are not healthy, they will not transpon nutrienu and oxygen 
efficiendy, and they will also not be able to carry out the function of regulating the Qi. 

In order to keep the mental part of your body healthy, you must learn how to keep 
your brain hea.lthy. Your brain is the center of your thinking and the headquarters of 
the Qi. In order to keep your brain functioning properly, you must have plenty of Qi 
to nourish it. When you have a healthy brain. your spirit of vitality can be raised. 

In order to have smooth Qi circulation in your body, you must fir.sc undersrand 
rhe Qi circulatory system. Your body has twelve primary Qi channels which relate 10 
rwelve internal organs. and eighr extraordinary vessels which store the Qi. The twelve 
primary Qi channels are sometimes compared to rivers which circulate the Qi to rhe 
organs m maintain their normal functioning, and rhe eight vessels are compared to 
reservoirs of Qi which regulate the Qi rivers. To have a healthy body and a long life, 
you must keep rhe Qi circulating smoothly in the twelve primary channels, and keep 
the Qi reservoirs full so that they can regulate the Qi rivers efficiently. 

Many Qigong styles were created upon this foundation of knowledge, which is 
drawn from Chinese medical science. Each style has its own training goals. Generally 
speaking, the styles can be divided into four major caregories. 

1.2.2 Major Qigong Categories and Their TNining Goals 
Scholu Qigong. Styles in this category were developed by scholars, and their main 

purpose is maintaining health. They emphasize having an emotionally neutral, heaJthy 
mind and smooth Qi circulation. 

Healing or Medical Qigong. Thi5 category was created mainly by Chinese mcd· 
ical doctors. Special exercises were created to emphasize the Qi circulation in specific 
channels in order to cure specific illnesses. 

Martial Qigong. The goal of this category is to energize the physical and energy 
bodies to a more vigorow state so as to increase fighting ability. Most of the exercises 
in this category were created by Qigong practilioners who were manial artists. 

Rdigiow Qigong. This type of Qigong Wo1S developed mainly by Buddhist and 
Daoist monks. The original goal of rcligiow Qigong was enlightenment or 
Buddhahood. Later, when the training techniques were revealed to laymen, it was dis· 
coven:d that this type of Qigong Wo1S very effective for longevity. Both ttaining theory 
and methods ue the hardest among all of the Qigong styles. This style emphuizcs 
leading Qi to the marrow to keep it fresh and healthy and also to the brain to nour· 
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ish it. In order to have an abundant supply of Qi fOr the training, not only must the 
Qi circulate smoothly in the twelve channels, but the Qi in the eight vessels must be 
full. For lhe monks, leading Qi to the brain to raise up the Shen ( 40) is the key to 
enlightenment. 
1.2.a o.n.a� ...,.,.,.. o1 Yi Jin Jint ano1 xi Sui Jine 

Before we discuss the purposes of each training, you should first know a few 
important points: 

• These rwo classics were a Buddhist creation, and were later developed con
tinuously by both Buddhists and Daoists. 

• The original goal of training was enlightenment or Buddhahood. In order 
to reach this final goal, a practitioner needed first to have a strong physical 
body and an abundant supply of Qi. This Qi is led to the marrow and the 
brain to nourish them. Yi Jin Jing tr2ining is concerned with strengthening 
the physical body and building up the energy (Qi) body, while the Xi Sui 
Jing is concerned with using this Qi to nourish the bone marrow and to 
realiu: me goal of spiritual (Shen) cultivation. 

• Recently the training secrets were revealed to laymen and used mainly for 
health and longevity. 

There is a section in the documents which talks about the general purposes of the 
Yi Jin Jing and Xi Sui Jing. We will translate it here for your reference. The Chinese 
version and the commentary will be offered in the second part of this book. 

Yi }in Gongfo i.J ahk to changt tht tmdtms and shapt, Xi Sui Gongfo is 
abk tD changt tht marrow and Shm {spirit), (They ard tsptcially capablt 
ofinrrtasingspiritu.al brawry. spin'tu.llf powtr, spiritual wisdom, and spir· 
itwl inttUigtnct. Its training mtthods, compartd with tht Daoist family's 
Lian jing (lrr!.in Esstnct), LitJn Qi (train Qi), and Lian Shtn (train spir� 
h). art rtptllttdly mutually rtlattd in many ways, and itJ Yi (i.t., goal or 
inttntion) of practice is compku/y tht samt. 

HowtVtr, (tht Buddhist approach U) trainLd from txttrnal. whik tlixir 
fomily (i.t., Daqisr approach) is trllinLd from inttrnal Cultivating lift 
(i.t .• tht physical body) is tht major 1upport of cultivating tht D(lQ, it U tht 
lmidn and tht voyagt to Buddhahood. It ItmtS tht samt purpo� as .. mtth
orls" (of cultivation). Once �u haw) achitvtd tht goal, tht lift and tht 
mrthods shouM all IH giwn up: not haitating is tht important point. 

Once you understand the general purpose of the Yi ]in Jing and Xi Sui Jing, you 
should funher understand how each one fits into your total training. 
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1.2..4 1he Purpose of lho Yi Jin Jing 
The main purpose ofYi Jin Jing training is to change rhe physical body from wrak 

to strong and from sick to healthy. In order to reach this goal. the physical body must 
be- stimulated and exercised, and the- Qi in rhe energy body must � regulated. The 
main goals of the training are: 

• To open up the Qi channels and maintain the appropriate level of smoolh 
Qi circulacion in the rwclve primary Qi channels. This maintains the health 
and proper functioning of the related organs. Smooth Qi circulation also 
makes it possible to greatly strengthen the: physical body. 

• To fill up the Qi in the two main Qi reservoirs----the Conception and 
Governing Vc:ssels (Ren Mai and Du Mai, *• - 't.l'c. ) . The Conception 
Vessel is responsible for regul.acing the six Yin channels, while the 
Governing Vessel governs the six Yang channels. When an abundanc supply 
of Qi is stored in these two vc:ssc:!s, the twelve primary ch.annds can be rc:g
ulatc:d dfectivc:ly. 

• T o opcn the small Qi branches from the primary channc:ls to the surface of 
the skin and maintain healthy conditions for the muscles and skin. 

• For those who also wish to train Xl Sui Jing and reach a higher level, Yi Jin 
Jing uaining is needed to build up the necessary level of Qi. 

1.2.5 1he Purpose of the Xi 5ui Jing 
The: main purposes of Xi Sui Jing training arc to usc the abundant Qi generated 

from Yi Jin Jing uaining to wash the marrow, to nourish the brain, and to fill up the 
Q in W other six vessels. The main goals of the training are: 

• To keep the Qi at an abundant level and continue to build up the Qi to a 
higher 1�1 from ocher sources. An abundant Qi supply is the key to sue· 
ccssful marrow washing and nourishing of the brain for raising the spirit. 
Experience has shown that the genitals can be an imponant source of extra 
Qi. Therefore, one of the main goals of Xi Sui Jing training is learning how 
to increase the production of semen Essence and improving the eflkiency 
of its conversion into Qi. 

• In onl<r to k«p an abundant supply of Qi. the fuel (Original Essenc<. >t.") 

mwt be conserved, protected, and firmed. Therefore, the second purpose 
of Xi Sui jing is to regulate the usage of Original Essence. 

• Learning how to lead Qi to the marrow to keep the marrow fresh, and to 
kad Qi to the brain ro r.Use up th.c spirit of vitality. Marrow is the f.actory 
which produces your red and whit< blood cells; when the marrow is fresh 



and dean rhe blood will be healrhy. A. rhis blood flows ro every part of your 
body. it will slow down the degeneration of your cells. Practicing Xi Sui Jing 
can rherefore slow down che aging process When rhe brain has plenry of 
Qi ro nourish it. you are able to maintain the normal funatoning of your 
brain and also raise up the spirit of vitality. When che spirit is raised, dte Qi 
in rhe body can be governed elfeccivdy. 

• For a sincere Buddhisr or Daoisc monk, che final goal of Xi Sui Jing is 
reaching enlightenment or Buddhahood. For them, the training purposes 
listed above are considered temporary. They are only steps in the process of 
building up their .. spiritual baby" (LingTai, a8) and nurturing it until it 
is independent and has eternal life. 

From th..is brief summary, it is clear that the Yi Jin Jing and Xi Sui Jing can change 
both your physical and spiritual qualities and lead you co a higher level of physical and 
spiritual life. But to understand e:xacdy how these two Qigong exercises help you to 
reach these goals, you must have a profound understanding of the relationship 
berween your Qi. your physical body. and your spiritual body. Only chen will you be 
able co grasp che keys of che training. 

1.3 How 1HE Y1 .liN .liNG AND XI SUI JING HAVE Afi:ECIID C._.ESE CUL11111 

Since che Yi Jin Jing and Xi Sui Jing were created about 536 A.D .. they have sig
nificantly influenced the development of Chinese culture for more than 1400 years. 
Because che Yi ]in Jing has been caught to che public while che Xi Sui Jing has been 
kept more secret, the Yi Jin Jing should be credited with having more influence. We 
will look at their influence on three different fields: I. religiow society; 2. martial and 
politica1 societies; and 3. medical society. 

1.3.1 ReligiDUO Society 
Before these rwo classics were available, Buddhism and religious Daoism had exist

ed fOr nearly 500 yeacs in China. Wirhin chat peciod, though che philosophy of 
achieving Buddhahood or enlightenment was preached and methods of reaching it 
through meditation and spiritual cultivation were taught, they mainly emphasized the 
spiritual part of the cultivation and ignored the physical part of the tnining. 

TherefOre, most of the monks had weak physico! bodies and poor health. Narurally. 
their Hves were short and very few of them actually reached the goal of their cultiva
tion. It was not until these two classics were created by Da Mo that the monks had a 
more complete theory and more effective training methods that train both the physi
cal and spiritual bodies. To the Chinese rdigiou.s society, this was a revolution. These 
rwo classics provided che monks with an effective way ro build up their health and 
extend their lives so they could continue their spiritual cultivation. 

II 



Da Mo is considered the original ancestor of Chan ( 4J )(Ren. 8) Buddhist medi. 
cation in China. Chan meditation has influenced not only Chinese Buddhlsc JOCiety, 
bur it has also significantly influenced the cultures of several Asian countries such as 

Japan and Korea. Chan meditation is pan of the Yi Jin Jing and Xi Sui Jing training. 
Because of Da MaS raining theories, Chinese Buddhism has split into rwo main 

groups with different theories of how to uain to achieve Buddhahood. Though the Yi 
Jin Jing and Xi Sui Jing have been passed down within Buddhist soctccy. many 
Buddhists have refused to use the methods. The main reason is that many of the 
monks do not bdieve that, when you are striving to become a Buddha, your physical 
body should be considered as important as your spiritual body. They believe char since 
the spirirual body is the one you cultivate to reach eternal life, why should you have 
to spend time training your physical body? Another important reason is thar rhe Yi Jin 
Jing and Xi Sui Jing exercises were used ar rheir original birthplace, rhe Shaolin Temple 
(Shaolin Si, P ... -4- ) . ro enhance fighting ability. Many monks believed chat fighting 
and killing should be completely forbidden. and exercises that contributed to chis were 
therefore evil. As a maner of fact, mainstream Buddhist society considered rhe Shaolin 
Temple unrighteous. 

Since the Yi )in jing and )G Sui Jing were introduced in China, their training the
ories have been combined with rhe theories of traditional Chinese medicine. For 
example, there are many places in the documents where the rraining rheory and meth
ods are explained according to Chinese medical Qi theory, especially the concepts of 
primary Qi channels and vcs.sels. This combination has provided a better scientific and 
logical explanation of how to reach enlightenmenr or Buddhahood. 
1.3.2 -1 and Political Societies 

Before the Yi }in Jing was available, Chinese martial arts techniques and training 
were resrriaed to muscular strength. The Shaolin monks discovered rhac chcir power 
could be significandy increased through the Yi }in Qigong excrc�es. and it gradually 
became part of rhe required training. Because of this, the emire Chinese mania! society 
entered a new era and staned co emphasize internal Qi training. The Shaolin Temple was 

recognized as one of the highest authorities in Chinese martial arts. Now, Shaolin mar
tial arts have not only spread widely in China but even throughout the world. 

Many other martial styles were influeoced by the Shaolin Temple and started to 
train internal strength. The first 100 years following the creation of the Yi Jin Jing saw 
the birth of several internal styles such as Xiao Jiu Tian (Small Nine Heaven, •J•A.A) 

and Hou Tian Fa (Post-birth Techniques, I. A..ik ). It is believed charT aijiquan (t.e• ). 

which was created during the tenth century, was based on these two internal sryles. 
Since then, many internal martial arts sryles have been created, such as Bagua (Ail-), 
Xingyi (lilt), and Liu He Ba Fa (r..-A;t ). 

The most significant influence of the Yi }in Jing and Xi Sui Jing on Chines< mar· 
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rial am wu probably the dC'Yt'lopment of emotional qualities such as patience, 
endurance, �· concentration, and discipline. In addition, morality was 
improvod wilh su�h quali<ies as humility. resp«t, and loyalty being built up through 
c:he mental cultivation training. Through meditation and internal training. many mar
tial artists could understand the real meaning of life and find their true natwe . This 
undentanding led ro a re-evaluation and re-standardization of martial morality. 
Shaolin manial artisa were commonly recognized as examples of righteousness. 

Manial anises who trained the Yi  )in Jing and Xi Sui Jing often developed the 
highest levels of power. This was vitally important in ancient times before the advent 
of guns, when all of dte fighting depended on the individual's suength and techniques. 
Those who reached the highest levels of fighting ability were respected as heroes and 
held up as model� 

Because in ancient times skilled martial artists were the source of a nation's 
strength, they have often had a profound influence on politics. For example, it was 
Marshal Yue Fei ( ••) who decided the destiny of the Southern Song dynasty (I 127· 
1280 A.D., ":It). He had learned Shaolin Gongfu, and is credited with creating the 
internal manial style Xingyiquan as wdl as The Eight Pieces of Brocade (Sa Duan Jin, 
"-ll'*)• a popular Qigong set for health. The first emperor of the Chinese Tang 
dynasty, Li, Shi-Min ( Jt'-1tft. \ was assisted by the Shaolin priests several times dur
ing the revolution which led to his assuming power. Later, emperor Li authorized the 
Shaolin Temple to organize its own martial ans training system, which had previous
ly been legally limited, and to maintain an army of priest-soldiers (Scng Bing, itA-). 
ln addition, in order to express his appreciation, he rewarded them with the right to 
eat meat and drink wine. However, this outraged other Buddhists, and they ejected the 
Shaolin Temple from the Chinese Buddhist community. 

Another example is general Qi, Ji-Guang ( .ot•>l ) , who significantly inAuenccd 
the future of the Ming dynasty (1368-1644 A.D., ").The martial arts techniques in 
his books are said to be based on the Shaolin style. The most recent example of the 
close link between the martial and the political spheres was probably the disaster 
which happened directly to the Shaolin Temple during the Qing dynasty (1644-1912 
A.D., � ) . Primarily because Shaolin priests were involved in fighting against the Qing 
regime, the Shaolin T em pie was attacked and burned at least three times, and many 
martial priesa were killed. Many priests escaped, and returned to secular life. 
However, they still wanted to resist the Qing emperor, and so they stilltc:d teaching lay
men their art and building up another fighting force. 

The martial arts are not so important in tod.ay's world, but these cwo classics still 
have influence. Many young people still train them, and appreciate the challenge and 
discipline that they offer. 
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1.3.3 Moolcal Scociely 
Although many Qigong styles and exercises were created before the Yi Jin Jing and 

Xi Sui Jing, most of rhem only served to improve health and cure some illnesses. After 
� Mo however, people began to realiz.e that they could gain a significant increase in 
longevity through Yi Jin Jing and Xi Sui Jing training. 

Since the Yi ]in Jing and Xi Sui Jing were introduced in China, many doc(Ors and 
some mania! anisrs havt combined their training theories with traditional Chinese 
medicine. Our of this combination have come many differem healing and health 
maimaining Qigong exercises which � more effective than the tradilional healing 
Qigong exercises. For o:ample, the famous Qigong set The Eight Pieces of Brocade 
was one c:i the fruits of this combination. Recently, many healing exercises for some 
types c:i cancer were created based on this combined theory. 

1.4 T .. VAW! OF 1H! Y1 JIN JING AND X1 Sui JING IN TODAY'S WOILD 
You can se< from the lasr section that the Yi )in jing and Xi Sui jing have had a 

significant effect on Chinese culture. These two classics are rhe fruit of Chinese cui. 
ture, and have been tasted for mort than one thousand years. Now, the world is 
differtnt. Ancient secrets are revealed. Different cultures from different races finally 
have a chance to look ar each other.lt is time for us to open our minds to other cui· 
tures and even adopt their good parts. These two classics have brought the Chinese 
people the great fortune of good health. I believe that if Western society can open its 
mind to study them, it will gain far more rhan anyone can prediC[. I would like to dis
cuss this subject in three parts. 
1.4.1 ...... 

With the improvement of communication since the beginning of this century, 
countries which used to close their gate:s to anything foreign have graduaJiy opened. 
The exchange of culture, knowledge. and experiences has increased significandy in the 
last two decades. However, in the domain of religion. the situation remains the same 
as in the last century. Religious groups continue to build up walls to separate them
selves from other religions, especially those from different cultures. 

Because of this, the progress of religious education has stagnated or even gone 
backward. Fewer and fewer people believe in God or Buddha. The power of the reli
gions which used to dominate and control morality in society has been we:akening. 
More and more people have lost the feeling for and understanding of the meaning of 
life. The re5p0n.sibility for the development of spiritual science has been taken over by 
noncdigious groups. The main reason for this is simply that almost all religiow 
preaching and education still remain at the: pre-scientific S(agc. While: scie:nce: is rapid· 
ly advancing. and people are mueh better educated than ever, the old methods oE 
study, r.search, and pr.aching have lost their power to persuade people. The old ideas 
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or morafiey and the superstitious methods or persuasion no longer fit in our modern 
society. 

Spiritual questions have always caused people a lot of confusion and doubt. I 
believe that the development of spiritual science has never been so important in 
human his[Qry. So many people today need a sense of direction for their lives, one 
which can be understood in the light of today's science. They need contemporary 
answers to contemporary questions. I sincerely believe that if all of the religions could 
open their minds, share their experiences, and study together, they would be able to 
find a modem way to regain people's bdief and support, and continue to be the spir
irualleaders of our society. 

The Yi Jin Jing and Xi Sui jing are only a small part of Chinese spiritual science. 
Both Buddhism and Oaoism have had nearly two thousand years to study man's inner 
feelings and spiritual enlightenment. I bdieve that if the Western religions can open 
their minds, Sludy them, and select the good parts to mix with their own, a new reli
gious �volution can be expected. 

IA.2 Martial-

Though traditional marrial arcs training is not as important as in ancient times, 
when an individual's power and fighting techniques were the decisive factors in battle, 
martial arts training still remains of value. It has many purposes today, the most com
mon �ing the strengthening of the physical body and the maintenance of health. 
Though many other sports can serve the same purpose, Chinese martial arts are the 
product of thousands of years of experience, and the theory and philosophy are much 
deeper. Lke Western classical music, the deeper you dig, the more depth you find. 
Another common use of the martial arts is for self-cultivation. This is so because their 
tr.aining ls not just physical. In order to reach the higher levels of competence, you 
have to conquer yourself. One of the main rnsons that parents send their children to 
martial arts schools is to learn self-discipline. Through the training, children learn 
responsibility, patience, perseverance, respect for culture and tradition, and most 
important of all, they develop the willpower which is so essential to achieve any kind 
of goal. 

Anorher reason that many people study the martial arts is that they are looking for 
the meaning of life. The martial arts, like classical music and art, are profound because 
they developed out of an enormous accumulation of human experience. As you 
immerse: yourself in the study of one of these arts, you are able to find the peace with
in yourself to analyze what is happening in your life. This is especially true for 
pn1cririoners of the internal martial arcs. 

You can see that the Chinese marcia! ans today have become a sport, a form of self
cultivation, and a way to achieve a peaceful life. You can see why the internal spiritual 
ara have reached such a high level in the Chinese martial arts. Internal spiritual culti-
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varian i$ pan of the aru and cannot be separated from rhem. This has been rhe case 
in China since 500 A.D. Regardless of which martial style one studies in China, it mwr 
have both external techniques and internal Qigong power training. 

However, when the Oriental martial arts were imported to the Western world, 
because of the traditional .sec�, the rnot:krn life-style, and the different cultural 
background, there was a .separation between the training of the external techniques 
and the internal cultivation. This has made the arts and the training incomplete. Many 
Western mania! artists have only learned the external training, and a large number 
only usc me acts as a way to make money. 1be true meaning and content have been 
revised. Many people consider rhe Orien1al martial arts to be simply fighring lech
niqucs. and they totally ignore the internal cultivation. This has caused the general 
public 10 despise and downgrade this highly elegant art. This siruarion was especially 
true during the 1960's. 

This situation has only begun to change in the last ten years. With the increase of 
communication and cultural exchange between China and the Western world, rhe ans 
are fanally beginning to be understood. More people understand acupuncture and Qi 
theory. and they have learned a new respect for the Chinese marcia! arcs, especially for 
Taijiquan. which has spread to every corner of the world. It is now rime for the 
Western martial ans community to change its point of view and study one step fur
ther. lhe internal aspect of the ans mw1 be understood and combined with the 
external training. I predict that any martial style that doesn't start this now will be con
sidered outdated in another ten or twenty years. The imemal aspect of the oriental 
martial arts was kept secret, but now it has been revealed. Any martial artist who docs 
not grasp this opponunity to learn is limiting his art to the external. The imernal 
aspect of Chinese ma.uial arts training will be discussed in the book: Qigong and rht 
Marti11.l Arn which will be published ar a later date. 

Yi Jin Jing and Xi Sui Jing Qigong arc the foundation of the internal training in 
the mauial arts. For example, "Iron Shirt" was a product of the Yi Jin Qigong. Internal 
"Light Gongfu" was a result of the Xi Sui Jing training. Any martial artist who would 
like 10 enter the internal aspect of cultivarion must first understand these rwo classics. 
You can see that becawe of the changes in the last ten years, the internal arts are mov
ing up. and the external arts arc moving down. I can easily predict that in rhe near 
future. any martial school that docs not gel involved in the internal aspect of uaining 
will fmd its business declining. When people look for a suitable master for themselves 
or their children, they must first determine how much each master really knows. Does 
he: rrain only the exrernal, or both exrernal and internal? And what is his morality? 

I bdicve that if there is a set of Qigong books available it will greatly hdp people 
to understand the mystery of Qigong and the internal ans, and stay on che righr path. 
I hope to provide such a set with this series of books, and I sincerely hope that other 
people who are experienced in the imernal arts will also publish cheir knowledge. 
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1AJI MMiaol ...... 

Or:h�r than improving h�alr:h, fWD of th� most significant achievements which can 
be obtained ftom Yi )in Jing and Xi Sui Jing training ar< longevity and a deeper spir
itual life. Long life has been a major concern of mankind, and it is a major subject of 
modem medical research. Since the Yi )in Jing and Xi Sui Jing oll<r proven theory and 

training methods. it would be wise for modern medicine to study and research them. 
Naturally, first modern science must reach an understanding of internal energy (Qi), 
which is still new to it It is only in the last decade that Qi is beginning to be under
stood as bioenefFJ'. Hopefully, modern science may be able to find quicker and easier 
ways co achieve the same results as the Yi Jin Jing and Xi Sui Jing. 

In order to have a cal m and peaceful mind, you must first have a healthy brain. 
This is achieved by leading Qi to nourish the brain. You next have to learn how to reg
ulate your emotional mind and keep your mental center. This training can be a highly 
effective way to deal with mental problems which modern science cannot heal 

For a normal, healthy person, the training of these rno classics is probably one of 
the most dr..cient ways to maint1in and improve physical and mental health. They 
should be able to provide modern science with many useful ideas for research into 
longevity and mental illness. 

1.5 Haw 10 A-OACH nts looK 
In order to accept the challenge of studying this old science, we must have a mod

ern, scientific attitude. This is especially necessary for the Yi Jin Jing and Xi Sui Jing 
becawe of the mystery which has surrounded them. I would like to recommend some 
attitudes which will be very useful during your study. 

No prejudices. All cultures and trad.itiom which have survived must have their 
benefits. Perhaps some of them do not fit into our modern world. but they still deserve 
our respect. Remember, if you get rid of your past, you have pulled out your root. 
Naturally, you should not be stubborn and claim that the traditional culture is 
absolutely right or claim that an alien culture must be better than the one you have 
grown up in. You should keep the good parts of the traditional and absorb the best of 
the alien. 

Be neutral in your judgement. You should comider every new statement you read 
from the viewpoint of both your emotional feelings and the judgement of your wis
dom. You should always consider your emotions, but they should not dominate your 
judgement. 

Be Scientific. Although there are many phenomena which still cannot be 
�plained by modem science, you should always remember to judge events scientifi
cally. This will lead to the development of new science. You should use modern 
equipment to test phenomena when possible. 
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lk logical and make sense. When you read or study, in your mind you should 
always ask. "Is it logical and does it make sense?" When you keep these questions in 
mind. you will think and understand irutcad of believing blindly. 

Respect prior experience. Prior experience which has been passed down is the root 
d research. You should always be sincere and respectful when you study the past. The 
past helps you to understand the present. By understanding the present, you will be 
able to create the future. The accumulation of experience is the best teacher. You 
should respect the past, be cautious about the present, and challenge the future. 

China has more than 7000 years of cuhure, and it has brought forth many bril
liant accomplishments. Qigong is only one of them. In all of human history, there has 
nr:ver been such open communication among different cultures as is happening in our 
rime. It is our responsibility to encourage the general public to accept, study, and 
research other cultures. In this w.�y, the human r�e will be able to use the good parts 
of ocher cultures to Jive in a more peaceful and meaningful way. 

Chinese Qigong is part of traditional Chinese medical science. It has brought the 
Otinese thousands of years of calm, peace, and happiness. I believe that this brilliant 
part of Chinese culture will especially hdp Wenerners in the spiritual pan of their 
tr.Uning, Further publications must be encouraged. Wide scale scholastic and scientif
ic research must be conducted, especially by universities and medical organizations. In 
this way, we will be able to introduce this new culture to the Western world in a short 
rime. 

I predict that the study of Chinese medical science and internal, meditative 
Qigong will attain great results in the next decade. I invite you to join me and become 
a pioneer Of chis new field in the Western world. 

1.6 AI04II THIS BoOK 
When you study this book, there are a few things which you should know: 
The major part of this book is compiled from many documents acquired from 

many sources. These documents are explained or commented upon, based on my per
sonal Qigong knowledge and experience. Therefore, during the course of study, you 
should remain open-minded, and also refer to ocher related books. In this case, your 
mind will not be restricted to a small domajn of Qigong study. 
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The main sources of the documents used in this book are: 

• Th. &a! Manuscript ofYijinjing (Zhen Ben Yi )in )ing, ,U.UI•). This 
document w.as revealed by Mr. Jiang, Zhu·Zhuang ( !t+tll ), having been 
passed down secretly by his ancestors. Lacer, the same document was found 
in a manuscript stored in the "Tower of Fragrance" (HaFen Lou, iA.J.& ), 
which is a Daoist organitation. After these rwo versions were compared and 



edi�. the document was published in the book Chintst Shm Gong. (Zhong 
Gw Shm Gong, t•lhl), 1-bl /,by Gong jim Lao Ren (f>a�-.) (which 
means "Humbly Studious Old Man"). 

• TN RMI Mttming of tht Chinm Xi Sui Gong (Zhong Guo Xi Sui Gongfo Zhi 
Zhm Di, t • -'•* �.._,. tt ) . This document was published by Mr. Qiao, 
Chang-Hong ( •*• ) . Comparing this document with the previous one, it 
is evident that even though some training methods are slightly differenr, the 
theory and rhe training principles remain the same. 

• Other excerpts of documents which have been collected in the book: 
Chintst Shm Gong, \!Ol /, by Gong )ian Lao Ren. In the last fifteen years, 
in addirion to the many books which reveal Qigong training secrets, there 
is a twenty-one volume Qigong series published by Gong Jian Lao Ren. 
This name, which is clearly a pseudonym, means Humbly Studious Old 
Man. His real identity is unknown. All we know about him is that, since 
his family is rich, he was able co purchase or collect many documents, 
which he compiled and published. The above two sources are also listed in 
his first volume. 

• Many other individual documents and exercises, such as the Wai Dan 
Grand Circulation exercises, which 1 learned from my masters or collected 
over the last twenty-four years. 

The foundation of this book is those documents which were passed down from 
ancient times. Although, in my opinion, there are some minor errors or concepts 
which I do not agree with, the text of these documents remains the mosc important 
source of informacion for this book. Since there are numerous documents available 
now, and also because much of their content is not related to the Yi fin jing and Xi Sui 
Jing. only those parts which relate to these two classics will be translated and com
mented upon. 

Though many documents ace available, most of these documents were written 
hundreds of years ago, in the ancient style of writing, and they are very difficult co 
translate. Furthermore, they originated as Buddhist or Daoist treatises, and were only 
pan of the training for monks who were trying to reach enlightenment. Since most of 
the Buddhist bibles or treatises are very deep philosophy, even in China there are not 
too many people who are able to understand the real meaning. In order to understand 
these documents perfectly, you must have a deep understanding of Buddhism and 
Daoism. This increases the difficulty of translation. 

Because of the cultural differences, when one cries to translate these verses into 
non-Chinese languages, it is extremely difficult to find equivalent words which would 
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bt: undrrsrood. by thr reader. Many expressions would not make sense to the Wc:srerner 
if translatrd literally. Often, a knowledge of the historical background is nc:cessary. 
When you read thesr verses, especia.lly in translation, you will have to do a lot of think
ing, feeling. and pondering before you are able to sense the real and deep meaning. 
With this main difficulty in mind, I have attempted to convey as much of the origi
nal meaning of the Chinese as possible, based on my own Qigong experience and 
wufcrstanding. Although it is impossible to totally translate the original meaning. I 
feel that I have managed to express the majority of the important points. The transla· 
tion has been made as close to the original Chinese as possible, including such things 
as double negatives and, sometimes, idiosyncratic sentence structure. Words which arc 
understood but not actually written in the Chinese tc:xt have been included in paren
theses. Also. some Chinese words arc followed by the English in parentheses, e.g., 
Shen (Spirit). For reference, the original Chinese text is included after each translation. 

The Yi Jin Jing and Xi Sui Jing arc only part of the Chinese Qigong training, and 
compared to other Chinese Qigong practices, they arc considered to be deep. 
Therefore, many of the terminologies or the discussions may confuse you. If you have 
this feeling. you should first study the book: Th� Root ofChin�se Qigong. It will offer 
you a dear concept of Qigong and lead you to a better understanding of this and 
future books. 

References 
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CHAPTER 2 

Historical Survey 

In the book: The Root of Chinere Qigong, we revi�ed the general hinory of 
Chinese Qigong. From there we know that religious Qigong was only one category 
among several. In this book we will survey only the history of the religious Qigong 
which is related to the Yi )in Jing and Xi Sui Jing Qigong. 

From all of the available documents, it is very clear that Yi Jin Jing and Xi Sui Jing 
Qigong originated within Buddhist society. Although Buddhism was already a major 
religion in China, most of its Qigong training and ways of reaching Buddhahood had 
always been kept secret. For more than one thousand years, only limited pans of the 
secret documents were revealed to laymen. A5 a matter of fact, most of the documents 
and historical surveys about Vi Jin and Xi Sui Qigong practices available today come 
from religious Daoism and the martial aru community, rather than the Buddhists. 

Almost all of the documents credit the Buddhist Da Mo with the authorship of 
these two classics. Therefore, we will first review the history of Chinese Qigong and 
religion before Da Mo, and then we will talk about Da Mo, the Yi )in Jing and Xi Sui 
Jing. In the third section we will discuss the influence of the Yi }in jing and Xi Sui }ing 
on Chintse society after Da Mo's death. Finally, we will translate some of the docu
ments and stories which relate to Da Mo and these two classics. 

2.1 a-DAMo 
Although Qigong in China can be traced back before the Shang dynasty (1766-

1154 B.C., li ), historical documents written before the Eastern Han dynasty (c. 58 

A.D., .t.JJ) are scarce today, and it is difficult to obtain detailed information, especial� 
ly about training practices. From the limited publications we understand that there 
were two major types of Qigong training, and that there was almost no religious color 
to the training;. One type was used by the Confucian and Daoist scholars, who used it 

primarily to maintain their health. The other type of Qigong was for medical purpos
es, wing needles, massage, or healing Qigong exercises to adjust the Qi or cure illness. 
All of the training theory focused on following the natural way to improve and main
tain health. Actively countering the effects of nature was considered impossible. 

later, during the Eastern Han dynasty (c. 58 A.D.), Buddhism was imported w 

China.. u well u some of the Qigong practices which had been developed in India. 
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Buddhism was created by an Indian prince named Gautama (558�478 B.C.). When he 
was 29 years old, ht became dissatisfied with his comfortable and sheltered life and left 
his country. He went our into che world among the common people to experience the 
pain and suffering in their lives. Six years later, he suddenly apprehended the "Truth," 
and he naru:d traveling around to spread his philosophy. Buddhism is a major religion 
based on the belief chat Gautama, the Buddha (Sanskrit for Awakened One), achieved 
nirvana, or perfect bliss and freedom from the cycle of birth and death, and taught 
how to achieve this state. In order to reach this goal, a Buddhist monk must learn the 
way of spiritual cubivation, which is a high level of Qigong practice. 

Because the Han emperors were sincere Buddhists, Buddhism became the main 
religion in China. Naturally, che monks learned some of che Buddhist spiritual medi� 
ration methods. However, because of transportation and communication difficulties, 
they did not learn the complete system. For example, it is said that before the Lang 
dynasty (500 A.D .• 1« ). almost 500 years since Buddhism was imported to China, only 
two Indian priests had visited China to teach Buddhism. This means chat for five 
hundred years Chinese Buddhist monks could only learn the philosophy and <heory 
which could be passed down through written Buddhin scriptures. They learned little 
of the actual cultivation and training methods, because most of these musr be taught 
directly by an experienced master. 

Because of this, after frve hundred years of derivation and deduction the Chinese 
monks had established a way of reaching Buddhahood which was different from that 
of the Indian priests. The monks believed that the goal of Buddhahood could be 
accomplished simply through spiritual cultivation. However, according to 1he avail
able documents this over·emphasis on spiritual cultivation resulted in their ignoring 
their physical bodies. They considered 1he physical body of only temporary use 
because it served as a ladder ro reach Buddhahood. They even scoffed that the physi
c.J body was only a "Chou Pi Nang" (.u.t) which means "no10rious skin bag." They 
believed that since it was che spirit which would reach Buddha.hood, why should they 
.spend timetrainingthe physical body? Therefore, still meditation wal emphuiRd and 
physical exercise was ignored. Natur.ally, most of the monks were weak and unhealthy. 
This problem was aggravated by an unnutritional, protein-deficient diet. This inaccu
r;ue approach to cultivation was not changed until Da Mo arrived in China. 

Another religion, religious Daoism, also developed in this same time-period. 
Religious Daoism was created by a Daoist scholar named Zhang, Dao�Ling ( •ilrt ), 
who combined the traditional scholarly Daoist philosophy with Buddhist cultivation 
theory and created "Religious Daoism" ( iUl ). Traditional scholarly Daoism was creat
ed by lao Zi (or u Er)( ot+ · • � ) in the 6<h century B.C. He wrote a book tided n.. 
D< fint (CIIlSsir •• Mo,./iry. ••• ) which discussed natutol human mor.Jity. later, his 
follower Zhuang Zhou (IIlii) in the Warring Stares Period (403·222 B.C., a e) wrote 



a book called ZhwJtg Zi (IIi-). Scholarly Daoism studied the human spirit and nature 
but, according to the available documcms. it was not considered a religion. 

Ekfore rhc crcadon of religious Daoism, scholarly Daoism had alr�y been 
around for nearly seven hundmi yean. Naturally. rhc scholars' mroiraci� Qigong 
methods had already reached a high level. After Buddhism was combined with schol
arly Daoism, though some scholar meditation methods might have been modified. the 
physical Qigong exercises dcvdopt"d were srill ignored. lc is believed that the only 
physical Qigong exercises developed wen- pan of medical Qigong. and were created 
mainly by physicians. You can s� from this analysis that befort Da Mo. both 
Buddhiscs and Daoists emphasized spiritual cultivation and ignored the physical 
Qigong training. 

Now that you have a general idea of the historical background of Buddhism and 
Daoism, I� us discuss the Buddhist Shaolin Temple. This temple became very impor· 
tant becau� it was the place where Da Mo created his two classics, and wherr he is 
buried (536 A.D.). 

According to the avai1able documents, the original Shaolin Temple (Figure 2·1) 
was built in 495 A.D. (Wei Xiao Wen Di 19th year. "<t"*+IL-") on Shao Shi 
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Mountain. Deng Feng 
Xian, Henan province 
(;"'�'".._ · ""*� :!ttJ.). by 
rhe order of Emperor Wei. 
The temple was builr for an 
Indian Buddhist priest 
named Ba Tuo (&lit) for the 
purpose of preaching and 
worship. fn Chinese histo
ry, it is believed that Ba Tuo 
was the first Buddhist 
monk to come to China to 
preach. He was commonly 
called "Happy Buddha" 
(Mi Le Fo, •rt• )(figure 
2�2). At that rime, 
Buddhism was at rhe peak 
of its popularity and prosperity. It was said that at that 
rime there were thirteen thousand Buddhist temples 
and more than one hundred thousands monks. 
However, not long after this rime the religion came 
undersevere criticism from the scholars, and in a short 
30 years it lost a great deal of its influence and popu
larity. When Da Mo came to China in 527 A..O. (Wei 
Xiao Ming Di, Xiao Chang3rd year, tiL:f'ft•:f: I-=--*-), 

Buddhism's stock was quite low. 

2.2 DA Mo, IIIE Y1 JIN .liNG AND XI SUI JING 

Da Mo (Figure 2-3), whose last name was Sardili 
and who was also known as Bodhidarma, was once a 
prince of a small tribe in southern India. He was of the 
Mahayana school of Buddhism, and was considered by 
many to have been a bodhisariva, or an enlightened 
being who had renounced nirvana in order to save 
others. From the fragments of historical records it is 
believed he was born about 483 A.D. At that rime, 
India was considered a spiritual center by the Chinese, 
since it was the source of Buddhism, which was still 
very influential in China Many of the Chinese em per· 
ors either sent priests to India ro study Buddhism and 
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bring back scriptures, or else they invited 
Indian priests to come to China to preach. 
It is believed that Da Mo was the second 
Indian priest to be invited to China. 

Da Mo was invited to China to preach 
b y Emperor Liang in 527 A.D. (Liang Wu 
Di, Ill Tong first year, •tt•J;.J$]-• or 
Wei Xiao Ming Di Chang 3rd year, 
a.JO!+• a.=. ... ). When the emperor 
decided he did not like Da Mo's Buddhist 
theory. the monk withdrew to the Shaolin 
Temple . When Da Mo arrived, he saw 
that che priests were weak and sickly, so he 
shut himself away to ponder the problem 
(Figure 2-4). When he emerged after nine 
years of seclusion he wrote two classics: Yi 
fin Jing (Musci./Ttmlon Changing CloJJic) 
and Xi Sui Jing (Marrow/Brain W.Zshing 
Classic). 

The Y, fin jing taught the priests how 
to gain health and change their physical 

Ftgu...: 24. E.nuance to the Cave wh«e lh Mo 
Meditaled for Nine Yc�n 

bodies from weak to strong. After the priests practiced the Yi Jin Jing exercises, they 
found that not only did they improve their health, but they also greatly increased their 
strength. When this training was imegraced into the manial arts forms, it increased the 
cffo::tiveness of their techniques. This change marked one more step in the growrh of 
the Chine.se mania! a.ns: martial Qigong. 

Th� Xi Sui ]ing taught tht pri�sts how to ust Qi to ckan tht- bon� marrow 
and strmgthtn tht bWod and immun� JYSkm, as wt/1 as how to tntrgiu 
the bmin, which helped them to attain Buddhahood. &cause the Xi Sui 
}ing was hard to umkrstand and pmctia, th� training mtthods w�" passtd 
down Jtl"1?tly to only a wry fow di1cipks in each gmaation. 

Because of the lack of historical documents about Da Mo. nobody really knows 
what kind of person he was. However, there is a poem written by Lu You (P.l�). a 
famous poet of the Sourhern Song dynasty (ll3l-ll62 A.D., .,., ), which described 
Da Mo's penonal philosophy. lr said: 
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�r•uu,Jt.tlf 

ll"''II'R>.,ttlt. <l'l'lt • .,..,jt. 
<l'l' •• .,.�·#l'�·.,U�· 
ili<il'l'i&t. il-..:;�':1:&. 
l'I!Jt•f'l�·�.l!\.t�a•· 

Frtling not di.Jgusttd by corrupti()1f and tvil 
Nor ragn- grasping aftrr dtJirr �tnd g�tin, 
S�tcrificing not wisdom for thr com;�tny of fools, 
Nor abandoning wond" to prrst'f'Vr thr truth, 
Rraching thr grrat D�to without o:crssivmm, 
Attaining thr Buddha hrart without vindictivmrss, 
Krrping not to thr path of mrr� norm1tl holinrss, 
Tramcmtknt of its own crration 

Narunlly, we cannot judge him from this poem, especially since it was written 
more rhan 500 years after his dearh. The reaching philosophy which has rradirionally 
been attributed ro him is: "Do not pass on to people outside of our religion, words 
should not be written down, poim directly to the person's mind, to see and cultivate 
the personality, humanity, and become a Buddha."1 His teaching philosophy seems to 
coincide with the poem by Lu Yu. Da Mo was a stubborn, conceited, and wise man. 

As previously explained, before Da Mo, the main training method for reaching 
Buddhahood in China was only spiritual cultivation through meditation. The com
plete training methods used in India were nm passed down to the Chinese Buddhists. 
This simation lasted until Da Mo's rwo classics became available. There is a couplet in 
rhe Shaolin Temple which says: "In rhe Wesr Heaven (i.e., India) for rwenry·eighr 
ancestors. came to East Land (i.e., China) to begin at Shaolin."2 This means that Da 
Mo was rhe rwenry·ninrh generarion of Chan Buddhism in India, and when he came 
to Shaolin he became the first ancestor of Chinese Chan Buddhism. 

You can see that before Da Mo. the Chinese had not even learned Chan 
Buddhism. Funhermore, if Da Mo was the cwenty-ninth generation of Chan 
Buddhism in India, rhen Chan medirarion had alr<ady been srudied and developed in 
India for quite some time. It is reasonable to assume that his cwo classics were written 
based on his knowledge of Chan Buddhism. To Chinese Buddhists, his rwo classics 
were revolutionary. and provided them wi(h a new way of achieving Buddhahood. 
Like other revolutionary ideas, it encountered strong resistance from Chinese 
Buddhisu. Naturally, the main resistance came from the traditional Buddhisu who 
had developed rheir own system of culrivation over the last 500 years. 

The major difference between these two classics and che traditional Chinese 
merhod was Da Mo's emphasis rhar rhe rraining of rhe physical body was jwr as 



irnporta.nt as the spiritual cultivation. Without a suong and healthy body, the fmal 

goal of spiritual cultivation was hard to reach. Though his ncYI training theory was 

misted by many Buddhists, many others bdie�d his theory and started to min. The 
Shaolin Temple became a center lOr teaching his theories, and soon after his death they 
had spread to every comer of  Chin� His Chan meditation was exported 10 Japan, 
whet<: it became known a& Ren ( 11o ) • 

Despite the popularity of his methods, however, many priests still insisted on using 
the traditional methods of cultivation. When the Shaolin Temple applied Da Mo's 
Qigong training m fighting techniques, the new theories gained more opponents 
among the traditionalists. Although it was often necessary to defend oneself during 
that violent period, the� were many priests who were against lhe martial training. 
They believ� that as Buddhist priesrs they should avoid all violence. 

2.3 Anal DA MJ 
In the first chapter we discussed the significant influence which Da Mo's Yi Jin 

Jing and Xi Sui Jing exerted on Chinese culture. Here we would like to take a deeper 
look at how Da Mo's Yi )in Jing and Xi Sui )ing have influenced Chinese religious and 

martial uts societies. 
Da Mo is considered the ancestor of Chan Zong (.._:f.), the Ren sect of Buddhism. 

It was said that when Da Mo died in 536 A.D., he passed his Chan Buddhist philoso· 
phy and his Xi Sui Jing techniques to his best and most trusted disciple, Hui Ke ( .t .Y ) . 

Hui Ke's name as a layman was Ji Guang { •� ) . He was a scholar who gave up his 
normal life and became a priest in order to conquer himself. Hui Ke passed the 
Buddhist philosophy on to Scng Can ( 11* ) . It then went to Dao Xin ( ;( 11 ), Hong 
R<n (!<-!!),and Hui Ncng (!!It). These five and Da Mo arc called the Six AncestoiS 
of Chan (Chan Zong liu Zu, •li'r.V. ). later, Chinese Buddhists honored another 
monk, Shen Hui ( i+�) of the Tang dynasty ofKai Yuan (713-742 A.D., •M>t. ), and 
subscqucndy referred to the Seven Ancestors of Chan (Chan Zong Qi Zu, IU-t'" ). 

Sitting Chan meditation, which is part of the Xi Sui Jing enlightenment training. 
is able to bring you to the highest level of spiritual cultivation. We read that Da Mo's 
Yi )in )ing was taught in the Shaolin Temple, and Xi Sui )ing was passed down to Hui 
Ke. However, according to my understanding of the available documents, these cwo 
classics must both be trained in order to reach the final goal of Buddhahood. 
Surprisingly, however, there is almost no Yi Jin Jing training in Chinese Chan and 
Japanese Ren Buddhism. Also, it is very curious that Xi Sui Jing was not generally 
trained in the Shaolin Temple. As. a matter of fact, we have found more Daoist and 
manial arts documents than we have Buddhist documents about the training of chese 
cwo classics. Therefore, it would be very interesting to analyze what happened in these 
societies after Da Mo's death. 
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Firsr, � must analyzt rhe early structure of religious Daoism. Religious Oaoism 
was neither the purdy traditional, conservative scholar Daoism, nor the pure 
Buddhism imported from India, but it began as a combination of the philosophy and 
theories r6 both. If OM look at the historical background of that time, we can see an 
imponant point. At that time, China was the strongest country in Asia, and its cul
rurc: was the most advanced. It is incredible lhat China would be so open as to absorb 
Buddhism into irs culture, especially at a rime when Chinese society was so conserva
tive and its people were all so proud of their long history. If the Han emperor were not 
so open-minded, the spread of Buddhism in China would probably have been delayed 
for several centuries. 

Rdigious Daoism was born during this period. It not only kept the good parts of 
the traditional Daoist philosophy, but ir: also absorbed useful pans of Buddhist culture 
and their methods of spiritual cultivation which were imported from India. Ovr:r r:he 
yean they have kr:pt this open·mindednr:ss, and havr: never hesitated to learn usdUI 
things from other sr)les. 

Nr:xr, lr:r us takr: a look at rhe fundamental theory and philosophy of Daoism. 
Daoism emphasized thr: "Dao" (the way, il ). which means the way of nature. They 
believed that "what will happen will happen ... lr was pointless to obey a tradition or 
doctrine. but it was equally pointless to rtbd against it. Daoist monks did not have all 
the rules that the Buddhists did. They did not have to cut their hair like the Buddhists, 
and they were allowed alcohol and meat. They were even allowed to have sa and 
marry, which the Buddhists were absolutely forbidden to do. This tendency of the 
Daoists to be more open-minded than the Buddhists carried over into how they 
worked for enlightenment. 

There is another important fact. Since the Daoisrs and Buddhists shared essentially 
the same goal and had many practices and philosophies in common, both worshiped 
the same Buddha and followed the same philosophy in many ways. Oaoist and 
Buddhist monks often studied together and became close friends. In China it is often 
said that "Fo Dao Yi jia''( ""il- «)which means .. Buddhism and Daoism arc one fam
ily." Before rR Mo, the Daoists already knew many of the Buddhist methods of 
cultivation. After Da Mo's death, they naturally were able to acquire his new secret 
methods of Qi cultivation. Eventually, in addition to the traditional Daoist texts, r:he 
Daoist libraries also had a considerable number of Buddhist training documents. 

Because c:i Da Mo's Yi Jin Jing, Shaolin priests got heavily involved in martial arts 
training. At that time it was necessary for the defense of temple property. This marked 
the beginning of a new era for Chinese manial ans: from the concentration on cxter· 
nal rr:chniqur:s they moved into the cultivation of internal Qigong, or spiritual power. 

Naturally, after a few hundred years, many of the Yi )in Jing techniques were also 
learned by Oaoists. During the Song dynasty (960 A.D., "- ). Taijiquan, an internal 
martial an which emphasizes Qi d�elopment, was created in Wuda.ng Moun�ain 



(<�.•., ) . Sino: then, Wudang Mountain has become the center of Daoism and the 
internal martial arts. Naturally, the Shaolin Temple bas always been considered the 
authority on the external martial styles. 

Today, many people mistakenly believe tbat the Shaolin martial aru do not have 
internal Qigong training, while the internal manial arts do not emphasiu the practice 
of external techniques. T hey don't realize that internal Qigong training originated in 
the Shaolin Temple, and it was alway.s an important part of the training there. 
Furthermore, if an internal martial artiM has strong internal power but he does not 
have good fighting techniques, he will be defeated. Traditionally, therefore, Shaolin 
training has been from external to internal, while Wudang training is from internal to 

external. Only when you have learned both internal and external may you say that you 
have completed Chinese martial arts training. 

For many years it was generally beli�td that the training methods for Xi Sui Jing 
Qigong had been lost. However, a change came during the Qing dynasty (1644-1912 
A.D., ;t ) . During that period, many Buddhist and Daoist monks got involv�d in pol
itics, fighting to ov�rthrow th� Qing dynany. In retalialion, the main Shaolin Temple 
and several branches (such as those at Fujian Quan Zhou, 1411:'-111, and Hebei Hong 
long, "JJt.ldl ) , were attacked and burned several times by Qing soldiers. Many 
priests escaped and started teaching the martial techniques to laymen to rontinue the 
fight. Some laymen also secretly learned many of the Yi Jin Jing and some Xi Sui Jing 
Qigong uaining methods. 

In ch� last twenty year.s, due to the convenience of modern transportation and 
communicalion, people are more open minded than ever. Many of the secrets have 
been published, and are opening up a new era of Qigong study. However, because of 
the years of .secrecy, the information is coming out in random bits and pieces, and is 
incomplete. 

2.4 SIOIJIS 
In the fourteen hundred years since Da Mo's death, many people have claimed to 

have the secrets of Yi Jin Jing ;md Xi Sui Jing training, including Buddhist monks, 
Daoist priests, and mania! artists. However, nobody really knew who had the "origi
nal" secrets pas.sed down by Da Mo. Many of the documents that are available to u.s 

have a preface or foreword explaining how the author obtained the original secrets. It 
is interesting to read them. Since nobody actually knows what is true, you should sim
ply treat them like stories. 

The following three forewords were written by three different people who ownM 
the same document at different times. T his d001ment was then released to the public 
by the Han Fen Lou (Tower of Fragrance, iAlf.tl ) , a Daoist organization. As a matter 
of fact, this document has the m.ost complete theory and training methods, and a buge 
portion of the Yi }in Jing discussed in this bool< is based on it. 



PREFACE TO THE REAL MANuSCRII'I OF Yl JIN JNG 
Bv HER&AUST i.J )NG, TANG bEN GuAto� 2ND YEAR (629 A.D. I 

A.O.l;llU!<U.J!. 
,tAit.=.a,,_llllol 

(In dx tim� oj) tiN lizu Empn-or �; Xiao Ming in th� 7izi H� pm'od, tiN 
grrat uachtr Da Mo cam� to W'ei .firms Liang, and foud tk wall #I ''" 
Shaolin Tt:mpk. On� day. h� arKtd hit discipkr and raid: "Why ekn't you 
tkscribt what you know and (I) will ult you tht achinmnmt you haw 
tJuomplishtd. " (Thn-if�) tach dUcipk tkrcribtd what k had cultilltZud. 
ffachtr .raid· "J1,u havt acquiml my tkin, you haw acquirtd my mtat, 
and you haw obtaintd my bont. "Soltly to Hui Kt: "You haw obtaintd my 
marrow. " Latn. peoplt apltJinui wrongly and thought (ht ""am) tht 
tkpth o/ mming tht Dao. (Jky) diJn� !mow (k) trally �ant to�thing 
(sptcific). It was nDt a catual ctJmml'nt. 

Between 420 A.D. and 589 A.D. (a total of 169 years), there were several emperors 
who divided China into separate countries. It was called "Epoch of the Division 
Betwetn North and South"(� �t.tl) According to the available records, Da Mo was 

invited to China by the Uang emperor in 527 A.D. 

and later entered the Wei territory, staying at the Shaolin Temple. This document errs 
about the timing. Wei Xiao Ming was emperor from 516 A.D. to 528 A.D., .and also, 
the Tai He period was from 477 A.D. co 500 A.D. during the reign of emperor Wei Xiao 
Wen Di. Because of this conflict within the document, the dares cannot be trusted. 

Hui Ke was a disciple of Da Mo who was said to have obtained the secret of Xi 
Sui Jing Qigong, which reaches a monk how to r<ach the final goal of Buddhahood. 
"Marrow .. refers to the training techniques which he had learned, and not to the depth 
of his Daoisr achievement. 

After nint ytan. the achievemtnt w;:u a('('ompUshed and('") ditd, buried 
at tht root o/Btar's Ear Mountain. Thm ht kft hit shots and wn�t. LAttr, 
tht wall ht was foring wm damagtd by wind and rain, Shao/in monlts 
rrpairtd it and found a mtta/ hox. Tht box W4! rloud with no seal or lodt, 
(but) hundmls of mtthodJ could not open it. Ont mon• compwhnukJ 
and said: "This mwt IN cawtdfmm tht strmgth of ghu. �should ust 



fiw. • Th. box thm opm«i. It Wfl< found tiN box was filkd with w<JX which 
ltqt tM box cUnNI. �) acquirtd two cl4.11its: ont namtd Xi Sui Jing, 
ont namedYi Jin Jing. 

�&····fu··���-· ��··�··��9 
A....,. • ll<!!-Jil.;r;, • PtMIIJJI:� • �-411..1. • AUti;l • 
•""• • s1t�l!."'i • -1tlta: '..t;olJ�IIl<!!. · :1 
J:.l;l<. '• ioill•l' �-·;ll;i1.0!>G1-AI.<i!. 'lf�ol,l§...:. 
�=-a ';Jt•�J ·-a'�I!�J • 

This tells the place where Oa Mo was buried, at the root of Bear's Ear Mountain 
(Xiong Er Shan, ���" ) . It corresponds widt the documents published by the Shaolin 
Temple.' In China, when someone has achieved Buddhahood he is said to have left his 
shoes and gone. This implies that although he is gone, some of his accomplishments 
were left behind for those following him. In ancient times, wax was commonly used 
to glue things together. Again, it is not known whether the classics were really found 
where Oa Mo had been meditating. It is most probable that this story was made up. 

Tht Xi Sui ]ing says a manS body (is) rouchtd by lout and <ksirt, and 
formrd with shllJu. contaminllted by udiment llnd dirtinm. If you wish to 
cullilla� the rtlll mellning of Buddhism, (spirit) mo11ing and stopping Ill 
will, (then) the ji11e uisctTll llnd six boUNb, four limbs and hundreds of 
bones must be compkttly wtUhed clan individually. (When they llTr) pure 
and {you) art abk to stt the clllmnm and peace, then (you} clln bt culti· 
rJattd llnd tnttr the dtJmllin of BudJhahood (Jfyou) tW not cultivlllt thH 
(�). (obtaining the DIU)) wiD not hllvt foundation and origin. Read tiU 
here, then know that tht be/iewn thought that "acquiring the marrow" was 
not ll compllrison. 

Xi Sui jing teaches you how to dean yourself internally, including the internal 
organs. which are related to your thoughu. Only when you have regulated your 
thoughu and led your mind into a stage of peacefulness can your physical body be 
cleaned. Then you have laid the foundation for entering the Dao. This paragraph 
again points out that .. acquiring the marrow .. refers to Marrow/Brain training, and nm 
to the depth of Dao cultivation. 
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Tb� Yi }in jing uys th4t outsitk of tN bon� and m4r'f'OW, untkr thr sltin 
and mt'tlt (i.� .• muscks), (th�rr i.J) nothing but thr t�ndbm and wsuls 
whir:h ronn�rt tk tntirr body 11nd tt'llnsport th� b�od and Qi. All of thn� 
arr post�binh body. (and) must b� promo"d (i.� .. rnzinn:/); botTOw thnn to 
oJtivatc tht rnJI (!Hzo). If you db nDI tusiJt 11nd promott thnn, (Jou will) 
I« J«afttning and withrring imm�diatc/y. (If you) stt (this tr11ining) as 
orrJ;nary (training). how rou/d you "«h tht final goal? (If you) giw up 
and db not train thtm, thtn th'" ;, no strrngth for Cllltivation, and noth� 
ing can k achiwtd. (W.ht-n I) rrad till hrrr, thrn !know that what wor 

caiJ«J slrin, mt'at, and bonrs au tJbo not a comparison and not tJ casual 
commtnt. 

This paragraph explains tha< the Yi Jin Jing is used to train the physical body 
including OOn, muscles, vessels, and bones. This physical body mus( be used tem
porarily (borrowed) for your imernal cultivation as you reach for the final goal. 
Therefore, you must uain your physical body and keep it heahhy. If you do not train 
it, (hen you will not have a strong, healthy body for your spiritual cuhivation. 
Therefore, when the first paragraph refened to the "acquiring of skin, meat, and 
bones," they are again not commenting on the depth ofDaoist cultivation, but rather 
they are referring to actual training. 

TN Xi Sui Jing bt�ngtd to Hui Kt, togtthtr with tht robt and tht howl 
ptZJstd down strrttly. iAttr gtntrations rarrly saw it. Only tht Yi fin }ing 
was ltqJt, and stayrd at Shaolin in nvmory of th� ttach�r's morality. Th� 
words in tht cJtZJsic wtrt all in Indian, nont of tht Shttolin pri�sts could 
trttnslatt it compktrly. Ewn whtn thry wrrr trllnslatrd. it was only on� or 
two llmong ttn (i.t., 10 or 20%). Agllin, btcaust nobody was tthk to pass 
the J«Ttts, thtn tvtryont ustd his ownntplanations. training. and pmctius. 
(Thtir) training ttnds to tnttr tht sUit way and htcomt tht hn:mchts and 
kaws. Conuqutnt/y tht rrttl ttchnilpm for tnttring Bw/Jhism � lost. 
Ttl/ no� Shaolin pritsts wnr abk to liSt (tht training) only for martiAl 
am, iJ an txampk of this clllssic. 



Hui K<(lor) was the best disciple of Da Mo, and it is said that he was the one 
who obtained the Xi Sui Jing. When Chinrsr rrfrr ro a reacher's •moralicy,'" they arc 
referring to his grHt achievement, and to the teachings that he passed on. 

The original text by Da Mo wu in an Indian language, and rhcrt: w� very frw 
people who could "'ally translate it. Although some priests were able to translate part 
of it, they "Were not able to get the complete meaning. The training drawn &om rhcst 
limited translations led the Shaolin priests away from the correct path. Bcc:awe what 
they wci"C' studying was the branches and leaves of the art, and not the root and main 
trunk, they were only able to usc it for the martial arts. The training for t� rnl final 
goal of achieving Buddhahood was neglected. 

Among thtm, thn'r WaJ a print who had a uniqut, rxcttknt idra. If grtat 
ttach" Da Mo kfi tk clmsic, how can iJ bt limittd only to the smaU uc� 
niquts? If wt cannot mzmflztt it today. th"t must be somtont who ctJn 
trans/a� it. Thtrtfort, (h�) toolt th� c"wic and lravtl.rd for awa} naching 
twry moun win. Ont day (ht) rrachM Shu (i. t., Sichuan Provinu), tUctnd· 
td Emei Mountain and was tJblt to men the holy Indian monk Ban Ci Mi 
Di. Ht t.alim:i about this ciAssic 4nd r.r:pl4intd tht intention of his visit. 

Shu (I)) is Sichuan province. Emei mountain (..._"'411.11) is another Daoist and 
Buddhist rdigiow cencer located there. It is very possible that Indian priests had bttn 
invited to preach there. 

Tht holy monlt said: "(This U) the Buddha anustorl- ucret inhmtanu, the 
foundtzrion is h�rr. Howtvn. tht cliusic cannot be trans/4ud btcauu the 
Buddha's 14np4gt ir profound llnd dup. (But if) t'" meaning of the cllu
sic can bt transl4ttd and u.ndastood, it is abo ablr to reach tht holy piau. " 
Thtrt{urt, he discusstd and expl4ined tht mtaning in tktail Also, (ht) 
Ilopp�d tht pritst from lraving tht mounttlin, (htlping him) 1/J advanu 
and cultivatt. (In a) hundnd d4ys (his body was) strong, anothu hundred 
days (tht Qi) was .foU in the mti" body, another hundred days (the Qi) 
was circulating smoothly. He obtain�d what is caikd "mdal ItNI and 
strong ground (i.e., a strong physical body)." (Tht monk) undmtood thfJJ 
this pritst had tht wisdom of Buddha. and had built up the foundation of 
rendon strtngth. 



Because Buddhism was imponcd from India, many of the terms and references are 
impossible for a non-Indian to understand. A word by word translation of the text 
would be unintelligible. However, if you understand the meaning of the dassic it 
would be possible to rewrite it in your own language and retain the original meaning. 
This means that the document which oomes from Ban Ci Mi Di was not a word by 
word translation of the original. 

Th� (Shaolin) primi will was mong and h� did not want to n-�nur thr 
bwintss of tht wtJrld. so ht followtd tht holy monk prtaching ttnd m:vrl
ing on tht JN and mountains. I dQ not know whr" hr hilS gonr. Thr gum 
Xu Hong mrt him offsho" and ohrainrd thr srcrrt m�aning. Ht gavr it to 
thr gurst Qiu &n, and thr gutst Qiu Ran again gavt it to mt. (I) tritd it 
and aprrimctd thr wrification, thm I brlirvrd that thr sayings imiJr 
wrrr trut. Unfortunattly I did not obtain tht ucrtt oftht Xi Sui and so 
that I could travtl to tht domain of Buddha. Again it if unfortunatt that 
(my) will is not strong and I canmu bt likr tht pritst,forgming tht brm'· 
nm of tht world. I am only a bit to uu thr small branchts and flowrn and 
uu it to rxttnd my lifo. I for/ guilty imidi. 

Travelers in China are often called guests. 

HCJwtvn'. tht marvtlous mtaningofthis ciAJsic hilS ntwr bun htard in thi.J 
WQr/d. I azn CJnly writt this P"fau and rxplain whn-r it comrs /rCJm and 
let (you) know tht brginning and thr rnd. (I am) hoping that thr rrlllkr 
who wishn to muh Buddhahood will not ct4ukssly wptat tht bwinrn cf 
tht world lf!yJu) ar. abk to mzth Buddhahood, th<n (you) will notful 
rrgrrt for (not mrrting) thr inkntion ofgrrat uachtr Da Mo. If (you) only 
talk about bravrry and txfNCt to br known in this world, thm thtrr arr 

plmty of propk who wt1't knc:JL�M for thr strength of thrir brawry. How 
could wr rrcord alJ of thtm? 

!IIIHt.tt'<IA • 1!tl<i"'-1111 • tl!flt* · it-t.oll*-• �'l 
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This last paragraph advises the reader not to use this classic only to increase the 
strength of his body. This training is the foundation of Buddhahood, and you should 
aim for the higher goal of self-cultivation and finally reach the "holy city." 

PREFACE 10 THE REAl MAN.Js�IPT OF Y1 )IN )lNG 
INTl:RNAl AND EXTERNAL SPIRITUAL BRAVERY 

BY GENERAL HONG Yl, SONG SHAOXJNG 12TH YEAR (I 143 A.D.) 
I.*-U!�"'tt-oUJf 
JCCII..If.J:f:IIIJI!+.=.-'1'-

I am a martial fightu, my tyts cannot rtad a Hngk word. (I am) good at 
playing Umg sptar and largt sword. riding tht hont and btnding tht bow 
art my happinm. 

-!-J\:.A.-1!.. 0 '1'�-'1 . *�k-i<il� . • . !!,lJl' � J:<.l\ til. 

The author of this work was General Hong Yi, who served under Marshal Vue Fei 
C-tt1t ) . Since he was illiterate, he must have dictated it to someone. 

It was tht timt that tht ctnttr plain (i.t., rrnrral China) was lost, and tlw 
Hui and Qin tmptrors Wtrt lttpt in tht North. Tht muddy hont passtd tht 
(Yangtu} n·vtr; many tlltnt! happtntd Jouth of tht rivn: &rawt I was in 
Marshal Yuti staff,· assigntd as an as1istant offiar, I ofim won tJictorin. 

fin•Oy btcoming a gmtral 

In the Song dynasty (1101-1127 A.D., :f: ) , the Hui and Qin emperors were seized 
by the )in race ( � ) and kept captive in the Nonh. 1n order to continue the Song 
empire, the new emperor moved the kingdom south of the Yangttt river. The wars 

were continuow. The expression "muddy horse" is a way of describing very heavy 
fighting, because the horses and soldiers would get very diny while fighting "tooth and 
naiL" 

I maO whm I was assigntd by Manhal (Yut) to a battk. lattr(whm) tht 
army rtturntd Ill tht E. On tht way bacJt, I suddmly saw a spiritual mtmJt, 
wht:lu /oolt was dijfirmt and Jtmng�; ht loolttd liltt a Buddha. Ht hand· 
cam.td a ktttr and mtmd tht camp. (Ht) told mt to giw it to Shao Bao 
(Marshal Yue). I asJttd him tht muon. Ht said: "Do you gmtrah Jmow 
Shao Bao has spirin,a/ powg!"f Jaid: '"Don't Jtnow. But! Jaw ShatJ Bao 
is 4/Jk to bmd a bow D/ hun duds t{ sumn. � 



Chapter 2: HisPorieol Survey 

E (!I') was when: the Song kingdom was loc..ted, in today's Hubei province ( "'"- ). 
Shao Bao wa.\ a nickname for Marshal Yuc Fei. In ancient times strength was measured 
by how many stones you could life, and the strmgth of a bow was also measured this way. 

Tht monk said: "'Is the spiritu.al pown giwn by heavm?" I rtplied: "Yn . .. 
The monlt said· ''It is not. I taught him so. Whm Shao Bao was young. he 
Jn'f)(d me and train«l unh'llu was suumfol in spiritual power. I aslud 
him to folhw me and mtu th� D11o, h� didn't and got involved in human 
affairs. A/though ht has achievnf mablishing his uputation, h� will not b� 
ablt t() complt�his wi/1./t is h�avmlyd�stinyand hisfote. What can w� 
tb? Th�t/4� (of his tkath) is about IQ llrriv�. Pltast pass this ltn" arul (ht) 
might IK 11.blt to 11.void it. " 

���:*==��;�;i�l:�:=;�=�� 
�&��A�·��m ·•�•���•·•��•· 
z•t·••·••·R•"'•�al·�a&A· 
'.�.li.tlU.·" 

The monk is saying that Yue Fei chose not to become a hermit and stay away from 
everyday human affairs, such as seeking things like money and fame, and fulfilling his 
personal desires. 

I heard tht Sll)ing •nd rould not htlp bvt fori ttrrifi«i. I llJiud his rwmt 
lntt ht did not rtpiy. Jmktd whut ht was going t() go, ht said "To rht WtJl 
W flisir t�11.chtr Da Mo. "/ was rn-rified by his spin'tu4/ surnntss and dand 
net detain him. He dtparkd gra(tfol/,. 

-f'Nf1' • 'l'JII.•It.,\c • 'I' !d. I\ • '1' .. : ·�l'!t.t.B: 'i!!Jtf 
��·· +•&��·'I'·�··�·�·· 

At that time Da Mo had been dead for six: hundred years, so the monk meant a 
spiritual visit. It was believed that when Da Mo died, he became a Buddha and his 
spirit lid in the Western Holy City (India) where all of the Buddhas were thougbr 
ro live. 



g.,. Bile�"""""" tHil it •"" 6tfo .. fi•ishi•t- '"""" .. "" """ 
s.ul "MJ rr.cMr is 11 spin'tNAI mod. I tiMr.'t haw to wait (to s«), my lift 
is mlktl • Thnrforr � IDD� but • VDiuww ftrmt his poclttt anJ gaw it ttJ 
mt . (Ht) s•iti: "Krtp this .. Jumtca..ji.lt, S.kct tht ptrw• a..J tLach him. 
Do JtDt Iff thr t«ht�iqurs tJf tntrrir�g tht rii>Dr tf Du lx t�i,ttutl.. (It 
IUOUIJ hd ""l''"qvl to tht spiritfMII mo,.t . .. In "0 ,.,,.. thtm tl frw 
morrths, tU tKpfftni. (Sht�o &ID) Will "'"'*mJ by tht runr� ing ,.;,ist�. I 
'"" so wrry for Sh11o Bt�o, my tkprruiorr ,,,J mmtmtnt rttnrrot IN Ji.J. 
fHT'1d.. I Iooft on thtrt mtriton·ow snvir� liS dung tmti tllrth. Thmforr, (I 
htlw) no""'" rksirr for h��mtm lift. I thi,/t .bout tht instruction o[ShiiD 
Bu '"'" carmot go against his wiD. I htlft thttt (I am) a marti,J fightn
'"'' havt not giant� and ekJ ""' a.,ow who would haw a strong will for 
&JJhahootJ in this wor/J a,u/ ek�rw this volumt. To choou (tht right) 
pmon is difficult and ttach irrg without d'JOosing is in vain. TodAy (I) hitk 
lhiJ volumt irr tht stont Willi in So,g mounta in and Itt tht ptnon who hm 
tN prr-tksti"J Df DaD acquirt it anti wt it at tht ""Y Df tnttring tht door 
Df Dao. I ca,. aooiJ tht piiJ tJf tht ab�m Dj ttaching anytmt. Thtn 1 cAn 
focr Sh•o B•o i• hNut• without fttling guiiiJ Song. Sh<• Xing I 2th yt"'
Tht gr.at gtnml of E untk• Manh.J Shoo 8atJ (Yut Fti). Hong Yi 
Gmmz( Niw Gt�o. Timg Yin, Ht ]iw Fv. 

��lj�#.t�t�::�n��:.��:� ·. �:: 
��·-�•� · ����•n·M�•�·•�� 
<!!. •• 'l'tL'l . .f.�*I-·•Htlll. i"·"ifl�·i*·. lEtt )f;it. 
�-�··� ·��-���··· ·P·��·'l'A 
•• ib\��1[·. 'l' .. tlli!t!lJI-f'>��.t. il!il�� 
•·-��·*il��·�����lwb��•· 
����•�•�·a#���•n·•k*il�•· 
'l"IM!IP1l<��.!.l• 

K��+���QA��p�·4T 
:tll.�.f;I,Pl'!-.lt.lli!f 

Marshal Yue Fci w:LS poisoned in prison by rhe cunning minisrer, Qin Kuai ( •�r ). 
When Mmhal Yue died, he was only 39 yean old. Yue was credired with the =arion <:£ 
the Qigong .,. Eighr Pieces of Brocade and d>< internal mmial sryle Xingyiquan. Eagle 
claw style also claims dlat Marshal Yue Fei was its creator. The lasr sentence in this para
graph is d1e general's name, followed by the province and county he was born in. 



Choptlr 2: Historical Sur...ay 

PREfACE TO TtE REAl MANUSC�Pr Of Yl liN liNG 
A NARtwl� Of A lRAVElfA ON M:::luNTAN .ANO SEA 

�.$.,lUi 
'*�4A.fU� 

Whtn I utai ]DUn� I UArt.r tklizytd by potll and boolu; until I was obkt, I 
liktd tc malrt frimds with tht ptoplt outsitk of tht tquart {i.t., modt). 
Whtn I had ltisurt, I lilrtd to travt! among tht oceans and tht mountaim. 
Ont d4J I was at Chang Bai mountain with my fritnds carrying boxes and 
pots. wallting on tht btach and 14] down a mat to sit. Swidtnly I !IW a 
person t( tht wttttrn QUzng travtling fi'Om tht wt!t to tht tast, pasting 
through and (ttopping) for a rhort Ttl/. Stting ht had an tltgant and cul
tiiJ4Ud Iooft, I ttopptd him and o./Jrrtd him a drinlt. 

�����::��1�:�:;����:���: 
•�� ·•-&�A.h&�&·�•�n·�&&•a 
'T·· IH.�fl:· 

To £he Chinese, lay society is considered "in che squaren because chc people are 
alway:s preoccupied with emotions and desires, and cend co be coo rigid and inflexible. 
1be expression "outside of the square" (Fan Wai, ;t .f'�) is commonly used in reference 
co monks because chey arc outside of the influence of lay sociecy. Chang Bai mountain 
(-It a J.) is a very famous mouncain in Shandong province ( J. .t..) in China. "Boxes and 
pocs" refers to containers for food and wine. The Qiang ( l.) is a small ethnic minor
ity living on the western border of China nea.r India. 

I aslud: "Wht� (an JOU) going? Ht raid: jill() W (U going to} t�isit tht 
tta.hrr of m1 ttachtr. I as!tt!tl again: ·what ctln ht tic?' Ht stUd· .. Spiritual 
brvvtry "I aslud: ·what is spiriru.al brt�vn']?" Ht 111id: .. Cbmd fingtn ct�n 

pnmrr�tt a cowi stomach. ritk of palm Cfln cut fl cowi ht;u/ off Jist is t�b� 
to chop tht tigtri chtst. (If you) tk not fHiitw, pltll!t ttst my stotn4Ch. • 

Thmfow, /Itt a strongtr m��n r« wooJ. stont, t�nd rmtal ptttln to tmltt 
(him}. It Jttms nothing hf1J>pmtd Agflin I ustd a long ropt to tit up his fts
lidn <111d also th< u;k,/ of a cow '""" H• dnigg.d th< u;k,/ and wallr.d 
like running. Again, I titd up his two lowtr fott, t�nd 4lio Jiw or six strong 
mm to pull. tlwy (OIIIJ not 17Wllt (him). AIJ tht ptoplt Wt'n!' shodttd t�nd 
uUd: 'li.la!! Is this gi&�tn 6y Nt�&�m or ftom hu�Mn ttrJirUngr Ht said: 
"From ma t�nd not ftom httnm. " 



Jiao Lao ( ••) may be the name of the traveler. Since bravery comes from the rais· 
ing up of the spirit, it is also referred to as spiritual bravery (Shen Yong, ft II ). When 
the spirit is raised, the physical body can become very strong, and resistant to outside 
force. This can be rested. by striking the body. The root can also be developed. Even 
the geniraJs can be strengthened so that they can support or pull a considerable weight. 

l aslt�d what wtTt th� usts of it (i.t., rpiritval pormr). H� said· "Rtptlling 
siclmtu ll ont. Nrotr siclt is two. Entirt lifo as a strong man i.s thrtt. Not 
bt afraid of hunger and cold is four. Morr malt proptrty. smarr and bt4.u� 
tifol ll jiflt. A hundrtd wins in tht btdrocm war i; six. To piclt up tht pt4.rl 
from th� muddy w4.ttr is stvm. To d�fmd against an au.aclt without fiar is 
tight. Aft�r tht training, tht achitwmmt will not dtctrj is nint. Thtst arr 
srill tht small usts. Using this as a foundation for metring tht Dao of 
Buddh•hood is th. fin.! go.! " 

'i'JI,J!! • a: "<!>;Iii- · >i<'l'i:;lii.;:_ ·1!-!tll!oil-=. · fiL 
a"'M�·•�•�1 ·�ft�•ft·&*••� ·� 
ilj,'f"':V, · o'J>\.'!';Ai!. • ;t.JI,•J·J!!4'e· 1.-':.A� Til• 
]}�.._.,_ .. 

"Repc11ing sickness" means when you are coming down with an illness to be able 
to resist it. "Never sick" means that when your body is trained to a higher level. you 
will never get sick. The training is able to change you from weak to strong so you will 
look and behave like a handsome, strong man. The "bedroom war" refen to sexual 
acciviry. "Picking up the pearl from the muddy water" means to refine and purify your 
spirit in this impure society. 

I aslud who his ttachtr is. H� said: .. My ttachtr is a monk and his ttachtr 
is 4.n immortal. Thty passtd doum (tht training) with its ruks. Thtrtupon 
ht took out a vo/umt and kt us mul it. Thtn UN! knew that spiritual brav
try c4.n bt rrach�d.from changing tht kndtms, and tht accumulation ofLi 
originatts from accumulation of Qi. A.ftrr drinking, thi1 Qiang pmon 



u•iJhtti tb ilt11Jt. \,tq cou/4 not lwp him ltmgn: Ht' 111id: "I1H your tpirit 
11nfi sha� tJrr dijfmnt from othn1. I wou/4 li*" lb giw you thi1 wlumt'. 
This m«ting is Ol4r dntiny. I (wi/1} 1.1i1it tht' spiritval mod 11nd aput ID 

ltiUr tht" Budlih4 dom4in. I 44 not h4w rimt" 10 ft4J bmg. " Thmfort', ht' 
wmt and lift thiJ boolr. Tht boolt Wdl prr{aud by ht"rblllill Li. C.zn thi1 
hnlmli.Jt 1p�ak ruklmly! 

1be nexr-ro-last senrence indicates that the dorumenr already had the preface, 
given above, by the herbalist Li. 

It is said i11 tht darsic: Ust" thi1 as tiN found.Dtion for btcoming a Buddha. 
This iJ tht tramcmdmet" of tht' anrimt Indian Mr. Dai. It iJ not what tht' 
cmrnzl plain p�opk a" 11bk to Ut'. How clln Wt' fo" tht' (Yut") Wu Mu 
whm wt' di� ami togt"thn- with him visit tht' 1piritulll monk kyond tht 
ht'awm! 

Q;ng Dymuty. Shun Zh; (I 644 A. D.). 
Trautkr on Mountllin a"d &a, Zhang. Yut"-Fmg. 

There is no funher information about this Indian Mr. Dai. I bdieve that it refers 
ro Da Mo. The central plain means China. In this paragraph. it is clear that the doc
umcm which the writer received was the same as the one for which Marshal Vue Fei's 
general wrote the preface and foreword. 
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CHAPTI R 3 

Buddhist and Daoist Qigong 

Because it was kept so secret, religious Qigong did not become as popular as the 
ocher caccgori�s in China before the Qing dynasty. It was not uncil this lan century, 
when the secrets were gradually released co the public, that religious Qigong has 

become popular in China. Religious Qigong is mostly Daoist and Buddhist, and ics 
main purpose is to aid in chc striving foe enlightenmcnc, or what the Buddhists refer 
co as Buddhahood. They arc looking for a way to lift themselves above normal human 
suffering, and co escape from the cycle of continual reincarnation. They believe that 
all human suffering is cawed by the seven emotions and six desires. If you arc still 
bound to these emotions and desires, you will reincarnate after your death. To avoid 
reincarnation, you must train your spirit to reach a very high stage where it is strong 
enough 10 be independent after your death. This spirit will enter the heavenly king
dom and gain eternal pea� This is hard to do in the everyday world, so religious 
Qigong practitioners frequently flee society and move inco the solitude of the moun
tains, where they can concencrace all of their energies on self-cuhivation. 

Religious Qigong practitioners train to strengthen their incerna) Qi to nourish 
their spirit (Shen, :it ) until this spirit is able m survive the death of che physica.l body. 
Many monks consider Yi Jin Jing Qigong a necessary step in their training because it 
enables them to build up abundanc Qi. Xi Sui Jing is then wed to lead che Qi to the 
forehead, where the spirit resides, and to raise the brain to a higher energy state. Xi Sui 
Jing used ro be restricted to only a few priests who had reached an advanced I� of 
Qigong naining. Tibetan Buddhists were also involved heavily in similar training. 
Over the last rwo tho wand years the Tibetan Buddhists, the Chinese Buddhists, and 
the Daoisu have followed the same principles to become the three main rdigiow 
schools of Qigong in China. 

The striving coward enlightenment or Buddhahood is recognized as the highesr 
and most difficult 1�1 of Qigong. Many Qigong practitioners reject the rigors of this 
religious striving, and practice Yi jin jing and Xi Sui Jing Qigong solely to increase 
dleir longevity. It was these people who eventually revealed the training secrecs to the 
outsid< world. The Yi Jin Jing will be discussed in the second part of this book. while 
the Xi Sui Jing will be discussed in the third part 



Chapter l: Buddhist and Oaoist Qigong 

IU you examine this book, you will see that the major portion of the documents 
comes from rht Daoisrs. For this r�on we would likt to give a brief introduction to 
Buddhist and Daoist Qigong. followed by a comparison of their training. We will also 
list the differences berween the Buddhist and Daoist Yi )in jing and Xi Sui jing min
ing. In order to hdp you understand Daotst Qigong better, we will then review rwo 
major styles or attitudes of Daoist Qigongpractict. Wt would likt to remind you htrt 
that Yi Jin Jing and Xi Sui Jing training is only part of the Daoist training; there arc 
many Olher Daoisr Qigong practices which wt plan to discuss in lattr volumts. 

3.1 a-T AND DAOIST QJGONG 

Buddhist Qigong. Three main schools of Buddhist Qigong havt dtveloped in 
Asia during the last two thousand years: Indian, Chinese, and Tibttan. Because 
Buddhism was created in India by an Indian prince named Gautama bttwccn SSB B.C. 

and 478 B.C., Indian Buddhist Qigong has the longest history. Buddhism was import
ed into China during the Eastern Han dynasty (58 A.D .. .t.IA ), and the Chinese 
Buddhists gradually learned its methods of spiritual cultivation. Their practict was 
influenced by the tradicional Chinese scholar and medical Qigongs, which had been 
developing for about two thousand years. What resulted was a unique system of train
ing which was different from its ancestors. 

According to the pieces of documents that are available, it is believed that at least 
in the first few hundred years after Buddhism!s importation, only the philosophy and 
doctrines had been passed down to tht Chinese. The actual methods of cultivation and 
Qigongrrainingwtre not known. There are several reasons for this: 

• Because of the difficulty of transportation and communication at that rime, 
the transferral of Buddhist documents from India to China was limited. 
Although a few Indian priests were invited to China to preach, the prob
lems remained. 

• Even if the documents had been transferred, because of the profound the· 
ory and philosophy of Buddhism, very few people were qualified and could 
retlly translate the documents accurately from Indian to Chinese. This 
problem was exacerbated by the different cultural backgrounds. Even today, 
different cultural backgrounds are always the main problem in translating 
accurately from one language to anorher. 

• The main reason was probably that most of the actual training methods 
mwt be taught and guided personally by an experienced master. Only a 
limited amount can be learned from the documents. This problem was 
exacerbated by the tradition of passing information secrcdy from master to 
disciples. 



You an Stt that the transferral procrss was �ry slow and painful, especially with 
� m lhe actual training methods. For �tal hundJ<,d Jn" it wos beli<ved that as 
long as you we� able to purify your mind and since�ly strive for Buddhahood, soon
er or late-r you would succeed. As mentioned in the last chapter, this situation was not 
improved until Da Mo wrote the Yi )in jing and Xi Sui jing; then finally there wa.s a 
firm di...:tion in the training to =ch the goal of Buddhahood. 

Bcfo� Da Mo, Chinese Buddhist Qigong training was very similar to Chinese 
scholar Qigong. The main difference was that while scholar Qigong aimed at main
taining health, Buddhist Qigong aimed at becoming a Buddha. Meditation is a 
n('Cessary process in tr2ining a priest to stay emotionally neutral. Buddhism believes 
that all human suffering is caused by the seven passions and six desires (Qi Qing Liu 
Yu, -t::ltr-15 ) . The seven passions arc joy, anger, sorrow, fear, love, hate, and lllit. The 
desires arc generated from the six roots which arc the eyes, ears., nose, tongue, body, 
and mind (Xin, ,_. ). Buddhists also cultivate within themselves a neutral state sepa
rated from lhe four emprinesses of earth, water, fire, and wind (Si Oa jie Kong, 
d Jr. • sr ) , They believe that this training enables them to keep their spirits indepen
dent so they can escape from the cycle of repeated reincarnation. 

Tibetan Buddhism has aJways been kept secret and isolated from the outside 
world. Because of this, it is very difficult to decide when o:actly Tibetan Buddhism 
was established. Because Tibet is near India, it is reasonable to assume that Tibetan 
Buddhism started earlier than that of China. Naturally, it is again reasonable to assume 
that Tibetan Qigong training has had more influence from India than Chinese Qigong 
has. However, over thousands of years of study and research, the Tibetans established 
thdr own unique style of Qigong meditation. The Tibetan priests arc called Lamas (La 
Ma, -t�• ) , and many of them also learned martial arts. Because of the difftrent cul
tural background, nor only ar< the Lamas' meditation techniques different from those 
of the Chinese or Indian Buddhists, but their martial techniques arc also difftrent. 
Tibetan Qigong meditation and manial arcs were kept secret from the outside world, 
and were therefore called "Mi Zong, -t.tiit ,"which means "secret style." Because of this, 
and because of the difftrent language, there is a very limited nwnber of documents 
available in Chinese. Generally speaking, Tibetan Qigong and martial arts did not 
sp=d into Chinese society until almost the Qing dyn""J' (1644-1911 A.D.). Since 
then, however, they have become more popular. 

Even though Tibetan Qigong training techniques arc sometimes difftrent from 
those of the Chinese and Indian Buddhists, they still have the same goal of 
Buddhahood. According to the available dowments, Tibetan Qigong training empha
sizes spiritual wltivation through srill meditation, although it also uses many physical 
Qigong exercises which arc similar to Indian Yoga. 



Choph!lr 3: Bt.u:kt1ist ond [)oojst Qigong 

Daoist Qigong. Like the Buddhists, the Daoists believe that if they can build up 
their spirit (Shen) so that it is independent and strong, they will be able to escape: from 
the cycle of repeated reincarnation. When a Daoist has reached this stage, he has 
reached the goal of enlightenment. It is said that he has attained eternal life. However, 
if he cannot build his spirit quire strong enough before he dies, his soul or spirit will 
not go to hell, and he will be able to control his own destiny, either remaining a spir
it or being reborn as a human. They believe that it is only possible to develop the 
human spirit while in a body, so that the continual cycle of rebirth is necessary to 
attain enlightenment. 

"The Daoist monks found that in order to enhance their spirit, they had to culti
vate the Qi which was converted from their Jing (Essence, M ). The normal Daoist 
Qigong training process is: 1. To convert the Jing (Essence) into Qi (Lian Jing Hua 
Qi, >Uit«J. ); 2. To nourish the Shen (spirit) with Qi (Lian Qi Hua Shen, •l.<!:.it ); 
3. To refme the Shen into nothingness (Lian Shen Fan Xu, •.ftii&t ); and 4. To crush 
the nothingness (Fen Sui Xu Kong, li>•U: !l ). 

The first step involves firming and strengthening the Jing. rhen converting this 
Jing into Qi through meditation or other methods. This Qi is then led to the top of 
the head to nourish the brain and raise up the Shen. When a Daoist has reached this 
stage, it is called "the three flowers meet on the top" (San Hua Ju Ding, .z.t.:t. � ). This 
stage is necessai)' to gain health and longevity. Finally, the Daoist can start training to 
.reach the goal of enlightenment. However, the biggest obstacle to achieving this goal 
is the emotions, which affect the thinking and upset the balance of the spirit. This is 
the reason why they hid themselves away in the mountains, away from other people 
and their distractions. Usually they also abstained from eating meat, feeling that it 
muddied thinking and increased the emotions,leading the spirit away from self-culti
vation. 

An imponant part of this training to prolong life is Yi Jin Jing and Xi Sui Jing 
Qigong. While the Yi }in Jing Qigong is able to strengthen the physical bod� the basic 
idea of Xi SuiJing Qigong is to keep the Qi circulating in the marrow so that the mar
row stays dean and healthy. Your bone marrow manufactures most of your blood cells. 
1he blood cells bring nourishment to the organs and all the other cells of  the body, 
and also take waste products away. When your blood is healthy and functions proper
ly, your whole body is well-nourished and healthy. and can resist disease effectively. 
When the marrow is clean and fresh, it manu&ctures an enormous number of healthy 
blood cdlswhich will do their job properly. Your whole body will stay healrhy, and the 
degeneration of your intemal organs will be significantly slowed. Your body is not 
unlike an expensive car. It will run a long time if you use a high quality fuel, but if )OU 
we a low quality fuel the car engine will deteriorate a lot faster than it needs to. In 
order to reach the goal of enlightenment, you must also learn how to lead the Qi to 
the brain to nourish it and also raise up the spirit. 



For longevity, although rhe theory is simple, the training is very difficult. You must 
first learn how to build up your Qi and fill up your eight Qi vessels, and then you must 
know how 10 lead this Qi into the bone marrow to "wash" the marrow. Exeept for 
some Daoi" monks. there are very few people who have lived more than 150 years. 
The reason for this is that the training process is long and hard. You must have a pure 
mind and a simple lifestyle so that you can concentrate enrirdy on the training. 
Without a peaceful life� your training will nor be effective. 

Do not be misled into thinking that the BuddhiSI Chan ( ")(Ren, l>) meditation 
is inferior to the Daoist approach in achieving enlightenment or Buddhahood.. In fact, 
the Buddhists often had much greater success in reaching enlightenment than the 
Daoists through their use of still meditation. Additionally, many of the Daoist Qigong 
practices originated with the Buddhists. The Daoists then modified them to suit their 
own circumstances and purposes, and some of the practices, like Xi Sui Jing, were 
praaiced much more widely by the Daoists than the BuddhiSis. 

Many Daoist Qigong styles arc based on the theory of cultivating both the spirit 
and the physical body. In Daoism, there arc generally three ways of training: Golden 
Elixit Large Way Uin Dan Da Dao, �II" );.;L ), Double Cultivation (Shuang Xiu, l!IJ ). 
and Herb Picking Outside of the Dao (Dao Wai Cai Yao, ;LIHU! ) . 

Golden Elixir Large Way teaches the ways of Qigong training within yourself. This 
approach believes that you can find the elixir of longcvityor even enlightenment with
in your own body. 

In the second approach, Double Cultivation, a partner is u.sed to balance one's Qi 
more quickly. Most people's Qi is not entirely balanced. Some people are a bit [00 pos
itive, others too negative, and individual channels also are positive or negative. If  you 
know how to exchange Qi with your partner, you can help each other out and speed 
your training. Your partner can be either the same sex or the opposite. 

The third way, Herb Picking Outside of the Dao, uses herbs to speed and control 
the rultivation. Herbs can be plants such as ginseng, or animal products such as musk 
from the musk-deer. To many Daoists, herbs also means the Qi which can be obtained 
from sexual practices. 

According to the training methods used, Daoi.st Qigong can again be divided into 
two major schools: Peaceful Cultivation Division (Qing Xiu Pai, ihf:.t.) and Plant 
and Graft Division (Zai Jie Pai, ft.Jtil. ). This division wa.s especially clear after the 
Song and Yuan dynasties (960-1367 A.D., 1t · ii:.). The meditation and the training 
theory and methods of the Peaceful Cultivation Division arc close to those of the 
Buddhists. They believe that the only way to reach enlightenment is Golden Elixir 
Large Way, according to which you build up the elixir within your body. Using a part· 
ncr for the cultivation is immoral and wiU cause emotional problems which may 
significandy affect the rultivation. 
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However, the Plant and Graft Division claims c:h.ac their approach of using Double 
Culrivacion and Herb Picking Outside of the Dao in addition to Golden Etixir Large 
Way makes the cultivation faster and more practical. For c:h.is reason, Daoist Qigong 
training Ls also commonly called "Dan Ding Dao Gong, ft-.6.111/J ,•· which means "the 
Dao Training in the Elixir Crucible." The Daoists originally believed thac c:h.ey would 
be able to find and purify the elixir from herbs. Later, they realized t:hat the only real 
elixir was in your body. 

According to my understanding, the major difference between the MO Daoist 
schools is that the Peaceful Cultivation Division aims for enlightenment in a way sim
ilar to the Buddhists' striving for Buddhahood. while the Plant and Graft Division uses 
the training to achieve a normal, healthy, long life. We will discuss these lWO major 
Daoist schools more extensively in the third section of this chapter. 

You can see that Daoism has already been a religion and a scholarly srudy of 
Qigong methods. As a modem and scientific Qigong practitioner, you should only 
adopt the Qigong training methods which can benefit you. Superstition should be fil� 
tered out. However, you need to know the historical background so that you will 
understmd the root and the motivation of the training. 

3.2 , .. DIFFEUNCI5 BOWliN IUDDIIST AND DAOISf QIGONG 

In order to help you understand more clearly about Buddhist and Daoist Qigong, 
we would like to list and briefly discuss the general differences between these two reli� 
gjous Qigong training methods. Then we will discuss their differences with regard to 
the training of Yi Jin Jing and Xi Sui Jing Qigong. 

3.2.1 Genotal Differences bolween Bllddhist...d Daoisl QigDng: 

• From the point of view of training philosophy, Buddhism is conserv:nive 
while Daoism is open minded. It was discussed in the last chapter char 
because religious Daoism was formed by absorbing the imported Buddhist 
culuue into the IJ'aditional scholar Daoism, their doctrine, generally speak� 
ing, is open minded. Whenever the Daoisr.s could find any training method 
or theory which could help their training and cultivation proceed faster and 
more effectively, they adopted it. This was almost impossible for the 
Buddhists, who believed iliat any philosophy other than Buddhism was not 
accurate. In Buddhist society, new ideas on cultivation would be considered 
a betrayal. For example, ilie sixth Chan ancestor Hui Neng (.1&), who 
lived during the Tang dynasty (618·907 A.D., ,. ), changed some of the 
medi[:lcion methods and philosophy and was considered a traitor for a long 
period of time. Because of this, the Chan scyle divided into Noeth ern llJ'Jod 
Southern scyles. This fi well known among Buddhisu, and is called "Sixrh 
Ancestor Disrupting the Passed Down Method" (liu Zu Shuo Chuan Fa, 
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t;Cl«4� ). Because of this attitude, the Daoists have had more opportu
nities to learn, to compare. and to experience. Naturally, in many aspecu 
they haYO advanced faster than the Buddhists. For example, in health and 
longevity Qigong uaining, Daoist theory and training methods are more 
systematically organized and more effective than those of the Buddhists. 

• Though both Buddhists and Daoists kept their training secret for a long 
time, the Buddhists were stricter than the Daoists. This is especially true for 
the Tibetan Buddhists. Before the Qing dynasty, although both Buddhist 
and Daoist Qigong were kept &om laypeople, at least the Daoist monks 
were able to learn from their masters more easily than the Buddhists were. 
In Buddhist society, only a few trust� disciples were sdected to learn the 
deeper aspects of Qigong training. 

• Daolsu and Buddhists have different training attitudes. Generally, the 
Buddhist practices are more conservative than those of the Daoiscs. For 
exampk, in Qigong practice the Buddhists emphasize "cultivating the 
body" (Xiu Shen, <+ �) and "cultivating the Qi" (Xiu Qi, ltl.). Cultivation 
here implies to maintain and to keep. However, Daoists will focus on 
"training the body" (Lian Shen, •U) and "training the Qi" (Lian Qi, on.). 

Training means to improve, to build up, and to strengthen. They are loolf:
ing for ways to resist destiny, to avoid illness, and to extend the usual limits 
on the kngth of one's life. 

• Buddhist Qigong emphasizes mainly becoming a Buddha, while Daoist 
Qigong focuses on longevity and mligbtenment. While striving for 
Buddhahood, most Buddhist monks concentrate all their attention on the 
cultivation of their spirit. The Daoists, however, feel that in order to reach 
the final goal you need to have a healthy physical body. This may be the 
reason why more Daoists than Buddhists have had very long lives. In their 
nineteen hundred years of research, they found many ways to strengthen 
the body and to slow down the degeneration of the organs, which 5 the key 
to achieving a long life. There have been many Daoists who lived more than 
150 years. In Daoist society it is said: "One hundred and rwenty means 
dying young"' This does not mean that the Buddhists did not do any phys· 
ical ttaining. They did. but unfonunately it was limited to those who were 
doing Buddhist martial artS, such as Shaolin prie5ts. Therefore, generally 
speaking, today's Buddhists can be divided into cwo major groups. One is 
Buddhist martial artists and some Buddhist non-martial artists who train 
both the physical body and the spirit, while the other group consists of 
those who still ignore the physical training and emphasize only spiritual 
cultivation. 



• Bccawe of their emphasis, the Buddhists' spirirual cultivation has general
ly reached a higher level than that of the Daoisu. For example, even though 
Chan meditation is only a branch of Buddhist spiritual cultivation, it has 
reached a srage where the Daoists can sri II learn from iL 

• Almost all of the Buddhist monks arc against such training methods as 
"Double Cultivation" or "Picking Herbs from Outside: of the: Dao" through 
sexual practices. They believe that wing someone: c:lsc:'s Qi to nourish your 
cultivation can lead to emotional involvement :md may disturb your culti
vation. The mind will not be pure, calm, and peaceful, which is neccs.sary 
for spiritual cultivation. However, because many Daoists are training main
ly fOr health and longevity instead of enlightenment, they consider these 
methods to be beneficial. 

Now that you have a general idea of the attitudes and philosophy that the 
Buddhisu and Daoists follow in their trainlng. let us discws what they think about Yi 
)in jing and Xi Sui Jing Qigong. 

3.2.2 The Dillwences "-eon luclclhi11 and _., Yi Jin Jing and Xi Sui .ling 
Tr<Mning: 

• Although the Buddhists originated these: two types of training, they kept 
them stricdy secret, and so the: training has not had much opportunity to 
dc:vclop and evolve:. However, once: the Daoists learned these: two classics, 
they continued to research and develop them. Consc:quc:ntly, it seems thar 
the: Daoist training methods and thCOfy arc: more: complete: and more: sys
tematically organized than those: of the Buddhists. 

• The Daoisrs have rcvc:aJc:d more: of their training to the public than the 
Buddhists have. Because: the: Daoist training can be used to gain health and 
longc:viry fasrer and more effectively than the Buddhist training can, its 
tcehniqucs can be practiced by laymen who do not wish to give up their 
normal existence and become renunciatcs. For this: reason, more Daoist 
uaining documents have been found than Buddhist. However, the very 
otiginal theory, principles, and ua.ining methods are recorded in the: 
Buddhist bibles. 

• Due to the above reason, many of the training techniques developed by the 
Daoists are more effective, and the training goals can be reached more 
quickly than with the Buddhist methods. This is especially true for tho.<e 
practices &om the rwo classics which are Ulc:d to improve health and 
increa.se longevity. Howcvtr, when the training has reached a high level of 
spiritual cui tivation in the Xi Sui Jing, it seems the Buddhist way:s :ue mote 
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effective. The Buddhists focus on training for the fUture instead of the pre
sent, while the Daoists pay more auention to the present. 

• Daoim have developed many t<chniques such as "Double Cultivation" or 
"Piclcing !he Herb from Outside of the Dao" to assist the Xi Sui Jing min· 
ing. These ar< fOrbidden to the Buddhists. The Daoisr:s of some secu allow 
or even encourage the practitioner ro gain his/her Qi balance through two
person meditation or even sexual practices. Sexual Qigong training has 
always been fOrbidden in the Buddhist monas<erieo. This is probably the 
most significant difference in their training. 

1 Daoist Xi Sui Jing training is both physical and spiritual, while the 
Buddhist approach is mainly spirituaL Daoin training begins with many 
physK:al o:ercises, such as ma.ssaging the testicles. The physical stimulation 
generates semen, which is then convened into Qi either physically or men
tally. The Daoist documents discuss many physical training technique;, 
while the Buddhist training emphasizes meditation. 

1 Daoists have been researching the use of herbs to help them in their 
Qigong training, while Buddhists have never given much arrenrion to this 
field . The Daoist documents have more herbal prescriptions than the 
Buddhist documents. 

3.3 THE Two MAJOR SmiS Of DAOIST QIOONG 

In this section, let us look more closely ar the background of Daoist Qigong train
ing. As with Buddhism, over thousands of years of study there developed many styles 
or divisions of Daoisr Qigong. Every style or division, though the basic training theo
ry and the final goal are the same, has irs own theory and training methods to reach 
the goal of Dao. 

As mentioned earlier, since the Song and Yuan dynasties (960-1368 A.D., � · lt.), 
among all of these differenr divisions, two major ones have predominated: the Peaceful 
Cultivation Division (Qing Xiu Pai) and rhe Plant and Graft Division (Zai Jie Pai). 

It was also menrioned earlier that there are three general ways of training or culti
vation which have been developed by the Daoists: Golden Flixir Large Way Qin Dan 
Da Dao, *It A;t), Double Cultivation (Shuang Xiu, ll'fl, ), and Picking the Herb 
from Outside of the Dao (Dao Wai Cai Yao, il.t�.ff<.l ). The meditation merhods and 
training theory of the Peaceful Cultivation Division are closer ro chose of the 
Buddhists, and they prefer the Golden Flixir Large Way techniques. The Plant and 
Graft Division claims their methods are faster and more practical, and may uriliz.e all 
three techniques. The major difference between the rwo Daoist schools is that the 
Peaceful Cultivation Division is aiming for enlighrenmenr in a way similar ro the 
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Buddhists' striving for Budd.hahood, while the Plant and Graft Division tr.lins in order 
to achieve a long and healthy life. We will briefly dlscW& the differences between these 
two divisions. 

Peaceful Cultiva(ion Division (Qing Xiu Pai) 1ttf�. Qing ( �) means clear, 
clean, peacefUl; Xiu (If) means cultivation, study, training; and Pa.i (a) means style 
or division. The basic rules of Peaceful Cultivation Division Daoists are to follow the 
traditions from the Daoistbibles. All of the training and study are based on the fun
damental principles which Lao Zi ( -:t--f) stated: "Objects are many, each returns back 
to its root. When it returns to its root, (it) means calmness. It (also) means repeating 
life. "1 This means that aU things have their origins, and ultimately return to these ori
gins. When things return to their origins, they are calm and peaceful. Then, from this 
state, life again originates. He also stated: "Concentr.lte the Qi to reach softness, you 
are able to be like a baby."J You can see from these [WO say ings of Lao Zi the empha
sis on cultivating calmness, peace, harmony, and softness. These are the basic rules of 
traditional Chinese Daoism, which originated from the observation of natural growth 
and cydes. It is believed that all life originated from and grows out of the roo� of 
calmness and peace. 

All of the Peaceful Cultiv.uion Daoists emphasize Nthe method of Yin and Yang, 
harmony of the numbers (according to the Yi Jing, 'll } , and the shape will follow the 
spirit and combine. "4This means that Yin and Yang must be harmonious and balance 
each other naturally, and the appearance of the ph)Sical body will ultimately follow 
the lead of the spirit. This division believes that purely spiritual cultivation is able to 
lead them to the final goal of enlightenment. Therefore, a strong ph]Sical body is not 
the main target of the training. The body is only temporarily used as a ladder to reach 
the final goal of spiritual enlightenment. Consequently, they emphasize sitting medi
tation, from which they learn to "regulate the body" (Tiao Shen, tll:t ), "regulate the 
emotional mind" (Tiao Xin, 111..;;), "regulate the breathing" (Tiao Xi, til&), "condense 
thespirit" (Ning Shen, ill II}, "tame the Qi" (Fu Qi, "'1.}, "absorb the Essence (She 
Jing, ••l. and "open the crux" (Kai Qiao, MA ). These are known as the seven steps 
of "internal Gongfu" (Nei Gong, f:!sh ). by which they cultivate, study, train, trace 
back to their root and origin (find the point of calmness and peace within themselves), 
and finally cultivate an eternal spiritual life. Through this cultivation they endeavor to 
reach the level of immortality and enlightenment. 

We can see that the principles and training methods of the Peaceful Cultivation 
Division are similar to those of Chan ( fJ )(Ren, 4) meditation in Buddhism. Their 
uaining and cultivation are based on calmness and peace. Once their mind is calm and 
peaceful, they look for the root and the real meaning of life, and finally learn to be 
emotionally neutral and reach the final goal of enlightenment. 

Plant and Graft Division (Zai Jie Pai, *".._ l. Zai ( *} means to plant, to grow, 
or to raise. Jie ( •) means to join, to connect, to grah. P.ai ( a) means scyle or divi-
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sian. In mining, Plant and Graft Division Daoisrs walk in the opposite direction of 
the Peaceful Cultivation Division Oaoist.s. They main rain rhar the methods which are 
used by the l'eaceful Cultivation Division, such as still meditation alone, breathing 
and swallowing saliva, using the Yi ro lead the Qi ro pass through the gates (Qi cavi
ties) and open the vessels, are less effective and impractical. This viewpoint � 
exprwed in the document Wu Zhtn Pi4n (to A• )(Book on Awaktning to thr Truth): 
"Within Yang, the quality of Yin essence is nor tough (strong); to cultiva.te one thing 
alone is wasteful; working on the shape (body) or leading (the Qi)(only) is nor the 
Daoi to tame the Qi (through breathing) and dining on the rosy clouds an: emptiness 
after all. nos The first sentence implies that still meditation i.s the Yin side of cultivation. 
The Yin essence that is found in the Yang world is not pure. You must also have Yang 
training methods which are different from purdy still meditation. This criticiu:s the 
Peacefu.J Cultivation Division Daoisu for seeking longevity and enlightenment only 
through meditation. Ir again Sa)'$ rhar trying ro lead the Qi by controlling the breath
ing in meditation is like trying to make a mal of rosy clouds-it is empty and in vain. 

The Daoisr document Bao Pu Zi (ten+ )(Embracing Simplicity, which is also the 
Daoist name of the author Ge Hong. •�) also said: "The Top Ultimate (i.e:., the 
emperor) knows Daoisr layman techniques, (which he) carefully keeps up and 
respeccs, of thoroughly studying the uhimate emptiness, enlivening all things, then 
viewing iu repetition, finally obtaining the Dao and entering heaven."' layman tech
niques are those which were used by the Plant and Graft Daoists. When the ultimate 
emptiness is reached, all things start again from the beginning and are enlivened. 
When you understand that this cycle occurs continually throughout nature, you will 
comprehend the real Dao. This sentence emphasizes that even the emperor, who prac
ticed Daoist layman techniques, was able to reach the final enlightenment. 

What then are the layman techniques of the Plant and Graft Division? They said: 
.. (If) the tete is not rooted, the flowers are few; (if) the tree is old and you join it to a 
fresh tree, peach is grafted onto willow, mulberry is connected to plum; to pas.s down 
examples to people who are looking for the real (Dao), (these are) the ancient immor
tal's plant-grafting methods; (then you will lind that) the man who is getting old has 
the medicine to cure after all. Visit the famous teacher, ask for the pre.scriptions, start 
to study and immediately cultivate, do not delay."7 This says that when you are get
ting old, you can gain new life from a training partner. Mutual Qi transportation can 
be done through particular sexual practices or through special types of meditation. 

They also say: "(When) clothes arc torn, use doth to parch; (when the) tree (is) 
senile, use (good) soil to cultivate; when man is we-akening. what (should be used) to 
patch? (Use) Heaven and Earth to create the opportunity of variations."' This sentence 
asks, how can a weakened person regain his energy if nOt from another person? You 
CAn see that the purpose of the Plant and Graft training is "similar types working 
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mg�her, spiritual communication bccween separate bodies."9 Similar types of people 
who are working on the same training can help each other. Spiritual communication 
(Shen jiao, * 2.) means using your fedings and your panner's to guide your spirits to 
stimulate the production of hormones or Essence. This is the original source of the Qi 
which can be achanged with and used to communicate with your partner. In the sexp 
ual practices, sexual feelings are used to stimulate hormone production, and panicular 
sexual activities are used to protect and store the Qi, which can be used as the herb to 
cure aging. When the sexual practices are done correcdy, neither side will looe Qi, and 
both will obtain the benefit of long�:Vicy. 

You can sec that this style of Daoism encourages a proper sex life. If the correct 
methods arc practiced, both sides are able to benefit. However, with this approach it 
is difficult to achieve emotional neutrality, and so it is very difficult to reach the goal 
of enlightenment. As a result, this style mainly emphasizes a long and happy life. Han 
Sbu Yi Wm Zhi ( il••x.:. )(Han's Book of Art and LittTatur�) says: "The activiry in the 
(bed) room is the ultimate of the personality and emotions, is the ulcimate of reach
ing the Dao. To restrain the external joy, to forbid the internal emotion. Harmony 
between husband and wife is the scholarship of long�:Vity."10 This dearly implies that 
a correct sexual life is the way to longcvicy, because it enables you to balance your Qi 
and spirit. 

In addition to sexual Double Cultivation, they also emphasiz.e nonsexual Double 
Cultivation (Shuang Xiu, 1tf} ). According to this theory, �:Very person has a different 
levd of Qi, and no one's Qi is completely balanced. For example, in the teenage years 
your Qi is stronger and more sufficient than at any other age. Once you pass forty, 
your Qi supply tends to weaken and become deficient. To be healthy, your Qi must 
be neither excessive nor deficient. Therefore, if you and your partner learn Double 
Culriva(ion meditation or other techniques, you will be able to help each O(her bal
ance your Qi The Qi balancing can be done by cwo males. cwo females, or maJe and 
female. h: is said: "Yin and Yang are not necessarily male and femaJe, the suength and 
the weakness of Qi in the body arc Yin and Yang."11 It is again said: "Two men c:an 

plant and graft and a pair of women can absorb and nourish."u 
The Plant and Graft Daoists claim that there are four requirements for reaching 

the Dao: "money, partner, techniques, and place." Without money you have to spend 
time earning a living, and you will not have time co study and cultivate. Without a 
partner, you will not be able to find the "herb" and balance your Qi. Without the right 
techniques you will be wasting your time. Finally, without the right place to tr.tin, you 
will noc: be able to meditate and digest the herb you have taken. 

lu a Plant and Graft Daoist, Uter you have balanced your Qi with your partner, 
you must also know the techniques of re(aining semen, converting this semen into Qi, 
and using the Qi to nourish your Shen.lf you are able to reaeh this level, you will be 
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able to usc your energized Shcn to direct the Qi into your five Yin organs (hean, lung, 
liver, kidney, and spleen) so that they can function more efficiendy. The Qi with which 
the orgus carry out their functions is called Managing Qi (Yong Qi, 'fA.). Your Shen 
can also direct the Qi to the skin, where it can reinforce the energy field which pro
tects you against negative outside influences. This Qi is called Guardian Qi (We Qi, 
ttt._ ), Your Shcn can also lead Qi into your bone marrow. This keeps the marrow fresh 
and dean so that the blood a:lls which are manufactured there will be fresh and 
healthy. When your blood is healthy, you are healthy, and the aging process will slow 
down. Daoists who reach this level have long and healthy lives. However, a Daoist who 
desires to reach even higher and attain enlightenment needs more than just rhis. 

If a Daoist intends to reach the goal of enlightenment, he must use his Qi to build 
a "baby Shen" (ShenTai or Shen Ying, ,.,. ·it¥-) or "spiritual baby" (LingTai, .,. 
) in his Upper Dan Tian (Shang Dan Tian, .!.It"). He must feed this baby and teach 
it how to be independent. Only when this baby is grown up and independent will he 
reach the goal of enlightenment. In order ro reach this higher level, he must get rid of 
his emotions. It is usually necessary ro leave normal society and become a hermit in 
order ro find a quiet and peaceful place to cultivate the mind. 

Even though the Plant and Graft techniques bring quick results, many Daoists and 
Buddhists are against them, and even despise them. There are two major reasons for 
this. First, since you are a human being, it is very easy for you to drop back into rhe 
normal state of emotional bondage during training. This will stop you fiom dearing 
your mind and concentrating. Second, they fear that many people who practice these 
techniques will not use them to balance the Qi for the mutual benefit of both part
ners, bur instead will simply take the Qi that the panner offtrs, and nor give anything 
in return. This is especially easy with a partner who does not know Qigong. This lcind 
of selfishness is considered very immoral. 

The Plant and Graft Daoists also use herbs to help in their Qi cultivation. believ
ing that they offer significant help. The Peacd'ul Cultivation Daoists and the 
Buddhists also use herbs, but usually on1y for healing purposes. 
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CHAPTER 4 

KanandLi 

4.1 WttAf ME !CAN AND LJ? 
T he terms Kan ( jj:,) and Li ( •) occur frequently in Qigong documents. In the 

Eight Trigrams (Bagua, A :if-) K.an represents "'Water" while Li represents "Fire." 
However, the everyday terms for water and fire are also often used. Kan and Li train
ing has long been of major importance to Qigong practitioners. In order to 
understand why, you must understand these two words, and the theory behind them. 

First you should understand that though Kan-Li and Yin-Yang are related, Kan 
and li are not Yin and Yang. Kan is Water, which is able to cool your body down and 
make it more Yin, while Li is Fire, which warms your body and makes it more Yang. 
Kan and Li are the methods or causes, while Yin and Yang are the resultS. When Kan 
and Li are adjusted or regulated correctly, Yin and Yang will be balanced and interact 
harmoniously. 

Qigong practitioners believe that your body is always too Yang, unless you are sick 
or have not eaten for a long time, in which case your body may be more Yin. When 
your body is always Yang. it is degenerating and burning out. It is believed chat this is 
the cause of aging. If you are able to use Water to cool down your body, you will be 
able to slow down the degeneration process and thereby leng hen your life. This is the 
main reason why Chinese Qigong practitioners have been studying ways of improving 
the quality of the Water in their bodies, and of reducing the quanti y of the Fire. I 
believe that as a Qigong practitioner, you should always keep this subject at the top of 
your list for study and research. If you earnestly ponder and experiment, you will be 
able co grasp the trick of adjusting them. l{rt" 1-< · 

If you want to learn how to adjust them, you mwt understand that Water and Fire 
mean many things in your body. The first concerns your Qi. Qi is classified as Fire or 
W-lccr. �en your Qi is not pure and causes your physical body to he�� �p and your 
mental/spiritual body to become unstable (Yang), it is classified as firC Qi. The Qi 
which ;. pure and ;. able to �I both your physical and spiritual bodies (make them 
more Yin) li considered Water Qi. Howrvcr, your body can noer be purdy Water. 
Water can cool down [he Fire, buc it must never totally quench it. bccaUS4:' 1hcn you 
would be dead. It is abo said that Fire Qi is able co ... asitate and stimulate the emortons. 

::st/�ttJ/Ia�,..oosly 
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and hom these emotions genente a "mind." This mind is called Xin (-�}(literally, 
heart), and i� considered the F�re i1Ji!4;,..�����ind, or emotio�al min

_
d. �n t�e other 

hand. the mmd that Water Qljr.'t<rates tS cilitt steady, and wue. Th1s mmd ts called 
Yi ( t: ), and is considered to be the Water mind or wisdom mind. If your spirit is 
nourished by Fire Qi, although your spirit may be high, it will be scattered and con# 
fused (a Yang spirit). NaturaJly, if the spirit is nourished and raised up by Water Qi, it 
will be firm and steady (a Yin mind). When yofi:1<tf is able to govern your emotional 
Xin dfectivdy, your will (strong emotional intention) can be firm. 

You can see from this discussion that your Qi is the main cause of the Yin and 
Yang of your physical body, your mind, and your spirit. To regulate your body's Yin 
and Yang, you must learn how to regulate your body's Water and Fire Qi, but in order 
to do this efficiently you must know their sources. 

My book, Tht Roor ofO,intst Qigong, discussed adjusting your body's Water and 
Fire in general Qigong practice. Here we would like to discuss the Water and Fire 

training in Yi Jin Jing and Xi Sui Jing. Later you will realite that this discussion is 
more profound than those in the other book. This is because, in order to feel the 
Water and Fire adjustment, you usually need to have some level of understanding and 
experience in Qigong. Though the subject is profound and the training more diffi
cult, once you understand and experience the keys, you will be able to advance your 
training rapidly. 

4.2 KAN - IJ IN MoDERN Saii�CI 
Jn order to understand Kan and li clearly and to adjust them effkiendy, you are 

urged to use the modern scientific, medical point of viev.r to analyze the concepts. This 
will allow you to marry the past and present, and give birth to the future. 

Before v.e continue our discussion, I would like to point out a few things. First, 
you should understand that relying on drugs is the worst way to cure an illness or gain 
a healthy body. The best way is to solve the problem at its root. Ancient China did not 
have our modern medical chemistry, and so they had to develop other ways of adjust# 
ing the body's Water and Fire. We could learn much from them. For example, many 
arthritis patients today commonly rely on medicine to reduce pain. 'While this may 
offer temporary relief from pain, it does not cure the problem. W'hen the medicine is 
gone, the pain resumes. However, Chinese medicine and Qigong believe that the way 
to cure anhritis is to rebuild the strength of the joints. They therefore teach the 
patients how to increase the Qi circulation with slow, easy exercises, and how to mas# 
sage the joints to strengthen them. These practices readjust the Yin and Yang balance, 
which allows the body to repair the damage and increase the strength of the joints. 
This approach cures the root of the problem. 

Next, if we look carefully. we will discover that many modern medical practices are 
in conformity with Kan and Li th<ory. For cnmplc. when the body rcmpcnt- is 
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very high., medicine and ice cubes are used to rcdua: the temperature. Again, when an 
injury is swollen, icc cubes are used to reduce the swelling. Whether you follow 
ancient medicine or modern medicine, the basic theory of healing remains the same: 
Kan and Li adjustment. Naturally, we cannot deny that modern chemistry has 
brought w much that is marvelous. However, we cannot deny that chemical medicine 
has also brought many problems. The best approach is probably to borrow from both 
approaches and generate a whole new modern medicine. 

The key to this new medical science is understanding Qi, or the bioelectric circu
lation in the human body. Controlling this will lead to strengthening both the physieal 
and mental bodies and maintaining health, and will also allow doctors to correct irreg
ular Qi even before the appearance of physical symptoms. It is even likely that the 
length of a person's life may be considerably extended. 

From the point of view of modern bioscience, Yin and Yang are the results of bio
electric imbalance or abnormal circulation in the body. Scientifically, in order to have 
electric cirrulation, there mwt be an electromotive force (EMF). Without the EME 
the electric potential in the circuit will be the same throughout, and an electric cur
rent will not occur. The same principle applies to your body's decttical circuit. 
Therefore, the major causes of imbalance come from the EMF (electromotive fora:) 
generated in the body. When the EMF is too strong, the current circulating in the 

body will be too sttong and will therefore cause the body to be too Yang. When the 
EMF is too weak, the current will be weak and cause the body to be Yin. 

You can see that in order to adjust Kan and Li, you must first find the root or the 
origin of the problems. That means you must first understand how EMF is generated 
and how it affects the body's bioelectric circulation. Generally, there are five possible 
cawcs for the generation of EMF in the human circuit: 

• Natural Energy. Since your body is connructed of electrically conductive 
material, its electromagnetic field is always affected by the sun, the moon, 
clouds, the earth's magnetic field, and by the other energies around you. 
The major influences are the sun's radiation, the moon's gravity, and the 
eanh's magnetic field. These affect your Qi circulation significantly, and are 
responsible for the pattern of your Qi circulation since you were formed. 
We are now also being greatly affected by the energy generated by modern 
technology, such as the electromagnetic waves generated by radio, lV, 

microwave ovens, computers, and many other thinp. 

• Food and Air. In order to maintain life, we take in food and air essence 
through our mouth and nose. These essences arc then converted into Qi 
through biochemical reaction in the chest and digestive system (ca.Jied the 
Triple Burner in Chinese medicine). When Qi is converted. from the 
essence, an EMF is generated which circulates the Qi throughout the body. 
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Consequently a major pan ofQigong is devoted to getting the proper kinds 
of food and fresh air. 

• Thinking. The human mind is the most important and efficienc source of 
bioelectric EMF. Any time you move to do something you mu.st first gtn· 
crate an idea (Yi). This idea generate$ the EMF and leads the Qi to energize 
the appropriate muscles to carry out the desired motion. The more you can 

concentrate, the stronger the EMF you can generate, and the stronger the 
flow of Qi you can lead. Naturally, the stronger the flow of Qi you lead to 
the muscles, the more they will be energized. Because of this, the mind is 
corutdered du: most important factor in Qigong training. 

• Exercise. Exercise converts the food essence (fat) stored in your body into 
Qi, and therefore builds up the EMF. Many Qigong styles have been creat
ed which utilize movement for this purpose. Furthermore, when you 
exercise, you are also wing your mind to manage your physical body, and 
thls enhances the EMF for the Qi's circulation. 

• Convening Pre-Birth Essence into Qi. The hormones produced by our 
endocrine glands are referred to as "Pre·Birth essence" in Chinese medicine. 
They can be converted into Qi to stimulate the functioning of our physi
cal body, thereby increasing our vitality. Balancing hormone production 
when you arc young and increasing its production when you arc old are 
important subjects in Chinese Qigong. 

In Qigong training for adjusting Kan and L.i, you arc training to adjust your EMF 
through proper intake of food and air, Qigong exercises, and focused thought. In this 
chapter we will discuss how to usc the mind and strategy to adjust Kan and Li, which 
is the key to successful Yi )in Jing and Xi Sui Jing Qigong training. 

4.3 T .. Km TO KAN AND Ll ADIUSTMINT 

ln this section we will discuss some of the main keys to regulating Kan and Li in 
Qigong practice. These keys will hdp you build up a foundation of knowledge for the 
discussion ofYi Jin Jing and Xi Sui Jing Qigong in the second and the third pans of this 
book. Before we discuss these keys, we would first like to introduce the general concepts 
of how Kan and Li relate to your breathing. mind, and spirit. Then, we will combine 
them together and construct a secret key which will lead you to dtc Qigong treasure. 

Bccathing's Kan and Li. In Qigong, breathing is considered a "stratt:gy" which 
enables you to lead the Qi effectively. For example, you can usc your breath to lead the 
Qi to your skin or marrow. Breathing slow or fast can make lhc Qi flow calm or vig· 
orous. When you arc excited your body is Yang. and you exhale more than you inhale 
to bd the Qi to the skin so that the excess will dtssipatc in the surrounding air. When 



you are sad your body is Yin, and you inhale mar< than you exhale to lead the Qi 
inward to conserve it. You can see rhar breathing can be rhe main cau� of changing 
the body's Yin and Yang. Thertfort, brtathing has Kan and Li. 

Generally speaking, in rhe normal stare of your body, inhaling is considered to be 
a Water activity because you lead the Qi inward to the bone marrow where it is stol'('d. 
This reduces the Qi in the muscles and tendons, which calms down the body's Yang. 
Exhaling is considered a Fire activity because it brings Qi ourward to the muscles, ten� 
dons, and skin to energize them, making the body more Yang. When the body is more 
Yang than its surroundings. the Qi in the body is automatically dissipated outward. 

Normally, Yin and Yang should be balanced so that your body will function har
moniously. The trick ro maintaining this balana 6 using breaching nrategy. Usually 
your inhalations and exhalations should bt: equal. However, when you are excited your 
body is roo Yang. so you may inhale longer and deeper to calm down your mind and 
lead the Qi inside your body to make it more Yin. 

In Qigong practice, it is very imponant co grasp the trick of correct breaching. It 
is the exhalation which leads Qi co che ftve cemers (Baihui, lWo Laogong cavities, and 
twO Yongquan cavities) and the skin to exchange Qi with the surroundings. Inhalation 
leads Q_i deep inside your body to reach the imernal organs and marrow. Table 4-1 

summartzes how diffei'C'nt breathing suacegies affect the body's Yin and Yang in their 
various manifestations. 

The Mind's Kan and Li. In Qigong ua.ining, the mind is considered liM: "gener
al" who dire-cts the entire baccle. It is the general who decides the fighting strategy 
(breaching) and conuols che movement of the soldiers (Qi). Therefore, as a general, 
you mus1 control your Xin (emotional mind) and use your Yi (wisdom mind) co judge 
and understand the sicuacion, and chen finally decide on the proper strategy. 

In Qigon&> your wisdom mind mwc first dominate the situation and generate an 
idea. TIUs idea is the EMF which generaces and executes the strategy (breathing) and 
also is che force which mo� the Qi. Generally speaking, when your mind is excited, 
aggressive, and energized, the strategy (breathing) is more offensive (emphasizing 
exhalation) and the Qi circulation is more vigorous and expansive. This aggressive 
mind is then considered a Fire mind, since it is able to make your body more Yang. 
However, when the strategy is more defensive (emphasizing inhalation), the Qi circu
lation will be more calm and condensing. Therefore, a calm or depressed mind is 
considered a Water mind, since it can make your body more Yin. 

You can see that the mind's Kan and Li are more importam than breathing. After 
all, it is the mind which makes the strategy. lk:cal.:6e of this, regulating chi: mind and 
the breaching are rwo of the basic techniques for comrolling your l:xxiy's Yin and Yang. 
Regulating the mind and the breathing cannot be separated. When the mind � regu
lated, the breathing can be regulated. When the breathing is regulated, the mind is 
able to emer a deeper level of calmness. 
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Tabk 1-1. The Elfccu ofBteathing Suuesics on the Body's Yin illld Yilllg in their Various Manilestatioaa 

The Shen's Kan and Li. Now it is time to consider the final and mosc decisive ele
menc in winning a bacde-che Shen (spiric). Shen is com paced co che morale of che 
general's officers and soldiers. There arc many cases throughout history of armies win
ning banles againn great odds bec:ause the morale of their soldiers was high. If a 
soldier's morale is high enough, he c:an defeat 10 enemies. 

h is the same in Qigong training. h is the Shen which determines how suc:c:essful 
)OUr Qigong practice will be. Your Yi, which is the general who makes the stracegy, 
muse also be concerned wich raising up <he fighcing morale (Shen) of <he soldiers (Qi). 
When their morale is raised, the soldiers can be led more efficiendy and, consequent
ly, the suategy can he executed more effectively. 

You can see that knowing how to usc the Yi to raise the Shen is the major key to 
successful Qigong training. In Qigong, Shen is considered the headquarters which 
governs the Qi. AJ a mauer of fact, it is boc:h the Yi and the Shen which govern the 
Qi. They are dosely rela<ed and can no< be sepamed. 



Generally speaking, when the wisdom mind (Yi) is energiud, the Shen is also 
�. You should undenttnd that in Qigong training, you want to raise up your Shen 
but not get it excited. When the Shen is raised. the strategy an be carried out effec
tively. However, if the Shen is excited, the body will become too Yang, and that is not 
desirable in Qigong practice. When you are practicing Qigong. you want to keep yow 
Shen high all the time and use it to govern the straregy and the Qi. This will enable 
you to adjust or regulate your Kan and Li efficiently. 

Shen is the control tower which is able to adjust the Kan and Li, but it does not 
have Kan and Li itself. However, some Qigong practitioners consider the raised Shen 
to be Li (Fire) and the calm Shen to be Kan (Water). 

The Secret of Adjusting Kan and Li. You may already have figured out the secret 
of Kan and Li adjustment by yourself. Before we discws this secret, let us first draw a 
few important conclusions from the above discussion: 

• Kan (Water) and Li (Fire) are not Yin and Yang. Kan and Li ue methods 
which can cause Yin or Yang. 

• Qi itself is only a form of energy and docs not have Kan and Li. When Qi 
is too excessive or too deficient, it can cause the body to be too Yang or too 
Yin. Some Qigong practitioners consider the Qi that is not pure, and that 
causes the body to become too Yang, to itself be Yang. Conversely, the Qi 
that is pure, and is able to make your mind and body calm, is considered 
Yin. 

• When you adjust Kan and Li in the body. the mind is the fust concern. The 
mind can be Kan or Li. It determines the strategy (breathing) for with
drawing the Qi (Kan) or expanding it (Li). 

• Breathing has Kan and Li. Usually inhaling, which makes the body more 
Yin, is Kan while exhaling, which makes the body more Ymg, � Li. 

• The Shen (spirit) does not have Kan and Li. Shen is the key to making the 
Kan and Li adjustment effective and efficient. 

Now that you understand the above conclusions, let us talk about the secret of Kan 

and Li adjustment. These secrets are repeatedly mentioned in the ancient documents. 
The ftrst key is that Shen and Breathing (Xi, .�)mutually rdy on e2ch other. The sec
ond key is that Shen and Qi mutually combine. We will discuss these secrets or keys 
of training by dividing them into two parts: theory and training. 
4.3.1 .._., 

Shcn and Breathing Mutually Dependent (Shcn Xi Ximg Yi, ft -�'' lf. )-Methods. 
We know that breathing is the strategy which directs the Qi in vi.riow ways and there
fore controls and adjusts the Kan and Li, which Kl turn control the body's Yin and 
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Yang. \'(le also know that the Shen is the conaol tower which is able to make the strat
egy work in the most efficient way. Therefore, Shen governs the strategy directly, and 
controls Kan and Li and the body's Yin and Yang indirectly. You can see that the suc· 
cess of your Kan and U adjustment depends upon your Shen. 

When the Shen matches your inhaling and exhaling, it can lead the Qi to con· 
dense and expand directly in the most efficient way. Your Shen must match with the 
breathing m be raised up or calmed down, and the breathing must rely on the Shen 
to make the strategy work efficiently. In this case, it seems that the Shen and breath
ing a� depending on each other and cannot be separated. In Qigong practice, this 
training is called "Shen Xi Xiang Yi"(.Ho.t..fl� ) , which means "Shen and breathing 
depend on each other." When your Shen and breathing are matching each other, it is 
called "Shen Xi"(:ft.t. }, or "spirit breathing." because it seems that your Shen is actu
ally doing the breathing. 

You can see that "Shen Xi Xiang Yi" is a technique or method in which, when the 
Shen and breathing are united together, the Shen is able to control the Qi more dirccdy. 

Shen and Qi Mutually Combined (Shcn Qi Xiang He, itA.-11� )-Result. When 
your Shen and breathing are able to match with each other as one, then the Qi can be 
led di�cdy and therefore, Shen and Qi will become one. In Qigong practice, it is 
called .. Shen Qi Xiang He," which means "Shen and Qi mutually combined." When 
this happens, the Shen will be able to govern the Qi directly and more efficiently. You 
can see from this that the Shen and Qi combining is the result of the Shen and breath
ing being mutually dependent. 
4.3.2 Training: 

To disruss che training, we will stare with a number of subjects which are rdated 
to Kan and L, and then get into che keys to the actual training. 

Breathing and Qi Circulation. First let us analyze how the Qi circulation relates 
to your breathing. lu explained in my book, Thr Root of Chinru Qigong, there are 
eight Qi vessels (which function like reservoirs) and twelve primary Qi channels 
(which funcdon like rivers) in your body. T he Qi flow in the Conception and 
Governing Vessels and the welve primary channels is related to the time of day. In the 
Concep�ion and Governing vessels, the major Qi Oow force moves up the back and 
down che front of che body according to the time of day, completing one cyde each 
24 hours. In the twelve primary Qi channels, the major Qi flow force switches from 
one channel to anolher every two hours. This cycle is also completed every 24 hours. 

In addition to the eight vessels and the twelve primary channels, there are millions 
of tiny channels branching out from the rwdve channels to the surface of the skin to 
generate a shidd of Guardian Qi (Wei Qi). This Qi is responsible for hair growth and 
for defending against negative outside influences. These tiny channels also enter into 
the bone marrow <o keep it healthy and producing blood eells. 



G<n<rally sp<aking, 
chis circulation happens 
naturally and automati
cally in p<opl< who do 
not have Qigong training. 
Ho\W"Ver, an experienced 
Qigong mast<r will be 
abk: to use his mind ro 
generate an EMF to con
trol the Qi circulation. 
'When the average person 
exhales, he normally 
<>pands th< Qi and l.ads 
it from the primary chan
nds to th< skin, and the 
body becomes more Yang. 
When he inhales, he 
draws in the Qi and leads 
it from the primary chan
nels to the bone marrow, 
and the body become 

1M Keys lo Kon ond U � 

Figun 4-l. T .. t Expansion and Condensing of Qi during Bte.thinz: 

more Yin (Figure 4-1). W hen inhalation and exhalation are balanced, the Yiil and 
Yang will be balanced. 

As you get older, the length of your breath becomes shorter and shorter, and less 
Qi is led to the skin and the bone marrow. The Qi starts to stagnate in the skin and 
the bone marrow, and the skin starts to wrinkle, the hair turns gray or drops out. In 
addition, fewer blood cells are produced, and those that are not as healthy as rhose pro-
duced when you were young. Since= the= blood cc=lls carry nutrition and oxygm to the: 
entire: body, problems start to occur. ln other words, you get sick more often, and stan 
to age faster. 

You can see that the first key or secret to maintaining your youth is learning how 
to regulate your breathing. This enables you to control Kan and L, and consequently 
the Ytn and Yang of your body. 

Fire Path, Water Path, Wind Path. The: most dttctive method of Kan and Li 
adjustment in advanced Qigong practke is to use the various paths of Qi circulation. 
It was explained in my book, Tht RlJot of Chintu Qigong, that there an: thttt major 
paths which an advanced Qigong practitioner can use to govern the Qi flow rate: the 
Fire Path, the Wind Path, and the Water Path. 
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In Fire path circulation, 
once you build up an abun· 
dance of Q i in your Lower 
Dan T.an, you circulate the 
Qi up the Governing Vessel 
and down the Conception 
Vessel Thi.i fills up the Qi in 
th�e two vessels, which are 
the most important of the 
eight, and enabl� you to reg- rre Pat� 
ulate the Qi circulation in the 
twelve primary channels, 
which are linked to the twelve 
internal organs. This 
strengthens your body. 
However, although your 
body is now strong and 
healthy because of the abun
dant Qi circulation, it will 
now also deteriorate more 
quickly because it is too Yang. 
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In order to balance the Li 
(Fire) training of the Fire Figure 1·2. Th� Water wd Fire Paths of Qi Circulation 

path. you aJ.so need to practice Kan (Water) methods: the Wind path and the Water 
path. Fire parh training will be discussed in the second pan of this book. 

ln the Wind path, the Water Qi accumulated in the Lower Dan Tian is led upward 
to the Middle Dan lian (sternum. Zhong Dan Tian. •�•) to cool down the fire Qi 
accumulated there. Fire Qi comes from the converted Essence of the food and air you 
have tWn in, while Water Qi is converted from your Original Essence. Mixing Water 
Qi with lhe Fire Qi will cool down your body, even when you arc circulating a great 
amount of Qi. You can sec that in order to balance the Kan and Li in your body you 
must learn the Fire path and the Wind path. This will also cause your body's Yin and 
Yang to be balanced and harmonious. 

The Water path is the hardest but most effective method of balancing Kan and Li. 
This method is found mainly in Xi Sui jing Qigong. In Water Path training, the flow 
ofQi from the Lower Dan Tian �divided at the Huiyin (Co-l, •�) cavity (Figure 
4-2). One flow enters the Fire Path and circulates through the Concepcion and 
Governing Vessels, and the other flow is led upward through the marrow of the spinr 
to nourish the brain. The Kan (Water) circulation through the marrow of the spine is 



used to balance the Li (Fire) circulation in the Governing and Conception Vessels. In 
Xi Sui Jing Qigong, in order to increase the quanriry of Qi going to the marrow and 
the brain. special techniques are used to increase the semen Essence production md 
improve the efficiency of the conversion of Essence into Qi. This will be di.scusstd in 
the third part of rh� book. 

\llhen you practice adjusting Kan and Li, regardless of which of rhc three paths 
you we, the most important key involves your Huiyin cavity and anus. In Fire path 
training, when the Huiyin cavity and anus are coordinating with the inhaling and 
exhaling, the Qi can be led from the: Lower Dan Tian to the tailbone, and rhc:n upward 
to the head and around. lf you do not know the trick of Huiyin and anus coordina
tion, the buHt up Qi wHI be held at the Huiyin and rhc: circulation will .stagnate. 

In the Wind path, coordinating the Huiyin and anm can !'ilow down the Qi cir
culation in the Fire path so that your mind can lead the Qi up the front of the body 
to the Middle Dan Tian. 

In the Water parh, Huiyin and anus ooordination allows you to regulate the Qi 
flow rate in the Fire and Water paths. In the Water path, the Qi flow enters � sac:rwn 
(Figure 4-2), and moves through the marrow of the spine to the brain. The Gii� 
call the sacrum the "immortal bone" (Xlan Gu, fo�o'l") because it is the "'=Y to sucttss 
in Xi Sui Qigong and in reaching the goal of enlightenment and immonality. 

Naturally, the methods of Huiyin and anus coordination are different in all three 
cases. lbe key point is the mind. After all, it is the mind which generates an EMF to 
cause the Qi to move. Next, we will inuoduce some simple K.an and li practices. 
Hopefully they will give you the expcriena you need for advanced Kan and l.i prac
tice. Ha.vever, even though they arc simpkr, they may still be difficult for those who 
have only limited experience with Nd Dan Qigong. 

Training Merhods. Befor< you pracriu the following training, you should already 
understand the five main keys of general Qigong practice discussed in my book, Tht 
&.toJChinm Qigong. These five lory. are: reguloting the body, regulating the brwh
ing, regulating the mind, regulating the Qi, and regulating the Shen. Among the.se five 
kC)I3, regulating the mind is the most important. After all, it is the mind which con
trols the entire situation. 

In addition, you must learn how to coordinate the Shen, breathing, and Qi, which 
we have discwsed in the previous section. That is, Shen and breathing are murually 
dependent, and Shen and Qi must mutually combine. 

Breathing is the strategy for adjusting the body's K.an and Li and determining the 
body's Yin and Yang. This is why breathing methods have become one of dx mosr 
important subjects in Qigong research and practice. � would like to dil'icul'is a ftw of 
the well known ways of regulating the breath. This will help you to better undermnd 
Nei Dan Yi )in jing and Xi Sui )ing. 
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Th� following breathing and mind practices are listed from relatively ca.sy to more 
diffiCult. If you are abl� to catch the knack ci each one, you may be able to experience 
411 of th�m in about thrtc years. Be patient and learn each one before going on to the 
next one in the list. Only rhen will you be able ro profoundly comprehend rhe theory. 

• Chest Brnthing (Normal Breathing). First you should learn how to regu
lar� your normal chest breaching, inhaling and exhaling smoothly with the 
lu� relaxed. The mind must concentrate on th� practice until it is neu
traL calm, and peaceful. Then you will find that the breathing can be long 
and deep and the body can remain rdaxed. When you have done this, the 
heart beat will slow down. You may practice in any comfortable position. 
Practice ten minutes each morning and evening until one day you notict 
1hat your mind does not have to pay attention to the chen. Then you may 
concentrate your mind on feeling the result of the training. The result can 
br that when you exhale you fed the pores on the skin open, and when you 
inhale the pores close. It seems that all of the pores are breathing with you. 
This is a low level of skin or body breathing. The feeling is very comfort· 
able, even sensational. When you can do this comfortably and 
automatically, you have achieved the goal of regulating your Chest 
Breathing. 

• Buddhist Breathing (Normal Abdominal Brearhing)(Zheng Hu Xi, 
.l-"t"l. ) . After you have completed the above training, you then learn how 
ro control your abdominal muscles and coordinate them with the breath
ing. When you inhale, the abdomen expands, and when you exhal� it 
contracts. You should practice until the entire process becomes smooth and 
the entire body remains relaxed. Naturally, your mind must first concen· 
tr:ue on your abdomen in order to control the abdominal muscles. After 
practicing for some time, you will find the entire breathing process becom
ing natural and smooth. This means that you are now ready to build up Qi 
at the Lower Dan Tian. 

Once you have reached this level, you should then coordinate your breath
ing with the movements of your Huiyin and anus. When you inhale, relax 
the Huiyin and anus, and when you exhale hold them up. Remember, you 
arc gently holding up the Huiyin and anus, not tightening them. When you 
hold them up they can remain relaxed, but if you tighten them you will 
impede the Qi circulation. When you tense them you also cause tension in 
the abdomen and stomach, which can generate other problems. In the 
beginning, you will seem to need to use your muscles to do this, but after 
you have practiced for a time. you will find that the mind is more impot· 
tam than the movement of the muscles. When you have reached this stage, 
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you will l<el a wonderful and comfOrtable fttling in the area of the Huiyin 
and anus. You will also fttl that the Qi is led more strongly to the skin then 
when you did Chest Breathing. It will feel like your entire body is breath
ing with you. 

• Daoi51 Breathing (Re•ersed Abdominal Breathing)(Ni Hu Xi, ll'f,.). 
After you have mastered Buddhist Breathing, you should then start Daoist 
breathing, which is also called Rev<rse Abdominal Breathing. It is called 
this becawe the movement of the abdomen is the reverse of Buddhist 
Breathing, in other words, the abdomen withdraws when you inhale and 
expands when you exhale. 

When you are learning Daoist Breathing. you should first stop your Huiyin 
and anus coordination until you can do the Reverse Breathing smoothly 
and naturally. Then resume the Huiyin and anus coordination, only now 
when you inhale you hold up your Huiyin cavity and anus, and when you 
exhale, you relax them. 

After you have practiced for a whik, you may discover that you can now 
kad the Qi to the skin more effociently when you exhale than with the 
Buddhist method. 

• Shen Breathing (Shen Xi, .ft!, ). 'Mien you have accomplished Daoist 
Breathing, you must then train to combine your Shen and breathing. 
When you inhale, pay attention to your Upper Dan Tian and when you 
exhale, rdax your concentration. Remember, you should not use force to 
achieve the concentration. Simply pay attention while your physical body 
and mind stay relaxed. One day you will realize that your Shen and 
Breathing have become one. This is the sage of Shen Breathing. 

When you are able to do Shen breathing, your Shen can be raised so that it 
wiJI be able to govern the Qi very efficiently. When you have reached this 
level, you have already built up a firm foundation for Yi Jin Jing and Xi Sui 
ling Qigong. 

• Five Gates Breathing (\Vu Xin Hu Xi, Ji.:;o.t-'!1.). After you have reached 
the levd of Shen Breathing, you then learn how to regulate the Qi circu
lating to the five gates, or centers: the head (including the Upper Dan TWl 
and Baihui), the two Laogong (P-8, ItT) cavities on the palms, and the 
two Yongquan (K-1, ):I ,f.) cavities on the bottoms of the feet. Beginners 
we the Baihui (Gv-20, T•) gate on the: hc:ad because it is easier for them 
to communicate: with the: surrounding Qi. Later, once it is opened, the 
Upper Dan T Wl wlll be used instead. 
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In this training, when you inhale the 
Qi is led from the five g2tes to the 
Lower Dan Tian, and when you 
exhale the Qi is led to the gates, 
where it exchanges with the sur· 
rounding Qi (Figure 4-3). 

• Body Breathing (Ti Xi, •-� )(Fu Xi, 
I .t ). Body breathing is sometimes 

called "skin breathing." Actually, 
body breathing involves breathing 
with the entire body, not just the 
skin. When you exhale you lead the 
Qi to the muscles and the skin, and 
when you inhale you lead the Qi to 
the marrow and the internal organs. 
It should feel that your entire body 
is transparent to the Qi. 

When you train this, the mind and 
the Shen are most important. When Figure 4-3. Five Gate! Qi Bmuhint 
you inhale you draw Qi into your 
body from outside, and lead it to the Lower Dan Tian. When you are doing 
this, you should also feel that the Qi is being led inward to the internal 
organs and marrow. When you exhale, you lead this Qi from the Lower 
Dan Tian outward to your muscles, tendons, skin, and even beyond rhe 
skin. Again, the coordination of your Huiyin and anus remains the main 
key ro successful training. When you breathe this way you will feel inflated 
like a beach ball. When you inhale the ball gers smaller, and when you 
exhale ir gers larger (Figure 4-4). Inside the ball, the Qi flow is smooth, 
abundant, and natural. It seems that your entire body is transparent to the 
Qi. When you inhale you will fed light, and when you exhale you will feel 
heavier. 

After you have completed the above training, you will not have any problems with 
the final stage of breathing: marrow and brain breathing, which we will discuss in the 
third pan of this book. 

4.4 ICAH ANI LIIN Yl .liN JING AND XI SUI JING 

By now you should have a good grasp of the important idea that when you train 
any sryl< of Qigong. you musr balance Yin and Yang by conrrolling Kan and Li. For 



example, when you practice Taijiquan, 
you learn the slow meditative movements 
that are U, and may cause your body to 

become 100 Yang. You must also learn still 
meditation, which is Kan, and neutralizes 
dte excessive Yang. Again, in the moving 
Taiji fOrms, there is also Kan and Li 
adjustment. While the moving is Li which 
causes Yang, the calm mind is Kan, and it 
may neutralize the Yang. In still medita
tion, while the stillness is Kan and causes 
Yin, the Qi must be led to circulate. 
which is Li and balances the Yin. This 
means that in all of the Qigong practices. 
if there is Yin, there must be Yang to bal
ance it, and vice versa. 

It is the same with the Yi Jin Jing and 
Xi Sui Jing training. They are based on 
this Yin and Yang concept. The Yi Jin Jing 
is Li because it generates Qi and causes 

Kan and li in Yi Jin Jing and Xi Sui Jin9 

Yang, while the Xi Sui Jing is Kan, because it utilizes and stores the Qi and causes Yin. 
The Yi Jin Jing deals with the muscles and skin, which are visible externally, while the 
Xi Sui Jing deals with the marrow and brain, which must be felt internally. While the 
Yi Jin Jing training emphasizes the physical body, the Xi Sui Jing training focuses on 
the spiritual body. Therefore, Yin and Yang are balanced and coexist harmoniously. 

In the Yi Jin Jing. the physical stimulation and exercises are considered Li. and 
cause the body to become Yang, while the stilt meditation for the Small Circulation is 
Kan, which colms down the Li and makes the body more Yin. Ag>in, in the physical 
stimulation Li training, external strength is Li while internal strength is Kart. We will 
discuss external and internal strength in the second pan of this book. (n still medita
tion, the physical body is still and is Kan, while the Qi moving inside is Li. 

The same theory prevails in Xi Sui Jing training. The physical stimulation to 
increase the Original Essence production is Li, while the techniques of internal culti
vation which are used to lead the Qi to the marrow and brain are Kan. 

You can sec &om this discussion that the basic key to successful Qigong training 
is Yin and Yang balance, and the trick to reaching this goal is Kan and li adjustment. 
Once you understand this fundamental theory, you will not have too much difficulry 
understanding the rest of this book. 
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PART Two 

Muscle/Tendon 
changing Oigong 
(YI Jln Ju1g) 



CHAPTU 5 

Theories and Principles 

5,1 INnlooucnoN 

Theories and principles are always the guiddines for correct and smooth training. 
They give you the Why, How, and What, which are the keys to successful practice. You 
should read this chapter carefully, ponder ir. and understand it. 

Before we discuss this subject, you should know that even though there are many 
documems about the Yi Jin Jing available, very few of them actually discuss dle train· 
ing theory and principles clearly and in depth. It is believed that traditionally, most of 
the theory and principles, which om: the keys ro the training, were passed dcmn oral
ly from master ro disciple. While many documents offer some theory and training 
methods, many others, although they also include some simple forms of rraining, 
emphasize majnly rhe history and talk about the great achievements that this Qigong 
training can provide. There are some others ln which the text of the Yi Jin Jing train· 
ing &s mixed with Buddhist theory. If you have only a few of these faulty documents, 
it is very difficult to grasp the complete concept of the training. 

However, in all these documents, no matter how deeply or superficially the: sub. 
ject &s discussed, the basic theory remains the same. If you gather enough of them, and 
go over them again and again, you will be able to grasp the general concepts and the 
roots of the training. Suddenly, all of these documents become pieces of a puzzle. 
Once you throw away the extraneous pans and put the useful ones together, you can 

see the picture. 
I am only a Qigong puzzle player who has collected a large number of the pieces. 

Although I have some in-depth understanding and experience in Qigong, many parts 
of the puzzle are new to me, and I still do not know where to place some of the pieces. 
Since this Qigong puzz.le is so deep and wide, I may have missed some scenes or 
important points. However, I hope v.ith this book to offer you an overvirn- of the 
whole picture. There are still many deca.ils which others must follow up on. With your 
different background and experience, you may very well organize the puzzle somewhat 
differently than I have. However, as long as the main picture is correct, sooner or later 
hundreds of other small parts on your puzzle will become dearer and mesh together 
with the growth of your experience. 
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In this chapter we will discuss the theory and principles ofYi Jin Jing. In order to 
lead you into the traditional feeling of Yi Jin Jing, some selected documents will be 
m.nslatM and commented en in the second section. After you have tasted these tra· 
ditional uea.sures, we will discuss the purposes, advantages, and disadvantages ofYi Jin 
Jing training ln Section 3. In the fourth section we v.ill review the general concepts of 
the twO major cores ofYi }in Jing training-Wai Dan (external elixir) and Nei Dan 
(internal dixir). This will prcpi.rt you for the discussion of Wai Zhuang (external 
strength, ft.:k:) and Nei Zhuang (internal strength, fiAl-} in Section 5. Since many 
readers will have some understanding of Iron Shirt training, Section 6 wiH discuss the 
differences between it and Yi }in Jing. Finally, the actual Yi )in Jing training keys and 
theoric:s will be discussed in Sections 7 and 8. 

In the second chapter of Part Two we will study different traditional methods of 
Yi Jin Jing training. Since Yi Jin Jing has bten studied and researched for more than 
fourteen hundred years, ir is impossible to discuss all of the methods. Instead, we will 
only cover a number of typical and popular methods for each training category. 

5.2 GIMw CONCII"'S 110M OlD OocUMINTS 

In this section we will translate parts of selected documents and make some com· 
menu. This will gi� you an overview of rhe Yi Jin Jing and a taSte of the ancient 
documents. The excerpts selected emphasize the theory of the art. 

THE PuRPOSE OF Yl JIN JJNG AND XI SUI JING 
�l!.ot.JIIiUllt..;t.8111J 

Yi fin Gongfo is ahk tlJ chang� tht ttndoii.I and shapt. Xi Sui Gongfo is 
ah/t to changt tht ma"ow and Shm. (Thty art) tsptcially capahk of 
incmuing spin"tuai hravtry, spiritulll powtr. 1pirituai wisdom, and 1piri
hllll inuJ/igrnct. /11 training m'lhods, compartti with th� Daoiii fomi/js 
Lianjing (train Ess�nu), Lian Qi (train Qi). and Li11n Shm (trttin spir· 
it), art rtptattdiy muru.a/Jy r�.J11.ud in many ways, 11nd its i7 of pl'tl.ttiu 
(i. t .. goal) is compkttiy th� samt. 

Yi Jin (Muscle/Tendon Changing) and Xi Sui (Marrow/Brain Washing) Qigong 
uainlng require a lor of cime and great patience. T his is why they are called Gongfu 
(which literally means "energy-time"). Yi Jin Qigong is able ro change the strength and 
the "shape" of rhe physical body. "Shape" includes rhe appearance of both the physi
cal body, because it builds up the muscles, and the spiritual body, because you will 
look healthy and your spirit of virality will be visibly high. Xi Sui Qigong is able to 



ch.anBe the condition of the marrow, which, in Chinese medicine, includes the brain. 
If you accomplish these rwo exercises, you will be able to increase your bravery. power, 
wisdom, and intelligence. These qualities are related closely to the development of 
your spirit (Shen), whim is rhe ultimate goal of those rwo <x<n:isos, and this is why 
they refer !0 "spiritual bravery• etc. The Buddhist method of training is similar in 
many ways to the Oaoist: you muse train your Essence and convert it into Qi dfec
civdy, and train how to lead the Qi co the brain to nourish the brain and spirit. 
Though the training methods are not completely the same, the final goal is the same 
for both Buddhists and Daoisrs. 

How�r. (th� Buddhi.Jt approach is) traintd .from txurnal whik tlixir 
family (i.t., Daoist approach) is traintd ftom in�rrnal. Cultivating lift 
(i.t., tht phpicaJ body) is tht major Jupport of cultivating tht Dao. it is tht 
Witkr and tht voyagt to BudJhahood. It JtrvtJ tht samt purpou as "mtth
od.J" (of cultivation). Onct (you haw) achitvtd tht goal tht lifo and tht 
mtthotl.J shoukl all bt givm up; not INsitating iJ tht important point. 

The major difference between the training methods of the Buddhists and the 
Daoists is that the former emphasi:z.e training from rhe external. while the latter start 
from the internal. External means starting with Wai Dan training, while internal 
means Nei Dan training. As a matter of fact, according to other documents, both reli
gions train both external and internal. Buddhists train from external to internal, while 
Daoist go from internal to external. Both groups believe that in order to reach the final 
goal of enlightenment or Buddhahood, you must first have a strong physical body 
(life). To them, the body is only a temporary residence for rhe spirit. life is used as a 
ladder, a voyage, a roo I for reaching rhe final goal of Buddhahood. Once you have 
reached the final goal, you will not need your physical body or the training methods, 
and you should give them up. If you persist, however, your spirit will stay in the phys-
ical body and keep you from becoming a Buddha. 

This document does not discuss much of the "how" or "what" of the training the
ory. However, it clearly points out that the purpose ofYi Jin Jing and Xi Sui Jing is to 
change your body both physically and spirirually, leading you ro a higher level of phys
ical and spiritual life. In order to acquire the "how" and '"what," you must first 
understand the general keys to Qigong training. These keys are learning how to regu
late the body, the breathing, the emotional mind, the Qi, and the Shen. At this point, 
you are encouraged to study my in-depth Qigong book: Tht Root of OJintJt Qigong. 
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y, J1N J1NG TAAit.�NG SEem 
FROM H.AN FEN Lou (tOWER c:i- ftAGRANCEI 

l!!ll.ff""" ... 
.. lf-lf,jf 

Man lirm Wtwttn htavm and tarth. foaring cold and foaring htar. comt'
qrttnt/y ht cannot (bvt) long in rhU world. {l'hU) is not tht original narurr 
of rrtattd thinp (i.t., man). It U only (btrarut) man form himstlf 

Aak*�····�· ��&A•�··�··&$ 
l!. ·il>AIIi!&lf'· 

In ancient China, it was believed that the earth was flat, and mankind lived 
becween heaven (sky) and earth (ground). After a person is born, he is afraid of 
c::xtreme cold and heat, and therefore finds ways to protect himsd[ Gr:tdually he loses 
contact with his original nature, as well as his inborn ability to adapt to the environ� 

ment and protect himself from disease and the elements. Becawe of this, his body 
becomes weak and cannot live long. This is not the way it was meant to be, it is not 
the "origin<�l niltuce, of man . The original nature of the created belng called "m<�n" is 
to be strong of body and mlnd, able to &ce nature and adapt to it. Once we 1eamed 
how to protect oursdves from the weather by wearing clothes and living in howes, we 

gradually lost our narural abairy to protect ourselves. Our bodies became weak and, 
therefore, people die easily whenever they arc stck. All of these things we have done to 
oursdves. 

Thtrtfort, pmon who is loolting for tht DatJ, btfort anything tlst prouct 
Jing Shm (spirit of vitafjry). nourish Qi and blbod. conduct (i.t., trtUn cor
rtrt/y) tht ttndons and bo,Jts. Whm Jing and Shtn a"' foiJ. thtn Qi and 
blood art aburulam; whtn Qi and blood art abundant, thtn Li (musculcr 
Jlrmgth) U also sujficitnt. Whtn ttruloru and bonts arr conriMcrtd, rhtn Qi 
and blood trrlnsporr mtoothl:y. hwubds of sicltnnm will not bt gtnnartti. 

If you are looking for the Dao (the natural way), there is no other way than first 
learning how to protect your Jing (Essence, M ) and Shen (spirit, 't ), how to nourish 
your Qi and blood, and <�lso how to properly tf:ilin your tendons and bones to make 
them strong. 

Jing is the source of Qi, and Shen is the headquanen of Qi, so when Jing is lUll 
and the Shen is raised, the Qi and blood wiU be abundant. Qi and blood cannot be 



separated. Qi keeps the blood cells ali..,, and blood is the major carrier of Qi. They 
are alw.ay> relating to each other. Where there is blood, there is Qi. Only when your 
Q.i and blood an abundant can they effectively energize and strengthen the muscles. 

W'hcn you have plenty of Qi and blood, you must also train your muscles (ten
dons) and bones. Only when they are strong and healthy will Qi and blood circulate 
smoothly and will your health be maintained. 

Mm tot/4y only ltnow that whm th� blood U fourishing. thtn tht Li is 11lto 
strong. (Thry) don) know that blood u born of Qi, (and wkn) Qi is suf 
firimt thm tht Li can bt strong. Thtrrfort. whm mani lift has blood and 
Qi, (hr) htU Li. (W1>rn) thty a"' ""d--<hty rxist. (whrn) igno,.d-thry 
dit. Tht way is nothing othtr than training. To build tht foundation, ust 

kad «Juipmmt. 
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Most people in the time when this document was wriuen knew chac as long as chey 
had plenty of blood, their Li (strength, Is) would be strong. However, the Iii< and 
health of the blood depends on the Qi. Therefore, in order ro make your physical body 
(which generates Li) strong, you need ro put your attention on your Qi, rather rhan 
your blood. When you have plenty of Qi and blood, you will have Li and be healthy. 
Qi and blood must be used cominuowly. The more they are used, the more abundant 
they will be and the smoother they can circulate. If you ignore them, and do not train 
and use them, they will become weak and degenerate quickly, and the circulation will 
become stagnant. In this direction lies death, How do we keep our Qi and blood 
abundant and circulating smoothly? �rc is no other way than proper rraining. The 
foundation of this training involves the use of lead equipment. 

This paragraph explains that Qi is the mon important factor in the training to 
strengthen your physical body. In order to keep the Qi strong and the blood abundanr, 
you must usc certain equipment. Because this article was written in ancient times, 
when only a few metals were available, it recommends lead. There were several reasons 
for wing lead. First, it was easy to obtain. Second, lead is considered a Yin material 
which is able to absorb the excess Qi (Yang Qi, ru.) during training. Third, lead is 
heavtcr than other metals, and the equipment an be smaller. Founh, lead has a low 
melting point, so it is easier to work with than mosr other metals. We will dlscuss some 

of the training equipment later. 

� Dao (way) tO bui/J th� foundtuion, !Hgin at Zi (miJnight), Wi. 
(noon), b�twun Zi-Wi. (sun riu}; or begin tJt Wii-Zi (sunut) whtn tht 

n 



Chapter 5: �ries and Principfes 

11ariatiom are ma� tk Yin and Mzng a" �xchanging, mutua/Jy turn.in.g 
and cooptrating. If (you) au ahl� (to Jrain) day and night ceas&SJ/y. n.ot 
rom a gcond ignoru/, thm H�avm and man can unitt. Whm train�d for 
intn•S(Vtn (forry·m·n� days), Qi and b/oPd wiU b� su.fficimt tlnd llbun· 
dant. Whm tTtlin�d for tm·tm (1 00 t:kzys), immorttlliry Ctln b� gradually 
ach�r;u/ 

This paragraph discusses the times for rraining. When you train Yi ]in Jingyou may 
start at midnight, noon, dawn, or sunset, because at these times Yin and Yang are 
exchanging (Figure S-1). According to the Yijing (&ok ofChangt. A .. ). at midnight 
che Yin is the strongest and the Yang srarts 
to grow; and at noon the Yang is at its 
maximum and rhe Yin starts to grow. In Noon 
addition, at dawn, the weak Yang starts to 
grow imo the stronger Yang, and Yin is 
vanishing. At this time, plants are convert· 
ing from absorbing oxygen into absorbing 
carbon dioxide. At sunset, the strong Yang 
becomes weak Yang and the Yin starts to 
grow strong, and plants change from tak
ing in carbon dioxide to taking in oxygen. 
These four times are the best for training 
because you are able to rake ad van rage of 
the variations and exchanges of Ytn and 
Yang-t:he variations being the continual 
change in the degr<e of Yin and Yang in Midnighl 

your body. and the exchanges being when 
your body shifts &om extreme Yin to fipR"S·I.YinandYangandtlwTuneofduDay 

extreme Yang or vice versa. 
After you have trained for a period of time, you will be able to uain at any time 

and any place. The training will have become a natural habit, and you will not have 
to pay fOO much auemion to it. his just like when you scan jogging, you need to force 
yourself. Once you have built up a routine, it becomes much easier. When you have 
built up the routine of Yi ]in jing practice. you can unite wifh heaven. This means 
your body will be able to adjust itsdf to nature automarically and reunite with it. 

If you can tnin for forty· nine days, your Qi and blood will be sufficient <U>d abun· 
dam. At this time, you will be able to see your body change from weak to strong. 



W"h.en you have trained for 100 days1 you wiU have built up your training routine so 
that you can keep your body healthy, and you will have built a firm foundation for the 
Xi Sui Jing training. To Buddhists and Daoists, Xi Sui Jing training � necessary for 
reaching immortality. 

Of most importancr for trtu'ning, (you) murt utlt movm.mt within tlu 
ralmnns. looltfor tht ralmnns within thr movmtmt. (Training shouiJ) bt 
soft anJ continuous, grrzriually nttn' th stnSIZtionaJ rtgion. (\.f1Jm looking 
for) mowmnrt amidst tht ralmnns, (hnlluit of tht) calmnm it is tary to 
foJJ a.sktp, it is bnt to shint pt1Zufo/Jy. (Whm looking for) tht calm71tii in 
tht mo�.�m�mt, (btrllrut oftM) mowmmr (it is) taJ} to tlispmt. (It is) bnt 
"' ronJnu, (y<!w Shm). 

��£··��*���·���*·����·-A 
��·*��··*�·�···��·��*�·� 
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The most imponant thing during the training is to learn to find the movmtent 
.when you are in a state of stillness. During the Nei Dan meditation which is pan of the 
Yi }in Jing training, when your body and mind are c.Jm and peaceful, you must look 
for che Qi movement within your body. In this state of quietude, you an also easily 
lead me Qi smoothly. On the other hand, when you are doing the physically active part 
of the Yi Jin Jing training, you must take care that your mind dot5 not become excited 
or agitated. When you train, your movements should be soft and continuous, and you 
will gradually begin to be able to seru< what � going on inside your body. 

\l'hcn you are meditating, it is very common to fall asleep because you are so 
peaceful and calm. If you "shine peacefully"( 11<.00. )(raise your Shen) you will be able to 
clear your mind and still stay awake. Whm you are doing the active Wai Dan tnin
ing it is hard to keep your mind from becoming scattered. If you condense your Shen 
Uld keep it in its residence you will be able to remain calm and keep your body from 
becoming over-excited. 

Tht stcrtt t{ shining ptactfolly i1 th� ucret of retun1ing the Fire. The ucret 
of condmsing is tht stcrtt t{ adding Water. (lj) the Fire does not rttum, 
thtn it flits awa) (/f) Wattr is not tUitkd. then you wither. 

1<!'1.'"-1!! • OPi.i:.'c.'"-1!\e• oll.it.t.l!! • Op;.j;,J<..t.l!!e• 
:.'c.�i.i · A'llit • oo)<.�;.j; • AI .. • 

"Returning the Fire'' means to return your body to a more fiery (Yang) state when 
it is becoming too Yin. During still meditation the hon beat slows down, the length 



of your breath increases, your mind is calm and peaceful. and the unnecessary activi· 
cy of the body gradually slows down and uops. 'When this happens, it is wry easy to 
f:aJI asleep. The secret to sraying awake is to raise your Shen (shine pncefully) so dm 
the Fire in the body increases. 

During Wai Dan training, condensing the Shen and firming your mind is the 
secret of adding Water ro cool down your excited body and fiery mind (Xin, "'). 
During Nei Dan still meditation, if you fail to return the Fire and you fall asleep, your 
training will "fly away" and be in vain. However, when you are training your Wai Dan 
Yi }in Jing. if you do not know how to add Water to cool down your excited mind and 
body, your physical body will degenerate and weaken. 

Yoo can see that during Yi Jin Jing training, you must learn how to adjwt your Yin 
and Yang or Water and Fire (Kan and L). Only then will you be able to really achieve 
your purpose. 

Tht mtthod is to "ltttp tiJt htavtnly gatt" and "stabiliu tht tarth 4Xis." 
Kt�ping tht htavmly gatt is th� training ofWu-Zi (sumtt}, tht ucut of 
rtturning the Firt. Stabilizing tht earth 4Xis is the training ofZi- � tht 
serrtt of adding Wattr. The two of thrm mutuaUy relate; train long and 
patiently. Thousands of variatiom and miUiom of tkn"vations art within 
thm� (i.e., Wattr and Firt), there is nothing but what originatts ftom that 
sources. 

What art rhe methods of returning the Fire and adding Water? The answer is 
leacning to "keep the heavenly gate" and "srabilite the earth axis." Heavenly gate 
means the Baihui (Gv-20, o � ) cavity (or called "Ni Wan Gong, iU .. T " by Daoisu). 
It is believed that the top of your head is the gate which corresponds with the heaven 
energy. When you are able to lead the Qi to reach this cavity, you have led the Qi to 
the brain ro nourish it, and this will also rai$t up the Shen. The best time to lRin rais
ing your Shen is at sunset, when the Yin is gening stronger and the Yang is weakening. 
If you train at this time, you will be able to return dte Fire to your body. Normally at 
sunset> after a whole day of thinking and working, your body is tired and your mind 
is scarcered. If you meditate at this time, when your body is becoming more Yin, you 
can fall asleep easily. To prevent this you must return the Fire. 

��������������is� 
cd, as weD as the center of the body. The trick of cooling down che body's Fire is to 
add Water Qi to the lower Dan Tian at dawn. At this time, Yang is getting monger 
and Yin is weakening. Your body is well reseed and energy is again abundant. Now you 



should learn how to accumulate Water Qi in the Lower Dan Tian. When you we this 
Qi to nourish your brain and Shen, you will � able to condense your Shen and calm 
down th.e excited body and mind. 

Yin and Yang (or Kan and Li) arc murually related. When you a� able m grasp 
the triclu of controlling and adjusting yout Yin and Yang (Kan and U) through long 
and patient training, you will be able, as the Chinese say, to generate thowands or 
even millions of variations of Yin and Yang. and accomplish anything you wish. 

Again, uu th� kaJ �quipmmt, gmJuaUy apming up tht stagnation (ojQ; 
and blood). On tht kft, smoothly movt w tht right. On th� right. smoothly 
mow to tht kft. (This wiU) mabk tk kfi arvJ right to mut �ach otkr. Q; 
and blood will 1M abundant. (In thU c�ZH), how (can a pmon) foar cold and 
dU at a young a�? Th� pmon who U looltingfor tht Dao (should) !tap t!Nw 
marvtlous uchniqwJ, ont thrmd conntro thmr (s�qutmiaUy); (train) Jin
cmly and ctaJtkii/y, thm (you will) mur tht door of tht largt Dao and 
acquirr tht stcrrt ofhtavm. Pract;u diligmtly! Prtzctict dili�ntly.' 

In addition to Yin and Yang training involving still meditation and Wai Dan Yi 
Jin exercises, you must also use the lead �uipment to �at your physical body. This 
will gradually eliminate the stagnation of your Qi and blood circulation. You stan on 
the sides of your body and move to the center. This will lead the Qi and blood to the 
center and make them abundant. 

If you C2fl train your body according to the above methods, how can you be afraid 
of cold and heat and die at a young age? You must train them continuowly and 
patiendy, and one day you will be able to enter the field of the large Dao. 

This document makes several important points: 

• � key ro maintaining health and strengthening the physical body is to 
prot�ct your Jing, raise your Shen, make your Qi and blood abundant, and 
train your physical body (muscles/tendons and bones). 

• The best training times are: midnight, sunrise, noon, and sunset. 

• You must look for the movement during calmness, and seck the calmness 
during movement. The rrick is learning how ro return the Fire and add 
Water. 



Chapter S: lMaries and Principles 

THE TOTAl. THESIS Of Vi .liN JJNG 
•*-IM.tUl» 

Tht trt�nsl4lion SAys: Tht h4Jic m�ning of wh11.t tht 8w/Jh11. uziti w4J th11.t 
whrxvn- hAJ 1Jdv4nctd himulf anti wrifitd tht mult:s (of Buddhist culti· 
vtJ#on), his pri1114ry foundations a" two: ont iJ Cltan and Empty. OM ii 
Drop Off and Chang,. 

!fa: 'ilt.l!A:t •lll*ll!"-f- • Jt•nll�.::.: -a it 
4 •-a!l(ll·' 

This dorument was originally translated by an Indian priest, and later was edited 
by a Chinese Daoist. Though I bdieve that some of the translation may be somewhat 
different from the original meaning, which is hard to avoid because of cultural differ
ences. the general concept is most likely correct. 

This first paragraph clearly points out that in order to become a Buddha, you must 
have twO primary foundations. One of them is that your mind must be dean (pure 
and calm) and empty (of desires and em<Mional bonds). The other is that you must 
.. drop off" your weak body and change it into a strong one. The cultivation of both 
m< physical and th< spiritual body � call<d "Xing Ming Shuang Xiu" ( <t•!IIJ) 
(Double Cultivation eX human body and nature). Therefore, in order to reach the goal 
of Buddhahood, you must hav< a strong and healthy body which provid<S a balant<d 
physicaJ foundation for your spiritual work. 

(/f) 11.hk to M purt and tmpty. thm nD barrim. (Ij} ahk to drop off and 
changt, thm no ohstacks. (/f) no harrim 11.nd ohstacks, thtn abk to mttr 
tht "ur11dinm" and txit tht '�ttadinm." Knowing thtu, thtn thtn is 11 

foundation for approaching tht Dao. �at was mtant by ckan and tmpty 
is Marrow/Brain W4Shing; by drop off and chan� is Mwclt/Undon 
Changing. 
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If your mind is pure, calm, and free from emotional disturbance, then your spiritu� 
al cultivation will not be hindered. If your body can be chan�d from weak into strong. 
then you do not have to worry about weakMs.s: and sickness of your physical body. 
Therefore, the� is no obstacle to your cultivation. Only when you are able to rach (hese 
two �uiremems will you be able to lad your spiritual mind in and out of the '"ste-adi
ness ... Steadiness means the state of still meditation which is necessary for cultivating the 
spirit. This i5 the foundation which you need bcl'or< you can <nt<r the Dao. 



Tit. rm of Ma""""B""• ll'luhiog "'Y'' wh<o a m•• is bo17l, (ht is) 
1t1uchttl II, tmotiorud tk.sirr, rrrultinx in 11 body with shap�. In adJiliorJ, 
tiN llisrmJ, NwJ.t. limbs, anti botus arr All conlltminat«i by dirtirun, 
(th<y) most bt W<JJhnJ aM cltaonJ complrttly until .. t ont tiny spot uf 
Jrfocr(,.,.,int), thm (ht) isablt., Rp in tht tit»roftnmsctMingwor/J· 
lints:r '""' tttrabting hoUnm. Apan ftom this tht,., thm is no (othtr) 
fo11nriAtitm for mtt'ring tht Dtto. 

It is believed by the Buddhists that before birth the human spirit was originally 
pure, dean, and without shape. Once you are born, your mind is affected by emo
tional desires which shape your physical body. This physical body is contaminated by 
the dirtiness contained in food and air. In order to enter the domain of holiness, you 
must first dean your mind and physical body until there is nor the slighrest bit of con· 
ramination remaining. 

In order to clean your spiritual body, you must "clean" your brain. Oean means to 
lead Qi ro the brain to nourish ir, wash it, and ro keep it in a healthy condition. Only 
in this case will you be able to use your mind ro build up an independent spirit and 
become a Buddha. In order to clean your physical body, you must first dean the blood. 
Since blood cells are produ� in rhe bone marrow, you mwr also dean your bone 
marrow and keep it healthy. 

It ra)r: Wmhing tht Ma"ow/Brllin iJ d�m1ing inltrna/fy; changi11g 
MuJCkn""nuitm ir rtrt��gthtning txttma/1,. If abk to (bt) ckan arul calm 
inttrna/Jy. strong and firm txttrnally, (thtn} mctruling into tht holy CilJ U 
m ttts.'1 as turning your palms. Why worry (any mort abow) tht 
MwscldTnuionf 

lito: i�IU' • a;t�"": ldU' • ay,�;r: *"-"It 
""•*·;fY,OO·�kC·R&�&M�·"&M�? 

In Xi Sui Jing. Qi is led deep inside your body. Yi Jin Jing is more external, and 
rhe results are visible. If you train both ways, you have prepared your whole body, and 
the further spiritual training for Buddhahood will be as easy as turning over your 
hand. Once you have reached Buddhahood, you will no longer have any need or inter· 
est in training the external parr again. 



Chop�. 5: Theories and Principles 

It abo Jayt: what U Mwck/Tmdtm Changing! It U uid that whm mani 
hodjs mwclnltmtkms and hon� (an) formed in tlw h�nning in th, 
rmhryo. somt mwcksltmdcN an /(H)�, somt mu.sclnlttndcns art sltinny. 
somt mUJc!nltmddN a" withmd, tomt mwcln!ttndons art wtak, som' 
musckslundons art sltl(lt, somt mu.srltslttnd(lm llr' strong, somt 
mUJcln!tmdcN art strttchahk. J(lmt musdcJ!ttndom art springy. somt 
mwclnltmdons art harm(lmOus, alllrimh and not (just) ont. All (lfthttt 
art mainly (caustd) by nnhryonic wllltr. If mwckslttndom llrt loost, thtn 
Jiclt; muscltJ!ttndons art tiny. thtn sltinny; mwckslttndons llrt withrrrd. 
thm wtakming; mwcltrlttndons art �alt. thtn inattmtiw; muscktlttn· 
dons arr spmmodic, thm dying; muscksltmdom art strong, thm pownfo/; 
musckJittndons arr Jtrttchahk, thtn txttndihk; muscl�ltmdom an 
springy. thm forufol· mwckslttndons an harmonious, then htalthy. If ont 
cannot ht ckan anti tmpty inmnally tmd has barrim, as well flJ cannot lw 
strong and tough atmrally arui hM obuaclts, how can (ht) mttr th' Dao? 
Tht'J"tfon. to m'" tht D11o, (the-rt is) nothing tht but firsr changing tht 
musclnltmdom to toughm tht hody. and strmgthming tht int'"'al to sup
port tht rxttrnal. OthtrWist, tht Dao is 11gain hard to rrach. Whm talking 
ab()Ut tht Muscklkndon Changing. (tht thtory of) "changt" i.s marvelous. 
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This paragraph explains that the many muscles and rendons in our bodies are in 
many difTerenc kinds of condition. and .all of these conditions .a.ffecc our hcalch. The 
muscles/tendons can be loose. skinny, wichered, weak, spasmodic, strong, exrensive, 
springy, or harmonious. The Chinese people believe that all of these conditions origi
nate while srill in the womb. The purpose ofYi }in Jing Qigong is co "change" all bad 
conditions into good ones. Only when you have changed your physical body from 
weak into strong, and cleaned yourself inrernally, will you have eliminared the obsta
cles co your internal culcivacion. You can see chat "change" is che first step of che real 
Dao. 

"Change" iJ tht D11o (or WllJ) of Yin and Klnt. Chantt i.s tht changr of 
IJilri4tion. Th� INiri4tjons of chanp nWt betwttn Yjn and King; hownlf'r, 
tiN 11ariahon of Yin anJ 11tng. ., a matttr of /«t, (11/so) o:ist in man. 
(Man) iJ ablr tD handk tht sMn and nu>on in tiN pot, pl�Jy Yrn and Mint 
on 1M palnu. Thw, whm tiNu two arr roowiinated in m11n, nothint ,,,.... 
..,btth••g<d 



Yin and Yang arc the names of the two exnemes which everything &lis between. 
It is the nature of everything to change, and so everything is continually moving and 
changing is the continuum between the rwo extremes. h is like the universe is a box. 
and Yin and Yang are the names of the two ends of (he box. Everything in the universe 
is in the box, and is continually moving around, sometimes closer to one end, some· 
rimes do�r to the other end. To go deeper into this philosophy, since exueme Yin 
becomes extreme Yang, and vice versa, you can also say that the box is donut·shapcd, 
like Einstein's concept of the universe, and you can move directly from one end to the 
other end. 

It is the same with the human body. Bm while the state of the body is continual
ly changing, it is possible for you to control the change. You can control lhe Yin and 
Yang (moon and sun) throughout your body, &om �p inside your body in the caul
dron (pot) wh.ere alchemical or spirirual nansmuracions arc completed, ro more 
externally (palm). Sometimes other terms are used for Yin and Yan� such as Kan and 
li, Water and Fire, and lead and mercury. The Daoists used the terms "lead and mer
cury" when they adjusted rhe Yin and Yang of rhe "elixir." 

Thtrefort, (tfit is) too void or too foil. change it; too cold or too hot, changt 
it; too hard or too roft, change it; too calm or too active, change it. High or 
low can be changed by riring or rinking; firrt or latter can be changed by 
rlowing or rpuding,' tmooth or ltllgnant can be changed by moving around. 
Danger changed into laftty; disortkr changed into ordn-; diitUttT changed 
into luck; the thad changed into the living; the Qi being numb�d (i.e., 
limittd lift) can be changed and raved. Heaven and �arth can IN rtutrr�d 
by chang�. Thtn tU to man! musckVtendrms, how can't they al.ro be 
chllngtd� 
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Usually, the extremes balance tach 04:htr in cht body, so when there: is an excess, 
there is also a deficiency. Therefort, changt usually mtans co bring into balance. This 
paragraph emphasizes that conditions can be changed. W'hen rhe Qi is numbered or 
limited, ir is called "Qi Shu" ( a.• ). Generally, when a living thing is healthy and 
strong, the Qi is abundant and it can live for a long time. Qi production is unlim.ir-



Chaplet 5: lMortes and Principles 

t:d, and the Qi cannot be numbt:rt:d. Hownrt:r, if the living thing is weak or sick, the 
condition of the Qi is weakening, and the Qi can bt: numbt:rt:d. That means that lift: 
U also limited. Heaven and eu-th represent the natural Yang and Yin powers. 

Howtvt'r. tht mwckJ!ttndtJm art (ulaud ro) mani }ing and Luo, (ThN 
channtls art locattd) QUilitk of tht bont joints and within tht muscks. 
Four limbs and hundrtds of botus, nowhtrt has no mulcklltmdons, (if 
thtrt is) no jing. must haut Luo. Thq conntct and communicatt tht mtirt 
bodJ. transport and mout tht blood. and art tht txttrnal as1istanct of tht 
Jing�Shm (spirit of vitality). just lilu a mani 1houldn is abk to carry. 
hands art abk to grab, fttt art abk to walk, mtirt body is abk to bt agik 
and animattd. all btcauu of tht functioning of tht mulcklltmdtms. Thtn 
how can (wt) a/itJw thtm to tkgtntratt and wtalun; and thou who art sic It 
and wtalt, how can thry mur tht way oftht Dao? 

��A���•e·���*·"��� ·�ttaft· 
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ju« as tht: musclesltt:ndons are distributed throughout tht: entire body, so art: the 
Jing ( lf.) and Luo (,.).The Jing are the twelve primary Qi channel• and the Luo are 
tht millions of small Qi channels branching off from the primary channels out ro the 
surface of tM skin and inward into tht: boot marrow. Tht: Jing and Luo are distrib
utc:d throughout the body among tht: muscles and tendons. They art: tht: Qi circuitry 
which connt:cts the entirt: body and t:nergiz.es the musclt:S and tt:ndons. They are also 
responsible fOr transponing the blood and raising up the spirit of vitaliry. They are so 

absolutely necessary for lift and movement; how could we possibly let them deterio
rate? 

Buddha ustd � mtthod to tvrn around rht situation, malu tht withtrrd 
mwcln ahk to txttnd. tvtalt mwcln abk to changt to strong, ttnstd mw
cln ablt to bt hamtonious, shrunltm muscks abk to bt lmgth�nn:J. and tht 
tkgtnnuting muscln ablt to b� strnng, Thtn t11m tht cotton soft body iJ 
ablr to bt mmk (st7TJng lilt�) mttlll and sum�. (All ofthtst) aw nothing bNt 
IN rtsult of tht changing. (This is tht souru of tht) body's btn1it, and tJu 
fountlation of holin�ss. This is ont of thr masons. 



The Chinese Buddhim consider Da Mo to be a Buddha, and it is to him that the 
rext refers. Da Mo taught people the methods and theory of the Yin and Yang so they 
could change their physical bodies. Even if your body is soft like cotton, you will be 

able to make it strong like metal or stone. You mwt ha� chis strong foundation if you 
wish to advance in your spiritual studies. 

Thn-tforr. Yin and *'"t can b� ht/J (i.t., controUrd) by mm. If Yin and 
lang art not controllrd and aPT tlwmul�s. (thm) mm will'" mm. Mtn 
(shoo/J) not h, gr>"""'d hy Yin •nd Y•ng, (rhry shou/J) uu rh• body of 
blt>od and Qi and chanK' it into a bod] of mnal and stont. (/f) no bam·� 
m inttmally, no obstacks txt""a/1]. thtn abk to tn�r sttadintss and n:it 
from sttadinm. (You must study) tht cauu of this Gongfo cartfolJy. !tJ 
tTttining has its ortkr. (iu) mtthodr inrluek inttrnal and rxtrrnal. Qi must 
N transpontd and us«i. moving has hrg£nning and stop. Evm thr h"bJ 
4nd tht training rquipmuu, tht timing, tk dia and lif�tyk. all gtntrau 
vtrification oftht training. Thou who mttr this dbor, fint must firm thtir 
confidmu, thtn build thtir sincm·ry. advanu firmly and bTOw/y; (whilt} 
training follow tht mtthod ctiZSt!nsly. no ont will not bt abk tiJ promot.t 
(himst/f) to tht domain of holintJJ. 
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If you do not know how to control your Yin and Yang, you will remain human 
forever and never become an immortal. You should use your Qi and blood to change 
your physical body from weak into srrong. Thar means you must srudy and train borh 
internally and externaUy. Only then wiU you be able to enter the stage of Steadiness, 
which is the necessary path to raising your spirit into enlightenment. All of the train
ing must follow the correct timing and the proper sequence of methods. You musr 
learn how to transport your Qi, and how to use the herbs and training equipment. fu 
you do all of this, the results you achieve will verifY whether you have been uaining 
correctly. You must train diligently and patiently, otherwise you will never reach the 
fmal goal of holiness. 

Ban Ci MiDi said: "This tlmii disn.s�LI tht grrat ttachtr Da Moi on'gl'nal 
mraning of thr gtnmtl conupt of Yi }in. (f) trans/4t.td it intiJ this anick, 
not bing to aJd any slight.tst ptnotUJI idra. or rvm cmzt.t a WIJrti. " 



Cha'*' S: Tneories and Principles 

This document was translated by an Indian Priest Ban Ci Mi Oi and edited by the 
Southern Continent, a traveler of mountain and sea, �ite Clothes Zhang, Yue-Feng 
(ll ... c ), 

This article then goes on to discuss the tnining methods. We will discuss all of the 
training methods mentioned in this document in the next chapter. Though this doc
ument explains some of the general theory, many points remain vague and unclear. 
However, if you already have some understanding of Chinese Qigong, especially the 
theory and methods of"change" (Yin and Yang, Water and Fire, Kan and li), you will 
not have any problem understanding this document. 

MfANNG Cl' lHE Yl JiN JING 
FROM HAN FEN lou (TOWER OF FRAGRANCE) 

I,A;Jtf;JI; 
ii.l>ll� 

Betwttn the: heaven and the earth, only man is most precious. (Man has) five vis
cera lncemaJiy, five (sensing) organs externally. If the five (sensing) organs are not 
governed. the five viscera will be injured. loolcing long injures the liver, listening long 
injures the: lcidneys, looking too much injures the spleen, and worrying too much 
injures the bean. Few men know in this world, therefore this classic is ofUred. (It) is 
the real achievable training of "five Qis toward the origins." 

Heaven, earth, and man were considered the three most powerful things in nature, 
and were c.lled collectively "San Cai" ( ;.. * ) or the "three powers." Of these three, 
man is considered the most precious. Of the human organs, the five viscera (Fu, "' 
)(Yin organs) arc considered the most imponant in Chinese medical and Qigong soci
eties. They are the Heart, liver, Kidneys, Lungs, and Spl«n. The Chinese believe that 
these fiYe organs are linked to the five sense organs: the tongue, eyes, cars, nose, and 
mouth. For this reason, when the five sense organs are not regulated, the internal 
organs can be injured. However, some of the examples given in this paragraph do not 
match rhc: usuaJ Chinese medical relationships. Aside from these anomalies, however, 
the key point of this paragraph is to emphasize the importance of the correspondence 
bccwccn the internal organs and th( S(nse organs. One of the goals of Qigong exercir 
es is to reg�late the Qi of th( five Yin organs until they have returned to their original 



healthy state. This training is called "Wu Qi Chao Yuan" (AI.II<.)(fove Qis murn to 
their origins). The fim step of regulating t� five Yin organs is to rcgulare your five 
sense organs. 

Wbm )DU stArt tht tmining, first lit Jown with tht fort up to stahiliu tht 
Shtrr, rrsrtain your vision 4nd Jon't loo� (at 'mything). (thm) liwr Qi wiU 
not IN wtUttd. Withdraw tllr corTrSpondrnct and do not lis�n. tht ltiJnty 
Qi wiD not bt wasttd Brt11tht smDOthly through tht nosr and doni pllnl, 
thr lung Qi wiD not br WIISUd. Uu rhr hand(s) to meusagt tht sto1Mch 
area and txpand tht Qi, (this will) amurw tM spktn Qi. 
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Yi Jin Jing training begins with massage, which is followtd with slapping, pound
ing, bearing. and striking. Many of these trainings must be done lying on your back. 
The first thing you should do is tO scabiliz.e your Shcn. Close or half dose your eyes 
to restrain your vision. This will help bring your mind from the outSide world into 
your body and lead your liver imo a stage of peace and calmness. Do not pay atten
tion to any noise: you hear around you. Simply calm down and pay actentKm to your 
body and feel it internally. If you are not listening to anything outside: of you, your 
emotions will not be disturbed and dt.e kidney Qi can be regulated. These m-o train
ings in Chinese meditation are called "Shou Shi Fan Ting" ( 'lt:it&.ilt )(widt.draw your 
view and listen internally). In addition to these two, you must also regulate your 
breathing. When your breathing is regulated, the lungs will be relaxed and the Qi 
whtch is converted from the air can be used efficiently. Finally, you should massage 
your stomach area including your liver, scomach, and spleen. This increases the Qi cir
culation there and procects these three organs. 

This paragraph teaches you how to stan Yi )in )ing massage and beating training. 
During this craining you must first regulate your body, breathing, and mind, and sta
bilize your Shen. Only then will your mind be able to concentrate on the: training and 
lead the Qi to the area you are training. This is the key to building up internal strength 
(Nei Zhuang, F"Hil ). Nei Zhuang training will be discussed later in this chapter. 

KLtping th� cmur is th� mo;t important, {it) is th� way. Afin- matJag�. 
thtn pound. Aftu pounding. thtn b�at. Afi�r b�ating, thtn Jtrik�. Lilu thi; 
for a hundnd dAy; of Gongfo. fiw Qis aU abuntilmt, th� Shm cond�nu; 
and th� ]ing is fo/1, (you wiJJ b� ahk) to rqu/ ;icltnm and �xtmd tht :��an 
(of lifo), n�v�r hungry ""'�' coM. Aft�r compkting th� training. again 
mzin th� Conuption �uii!'l in thii!' .fomt anti tiN Gov""'ing v�.u�l in tht 



b.u� unril they"" foil and abundAnt (ofQi). (Thu u) tk found.rion of 
cuhivaring intD immonality and brroming ll Butitiha. (lj') not cu!ti�M�.ting 
1mJ tzdwzntingfrwn thm. thtrt it 1k' nHJt for /.taming tht DaD. 

�•1•·�•�·��-*·*�-•·•�•n· 
P�··��·L�·�·�--�·���·· �· 
��·�rr��·��••·�•�•·*��-�� 
le·�li!lt�it*·'P';(AIW.· 

In lhe massage and bearing training, the most important thing is to keep your 
mind centered ar the stomach area. The stomach area is where the Yi )in Jing training 
starts, and it is considered to be the "center" of the entire training. You must build up 
both the internal and external srrengrh here first, and then gradually expand the area 
until the training covers rhe entire body. We will discuss the concept of"ccmer .. when 
we talk about massage in the next chapter. During the training, if your mind is not at 

this ctmer and is placed somewhere c:lsc in order to avoid the feeling of pain, then your 
mind will not be .ble to build the Qi and strength internally. 

In the first year ofYi Jin Jing training, there are four training steps: L massaging; 
2. pounding or slapping; 3. bearing; and 4. striking. Massage will loosen up the stom
ach ata (center) and allow rhe Qi to circulate smoothly. Massage can also help to 
accwnulate Qi here. After massage, you slap or pound with the equipment. When 
slapping 01 pounding, the power will not penetrate into the deeper layers. The pur
pose of this step is to build up the Qi, to stimulate the musdeslrendons, and ro 
roughen the skin. After the skin and muscles/tendons have been stimulated to a high 
energy nate, the pain will be reduced. Then you start to use the heavier equipment. 
Bearing makes the power more penetrating and will build up the strength more inter
nally. After beating, you strike. Striking involves using full power blows even to the 
viral areas. When you have reached this stage, you will have built the strength both 
internally and externally. This is the primary stage of "'Iron Shirr" (Tie Bu Shan, ••:tt 

). After you have srrtngrhened the stomach area, you gradually expand your Qi to a 
wider area and extend your striking area to the chest to complete the Conception 
Vessel training, then to rhe back ro complete the Governing Vessel training. Only 
when you have made the Conception and Governing Vessels full will you have built 
up the foundation for the Xi Sui ]ing training. The abundant Qi accumulated in the 
Conception and Governing Vessels is considered the "'root" of Buddhahood training. 
Finally, you incorporate rhe limbs to complete Grand Circulation training. The train
ing procedures will be discussed in derail in the next chapter. 

Da Mo travtkd to tht E4.tt to uach lk� two Yi fin afJd Xi Sui classiu, (it 
W41) rrall) rtur grrat �tit. A bini likt tht CTtlnt i.s ablt to liw kmg, an ani
mt�l lilt� tht fox ct�n bt immQrtaL 11 hum�Jn who cannot kam from thm 



c/4uia is wont than th� birth •Nl •nim.U. ObtAining but not trdining 
(tkst two c£mia) may IH cAMSNi by suspicion thllt it is 11 /dlst cm:ztion, or 

folr tbt ITrliningis IDD long; (,JJ ofthm).,. grnt,.ttdfrom onmlf !f(:JOtt 
4r-t) aiM lfJ btlitw it tmtJ 17din, "'(tn- thrtt ytars, (you will J« JI'Ur') hrrtv
"1 btNJwws liltt King XUmgi. and JO"'" strrngth though olJ wiU bt 11hlt ttl 
Nl"fUt1' w., Huo. (Having) strrngrh yovr tnri,., lift. ntwr' fot�n'ng hungrr 
or cold, wirming tht btdchambn- WilT, and finding tht ptarl in tht muddy 
wam; (thtst) arr only tht sma/k,. ��. Culri'IHltt to ht an immort414nd 
btcomt a Blllidh11, nothing tlst hut thi.J. Thost who h11w tht prrekititwd 

fotr and tnlin thi.r willstt tht rrsults """· thm you will stt th11t wh11t I 
said is not ridiculous. 

It is believed that Da Mo was the one who brought the Yi Jin Jing and Xi Sui Jing 
knowledge from India co China. The Chinese believe that cranes can live a long time 
because they know how to regulate and train their Qi internally. The Chinese also 
believe that if even a fox learned how to train itself. it would be able to achieve immor· 
tality. There are many ancient Chinese stories which tell of how a fox was able ro reach 
immortality and change into human form. 

If (he birds and animals are able to reach this goal of cultivation, why can't people 
reach it roo? The reasons are: lack of confidence and loss of patience. In this case, men 
are worse than birds and animals. If you can train diligently and patiently, after three 
years you will be as brave as King Xiang ( 'li .E ) . King Xiang, named Xiang Yu ("' 'i), 
W2S a great warrior who contested the throne of the rounding emperor of rhc: Han 
dynasty (ill ), Li u Bang ( It IP ) • Wu Huo ( J.Jl ) was the chief of a tribe near Tibet 
which invaded China often during the Three Kingdoms Period (San Guo, z• ) . Pearls 
are found in oysters, which live in muddy wa.ter. This metaphor means that you will 
be able to find valuable results even in this muddy world. All of these are only small 
achievements. For the great achievement, you may use these methods to cultivate 
yourself and become an immortal or Buddha. 

This article gives you an idea of how to start the training. It clearly tells you that 
you will need 100 days of foundation training for massage, pounding, beating. and 
striking. To complete the entire training, you will need at least three ytars. 
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5.3 l'uDosls, ADvANTAGES, IND DISADVANTAGIS 
Before Yte go into rhe theory of the Yi jin jing, we would like to discuss rhe pur

poses ofYi Jin Jing Qigong, as well as its advantages and disadvantages. Although we 
discussed this subject in Part One, we will cover ir now in greater depth. If you have 
a dear understanding of chis art, you will be more confidenr in your training, and bet
ter able ro predict and expect results. 
5.3.1 l'uopo5eS of Yi Jin Jing Qigong 

• To snengrhen rhe physical body and maintain healrh. This is rhe mosr 
common goal for most practitioners. Many Qigong sets were based upon 
the same principles to achi�e this same goal, such as "The Eight Pieces of 
Broc.de" (Ba Duan Jin, ,V<_<I) or "Da Mo's Strengthening Qigong" (Da 
Mo Zhuang Qigong, :t.a�.I...;IJ). Most of these sets are purely Wai Dan, 
and emphasize building up Qi in the limbs, rather than in the body. T hey 
provide a way for people to strengrhen their bodies and mainrain their 
health through simple, specifically designed movements. They do not 
require any in·depth, detailed knowledge of how Qi functions and circu
lates in the body. 

• To increase the Qi storage and circulation in the Governing and 
Conception Vessels (Small Circulation). This is a higher purpose than the 
previous one. It is Nei Dan Qigong, and most practitioners who train it 
tend to go on to Grand Circulation. The Conception Vessel is responsible 
foi rhe six Yin Qi channels, while the Governing Vessel governs the six Yang 
channels. Opening and filling these two vessels arc the first steps of Nei 
Dan Qigong uaining. 

• To eliminate nagnation in the twelve primary channels. Once you have 
filled the Conception and Governing Vessels with Qi, you learn how to lead 
dte Qi ro rhe rwclve primary channels, which are related to rhe twelve 
organs. When you have reached this stage (Grand Circularion, Da Zhou 
Tian, A."' A), practicing will not only strengthen your limbs, it will also 
improve the condition of your internal organs. 

• To strengthen the Guardian Qi. After you are able to circulate rhe Qi 
smoothly in the twelve primary channels, you learn how to expand your Qi 
from these channels to the surface of your skin, eventually reaching rhc 
hair, nails, or even beyond your skin. This strengthens and enlarges your 
Guardian Qi (Wei Qi, *'-) shield and protects you from any negative 
influence from the surrounding Qi. 

• To increa.se manial abilities. Soon after the Yi Jin Jing wa, caught co the 
priests, it was applied to the maniaJ arts. Its principles and exercises were 



used ro develop Iron Shirt training, and to train manial anists to usc their 
Qi efftttively to energize their muscles to a higher level. 

• To build a firm foundation for Xi Sui Qigong pt2ctice. In 0,. Mo's 
Qigong training, Yi Jin Jing is considered the Yang training which empha
sizes the physical body and builds up abundant Qi. while Xi Sui Jing is 
considered the Yin training which uses this Qi to nourish the marrow and 
brain. These rwo Qigong practices must be balanced. One generates the Qi 
and tho other uses the Qi. On< makes the body Yang, the other makes the 
body Yin. Therefore, in order to train the )(j Sui Jing and reach the final 
goal of enlightenment, you must first have plenty of Qi, which is obtained 
through Yi Jin Jing training. 

Now •hat you have a better idea of the general purposes ofYi Jin Jing, you should 
have some idea as to what you want from your training. Next, we will lin some of the 
advanugcs and disadvantages ofYi jin Jing uaining. 

5.3.2 A-ges of the Yi Jin Jing 

• The Yi )in Jing is easier than the Xi Sui Jing to undentand and ptactice. 
The theory is simpler and the training is easier, and it is therefore more 
accessible to the average person. 

• With the Yi Jin Jing, you arc able to sec results in a shon time. Because 
of this, more people are willing to accept the training. 

• More documents arc available and, .since the training is morr popular, it is 
relatively easy to find a master. Because the Yi Jin Jing is easier than the Xi 
Sui Jing to understand and learn, more people have practiced it, more docu
ments have been written about it, and 1hercfore, more people arc teaching it. 

• Compared to Xi Sui Jing, Yi Jin Jing training is safer. Because there arc 
more documents available, more people have trained it, and more experi· 
encc.s have been shared with the public. In addition, Yi )in )ing emphasizes 
the external physical body and does no1 dirccdy involve the vital organs, as 
docs the Xi Sui Jing. 

5.3.3 Disaclwnltlges of the Yi Jin Jing 

• It is a Yang training. Though health can be gained, increase of longeviry is 
limited. We mentioned earlier thar rhe Yi Jin Jing teaches you how oo 
strengthen your body and build up tho Qi internally. All of this eiiOO will 
ltad your body into a Yang state. Although this strengthens your physical 
body and Guardian Qi, it also causes the body to degenerate faster. To 
increase rhe length of your life significantly, you must learn how to usc the 
Xj Sui jing training to utilize che Qi. 
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• It may o�r-suess the physical body and cawe San Gong ( ft.t/1 ). This is 
commonplace among mania! practitioners of Vi Jin Jing naining. because 
they are trained to lead their Qi to the limbs with heavy breathing. This will 
energize the muscles effeaively. but it also builds up the muscles and over
stresses the lungs. Frequently, the muscles will be over-developed. 
Unfortunately, when these people get older, their muscles lose their flexi
bility and elasticity, and degenerate faster than the average person's musdn. 
This phenomenon is called "San Gong" ( ltlJJ )(energy dispersion) in mar
tial arts society. In Yi Jin Jing training for health, however, you usually do 
not place as much emphasis on training your muscles, and this problem is 
nor usually encountered. 

You can see that there are more advantages than disadvantages. Furthermore, most 
of the disadvantages can be controlled easily if you know rhe theory of the training. It 
has been proven that Yi Jin Jing training is one of the most effective ways to change 
the quality of rhe physical body. 

5.4 WN DAN 1M1 NEI DAN Yl JIN .liNG 
%Dan(,�,.) means "external dlll;ir" and Nei Dan (P'!1J-) means "internal elixir." 

Wai Dan Qigong (often called Wai Dan Gong) and Nei Dan Qigong (often called Nei 
Dan Gong) are the two major categories in Qigong practice. Since these two rerms 
have bttn discussed in my earlier books: Qigong for Health and Martial Art:r and Thr 
Root ofChinrsr Qigong, we will only review their definitions here. 

In Wai Dan Qigong training, you learn to build up rhe Qi in the limbs through 
special exercises, trainings, or treatments, and later you learn to allow the built�up Qi 
to flow back ro your body and organs, thereby nourishing the organs and mainraining 
smooth Qi circulation. This means that Qi is built up on the surface of the body ot 
in the limbs, and then flows "inward" to the body. Common Wai Dan Qigong prac
tices are limb exercises, massage, and acupuncture. Because in Wai Dan you build up 
the Qi (or elixir) externally, it is called "external elixir." 

In Nei Dan Qigong, the Qi (elixir) is built up in the body, and then led ourw:ud to 
the extremities. For this reason it is called Nei Dan (internal elixir). Nei Dan practice 
includes ingesting herbs to generate Qi internally, generating Qi in the Lower and Upper 
Dan Tians through various methods, regulating the Fire Qi in the solar plexw, building 
up and then circulating Qi in the Conception and Governing Vessels (Small Circulation) 
fim and larer expanding che Qi to the entire body (Grand Circulation), as well as tech
niques which lead Qi ro che marrow and brain to nourish them (Xi Sui Jing). 
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According to the awilable d001ments.. Yi Jin Jing training emphasites bot:h Wai 
Dan and Nei Dan equally. When you train Yi Jin Jing, you should not train one and 
ignon: the other. Wai Dan training is considered Yang, while t:he Nci Dan ls consid
ered Yin. While Wai Dan Yi )in Jing focuses on training the physical body, Nei Dan 
Yi )in Jing aims at building up Qi. Both of them must cooperate with and balance 
each other. When one side of the training is neglected. the balance wiU be lost and 
problems may occur. For example, many external style mania! artists have emphasized 
only the Wai Dan Yi )in Jing and have experienced "San Gong" (energy dispenion) 
problems. I believe that in order to avoid making this mlstake, you should first under
stand these two subjeas and study their relationship. 
5.4.1 Wai Dan Yi Jin Jint 

The purpose of Wai Dan Yi )in Jing is to strengthen the physical body, which 
includes skin, muscles, tendons, fasciae, and bones. Though the healt:h of the internal 
organs may also be improved significantly by correct training, the organs are not the 
primary concern. Technically, the training of the organs is handled by Nei Dan train
ing and by the Grand Circulation, which form a combination of Wai Dan and Nei 
Dan praaices. We will discuss this subjea later. 

In order ro reach the goal of strengthening the physical body, many training meth
ods were created. The popular techniques are massage, slapping, pounding. bearing, 

and striking. In addition to these stimulation techniques, many Wai Dan exercises 
were created which specialize in building up the Qi in the limbs. Often, special train
ing �uipment was adapted for these exercise sets. 

Normally, the first year of training focuses on the central body area, starting in the 
stomach area with massage, then gradually using the slapping, pounding, beating, and 
striking techn iques. In rhis year you must learn Nei Dan Yi }in Jing, which teaches you 
how to build up the Qi at the Lower Dan Tian, and later you must circulate it to the 
Conception and Governing Vessels (Small Circulation). Only after one year, after the 
center of the body has been trained completely, will the special Wai Dan exercises and 
muscular training of the limbs be started. This will last for the next two years. In these 
twO years, the Nei Dan practice should teach you to expand the Qi which is built up 
at the center of the lxxiy to the limbs to complete the Grand Circulation. 

The above description should give you a clearer picture of the role Wai Dan Yi Jin 
Jing plays in the training. You can see that the Wai Dan stimulation training described 
above can energize your body to a higher energy or Y:mg state. 

SA.2 Noi .,_, Yi Jin Jint 
The purpose of Nei Dan Yi Jin Jing is to build up the Qi internally at che center 

of the body. Later, this Qi is led to the limbs and the entire body. The reason fOr th� 
is simple: in order to energize the physical body to a higher energy state for Wai Dan 
training, the Qi must be full and abundant. The physical body is like a machine and 
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Qi ls like electricity. Only when the machine is in good condition and the power sup· 
ply is sufficienr will the machine be able to perform at peak potential. One of the 
major goals ofYi )in jing training is leading the Qi to support the physical body effi
ciently co maintain and strengthen its hea1th. 

Another goal of Nei Dan Yi Jin Jing is to regulate the Qi in the internal organs. 
When you have completed the Small Circulation, you will have learned how to fill up 
and smoothly circulate the Qi in the Conception and Governing Vessels. The 
Concepcion Vessel is the Qi reservoir which regulates the six Yin organs, while the 
Governing Vessel is used to regulate the six Yang organs. When the Qi in these two 
vessels is full and is circulating smoothly, the twelve internal organs will be regulated 
effectively, and the health of the organs can be maintained and improved. 
Furchermore, if you have alw completed the Grand Circulation, you will be able to 
lead and circulate the Qi in the twelve primary channels smoothly. In this instance, 
you may use Wai Dan exercises to enhance the health of the organs. 

Usually, the Nei Dan Yi )in jing training begins after four months ofWai Dan Yi 
)in )ing training. It normally takes thrtt to eight months to complete the Small 
Circulation. Ho�er, it depends on the individual. To understand this thoroughly, 
you shou1d very carefully study the Nei Dan Yi Jin Jing training, which will be dis
cussed later. After you have completed the Small Circulation, you will start the Grand 
Circulation, and from there it may take you a short time or forever depending on how 
deep you want to dig in. 'Mlen you have reached this stage you will understand that 
theQigong field is w deep that the deeper you study, the deeper it goes. 

Normally, Nei Dan Yi Jin Jing is trained through still meditation. During still 
meditation, both your physical and mental bodies are relaxed, yow mind is aim and 
peacefuL Consequently, your body tends to be more Yin compared to Wai Dan train· 
ing. It i.s only when you arc in such a meditative state that you will be able to 
concentrate your mind on building up the Qi at the Dan Tian and directing it to the 
desired places. 

You should be able to see from this discussion why it is so important to train both 
Wai Dan and Nei Dan Yi )in jing equaUy. In order ro hdp you settle this in your 
mind, I conclude with the following imponam points: 

• Wai Dan training stimulates your physicaJ body and energizes you, there
fore it is a Yang training. Nei Dan training deals with the internaJ Qi field, 
the body is relaxed, the mind is calm and peaceful, and therefore it is a Yin 
uaining. 

• For corttet and safe Yi Jin Jing training. Wai Dan and Nei Dan mwt be 
mutually coordinated to balance each other. 



Wai Zhuang and Nei Zhuang 

• Th� time required for Wai D2n training is relatively shorter than chat for 
Nei Dan training. Nei Dan training can last forever, especially when this 
Nei Dan is combined with the Xi Sui Jing training. 

• Wai Dan is easier while Nei Dan is harder in both theory and training. 

5.5 Wi>J lHuANG AND Na lHUANG 
Before you start your training, you must be acquainted with the terms Wai 

Zhuang ( 11-1• ) and Nei Zhuang ( ,., II> ) • These two terms refer to the results of train
ing. Wai Zhuang means "external strength" while Nei Zhuang means "internal 
strength." �en you have Wai Zhuang, you look muscular and strong exrernaJiy, but 
it does not mean that you are strong internally. For example, a bodybuilder may look 
more muscular and stronger than a prof�ional weightlifter, but he cannot necessari
ly lift more weight than the professional lifter. Sometimes you find people who are not 
strong looking, but who are able to express a great deal of strength. This is because the 
level of muscular strength you can exert depends on how efficiently the Qi can ener· 
giu: the muscles. If a person is able to lead his Qi efficiently to the muscles to energize 
them to a higher energy stare, the power or strength generated will be greater than 
other people's. 

Real strength means strong both externally and internally. W ithout internal 
strength, the external strength will not last long. without the external strength, the 
internal suength will not be able to demonstrate itself efficiently. Naturally, when a 
person has achieved internal strength, his internal physical body such as the organs, is 
also strong. The internal physical body and the internal Qi are related and benefit 
from each other. 

In Chinese martial society, the mistaken belief is often expressed that Wai Zhuang 
is Wai Dan Yi )in Jing and Nei Zhuang is Nei Dan Yi )in Jing. fu a matter of fact, 
although they are closely related they are very different. Strictly speaking, Nei Zhuang 
can be generated from both Nei Dan and Wai Dan Yi Jin Jing. Normally, the Nei 
Zhuang generated from Wai Dan Yi Jin Jing is a local internal strength supported by 
the local buildup of Qi, while Nei Dan Yi )in Jing develops a real internal strength in 
which the internal Qi can be stored in the Qi reservoirs and stimulated to a higher 
level. 

To help you understand this subject more clearly, we would like to translate a por
tion of an Yi Jin Jing document concerning the training of Nei Zhuang. Th� anicle 
will help you to understand what Nei Zhuang is and why it is necessary for Vi Jin Jing 
uaining. 
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NB Zff.JANG GoNG 
o'J:I>"" 

lntt'I'7Ull llNi r:crmuzl JJrt oppoJiUJ. Strong JJnd UNJJit art oppoJiUJ. 
Comparing thr Jtrong and th� �malt, Jtrtmg is 11blr to IIJSt kmg. Compan'ng 
tht ;mrrna/ with tht txttrnat do not igttort tht txtrrnal. lntrrna/ Jtrrngth 
iJ ab/r to bt Jtrong, attrna/ strtngth iJ abk to b� brav�. Strong and 4/.ro 
braw is rtally bravt. Bravt and also strong iJ rtal/y Jtrong. Strong and 
bmw, bravt and Jtrong. thrn is ablt to brromr tht body rvrn a million dU
aJkn cannot tbJtroy. Thrn, (it} iJ tht body of thr mrral Jtttl 

o'JJI!tftt. li<J1!-*t1; li<J1!-*flt. :1<"'1"'-<i!.. o'JJI!tfflt. 
tt-8•<!!-·o'J:I<W�·tf-li<Wft;��a�·�A�<!!.· 
ft���·�·�<!!.· ����·����· ���� 
'!'jo"-A' · ��*�i"-IU · 

�i Zhuang (internal strength) and Wal Zhuang (external strength), in many 
ways, are opposite to each other, yet they are mutually related to each other. Nei 
Zhuang is Yin and Wai Zhuang is Yang. Nei Zhuang relates to the Qi while Wai 
Zhuang relates ro the physical body. They are like the two sides of your hand. Only 
when they cooperate and coordim.te with each other can they be strong bO(h inter
nally and e:uernally. Internal Qi is the major source of making the external body 
strong, which enables you to demonstrate your power. W hen this happens, you will 
be able to be brave. Brave here means the capacity to demonstrate your power. Only 
when you can be strong internally and br.1ve externally have you gained a really 
healthy and strong body which can be like metal and stone. You must train Nei 
Zhuang. Without Nd Zhuang, che Wai Zhuang will not be strong and will not last. 

Whm training thr Nri Zhwmg, thtrt art thrtt rultJ: 
Tht ftnt says: "�rp tht Dao of crnttr. .. 
Krtping tht 'Ctnttr" Jpuia/izrJ in accumulllring Qi. (Whtn} accumulllring 
Qi, concrntratt on training (your) qtJ, �an, noJ�. tongur. body. and Yi. 

R.lt.f'lii>. ••·Jt.£: 
- .. ; ''l'lti'il•' 
'l''f'*·•���.,.,��*·•�•�•w�te· 

Therr arc three rules when you train Nei Zhuang. The most important period of 
training ts the firsc hundred days. During this prriod, you must learn how to build the 
Nei Zhuangfoundation to support further training. This article tells you the tricks of 
reaching rhis goal. 

The first rule is to keep your mind ac che cencer so that you C2ll accumulate Qi 
cherc ... Center" means the scomach ara bccween the solar plexus and navel. This area 
is where the naining begins and where the Qi muse firsc accumulate. In order to accu� 
mulate Qi ln this area, your mind must always be kept there during training. In order 
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to do this, you must restrain your eyesight, stop hearing noise generated outside of 
your body� not pay attention to smdls, forget the sense of taste, relax your body� and 
control your Yi. If you an do this, your mind will not be attracted to the outside 
world, and you will be able to concentrate your Yi in the place you ar< training. Only 
then are you able to use your Yi to lead the Qi there and start the accwnu1ation. 

Tht most important (thing) whttt stllrting trtUning is tht marotlow ma.J

mgr, itr ttchniquts wi/J bt tkutikd !tun-. Whm ma.r.raging, (you) should 
undrtss (tht upptr body) and lit dcwn f4Cing up. Tht plaa whtrt tht palm 
(shou/J bt) pl4ctd is ont palmi width undo tht chtrt and abovt tht 
abtit.Jmm . Namtd tht "mtttr ... 8tc12ust thi:J •ctntn-" is tht plact of Qj 12cnt
mu/4tion, it must bt ktpt (12nd proucmi) firmly. 

�T+.t• • tj;;I\-IIIJI: • �ik*l • I!.Jl:-t* • 1UU! 
�� ·+��4·�-�T�·.tM·��at· �� 
tJl4i.-tJC.·!AIII'f.t• 

This paragraph has twO major points. First, the starting technique for building up 
Nei Zhuang is using massage. Second, the location in which the training should lx 
started is between the chest and abdomen. More clearly, it is one palmS width berwc:en 
the solar plexus and navel This place has been named the "center" because: i: is where 
the Qi suns to accumulate. Later, the Qi expands out to the entire body &om this 
center. Because of this, you must learn to concentrate your mind at this center and 
prot= it carefully. 

Tht mtthod of kttping (tht ctnur) is to mtrain tht rynight, driUJJ in tar 
comsporu:knu, mtJu tht brtathing uniform, clost tht mouth, rt!ttt tht 
tim/ body. /celt tht swift Yi, do not movt tht four limbs, (tuul) ont dup 
mind. Fim p14ct your mind at tht "ctnt"" plizct, liztn stop ail of tht mis
ctliantous thoughu, gradually rtach a skady. concmtrattd mind, is namd 
"kttp" (lht ctnkr). This is lht corrrct u.uy. Wh�vu tht massagt is, thtrt 
(tht mind) shou/J bt lupt. Thm, lht tntirt body's jing, Qj, and Shm all 
conctntralt th�. (Practict) long 12nd long to accumulatt, lh� harmony 
wit/ bt tnl4rgtd to tht tmirt art/2. If thn-t ar� m.isctlian�ow thoughts and 
th� mind is quick to think of tht worbi� affairr, (ronl if) Shn1 and Qi fol
low but do not condms�. thm tht mas.sagt wiU b� in vain, how could it b� 
ofbmefir? 
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This paragraph teaches the methods of keeping your center. During massage train
ing, you mwt bring your physical and mental body into a meditative state which 
allows you to isolate yourself from the outside world. Only then will you be able to 
concentrate your Yi on the training. To keep your Yi at the massage place is the secret 
of accumulating Qi. 

Tht stcond says: "Do not think of otkr pious." 

in m.:2ni bod) }ing, Shm. Qi, and biDod cannot bt indtptndtnt, 411 lisun 
w tht Yi. (Whm) Yi m011et, then (thty) movt. (Whm) Yi stops, thm (thty) 
stop. Whe-n you kttp your mind at tht ctnttr, Yi is plaud undtr tht palm. 
Thif is tht co"tct way. If (you) allow tht Yi to motlt a1'Qund on tht limbs, 
thtrondnutdand acrumu/4ttdjing. Qi, andShtn will follow, movt, and 
tfisptnt to tht limbs. Then (tht training) will btcomt only tx/n"na/ strrngth 
inJttad ofinttma/strtngth. Massagt without tht accumulation (ojQi), tht 
mdJsagt will bt in vain. How could (you) obtain btnt}it? 

.;:_" : ''-'l!C.!'!:J! • • 
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The second rule of tra.ining is that after your mind has been isolated from the out� 
side world, you should not place your mind anywhere else in your body but at the 
center. Yow Jing, Qi, and Shen a� directed and governed by your Yi; wherever the Yi 
goes. they go too. Therefore, if your mind moves away from the center during training, 
you will lead the accumulated Qi to other places and it will never accumulate at the 
center. For example, if you think of yow limbs during massage training, you will lead 
the acrumulated Qi from the center to the limbs and usc it. In this case, you might keep 
the muscles growing; however, you have also stopped the buildup of Qi in the center 
for future mining. In this case, you have built up Wai Zhuang instead of Nci Zhuang. 
In f.act, strictly speaking, during the first year of training, the physical Yi Jin Jing exer� 
cises arc forbidden. If you massage but cannot accumulate the Qi at the center to build 
up the internal strength, then all of your mauage rraining will be in vain. 



Wai Zhuang crd Noi !huang 

Tbi"' ..,s: ·u� it (Qi) fo• foUnm • 

Wh<n'""' (Joo) """'•t< and k"l' (tht ffnur). tht Qi thtrrfo"' ac"'"''"' 

(4,.,, Wbtn rht Qi it affUmul4uJ. ]ing, Shtn, bl.cJ, and ..,.Is, all ""'"' 
with it. f'Whtn JON) ltttp thtm, tiNy will not run wi/J. Massagt for a long 
timt, Qi ruiJJ storr within anJ not o�w. {Ui1;1tn) Qj auumulalts, lht 
U rvili ttutomtttiCAI/y t�ccumuLitt. (Wbm) Qj is abundant, tht Ii will 
aJIUJmttticttl/y bt full ThU Qi ir what Mtnciw calkd '�ht gmzmt and 
mDtt unbrntiing, (which) fills up bttu.�ttn tht hta�n and tht tarth. ir our 

Dvnwhtlming Qi. "If lht Qj htn ""' rNChtd follnm, tht mind rum wi/J 
away from tht cmm. DU�rrtd to tM four limbs, it ir not only thttt tht 
exumal mrngth is not compktt, blltllilo tht intunal rtrtngth ir not strong. 
Thtn both p14cts havt gain«< 'uJIJJing . 

.=. .. : '#-It !till .. 
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After you have accumulated abundant Qi at the center, you can expand this Qi to 
fill up the entire body. This center is the headquarters and the "center .. of Qi supply. 
You normaJiy need at least 100 days (or four months) of training to keep this center 
and nuke the Qi accumulate abundantly. During the second I 00 days, you learn how 
to expand this Qi to fill up the front of the body. In the third 100 days, you advance 
funher and expand this Qi to the back If you have done this, you have made the Qi 
full in the Conception and Governing Vessels and have oompleted the Small 
Circul�tion. It is not until the second and third years of training that this Qi is 
expanded to the limbs to complete the Grand Circulation. When you have accom· 
plished this, you will feel that your body has filled up with oveJWhelming Qi whic:h 
can make you as grea.t and strong as sted. Mencius ( XT) is a great Chinese scholar 
and philosopher who lived after Confucius. Hi.s famous saying was: "I frequendy cul
tivate my overwhelming Qi. As this Qi, extreme great and extreme strong. It is thus 
when cultivate it straight forward, there is no harm (This Qi) is then filling up the 
heaven and the earth." 1 Man is considered a small heaven and earth. If you have com
pleted your Grand Circulation, you will have filled up your body with this 
overwhelming Qi. 

You an see tha.t the center is the most impona.ntpoint in the entire training. and 
it is the root and sowce of the tra.ining. It is the key to building up the Nei Zhuang. 
If you cio not follow the above three rules. then you will lose both Nei Zhuang and 
Wai Zhuang. 
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&n Ci MiDi said: Wlun m.uJ iJ jwt born, originaUy (th� mind) it good 
(i.t., purt and rkiUJ). If attrartNi by nnotional dni�s and mUullttn�ow 
idras, thm all of tlu original face (purihts) will bt wiptd out. In addi
rion, (if this purr mind i1) dividtd and dizmagtd by tlu r-ps, �ars, nost. 
umgut, bodJo and Yi, tht wisdom naturr Ill th� spiritUJZl «nttr (Lingtal) 
�romn ohsrurtd. Consequently it atnTWI romprthtnd tht Dll(}. Th�rt. 
tht gmzt uachtr Da Mo foud th� waU in Shaolin Ttmpk for nint y�an to 
rtstrain tht tksim of tiN �an and �s. (/f) tars and tyts art not attracttd 
byth� dnirn, tht monkry (emotional mind) and tht horu (wisdom mind) 
will automatica/Jy � locktd and hontbd. It multtd that Da Mo WitS ahlr 
fQ acquir� tht rtal way (Dao) and rerum to the �st (whtu Buddha 
mitks),finally asunding to the stau of vtrif.Jing tht wults (of Dao)(i.t., 
ht h�cam� a Buddha). This articlr was tht primary mind and foundation 
ofDa Mo, tht Buddha anmtor. Tht rtal mtthod (i.� .• sur�t) is in tht stn
unrt of''kuping cmtn: "and its applic11tion (i.t., trtJining mtthotls) U in 
tht .. rtstrain tht r-psight" stvmth smtmtt. If ablt to train following tht 
mtthods, tlun lllthough srupid UJ()u/d � bright, tz.lthough soft would ht 
strong. the world of nctrtmt happinm will soon bt ll.lttntkd. 

Ban Ci Mi Di was a Indian Buddhi5[ priest who translated this document from 
Indian into Chinese. This paragraph was added by him m summarize this tnining. 
First he concluded that when a man is born, his mind is pure and simple. Because this 
mind bttomes contaminated with emotional desires, man cannot comprehend the real 
"Dao." The wise pan of your natute is cenrered in yout Lingtai (a-t;), which means 
"spiriuW station" or "spiritual cenret," and is located in the Upper Dan Tian. In 
acupuncture, there is a cavity which is also named Lingtai (Gv-10, at-), but it is 
located on the back opposite the heart. 

h is said rhat the Yi Jin Jing and Xi Sui Jing were wrinen by Da Mo aftet he med
itated for nine years facing a wall. The reason he faced the wall was to resuain his 
eyesight and hearing. \'Qhen he did this, the emotional mind (ape) and the wisdom 
mind (horse) were controlled. This is the reason that Da Mo was able to become a 
Buddha and enter the domain of the West World. West World means India, which is 
to the wen of China. Because Buddhism was imported from India, India was consid-
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md the holy world whe"' Buddhas reside. Only those who have attained the real 

•oao" will be able to enter this holy world. 
Ban Ci Mi Di also points out and �emphasizes that the trick to Nei Zhuang 

training is ro keep the center, and the way to reach this goal is in the seventh. sentence: 
" ... restrain the eyesight, draw in ear correspondence, make the breathing uniform, 
close the mouth, relax the tired body, lock the swift Yi, do not move the fow limbs, 
(and) one deep mind." 

This document, although entidcd "Nei Zhuang Gong," is the key to successful Yi 
Jin Jing training. To make sure that it is completely dear to you, we would like to con
dude with the following important points: 

• Without Nei Zhuang (IU• )(internal strength), Wai Zhuang (If" )(external 
strength) training is in vain. Nei Zhuang is the root of Wai Zhuang and Wai 
Zhuang is the trunk. branches. and flowers. Nei Zhuang and Wai Zhuang are 
mutually related and must mutually cooperate. 

•To build up real Wai Zhuang, you must build up Nci Zhuang first. There arc 
three rules. These rules arc: "Keep the center," "Do not think of other places," 
and "Use Qi for fullness." 

• Among the three rules, "keep the center" is the mosc imponam. The way to 
reach this is to restrain your emotions and desires. 

• Do not train your limbs until you have built up the Nei Zhuang ar the c:enrer. 

5.6 lioN 5Hun ANI GolDIN lEU. Cava 

There are many Chinese people, especially mania) anises, who mistakenly believe 
that the Yi )in Jing is Iron Shirt and Golden Bell Cover <raining. In this section we 
will try to dear up the confusion. 

Iron shirt in Chinese is "Tic Bu Shan" ( •*#)(literally "iron cloth shirt"), and 
Golden Bell Cover is ")in Zhong Zhao" ( •• .l )(lire rally "metal/gold bell cover"). The 
training is so named because after you have completed it, your body will be so strong 
that most external attacks will not be able m injure you. It is as if you wtrt �ng an 

iron shirt or were covered by a metal bell. The different names represent different 
achievements. There are two places which are considered the hardest spots m train. 
One of them is the eyes and the other is the groin. With proper training, it is possible 
to draw the testicles up into the abdomen to protect them. 'W'hen an Iron Shirt prac
titioner can also lead his Qi to protect his entire head including his eyes, he is said to 
have achieved Golden Bell Cover. You can see that Golden Bell Cover is a more 
advanced level of Iron Shirt training. 
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Th� main diff�rcnccs between Yi Jin Jing training and Iron Shirt ar�: 
• Yi Jln Jing was cr(atcd first. Iron Shin was developed later by Chinese mar

tial utim to toughen the body. It is based on the training theory and 
methods of the Yi )in jing. 

• Yi )in Jing was originally created for health purposes, and it was used m 

strengthen the physical body and build up abundant Qi for the Xi Sui Jing 
tr.Uning. Yi Jin Jing training is the firsr step to reaching enlightenment or 
Buddhahood. Iron Shirt training is for martial arts defensive purposes. 

• Yi ]in Jing aims to strengthen the physical body, while Iron Shirt aims to 
resist external blows. For this reason, the training methods arc somewhat 
different. For example, in Iron Shirt, developing the resistance of the vital 
areas or cavities is considered important, while the Yi Jin Jing does not con
sider this seriously. 

Iron Shin training is divided into two major styles: internal Iron Shirt and exterp 
nal hon Shirt. The main differences are as follows: 

• Internal Iron Shirt training was developed mainly by the internal styles of 
Chinese martial artists, while external Iron Shirt was trained by the exter
nal styles. 

• Because of their different training goals, the training methods are also dif
fer�nt. Internal Iron Shirt uses Nei Dan Yi Jin Jing as a major part of the 
training, while Wai Dan Yi Jin Jing is a minor part. Naturally, the external 
Iron Shirt training emphasizes Wai Dan Yi Jin Jing training more than the 
Nei Dan. In other words, internal Iron Shirt emphasizes more the buildup 
ofQi in the center, while external Iron Shirt training emphasizes the phys
ical body and some local Qi. 

• Imernallron Shin training rakes much longer to achieve its goals than 
external Iron Shirt training. It usually takes about three years for external 
Iron Shirt training, while it may tak� more than ten years for internal )ron 
Shirt training. 

• Eltternal Iron Shirt training, because it may over-emphasize the muscular 
training, has the risk of"San Gong" (._.,)(energy dispersion), while there 
ls no such problem in internal Iron Shin uaining. 

• Internal Iron Shirt uains the body to be like a fully inflated beach ball, so 
that when someone punches you, he will bounce backward. External Iron 
Shirt emphasizes training and toughening the physical body. 



Although there are differences between the two Iron Shirt trainings, it is well 
known in Chinese manial society that regardless of which approach a martial anist 
takes, by the time he has roached a high level he will have trained both. As with the Yi 
Jin Jing. )"'U must train both Nei Zhuang and Wai Zhuang. 

5.7 TUNNG THIOIIY 
You may have already concluded a few points abour Yi Jin Jing training. The fol� 

lowing three are probably the most important: 

• Yi Jin Jing teaches ways to strengthen the physical body. Yi )in Jing is used 
:as the first step to reach the goal ot· enlightenment or Buddhahood. The 
second step is Xi Sui jing, which trains your spiritual body. The Vi Jin Jing 
is considered Yang training, while the Xi Sui Jing is Yin training. After you 
have completed the Yi Jin Jing training, then you can train the Xi Sui Jing. 

• Yi Jin Jing oontains Wai Dan training. which is classified as Yang. as wdl 
as Nci Dan training, which is Yin. These two must both be tnincd in 
coordination with each other. 

• Wai Zhuang (external strength) and Nel Zhuang (internal strength) are 
the goals of the training. Although the main training method for Wai 
Zhuang is Wai Dan Yi Jin Jing, Wai Dan is not the only way to achieve it. 
Similarly, although Nci Dan Yi Jin Jing is the main training method for Nei 
Zhuang, it is not the only way to achieve it. 

In this section, we will discuss the Yi Jin Jing training theory by dividing it into 
two major categories: Wai Dan and Nei Dan. 

5.7.1 Wai Dan Yi Jin Jing 
The main purpose ofWai Dan Yi Jin Jing is to strengthen the physical body which 

includes: skin, muscles, tendons, fasciae, and bones. The basic theory of Wai Dan 
training is: stimulate and exercise your body until it becomes stronger. Because your 
body is a living object, th( mo" you train and s1imulau it, th( mo" it will tun� it;g/f to 
fit tiN n(W situation. Therefore, the principle of the training is to create a new situa
tion for your body to fit into gradually, and after training for a long time, both your 
mental and physical bodies will increase in strength as dq adapt to the new condi
tions. Therefore, there are rwo major areas of adjwtmc:nt or regulation-your mental 
body and your physical body. 

In Wai Dan you are training the coordination of your mind and che ftmcdoning 
of your body. Since your mind comrols your body's movemenrs, you must prtpare it 
and strengthen it if you want a stronger body. \Vhen this happens, the stronger Qi can 
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be Ia:!. by the stronger mind to the part of your body you are training. That is why, 
during the uaining. concenuation is vay imponant. Your mind must recognize the 
new siruation and uy to adjust to it. Then, this prepared mind wiU lead the Qi to 
rebuild or adjust your physical body to fit the situation. 

In this section, we will discuss the training theory for each pan of the body. 
Skin. The main pwpose r:l the Yi Jin Jing is to increase the strength r:l the mus

cles, tendons, fasciae, and bones through stimulation by massage, pounding, beating, 
and striking. In order to train deeper in the physical body, the power must be able to 
penetrate through the skin and reach the muscles and bones. If the skin is soft and ten
der it can be: injured easily, and you will not be able to train deep. 

Wai Dan skin training involves making sofr skin tough. Generally speaking, your 
skin can be classified as Yin or Yang according to its location. Relatively speaking, Yang 
skin is more resistant to outside attack than Yin skin. According to acupuncture the
ory, under the Yang skin are the Yang Qi channels and vessels. Naturally, under the 
Yin skin are the Yin channels and vessels. For example, the front side of the body and 
the inner sides of the arms and legs are Yin areas, while the back and the external sides 
ri the arms and legs are Yang areas. 

�������ro��fu����� 
even tougher. The main trick of this is learning to lead the Qi to the skin to energize 
the slcin tissue. To do this, you need to learn how to expand your Guardian Qi shield 
and strengthen it. When your skin is energized and the Guardian Qi is strong, you are 
able to train your skin so that it becomes tougher. 

The: mind is very imponant in this, because it is the mind which directs the Qi. 
\X'hilc training, you must keep your mind on the area you arc training. fu your mind 
gets usc:d to this, and as your concentration improves, you will be able to lead more 
Qi there to supporc the training, and you will progress faster. 

It is important to remember that, while you want your skin to be able to take the 
training of the inside of your body, you do not want to sacrifice the sensitivity of the 
skin, or stagnate the Qi circulation there. 

There are many methods of training the skin. However, most of the time, when 
you train muscles, tendons, and fasciae through different external techniques, you will 
also be: g:I<�dually training the skin. For this reason, other than internal mind-Qi train
ing from Nc:i Dan, there are no special external techniques which are designed only 
for skin training. 

In Nei Dan training, one of the methods of strengthening the Guardian Qi and 
keeping the Qi circulating smoothly to the skin is to imagine that your body is like a 
beach ball and to learn how to expand the Qi to the skin through breathing exercises. 
This training is called "li Xi" ( •t )(body breathing) or "Fu Xi" (,ft. )(skin breath
ing). We wiU discuss this subject in more detail in the next chapter. 



Muscles and Tendons. When you train the mwdes and tendons, you want ID 
strengthen and develop them, and also increase their endurance and dasticicy. The first 
step is to g<t rid of the f.u whic:h has accumulated in or around the muscles and ten· 
dons. Then you learn how to lead the Qi to the muscles and tendons for the training. 
When you read through the next chapter, you may discover that much of the training 
is actually jwt like today's weight lifting training. However, there are some differences. 
The first one is the mind. In Yi Jin Jing muscle and tendon training, the mind is the 
ma;t important aspect. W ithout the concentrated mind, the Qi will not be led effec
tivdy to the areas being trained to energize the muscles and tendons. Second, during 
the training, the musdes and tendons should be as rdaxed. as possible. If )UU tense the 
mwdes and tendons intentionally, you will not only slow down the Qi circulation in 
that area but you will also over-stress and over-devdop the muscles and tendons. This 
will make your body too Yang and make your muscles and tendons lose their natural 
elasticity. especially when you get old. Thi< is the general symptom of "San Gong" 
(energy dispersion). Therefore, when you are training the muscles and tendons. 
although some tension is necessary, you should be careful to avoid over-development. 
The internal (Yin) and external (Yang) muSl be mutually balanced. 

There are many ways of training chc musdc:.s and tendons. The common training 
procedures arc: 1. massage; 2. pounding; 3. beating; 4. Wai Dan Qigong exercises; and 
5. exercises with equipment. 

The main purpose of massage is co increase the Qi circulation in the fasciae 
between the muscles. Massage is also commonly used right after other training to 
increase me blood and Qi circulation 2nd dear up any stagnation the training may 
have caused. 

When you pound, you use equip men� suc:h as a pestle, to lightly pound the mus
cles and tendons. Thi< Slimulates the muscles and tendons, and gradually builds up 
their resistance to the pounding. Naturally, you muse always concentrate )<lUf mind 
on the area being trained so chat the Qi can be bi there co support the training. 

Beating uses heavier cools so that the power penetrates to a deeper level of the mus
cles and tendons. Naturally, you mwt first train yourself with pounding for a long 
time, then change gradually to beating training. 

Wai Dan exercises are the sets of special movements which were designed ro train 
the mind and mwde/tendon coordination. The training teaches you hem to lead Qi 
to the limbs effectively during exercise. Th.cse exercises build up the mwd(S and ten
doru to the desired srace, and increase significantly the po\\'er of the muscles. These 
Wai Dan exercises arc: very common among Dline.se martial artists, who we them to 
increase: their muscular strength both internally and externally. 

Exercise with equipment is commonly used to build up the mwdes and tendons. 
Special tools suc:h as the dumbbell and different designs of weights are used During 
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the training, the mind is concentrated and the muscles and tendons should be kept as 
relaxed as possible. Generally speaking, the muscles and tendons can be built up faster 
with equipment than with the simple Wai Dan exercises. However, it is easier to over
build the muscles and tendons and have an ene.gy dispersion problem. 

Fasciae. Fasciae training is probably the most important key for successful Yi Jin 
Jing training. Fasciae arc everywhere in the body. They arc found between the skin and 
the muscles, between dte layers of muscles, and between the bones and the musdes. 
The main purpose of the fasciae is to permit the smooth movement of adjoining parts 
of the body such as skin and muscle, the different layers of muscle, and muscle and 
bone. Without fasciae, you would not be able to move as freely as you do. For exam
ple, the muscles which you usc to raise your arm are different from those which you 
use to move the arm to the side. If there were no F.tsciae between the muscles, each one 
would interfere with the movement of the other. 

Normally, as you exercise more, you will be able to move more easily, and the fat 
buildup in the fasciae will decrease. It is believed that when there is Qi stagnation in 
the body, it usually occurs in the fasciae. Therefore, if you want to keep the Qi circu
lating smoothly you must exercise. 

In Yi Jin Jing, the fasciae must be trained. First, you use massage to increase the 
mobility of the fasciae and get rid of fat and other undesirable residues. You begin by 
training the stomach, and then expand to the chest, the back, and finally the entire 
body. Often, the mobility of the fasciae can be increased by simple twisting exercises. 
The next step is to stimulate the fasciae through pounding and beating to increase the 
Qi circulation and accumulation there. This training will give your muscles and ten
dons an internal roO[, and therefore internal strength (Nei Zhuang). Theoretically, 
from the point of view of today's science, the fasciae are made up of materials which 
arc of poor electrical conductivity, while the muscles, tendons, and even bones are of  
material of higher electrical conductivity. In  the Yi  )in Jing Wai Dan training, the fas. 

ciae are used like electric capacitors to store charges. Therefore, through special 
training, the fasciae are able to accumulate an abundance of Qi. This Qi is then used 
to nourish the muscles, tendons, bones, and skin. In order to help you understand fur
ther, we will translate the section of an ancient docwncnt which concerns the fasciae 
training. 

THE fASCIAE GoNG 
. ., 

In a mani hDiiy. tkrr arr Jitu IJiscttrJ aNi six hD�Is in� four limbs 
tmJ lnmtim/J Dfs/t,ktdn hDnn ntn7W/Jy; it (alsD) has }ing. Qi, anti Shnt 
iJIIn'NJ/y anJ tt'tUiiJFJJ, hDnn. anJ meat (i.� .• tbSM) r.Gn7Ja/Jy. t�JruJ 
,.,..,_. bmmrn • tompktr bod]. OotsiJI of rlw •umrz •"" bowtls. tht 



ltmtibns •tui Hn�s •rr mDSI impo,.,.,.t; �irk of tM lt'Nimu 111'111 btmn, 
m�Ul'ks arr tiN most i"'''Drtll.nt. Within tht mwrks. blood M:NU •w mMt 
import�tnl. 1M nuirr body. up anJ dor�M, molling, shding, llit.UJ mtW

i•g. is miUttmi by dJt Qi. 
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This paragraph discusses the parts of the body, from the most internal to the most 
external The most internal are the internal organs, because they au: most central in 
the body. Chinese medicine divides them into viscera and bowels, which are respec� 
tively Yin and Yang. The five visccr2 are the bean, lungs, liver, kidneys, and spleen, 
and the six bowels are the large intestines, small intestines, gall bladder, urinary blad
der, stomach� and triple burner. Sometimes the pericardium is also counted as a sixth 
viscera, but usually it is considered as pan of the bean system. 

Jwt as the viscera and bowels arc internal, the skele(On and limbs au: external. 
From anoth<r point of view, Jing (<sS<nce, 8 ), Qi (<n<rgy, t.), and Sh<n (spirit, ;t ). 
which are less material, are more internal, while the physical parts, such as bones, ten
dons, and muscles, are more external. You need all of these pans to be a complete 
body. 

Then it simply states that the viscera and bowels are the most internal pans of the 
body, that these are enclosed by the bones and tendons, and that these in turn arc sur
rounded by muscles. In each case, the internal parts are more important than the 
external pans. Inside the muscles, the blood vessels arc the most important because 
they carry blood and Qi throughout th< muscl<s. Ev<ry part of th< body � rnlivtn<d 
and conrroll<d by th< Qc Without Qi, they remain d<ad. 

ThtrqiJre, tlx achiroomnt ofth� cultivation and training all (depmdJ on} 
tiN martny of cultivating and nourishing th� Qi and blood. just O.I h�av-
m gmmz� living thingr, nothing but foUows th� inuraction of Yin and 
Yang, and hundrnis of lim arr born. How can it b� dijfrrtnt for a manj 
lifo! How is th�re any difforenu in cultivation! 

Ever)'thing you achievt through your internal cultivation and training is accom
plish<d through cultivating and nourishing your Qi and blood. In Chin<S< Qigong. 
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blood is considered Yang (i.e., material) while Qi is considered Yin (i.e., energy). This 
concept is diffcrc:n t from the Chinese mcdicaJ point of view. To Chinese doctors, since 
the Qi is of preeminent concern for diagnosis and treatment, the Qi is considered. Yang 
while blood� considered Yin. When both the blood and Qi nourish each other, every
thing is possible. The interaction of Yin and Yang is fundamental in all occurrences. 
Heaven funaions through the interaaion of Yin and Yang, creating all things. 
Similarly, all things created by this heavenly process also function themselves through 
the interaction of Yin and Yang. How could we function differently? If we want to 
change our bodies, we also have to learn how to coordinate our Yin and Yang. 

How�v�r, Jing, Qi, and Sh�n. tht things of no shap�. Tmdons, bon�s. and 
mtat (i.� .• muscks); th� body with shap�. Th� m�thod is (you) must firu 
tTain thos� with shap� to b� th� colklborarorr ofthos� with no shap�; culti· 
vau thos� with no shap� as th� tmi.Jtants of thou with sha�. It U on� hut 
two, tJnd is twO but on�. If (you) (OnUntratt on cultivating thou with no 
shap� and givt up rhos� with shtJfH, it it not possibk (to Sl4t(t�d). To ran· 
rtntrat� on training thos� with shap� and giving up thost with no shtJp�. it 
it sriU not possibk (to tJchi�v� tucrm). Thrrrfort, thr body with shtJpr murt 
arquirr tht thap�lm Qi, mutually rrlying and not oppoting, (this wiO) gtn
rra� dn indmrurtt'bk bod} If (thry) oppost tJnd do not rtly on r�arh 
othn-), th�n th� on�s with sh11p� will also b�com� without shapr. 

Jing. Qi, and Shen are internal. and without shape or physical subscance. They are 

considcted Yin. Tendons, bones, and muscles arc external, and have shape and physi· 
cal sul»tancc. They arc considered Yang. Only if you cultivate the internal and train 
the external will you be able to coordina[e them to achieve the goal of variation and 
change. 

Before discussing the fasciae training, (his article again emphasizes that the inter· 
nal shapeless parts Uing, Qi, and Shen) and the external visible parts (tendons, bones, 
and mwdcs) must rely on and assist each other. They seem to be tocally separate 
things, but in f.lct they cannot be scparaced. This is especially true in uaining. But the 
apparcm paradox works both ways. They all seem to be one, but they are actually [Wo, 
If you train only tendons, bones, and muscles, which have shape, then your uaining 
will become only Wai Zhuang (external strength). If you train only Jing, Qi, and Shen, 
which have no shape, then your physical body will be weak and the training will not 
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last long. Therefore, the correct way is to uain both and learn how to use nch to assist 
the other. 

Thrrrforr, I# chant;' lrNlDtU, (ytJ") mwt tnrin fmcUzt. M tntin fiucUu, 
(you) must tntin Qi. HowtfJtf', tft:lining tmtibm is triSJ 11nd tft:liningfiud� 
tU is barr/. (Though) tntining fosciM is ht�rrl. trllining Qi is ro�n ht�rtkr. 
Fint start from tht txtrrmt/y harrl and armnrly disorrkrly pl«t to stt�hi� 
liu tht foundtJtion, (thm mow) towarJ thr placr not moving t�nd shalting. 
Rtcogniu th� rral mtthod, cvltiuatt thr Original Qi, nrp tht unttr Qi, 
pmurr tht righttous Qi, prot«t tht Kidnry Qi, nourish tht Livn Qi, 
tUJ.just tht Lung Qi, rrgulau tht Spltrn Qi, raist tht ckan Qi, sinlt tiN 
dirty Qi, shut out tht tvil and unrighttow Qi. Do not � injurtd by Qi, 
do not go against Qi, do not WO"'JJ gritvr, ht sad and angry (which will) 
wtalun thr Qi; malu tht Qi cltan and (thm bt) ptactfol ptaafol and 
(thm) ht�nnonious, harmonioUJ and (thm) smoothly transport; (thtn Qi) 
can bt transporttd in thr undom, conntct tht fasciat, until tht tntirr body 
agtltly WJows; nowhm cannot bt transporttd, nowhtrt cannot bt rtachtd. 
(Whm) Qi tJfTiws, tht f4.Iciat will bt raimJ, (whtn) Qi is rransporrtd thtn 
thr fmciat expand, Ablt to raist and txpand. thtn fmciat and ttndon.s 
togtthtr will bt strong and tolid. 

������-····��-�,��·-�,�
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This paragraph �xplains rha( the: sc:cret of Nei Zhuang is in th� training of the fas
cia�. For example. to change the tendons from weak to strong. you must first train 
fasciae. Though training fascia� is harder than training the tendons itself. uaining Qi 
is even harder than uaining fasciae. Th� final target of fasciae training is to be able to 
lead your Yi to the fasciae and raise, or �xpand lhem like a beach ball. When the Qi 
in dte fasciae is full, the (endons can be energized to a stronger state. In this case, the 
Qi will not be stagnam and weak anymore. 

The way to train is to start from the "center" which was memioned in the previ
ow documenu about Nei Zhuang. You must lc:arn co ke�p your cemer, pr01ect the 
right�ous Qi (i.e., Qi which can ben�fit you), and regulate and nourish the Qi relat
ed co the five Yin organs. In addition, you mwt learn co raise up your clean Qi and 
sink dte dirty Qi genera(ed from rh� emotional mind. Therefor�. you must learn to 
regulate your emotional mind to control anger, grief, worry, and sadness. Only then 
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can your mental and physical bodies be clean and transparent, and the Qi be trans
ported so that it can reach everywhere you desire. 

You an see that in order to train Nei Zhuang. you must train fasciae. In order to 
train fa5Ciae, you must train Qj. In order to uain Qi, you must regulate your mind. Only 
when your mind is c:alm and peaceful can it lead the Qi to the Dsciac for the training. 

lf(you) train undons without trainingfasciat, th� fascia� cannot b� grown. 
(/f you} train fasciaL but without training undons, thm th� fascia� hat�t 
nothing to rtly on. (If you) train undom and fascia� but without training 
Qi. thm tmdons and fascia� art Jtagnant and cannot b� raiud Train tht 
Qj without training t�ndons and fascia�. thm Qi i1 impottnt and cannot 
k sp"ad to circulau continuously and 1moothly in th� jing and Luo (i,t., 
Qj chann�ls and branch�s). {lfj Qi cannot circulat� continuously and 
smoothly. thm untlons cannot b� 1tmng and firm. ThU i1 what is said: 
muhial txchang� and mutwtl application is tht Dao <Jj intntkpmdma. 
7;-.a;n until tm undons a" railtd. (tlun you} must train t1Jtn hartkr and 
must malt� th� Jasciat of tht mti" b<JJy raistablr and as strong as t'" tm· 
dom. thtn it is complrttd. Othmuist, (rom if) ttn.dons art strong (you) 
wiU not havt th� assUtanct (of QO. Likt if plants tk not havt (good) soil 
tq culrivau, how can you 14./Jt about tht complrttnm of tht training. 

If you train only tendons, though you will improve tho strength of your tendon� 
you wiU not build up the abundant Qi necessary for energizing them. To do this you 
must train your fasciae, which arc like a battery for storing Qi. The first step in train
ing fasciae is to make them grow and raise. However, if you train only fasciae without 
training tendons and muscles, then even if you have an abundant Qi supply, you will 
have nothing to cnergi'l.c. If you have a machine which is in poor condition, it doesn't 
matter how good the power supply is, the machine still won't function well. Therefore, 
in order for your training to be successful, you must have good machines (tendons), 
batteries (fasciae), and electricity (Qi). All three must be able to support each other 
before the training can be said to be complete. 

I would like to remind you that since tendons arc the ends of the muscles, the 
Chinese will frequently usc the words "tendons" or "muscles" to represent both ten� 
dons and musdes. 
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S.n Ci MiDi uill: "This •rti<il ltliJ. 10 ,.,;. MuciN T""""n Ch.lnfinl 
(:pu) mwt lrdin fosciiu first. To IN in fosriM, Qi nvining is tht rMj or wlr. 
HDW<Vtr. tim. fosciu ... not/m..,. fry,..., p.-pk. Thry .,. notth. fiu· 
ciu ofth.fot butth•fasciu ofth• tmdons. Th•faJ fasciM is th• m41m.l 
in tiN mtpry nauity. Tmdbn fASciu iJ tht matrri al just outsUk tJftht btJ,us. 
TmJon.s t:tl'ff'fl«t llnd comrrumiuztt with tht slttltton bont s, md ft��ri4t 
mwbJp tht slttltton bonn (WINn) tmdom tZTr romfH1rrd with fMriM, fiu· 
riM fin (i.t., strtngth) is strongrr than that of mNt (i.t., musrkslttndom). 
Fturitlt a rt  locatt d rmdtr tht m t llt and outsidt of tht bontt; thry llrt tM 
matn"i4/ uud to mwrap tiN bonn ���td iJolatt tht mut (musck!lmuioru). 
(&cll14St ) tht s ituAtion is Ultt this, (win you} train this Gong (i.t., 
Gonrfo), (yo u )  must m��lu tht Qi t'Onn«l lwtr«m faJriAt, protm tM 
bont s, strmphtn tht ttndons; combirml as ont, thm it ran bt stUd to bt ll 
complttt training ... 

This is the conclusion by the original nanslator, the Indian monk Ban Ci Mi Di. In 
this paragraph, he re-emphasizes the importance of training Qi fOr fasciae training. 
Generally speaking, there are three place3: in your body where you have fasciae:. The first 
place is right under your skin whert fat also accumulates. In Yi Jin Jing practice, these 
fasciae are not as imponant. Because there is fat stored in these skin fasciae, they are con· 
sickred to be an "empty cavity" which is nor. of much use in the training. The second 
place whtre you have fasciae is between the muscles. These fasciae are more important 
and useful for Yi Jin Jing training. It is in these fasciae that you learn to store tht Qi for 
energizing the muscles and building up the physical body. Howc.<r, the mo" important 
plaa: where the fasciae mining should be IOcuscd is be<wa:n the bones and muscles. 
This training is especially imponant around the joinu where most of the tendons can be 
found. It is these fasciae which can store the Qi JOr the marrow washing training. 

In Yi Jin Jing fasciae training, you train so that the fasciae fill up with Qi, and so 
that the Qi can communicate and be transported smoothly between the various layers 
of fasciae. 1bis will kttp the Qi from stagnating, and it will connect the bones, ten
dons, and muscles so that they become one. When you have reached this kvd, you 
can say that you have completed the training. 

You can see that fasciae training is very important. In fact, it is the foundation and 
center of the entire Yi Jin Jing training. It is rhe key to having both Nei Zhuang and 
W:M Zhuang. Normally, the mo.st important period of &sciae training is the first 100 
days ofYi Jin Jing training. We will discuss this fUrther in the next chapter. 
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Bones. Bones are like the steel framework of a building. Strong bones make for a 
strong body. In the Yi Jin Jing, there are rwo goals in training the bones: first is to 
strengthen the structure of the bones, and second is to remove all of the causes of Qi 
stagnation between the Qi channels and the bone marrow. To accomplish this, you 
need to do certain exercises to increase the strength of the bon� and you must ako 
train the fasciae which envelop the bones and separate the muscles. When these F.tsci
ae can be raised and filled up with Qi, the Qi will be able to support the external bone 
strength training and improve the structure of the bones significantly. However, the 
most imponant part of the fasciae training is removing all of the causes of Qi stagna
tion. This will bring an abundant supply of Q to nourish the marrow, which will pave 
the way for Xi Sui Jing training. 

Usually, Yi Jin Jing training involves other exercises in addition to the fasciae train
ing for Nei Zhuang, and special equipment is often required. For example, a simple 
horse stance will increase the strength of the leg bones, especially the knee joints. 
Ufring weights will build up the strength of the bones in the arms, especially in the 
shoulder joinu and elbows. Naturally, while training you must concentr.ue and use 
your mind to lead Qi to the training area to build up the Nei Zhuang. There are other 
places, however, such as the ribs and shins, where the training methods are different. 
For example, a metal bar or ball will be pressed down and rolled to increase the ten
sjon on the ribs. This will stress rhe ribs and gradually build up their strength. 
Naturally, the training of the fasciae around the ribs is considered critical for success
ful training. 
5.7.2 Nei Dan Yi Jin Jing 

Chinese Qigong has many practices which are considered Nei Dan. Here we will dis
cuss only the Nei Dan practices related to Yi Jin Jing, specifically Small Circulation and 
Grand Grculation. Although taking herbs orally to increase the body's Qi level is also 
considered Nei Dan.� will discuss that in a separate section. Before we discuss the train
ing theory, it is very important for you to understand the purposes of these trainings. 

Purpom of Nri Dan Yi }in jing 

To build up the Qi in the body to an abundant level. This is the first nep in Yi 

Jin Jing training. Normally, the Qi is built up at the Lower Dan Tian, and later it is 
used ro fill up and circulate in the Conception and Governing Vessels. The 
Conception Vessd is responsible for regulating the Qi in the six Yin orgaru. and the 
Governing Vessd regulates the Qi level of the six Yang organs. In order to keep your 
Qi circulating smoothly and strongly in the twelve primary channels, you must 
increase the smooth circulation and storage of Qi in your Conception and Governing 
Vessels. When you have done this, it is called "Small Circulation." Small Circulation 
is the key to the Nei Zhuang fasciae uaining, which is the foundation of the Wai 
Zhuang body training. 
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To lead the Qi to the extmruiJes. After you have completed the Small 
Circulation, you learn how to lead the Qi ro the limb� completing the circulation of 
Qi throughout your whole body. This is called "Grand Circulation." At this stage, you 
will be able to dear out all of the stagnation in the twelve primary Qi channels, and 
significantly improve the health of your twelve internal organs. Normally, in the sec· 
ond and third years of Yi Jin Jing training you learn to extend your Qi to the limbs 
and start your limb Wa.i Zhuang training. At this time, Grand Circulation ls critical 
for building up Nei Zhuang in the limbs. 

To build up a firm foundation for Xi Sui Jing training. Yi Jin Jing is considered 
a Yang training, and generates an abWldance of Q� while Xi Sui Jing is considered a 
Yin training, and it uses the built-up Qi to nourish the marrow and brain. If you do 
not have an abundance of Qi from the Yi Jin Jing Nei Dan training, you will not ha...e 
enough Qi to support your Xi Sui Jing training. 

You can see that the Nci Dan training is the main source ofNei Zhuang. Without 
this firm internal foundation, the Yi Jin Jing will remain only Wai Zhuang. and it will 
nor last long. Next. let u.s discuss the general theory ofNei Dan Yi Jin Jing. 

Gtnn-al Tl>ro'l 
Qi ls the energy of the body. Without it there is no life. Without sufficient Qi the 

body cannot grow. In order to maintain the health and strength of the physical body, 
the Qi mwt be maintained. In order to malu: the body grow stronger, the Qi must 
grow more abundant so that the marrow will be nourished sufficiently to produce: 
healthy blood cells. Blood cells are the main carriers of Qi. Where there is blood, there 
is Qi. The Qi also hdps the cells carry oxygen and nutrients everywhere in the body. 
Qi is the original source of life and creation. 

In order to make your body change from weak to strong, you must first deal with 
your Qi. Without a good supply of Qi, no matter how hard you train your physical 
body, all your efforts will be in vain. You therefore need to find the source <f Qi, and 
find out how to increase the quantity and improve the quali(}'. 

We now know that the human body has eight Qi vessels, which function like reser
voirs to regulate the twelve primary Qi channels. These channels are like rivers which 
transport Qi to the organs, as well as thTOughout the body and limbs. In addition, 
there are millions of small channels which branch out from the twelve primary chan
nels. These small channels are responsible for moving Qi between the organs, to the 
skin, and to the marrow. The vessels (Mai, 1!. ), primary channels Oing, ll ). and small 
channels (Luo, ,. ) form a perfect Qi nerwork ro keep the body functioning normal
ly and healthily. 

In or<Xr to increase the quantity of Qi, you must find its source. [r was discovered 
clw Qi lw two major sources. One is the food and air you ..Ju: in. The Qi which 
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comes from this source is considered Fire Qi. The second source is the Original 
Essence (Yuan Jing. Jt•) you inherited from your parents. The Qi converted from 
this source is considered Water Qi. The researchers examined the quality of food and 
a.ir, and studied ho.v to increase the efficiency of the conversion of Original Essence 
into Qi. Since it is relatively easy to control the qw.lity of food and air, most of dte 
research has been directed at increasing the quantity and improving the quality c£ 
WaterQi. 

After long years of study and research, it was concluded that in order to increase 
the quantity of Water Qi, you mwt imitate the way a baby breathes. When a baby 
breathes, its abdomen naturally moves in and out. Finally, the Qigong praaitioners 
discovered that there is a spot in the lower abdomen which can store an unlimited 
amount of Qi, once it has been converted from the Original Essence which resides in 
the Kidneys. The trick of increasing the efficiency of the conversion of Original 
Essence to Qi is through abdominal exercises. 

The spot where the Qi can be accumulated and stored is called "Dan Tian'" ( .,.. ) 
which means "elixir field." Chinese medicine had also discovered that this is the loca� 
tion of a cavity where Qi could be abWJd'lt'dy produced. They called this cavity 
"Qihai" (Co.{;, a..-) which means "Qi ocan." Since the Dan Tian or Qihai is locat
ed on the Conception Vessel and is connected with the Governing Vessel, once the Qi 
is produced it can be stored in these two reservoirs. These two vessels regulate the Qi 
in the twelve channels, which distribute the Qi to the entire body. The Conception 
and Governing Vessels are considered the most important of the eight vessels. 

Armed with this knowledge, the Qigong practitioners researched how to build up 
the Qi and store it in the vessels. Some of the masters have been able to develop their 

Qigong to a level which is hard for the average person to understand. They conclud
m that in order to cultivate Qi internally. you must learn how to regulate your body. 
breathing, mind, Qi, and Shen. Anyone who wishes to enter the fteld of Nei Dan 

Qigong mwt tWn these fwe regulations. 
Da Mo's Nci Dan Yl }in Jing is probably the most popular training method for 

building up the Qi internally. It consists mainly of two major trainings: Small 
Circubtion and Grand Circulation. In. Small Circulation practice, you build up Qi at 
the Dan Tian, and then circulate it in the Conception and Governing Vessels. Because 
there is some danger if it is not trained properly, Small Circulation Qigong was not 
taught to �ery student. Once a student has completed the Small Circulation, he then 
learns how to lead the Qi to the extremities through the twelve primary Qi channels. 
which is Grand Circulation. 

You may have noticed that in Wai Dan Yi Jin Jing the stomach is considered the 
.. center· of the training, while Nei Dan Yi Jin Jing treats the Dan Tian in the abdomen 
u the "center." The reason for this is very simple. Wai Dan and Nei Dan Yi Jin Jing, 
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though rdared, are two independent counes of training. One is Yang and the other is 
Yin. If they used the same center, the Qi that each one generated would interfere with 
the other and affect the Qi circulation. It is better if each training builds up Qi in its 
own center, and later they marry. 

Because many of the tt2ining theories are rdated to the training methods. we will 
discuss them in the next chapter. This subject has also been discussed in the YMAA 
book, Qigo•&for HNith •nd M•rti•l ArtJ. 

5.8 Ona eor.a-
lntemal Organs. The internal organs have been mentioned several times with 

regard to Yi Jin Jing training. The condition of your internal organs is: one of the main 
facton which decide your health. When you have strong organs you will be healthy. 
and naturally, if you have weak organs you will be weak and sickly. Therefore, during 
the cows� of training you mwt always consider the condition of your organs, and 
learn ho w to Strt'ngtht'n them. It is not uncommon for people who are training heav
ily to ovmutss their bodks and cause failure of the internal organs. For eumplc, if 
sort\C'OM' who has not run much decides to run twcnry miles a day without building 
up co it, he may suffer a h�art accack. It is the same with Yi Jin Jing training. You mwt 
build up and strengthen your body gradually. This will allow your internal cngans to 
Radjust and rebuild themselves to fit the new conditions. 

In the course ofYi Jin Jing training you arc strengthening both yow physical body 
and your Qi body. When the Qi has become more abundant, it will flow to the inter
nal organs. This will strengthen them, and cause rhem to gradually adjwt themselves 
to the increased Qi flow. In order to make the Qi circulate more abundandy in the 
internal organs, you must first learn how to fill up the Conception and Governing 
Vessels, and then increase and regulate the Qi in the twelve organ channels. 

Another common way to increase the Qi flow in the organs is to massage directly 
O\ler the organs. There arc also many exercises or moYements which have been created 
to help loosen the mwcles which surround the internal organs. Researchers have also 
studied how to use diet and certain hc:rbs to increase or improve Qi circulation. 
Finally, since your emotions arc closc:ly related to the Qi circulation in your organs, 
you mwt learn how to regulate your emotional mind. Since some of thex subjects 
have been discussed in the book The Root of Chinese Qigong, we will not spend much 
rime on them here. 

Herbs. Herbs have been considered an important factor in successful Yi Jin Jing 
training. Two main categories of herbs are wed, one internal, the other external. 
Generally speaking, the herbs used externally get rid of bruises and increase the Qi cir
culation near the surface. These herbs are normally cooked in water or wine, and the 
juice is applied to the skin while it is: warm. It is: .also common to soak the hc:rbs in 
alcohol for a k>ng timt , and apply the alcohol.rolurion to the skin. Massage is normally 
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used to incrc:ase the effectiveness of the herbs. These herbs are usu:dly poisonous, and 
should not be taken internally or applied ro the skin when it is broken. 

Tix internal herbs have two major purposes. The first one is to get rid of internal 
bruises and Qi stagnation caused by the training. The second one is to increase the 
qu:mtity of the Qi, which will significandy hdp the Nei Zhuilllg training. Normally, 
if you are carefu� internal injuries such as bruises will not occur. However, if somehow 
you have injured yourself internally, perhaps causing bruises on the inside of the ribs, 
then herbs must be taken internally to get rid of it. Chinese martial artists found that 
eating raw onions and dried Chinese radish (turnip) will often get rid of internal bruis
es. Naturally, eating too much of them might also be bad. 

Owing the course of our discussion of Yi }in Jing and Xi Sui Jing we will occa

sionally recommend herbal prescriptions to assist in your training. These prescriptions 
will be listed and briefly explained in Appendix A. 
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CHAPTIR 6 

Yi Jin Jing Qigong Training 

Now that you have read the last chapter, you know the "what" and the "why" of 
Yi Jin Jing Qigong. In this chapter, we will discuss the "how." I would like to remind 
you that during the course of training you should always ponder and combine the the
ory and training; in this way, you will not become filled with doubt and lose the 
confidence necessary for your training. Only then will you be able:: to learn from the 
past and c.rc::arc:: for the:: future::. Remember: it is our obligation to preserve:: these trea
sures and to continue:: to study and research them in a modern, scientific manner. 

In the first six sections of this chapter we will discuss the important rules of train
ing, who can rrain, training keys, when to train, Wai Dan training, and Nei Dan 
training. The seventh section will summariz.e the training schedule, and the last two 
sections will discuss a number of other related subjects. 

6.1 IMPolrwn 'hAINING Ruus 

In order to avoid injury, there are some rules which you must obey. Most of these 
rules are conclusions drawn &om past experience. During the course of training, you 
should always keep them in mind. 

• It is harmful to stop midway during the training. You start with raising the 
fasciae through massage::, pounding, beating, and striking. Afrer they are 
raised, you learn how to fill up the fasciae:: with Qi. If you stop before you 
arc able to complete:: this, the overstressed fasciae will decay quickly, and it 
will be hard for them to rerurn to their original state. It is like a balloon: 
after it has been inflated for a while, once you let the air out it will nor 
return to its original elastic state. Once you start fasciae training, you mwt 
learn the techniques for keeping the fasciae:: filled with Qi. If you cannot do 
this, the:: fasciae will not be:: able to function as they originally did because 
they will have been injured by the training. 

• Alwaf$ know "what" and "why." This will he1p you build your confidence, 
lead you to the right path, and stop your confusion and wandering. 
Confuslon and wandering are always the main obstacles to training. If you 
know "what" and "why" you will no( doubt, and your confidence and per� 
severance can be fortified. 
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• Always train from easiest to hardesL Training the easy pares will give you 
the experience to understand the hard parts, and, most important of all, 
enable your body to adjust and fit the training gradually. This is the way to 
avoid injuries. 

• Always train from light to heavy. When you train Wai Dan Yi Jin Jing, one 
of the exercises involves massaging and beating the body. In this training, 
you should stan with light power and gradually use heavier power. 
Naturally, in selecting the tools for the training you should start with the 
light ones and gradually use the heavier ones. Impatient training will only 
harm your body and slow your progress. One of the documents has a para
graph about massage and beating power: 

UGHT AND HEAVY N TRAINING 
111.>111§*"' 

Whrn you start training, light (powtr) should bt m.ainly UJtd. Must UJt 
chitdrrn, tiNir Jtrtngrh it adtquatt. Afitr ont month, tht Qi U �/Jy 
abundant, must utt a strongtr ptnon. graduaUy incrtasing tht powtr. 
TINn. it is hannonioUJ and proptr. Must not (7114Ssagt) too INavily and 
caust tht raising of Firr. MUJt not movt around and caust skin injury. & 
amfi•l lx ca,.,foL 

inrr'i'l� · uHA,i · ,;t,llii'-t · 1.1l4"<!!.· -M�!l · 
1.l.i!o!l1 · JUJJ,r- · >11ii�ot,;.:t • J!A.A.ll: t?�;t.:t • 

ua��,.,���·�ft�£:•�•�· 

This paragraph explains that when you start your training, you should use 
children tO do the massage because they do not have strong power. Later, 
after your body has gradually built up its strength through the <raining, 
then you should gradually increase the training power. If you do not follow 
rhis rule, you may make your body overreact and consequently raise the fire 
(become too Yang). In addition, you should protect your skin well because 
once ir: is injured, you cannot continue your training until it is healed. 

• Always train from shallow to deep. In Wai Dan Yi Jin Jing training, when 
you stimulate your physical body through massage, beating. or rolling. you 
should control your power and S{art at the skin. Over a period of time, you 
gradually stan to penetrate with the power until you reach the musde.s, fas. 
ciae, and bones. A section of the document discusses this: 



StwJ.ow I#J llE£P IN TRAINING 
lt.otJi4!.>11!� 

At tht btginning oftmifling. ust WU�JSagr. kcaust (tiN por«r) is sha/Jotu. 
GnuJ.tu�U, ine?W�N tiN (P1141J11tp) ptnun: b«-t�ust tk Qi iJ grning stmngn-. 
Thm, incwast to htllfiJ fJIJ� (INJUJtffJtr) stiU sh111Jow. Tht ntrt trtrrist 
MSt'S pot�"'ling, thtn (lin bt d«p. NM 1« btttring. Though btt�n'ng srr'U 
btkmp to tht shllllow. howtWr, tht vibration (lltiJtd inttFTullly IHW"KJ tiJ 
dw rkrp. Only (whm) both in«rna/ IINi rx�rm��l tlrt strrmg, thm )0'11 h11w 
achitWrl (th. rrsuit). 

�otJm#·��i!!.�:•��h·�m��:�4�t· 
"�i!!.�:�otJm•·•���·��mh·h*•� 
li!!.· �·A·����·-�*��··4·�· 

In the beginning of your training you use massage because the power does 
not penetrate far. Only after the strength of your internal Qi is built 
through concentration do you start the pounding training, which is more 
penetrating. Internal Qi (Nei Qi, "I.) is the Qi which is gcner.ued from 
the mind's conccnrration. External Qi (Wai Qi, * 1..) is generated by exter
nal physical stimulation. Normally, Nei Qi comes from Nei Dan training 
while Wai Qi comes from Wai Dan training. Wai Qi is able to build up Wai 
Zhuang while Nei Qi is capable of strengthening Nei Zhuang. As the exter· 
nal stimulation gets stronger, the Nei Zhuang must also be stronger in 
order to resist the external stimulation. Both external and internal muse: be 
balanced and coordinating harmoniowly. When you use beating or strik
ing, although the power of the beating is still shallow, the vibration they 
caus� can penetrate very deeply into the body 

• Atways keep the training center. The Nei Dan Yi Jin Jing is different from 
ohe Wai Dan Yi )in Jing in rhar you srart your Qi build-up and circulaoion 
internally, and gradually expand to the exuemiries. In Nei Dan Yi Jin Jing, 
the Lower Dan Tian is treated as the "center" where the Qi is built and 
accumulated. However, in Wai Dan Yi Jin Jing, your stomach is the "ccn· 
ter" where your training starts. When the internal Qi is full and abundant 
you can gradually extend it to the chest, the back, and finally to the limbs. 
This uaining order is extremely important. It builds the Qi foundation in 
your body instead of in your limbs. 'When the Qi is built in your body ir 
can be full and strong in the rwo main Qi vessels. 

• Always know che condition of your body. Don't practice when your Qi cir
culation is nor normal. Abnormal Qi circulation may be causro by sickness, 
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weakness, exhaustion, or emotional disturbances such as anger or o.t�me 
joy. The first 100 days of training are the most critical. In this period, while 
you are building up Qi at your "center," you should abstain from sex, oth
erwise you will lose the Qi you have accumulated. After LOO days, you 
should regulate your sexual Hfe. You should also remember that you should 
not practice 24 hours before or after sexual activity. Many ancient docu
mcms state that you should not practice three days before and four days 
afrcr sex. I personally believe that some light training 24 hours before or 
afi:c:r should not be too harmful. You should not practice when your stom
ach is full or when you arc: hungry. You should not practice right after 
drinking alcohol. You should keep away from drugs and smoking. 

• Be aware of what injuries are possible, and avoid them. This is e.spcciaUy 
important in Nei Dan, because it is possible to seriously injure yourself. 
Understand the theory completely, and uain cautiously. 

• Do not abuse herbs. Frequently, people will start using herbs before they 
understand how they should be used. This can be dangerous, especially 
those herbs which arc taken internally. Generally speaking, herbs used 
externally arc: safer than those taken internally. Herbs should only be used 
as prescribed by a qualified herbalist. Most minor injuries can be healed by 
the body itself. 

• Follow the training schedule. Do not speed up your training, because this 
will only harm you, and it won't help you. The condition of your body 
must be improved gradually. This takes time and patience. Those who wish 
to complete both Yi Jin Jing and Xi Sui Jing training should not start Xi Sui 
Jing until they have completed at least one year ofYi Jin Jing training. We 
wiU discuss this subject in Part Three. 

There are a number of other general rules for Qigong training, which a� discussed 
in Tht Root ofChirmt Qigong. We recommend that you read that volume before you 
study this book. 

6.2 WHO CAN TlwN? 
In this section we will discuss who can train, and the advantages and disadvantagn 

c:i training at different �· 
You must understand that in orckr to complete the training. you must first have 

enough knowledge, time, will, patimcc:, and money. Once you dc:cick to train. it is 
very imponant to make the commitment to finish the tr.lining. and to arrange your 
life so that )<>U can finish the training. If you do not finish the program, or if you stop 
and stan several times, you will damagt W dasticity of the fasciae. Success comes 



from training .-.gularly. Each day you rna� a littl< bit of progr<Ss, and <ach day's bit 
of progrts.S builds on the prt"Vious day's. If you miss a day, you mwt extend the train
ing two more days in order to make it up. 

Will, patiena, and endurance are the first keys to succtss. In order ro see if you 
are qualified to do the training. give yoursdf a rest first. The rest is very simple: rmd
itate at least 40 minutes ODCC' in thC' early morning and once in rhe late' evming every 
day for at least six months. The$(' are rwo of the best times for Yi jin Jing training. Yi 

jin Jing requires at leut three y�s of continuous training every day. If you cannot 
('VC'D mniitate for six months every day continuously, mentally and spirirua1ly you are 
not ready for the training. If you were to train you would only harm your body. 

You can S('e that it is v('ry hard for people to train today. Every day we have to busy 
oursd�s making money so that we can survive. If your mind is always worrying about 
making a living, how can you stabilize it for the training? This is why time and money 
are the next critical requirements for the training. 

Another question you may ask is: is the training restricted to men, or may women 
train also? As you look through the training you will see that there is no pan that 
women cannot do. However, because since ancient dmes most of the practitioners of 
Yi jin Ji� and Xi Sui jing have lxen men, almosc all of thC' documents 'M: ha'-1: are 
writtC'n fOr merL If a woman wishC's to train these artS, she wiU have to make a few 

adaptations, but if she understands the concept of the training she should have no 

trouble. Remember: the basic theory and principles remain the same. 
The next question we will discuss is: what is the best age for training Yi jin jing? 

This is a popular subject of controversy in Chinese Qigong society. However, if you 
rhink cardlllly, the answer will become dear to you. Let us discuss this subjea by wn
sidering thrtt different age groups: from 14 to 18, from 19 to 30, and from 31 to 45. 

We will not discuss training under 14 years of age or over 45. because under the 
'g< of rourt«n, the physical body of th< child is still W<ak, and th< Uaining will aff<Ct 
his or her normal growth; and when you are over fOrty·five, your muscles have already 
begun to deteriorate. This d()('s not mean that people in these rwo age groups cannot 
panicipate in Y i  jin Jing training. They can, hut they must be very careful, and know 
exactly what can be trained and what cannot be trained. Some training may be harm
ful to them. However, if they practice wrrealy, they will still be able to wmplc:te the 

training. 

A8oi41DII 

Arlvtzntag(J 

• At this ago, th< physical body is growing fast. Hormon< production is high. 
the Qi is strong and Yang is growing. Guardian Qi is easily strengthened. 
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• 8ecause Qi is strong and circulates smoothly at this age, any training injury 
will heal easily. 

• Because the physical body is growing, the training will tune the body as it 
grows. Since the body is growing into the training, the effect of the train· 
ing will last longer. 

Dislldvanragn 
• It is harder for them to undernand and feel the Qi, and they do nO( have the 

patience for Nei Dan Vi Jin Jing training. T herefore, it is easy to achieve good 
results with the Wai Zhuang, but mort difficult with the Nei Zhuang. 

• Once they have built their Wai Zhuang, if they do not train Nei Zhuang by the 
age of thirty, they will not achieve a high level of success, and energy dispersion 
may occur. 

• People of this age usually have weak wills and liule perseverance. Ic is also much 
harder for them to control their sex drives. 

To conclude, people in this age group can usually build the Wai Zhuang more eas· 
ily, but is is harder for them to build Nei Zhuang. 

Age 19 ... 30 

AdvantageJ 
• The physical body of this group is matured, and the physical body and Guardian 

Qi are at their peak. Wai Zhuang training can be very effective, and good result 
can be expected. 

• Because their minds are more matwe, they are more patient and it is easier for 
them to understand the training theory-tspecially the Nei Zhuang part. 
Therefore, the Nei Dan training can be coordinated harmoniously with the Wai 
Dan training. 

Dis4Jwml4grJ 
• People in this age group are creating their careers. They are busy and their time 

is limited. Time limitation is the main obstacle for this group. 
• At this age, people get heavily involved in social life, and many will get married. 

Because of this, their minds are not steady and are harder to regulate. It is also 
hard to abstain from sex for the duration of the training. 



A,e311D4S 

�!." 
• At this age, the career is enablished and the mind is more steady. This is dte best 

group for Nei Dan training. Rda<ively speaking, rhe people in this group have 
stronger wills, more patience, and know what they want. and they are therefore 
nor as confused as younger people. 

• Because of their age, they have more experience in life and their chinking is more 
mature. They usually understand the entire training much better chan the peo
ple in the other two groups. 

Disad114nt4gts 

• Ahhough they have suong will, patience, steadier minds, and more:: exreruive 
knowledge, their bodies, unforrunacely, are nor in the best condition. Their bod
ies are degenerating, and they arc weaker than the other rwo groups. It is hard 
for them to achieve a high level of Wai Zhuang training. 

• Much of the rime of this age group ls tied up with their families. 

These conclusions are general, and do nor necessarily apply ro any individual. 
Everyone has his own problems, and many disadvamages can be mmed to advamages 
if you know how. The final conclusion is rhar Yl )in jing can be trained by anybody if 
he knows the "how" and "why" of the uaining, and if he learns ro adjust his life co fie 
the training. 

6.3 Kns 10 TRAINING 
Though some of these keys have been discussed in rhe first part of chis book in the 

section on Kan and Li adjuscmem, we would like to review chem here co refresh your 
memory. and also add ro rhem. 
6.3.1 lnlomal aiMIIJrlemal Must Mulually C-.-

In the lasr chapter we explained that in order to make your physical body suong, 
you need both external strength and internal energy support. It is like a ball which 
needs strong skin and air. Therefore, even in rhe Wai Dan Yt }in Jing training. your 
mind mwr play a key role during the training process. Your mind muse concentrate 
on rhe area being crained so chat the Qi is led effectively there to energize it. You have 
to coordinate internal and exremal in order to have Wai Zhuang and Nei Zhuang, and 
to balance Yin and Yang. 

6.3.2 INalhintl c-dinalian 
Breathing is the key and the scratcgy ro any Qigong training. When you exhale, 

you a� able ro expand your Guardian Qi, leading it to the skin and even beyond. This 
also enables you to energize rhe muscles and tendons to a higher energy scace. When 
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you inhale, you allow power to penetrate into the depths of your body. Exhalation is 
considered Yang and inhalation is considered Yin. In Wai Dan Yi Jin Jing. you are 
training different depths of the muscles and tendons. Your breathing becomes. there· 
fore, the vital key which allows you to control how deeply external fora penetrates 
your body. If your mind and breathing are not coordinated, you will build up only 
Wai Zhuang. 
6.3.3 Ti on1 Qi c-.-

�mentioned, your Yi must play an important role in Wai Dan Yi Jin Jing train
ing. Only if you can do this will you be able to lead Qi to the areas you are training 
to build 1.4> the Nei Zhuang. Not only that, when you train Wai Zhuang through 
external stimulation such as massage, beating, rolling, or exercise, the Qi will build up 
locally. You must use your mind to feel it, understand it, and, most important of all, 
learn to usc it in combination with the Qi generated from the Nei Dan training. You 
can u rhar Yi and Qi must unite and become one. This exercise is called "Yi Qi Xiang 
He" (t-.Mi-) which means "Yi and Qi combine." 

6.a.4 Shen onl Qi Cooperale 
Of the many people who have diligently trained Yi Jin Jing, some have seen quick 

progress while others progressed only slowly. What is the reason for this disparity? In 
addition to Qi, breathing, and correct technique, one of the most important factors is 
Shen. According to Chinese Qigong theory, Shen is the headquarters which governs 
the Qi. Since Yi Jin Jing is a Qigong training, this Qi headquarters is one of the main 
keys to succcssfuJ practice. When Shen is raised, the Qi can be vigorous and circulate 
fluidly, and the Yi will be alert. Under these conditions, you will be able to fed and 
sense things which other people cannot. As a r�ulr, you will understand your training 
more deeply rhan other people, and your training will be faster and more effectivr. 
This is called "Shen Qi Xiang Yi" ( itl.llll!) which means "Shen and Qi Mutually 
Cooperate." 

6.3.5 '(., onl Y•"' C-.lincmo 
One of the main concetns of Chinese Qigong is how to adjust the Yin and Yang 

during training. Although Yin and Yang are not exactly the same as Kan and Li, Yin 
is commonly compared to Water (Kan, J.t.: ), lead, or the dragon, while Yang is com
monly compared to Fire (Li, e), mercury, or the tiger. When Yin and Yang interact 
proptrly, millions of variations can be generated. Therefore, you must learn how to 
adjust your Yin and Yang in the Qigong exercises. For example, Wai Dan Yi Jin Jing 
is cons.idered Yang. while Nei Dan Yi Jin Jing is Yin. You mwt learn bach and coor
dinate chem properly in order to balance them. Certain parts of rhe Yi Jin Jing 
documents discuss Yin and Yang, or Warrr and Fire. We discussed one of chese parts 
in the second section of the last chapter, and would like to look at a.no(hcr one here 
which is concerned wich massage training techniques. 
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THE ME1HOO OF BAlANciNG YIN A\'0 
YWG IN Y1 JN JNG TRAINING 

•'��ll.t-rtru, 
Tht Hta��m anti tht E.nh (art) o� IArgr Yin anti Y4ng. Yin anti Mint 
mutwJJ.y inttrr:aa. thm m•1lions tJflivN arr born. Man's boJy (is) a small 
Yin aNi Y.,,.g. (Wbm) Yin and Y...ng mun.ally ;,.ttTdct, thtrt hurulmJs of 
sicl:ntsm arr rrpt/kd.. (Whm) Yin ;mJ Yang arr rnutu��lly app/itd. Qi and 
blooJ will bt mutually harmoniuJ. Nrnvrally (yo11) will not h11w s iclmtss. 
(/f) t!Nrt is no sicltnt!S, t!Nrr is s'"ngth. ltr rtmon is char. 

Man is considered a small heaven and earth. The head is called heaven while the 
lower abdomen is called the earth. If you know how to coordinate and balance Yin and 
Yang smoothly and harmoniously, then you will not get sick. 

HoU�tVrr, whtn (you) rrain this Gong (i.t., Yi }in ]ing). it also bornws tht 
mtaning ({ tht Yin and Yangi muhlal intmzction and sua/s tht on'ginal 
tricks of milliom of objtctJ in Htllvtn ami Earth. This is tht way to rtptl 
sicknm. 

This paragraph explains that when you train Yi Jin Jing, you must also learn how 
to borrow the method of causing Yin and Yang to interact, and the trick of how to bal
ance them. In other words, you must learn how to adjust your Kan and Li. 

WhotvtrS body is wtllk in Yang. mostly hils illntsm of withtring. wtllkntst, 
forblenm, llnd fotigur, Ihould wr 11 young girl, following tiN mahotb of 
massau. It u brcawr tht WOmAn n Y,n �y llnd Yang in�rn��Jiy. 
&rrow hrr Yang to !Nip my wralmrJJ. Thir is tiN natural wa_)( 

This paragraph talks about the massage ua.ining in Yi )in Jing when a man's Yang 
is weak, either because he is old, or because, though young, his body is weak. The trick 
of balancing Yin and Yang here is co be massaged by a young girl. lt is bdieve.d that 
women look weak and Yin externally, however, they are Yang and strong internaJiy. 
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W�n you are massaged by a young girl, you are able m borrow her Yang co nourish 
your Yin internally. 

o� who is stft)ng in M:ng and wrak in Yin has mostly firr ill�nn. You 
should ust a young boy. It is brcauu a man U Ytmg txttr11.al/y and Yrn 
inrrrnally. Borrowing his Yin to supprm my Ytzngi abund11.nct is also tht 
original trick. 

Yang can be strong because of sickness or youth. When Yang is strong. Yin is rel
atively weak. Normally, if you are not sick. your Yang is S(rong from the teens m 
around thirty. When the body is excessively Yang it is very energized and the mind is 
noc steady. You lose your temper and gee excited easily, and � impacienc and uneasy. 
If you ar< like this, you should use a young boy to do the massage. The reason for this 
is .iwc the rever� of the last paragraph. Malts look strong and Yang externally, but they 
arc Yin internally. Therefore, if you arc massaged by a young boy, you may use his Yin 
to balance your Yang. To use a partner to balance the Yin and Yang in Qigong train
ing is called "mutual cultivation" (Shuang JGu , ltlf ). 

As to thou who art not sick, whtn training this Gong (Yi ]in ]ing), thm 
follow as convtnimt. If ablt to uu a young boy and a juvmik girl to m4!

sagt alttrnatt/y. tnabling Yin and Yang 10 fow smoothly. it is tvm morr 
marvrlous. 

···�&A·ff�···�RAt··�-��*' 
�M�&·�-����·ff&��· 

Hown-cr, those who are healthy, and whose Yin and Yang is already balanced, 
should try to be massaged alternately by a young boy and a girl. This will maintain the 
balance and harmony of Yin and Yang. 

6.4 W- 10 TUIN 

Generally speaking. the spring is the ben rime of year for a beginner to scan Yi Jin 
Jing training. There are several reasons for this: 

• In the spring, your body is gradually changing from Yin to Yang. Your body 
is growing stronger and stronger in Yang, so chis is che best time to build 
up the Qi internally from both Wai Dan and Nei Dan Yi Jin Jing. 



• Yi Jin Jing training involves massaging and beating yourself. and you have 
to partially disrobe to do this. In the winter� time, since your body and the 
surrounding air arc Yin. you may catch cold, even rhough you arc indoors. 
H�r. once spring comes, this is no longer a problem 

• ]n the spring, the Qi and blood circulation in the body become stronger. 
more abundant, and more active. This reduces the chance r:i injury, and 
speeds up recovery when you do sutTer an injury. 

It is not recommended that you stan in the summer, because the environment is 
too Yang and your body has also adjusted to Yang. A beginner who starts at this time 
will find that it is too easy to build up too much Fire, which can cause problems. 
Thoorctically, if you know how to adjust Kan and L skillfully, f.>.U � good for N<i Dan 
training. However, for a beginner who cannot feel or sense his body's Yin and Yang 
and docs not know how to adjust Kan and Li, the Nci Dan training may cause him to 
lxoomc: too Yin. 

Now let us consider the best times of day to nain. In the document .. Yi Jin Jing 
Tr.aining Secret," which was translated in the last chapter, there is a s«cion which 
explains this clearly. It says: 

Tht Dao (way) of building tk found4tion, btgin at Zi (midnight), Wu 
(noon), bttwtm Zi� Wu (:Junrist); o,. btgin at Wu�Zi (sunstt) whm tht 
variations arr many, tht Yin and YllJtg art txchanging, mutually tuming 
and coopm1ting. lf abk (to train) day and night Ua:Jtltnly. not tvtn a uc

ond ignorrd, thtn Htavm and mtJn can unitt. W'htn traintd fo,. 
�vm-stvtn ( 49 dayt), Qi and blO«i will bt sufficitnt and abundant. 
U'lhtn traintd for tm�ttn (100 Up). immortality ran bt gradu.ally 
arhit11rd. 

You can sec that there are four times when it is most beneficial and advantageous 
to train: midnight, noon, dawn, and sunset. These four cimcs allow you to cake advan
tag� of th� change of Yin and Yang. Qi in the human body is influ�nced by natural 
ciming, such as th� seasons of the year and the time of day. If your body's Yin and Yang 
cannot follow the changes of nature smoothly, you will tend to become sick and your 
body will deg�nerat� more quickly. Your body is part of nature and must fit into it 
smoothly and harmoniously. Most Qigong masters pref�r to train at these four times 
which enable you to change your Yin and Yang in accordance with nacute It is also 
advisable for Yi }in Jing. Howev�r. one� you havt built up a strong foundation, th�n 
you may train any time you wish. 
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In fa(.[, very few Wai Dan Yijin jing practitioners uain four times a day. Normally, 
they skip the midnight pracrict to allow tM body rlme ro recover from the training. 
Another reason for this is that your body is extremely Yin at midnight. This means 
that your Guardian Qi is at its weakest, and it is easy for you to injure yourself. 
However, some practitioners claim that the midnight training is the most important. 
Their reasoning is this: since your body is the most Yin at that time, if you uain right, 
the incrnse in strength will be greater than that of any other of the three times. It is 
interesting to note that in Xi Sui Jing Qigong, the midnight training is the most 
important one. We will discuss this subject further in Part Three. 

You can see from the quoted paragraph that if you train for 49 days, Qi and blood 
will be abundant, and if you train for 100 days, you will have built the foundation for 
reaching Buddhahood. It is said: "Bai Ri Zhu Ji" ("o a •£) which means "hundred 
days to build the foundation." Therefore, in the first 100 days of training you muse 
sl�p �n. eat nutritious meals, and most important of all, S[op sexual activity com
pletely. It is in these 100 days that you build up the Nei Zhuang Qi, which determines 
whether you will be successful in your training. If you follow the training schedule, 
you have a very good chance of completing the Yi Jin Jing training. 

6.5 'NAI DAN Yl J1N JING TRAINING 

6.5.1 Training Equipmenh 
There are several documents which explain how to make the training equipment 

used in Wai Dan Yi Jin Jing. However, if you understand the training theory, you may 
design your own equipment out of materials which are more convenient or even better. 
For exampk, in ancient times many tools were made from lead, simply because lead was 
more available and easy to melt. However, because of the danger of lead poisoning, 
these tools had to be treated with herbs according ro a special method before they could 
be used. Nowadays, you may find marerials already made of stainless sr�l which can 
serve the same purposes as well or even better. Jn my opinion, it is easier and bcuer to 
usc the available implements rather than try to make equipment according to the 
ancient way. Therefore, we will only recommend some of the methods to make the 
tools. You are encouraged to design them in ways which fit your uaining better. 

Rubber Ball. A rubber ball is not very hard, but when it is pressed against the skin, 
the power is penetrating. You can press and roll the ball with your palm on different 
places such as stomach, ribs, joints, legs, or arms. This is the first step in training the 
sldn and muscles{ tendons near the skin to r6pond to external power. This training can 
also toughen the skin. 

In ancient times, rubber balls weren't availabk, and they used a ball made from cot
ton thread. Different size balls were made to fit in the d.ifttrent areas. For example, the 
size of ball wed to roll on the stomach is different from the size used for the ribs (Figures 
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6-1 and 6-2). On th< ribs, a 
small ball is used to reach 
the spaces between the 
bon<S. Normally, ball rolling 
techniques are used in con
junction with massage. 

Metal Ball. A mml ball 
serves the same purpose as a 
rubb<r baiL but goes one 
S<ep b<yond. A metal ball is 
much harder. so when it is 
pressed the power is even 
more penetrating than that 
of a rubb<r ball. Naturally, 
you mwt firsr train with 
the rubb<r ball b<fore you 
begin with a metal ball. In 
traditional training. wood
en balls were used as a 
bridge between the thread 
ball and the metal ball. 

In ancient limes, the 
metal balls were made of 
lead. Today, you may buy 
different sizes of uainless 
steel balls from industrial 
supply stores. They are 
clean and will not rust 
(Figure 6-3). 

Wooden or Metal Bar. 
After you complete the 
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training with the metal balls, you starr training with round wooden or metal bars 
(Figure 6-4). While metal balls focus on a small area, wooden or metal bars connect 
all these small areas and create a larger, stronger area. When this larger area is trained, 
the Qi can be built up more abundantly. Naturally, for different areas. different sizes 
ci bars arc used. 

Metal Sand Bag. The metal sand bag is used to slap the body, especially the rib 
area. By slapping the body, you learn to energize your muscles and fasciae with Qi and 
bounce the sand bag away instandy. Make- several strong, long �s of different sizes, 

IJI 
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fi);'IR' 6·S. Diffrrc-nt Sizes of Training Bags Figun: 6-6. Diffe-rent Sizes of 8Jlls and 8J� 

and fill th�m with snu.ll pi�ces of meul (figure 6-5). Regular sand is often used 
instead of lead pellets. You slap your body with these bags. using diflerent size bags for 
different areas. 

Ball Bearing Bag. The ball bearing bag follows the sam� principl� as the metal 
sand bag. �:\c�pt th:u now th� bag is fill�d with ball bearings (Figur� 6-6). Often, 
round pt>bbles from the bottom of a stream would be used instead of metal balls. It is 
believed that pebbles from a stream bed are more Yin and therefore more suitable for 
training. The size of the ball bearings can vary from very small, the size of BBs, to as 

large as ping-pong balk This bag is heavier, and will train your Qi to be stronger and 
build up the bouncing capability of the must:les. 

Wire Whip. After training the body with the ball bearing bag, you then strike the 
emiR" body with a whip made of a bundle of wires. This helps to bring the Qi built up 
internally to the skin, and therefore increases the Qi supply or nourishment to the skin. 
In ancient times. the whip was usuJ.Ily made of bamboo or rattan. Nowadays. many Yi 
Jin Jing practitioners have discovered that a bundle: of stainlr:ss stec:l wires serves the: pur· 
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pose much better (Figure 6-7). Three 
major r�asons are: l. a bundle of stainless 
steel wires is heavier than bamboo, and so 
its power is more penetrating; 2. stainless 
sred wires are more flexible and have a 
springier, more bouncing power than 
bamboo or rattan; 3. it lasts longer. 

�sde. A "pestle" is commonly used to 
raise up the fasciae through pounding srim
ularion. It also develops the bouncing 
power of the muscles, which is necessary for 
martial arts iron shirt train-
ing. Th� pestle is  made 
from heavy red oak or sim-
ilar wood (figure 6-8). Starr 
with rhe most muscular 
areas and move gradually to 
less muscular areas. 

Mallet. The soft areas 
of the body are pounded 
with a mallet to raise the 
fasciae (Figure 6-9). This is 
usually done after the mas-
sage rraining is half 
complered. You can buy a 
rubber hammer in a hard
ware store which may 
work even better. 

Metal Disk. Metal 
disks have two uses. Firsr, 
because rhe disk is heavy, 
it can be used for weight 
training to build up and 
strengthen the muscles, 
tendons, joints, and 
bones. Heavier disks can 
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be used as the training proceeds. Second. the disk can be used to grind and toughen 
the skin for Iron Shirr training. The rraditional Metal Disk was shaped like a discus. 
but )<>U may simply use the weights from a barbell m (Figure 6-!0). 
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Metal Hammer. The metal hammer 
is not used for bearing exercises. It is used 
for weight training to build up and 
strengthen the muscles, tendons, joints, 
;and bones. You can imagine that there arc 

many wa.ys to train with the hammer. 

The above discussion is meant to givt 
you ;an idea of the training equipment 
used. Once you understand the training, 
you ;are encouraged to design your own 
equipment. 

6.5.2 Training Techniques 

Mawzgt 

The Chinese character for massage (Rou, !t) is made up of two words, "soft" 
(Rou, $)and "hand" (Shou, :t). This indicates that it is most important for your 
massage techniques to be soft. The reason for this is very simple. When a person who 
is being massaged feels strong, hard power against his body, he tenses up his muscles 
and also becomes mentally resistant. He will not be able to concentrate on the train
ing, and 1he effectiveness of the training will also be decreased because of the tension. 

Massage is one of the first stages ofYi Jin Jing training, and it is especially crucial 
during the first 100 days. Massage is staned in rhe stomach area, which is 1he "center" 
of the training, and as the training progresses, it is expanded to cover a wider area. 
There are several purposes for the massage training. 

• To loosen up the f2Sciae between the skin and muscles, between the layers of 
muscle, and between the muscles and bones. 

• To get rid of fat accumulated in the fasciae. 
• To resume and increase the Qi and blood circulation in the fasciae. 
• To fill up the fasciae with Qi. Using the mind to lead the Qi to the &sciae dur

ing the massage and beating training is rhe key to building up Nei Zhuang. 
• To eliminate any bruises and Qi stagnation caused by the training. 

When you massage. you should progress from soft to hard and from shallow to 
deep. There are many ways to massage in Chinese Qigong. However, in Yi Jin Jing 
training, the common way is to use the palm of one hand (Figure 6-11) or both hands 
(Figure 6-12) to push or circle [he massaged area. Normally, using two palms lasts 
longer �d the power is more penetrating. This is simply because when you use rwo 
hands, each hand needs less power chan if it were being used ilone. Using cwo hands 



lets r:ht massage be softer, so 
your panner will be more 
relaxed and the power will 
pt"nnrate deeper. 

TheCC' arc a number of 
techniques typically used in 
Yi jin jing massage. You 
should experience them 
carefully. After you have 
trained for some rime, you 
will have tnough experience 
to discovrr other massage 
techniques which might also 
be effective. Remember. 
whm you mmsagr your part· 
nn; you a" not only urving. 
You art also framing. When 
you massage someone, you 
learn about the structure of 
the human body, you cxpe· 
rien<r the level of power 
which can be used for differ
ent areas, and you learn how 
to feel and sense the Qi built 
up by your partner from the 
training. Therefort, when 
you <lit' massaging someone, 
you should be patient, con
centrated, and always 
concrmcd with your pan
ncr's feding. Only whm your 
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parmrr is ablr to cooperak with your massagr wiU it lxcomr dfictivt'. 
Naturally, when you are being massaged, you should be relaxed and concentrate 

your mind on your partner's palm Remember,your mind kads th� Qi to th� ma.s1ag� 
arra to build up inttrnal mrngrh. If you cannot do rhis. your training wifl be external 
strength only. Furthermore, when you concentrate, you will be able to fed, stnse, and 
understand your body's condition more dearly. Before we conrinue to discuss the 
techniques of massage, we would first likt to translate one of the seaions about mas· 
sage found in the documents. 
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THE MAssAGE GoNG 
ll'i> 

Tht llppliclltion ofmtJullgt is to Mo Li tht ttndrms llnd bonts. Mo Li is 
whllt is Clllkd milJsagt. Its mtthods htzw thrrr uctio'fll and tach stction 
(includts) ont hundrrds da:p. 

AH-���·��--���e·••*·�ll�Qe· 
�iHi E-li • -JH� o a · 

Mo 1i (at') in Chin�s� m�ans to sharpen, to toughen, to train, and to harden. It 
ls just like you are sharpening a knife. It takes a long rime and patience. The final pur
pose of massage training is to rough�n the t�ndons and bones. However, it must stan 
first from massaging fasciae. Only when the fascia� are raised and filled up with Qi can 

this Qi be used to roughen the tendons and bon�s. Then the training has achieved 
both Nei Zh uang and Wai Zh uang. 

First sllys: Mlluagt must havt stasom. 

If starring training in tht tarly spn·ng monthl, during tht training (Jou} 
mlly catch a spring cold. It is hard to br naktd. can only bt undwsstd on 
tht top. Must start training in tht middlt of tht second month {1\'rlstma 
caltndar: March or April) whtn tht Wtllthtr is gradually wann, thm you 
will bt ablt to txpou your body for tht training. (Whtn) it i.s gradually 
wann, (tht Qi and blood) traruport mort tlllily and smoothly during tht 
training. 

You should start training in the springtime when the w�ath�r is r�asonably warm. 
This way you will nor catch a cold. Also, at this time your body is changing from Yin 
to Yang, so your Qi and blood are starting to circulate more abundantly and smooth
ly. The Chinese year usually b�gins in February or March, so the second month is 
March or April. 

S«onJ Sll]s: M4Ssagt must follow tht .foud mtthotls. 

M••i mriw body. Qi right, bW kft Wh<O ,.,.,.g;rrg. tht P'"P'' mnhoJ 
a.m ftom tht b.Jji right .. J P"'hts to tht kft. It is to pwh tht Qi to tlJt 
bi«HJ tmJ mMt rlwm tombint h4rmDni1Jwl} In IIIIJition, tiN sloiiiMh is 
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lot:...,; •• tht rit,bt. ��WUatiog (tlu ri,ht) .,.k., it pouibk ro mla'l' tht 
ntJJPIIIc/,, mablinr it to .Jmit mtJw air. Furtlt""'orr, for tN lf!IIUJIIf."" th� 
right harul il mort pewtrfoL tan bt ustd without tiring ttUily. 

;.a: "lUi :tit • • 
A�--·$�£a:�#��·��-$#��£· 
��-�A�a�·�-��:��-��$·tt�· 
1·����,��n.�·$��h·���*· 

In this paragraph are several points which I question or disagree with. lbe first one 
is that Qi is on the right side of the body and blood is on the left. However, accord
ing to the distribution of the Qi channds. I believe that Qi and blood in both sides 
should � at least almost equal and balanced. The second is that it says the scomach is 
on the right side of the body. How�. if you look in an anatomy book, you will see 

that the stomach is actually more on the left side. The third is that the stomach can be 
enlarged from massage. 

Despite this, I believe that the technique is correct since it was developed from 
experienQ rather than theory. Personally, I believe that the reason you massage from 
the right to the left is to follow the path of the intestines, which is also how the Qi 
m<MS internally. 

Third says: Massage must haw proper power and tkpth. 

The massage methodJ, though donr by men. should follow the methoeh of 
kavmly nuaning (natu"). liw."ng thing.J in heawn and earth, padwJ 
and orrkrly without sudd,nn�JJ, th�n Qi is gmtra�d auroma.ticaJJy. {Whtn 
the timt iJ) rip�. tht things will bt Jormtd. MasJagt should imilll.� this 
mtthod. UJt tht mtthod of push and JhtJitt around. slowly to and fro, not 
kal') and not d«p. Long and long (tht mult) aucomacicaUy obcaintd. 
Thi; is harmony and tiN n'ght way. /f(massagt is) too kauy. tht skin will 
bt injurrd. Thtn inftction and distast can bt gtntraltd. (I[ mmsagt i.r) too 
cktp, thm it injum tht ligamtnts, bones, �ndom, and fasciu. Tk hot 
twtlling will bt gtntraud (inttmally). (You) must bt ca"fo/. 

;.a: •tt,;:li;l· • 
�#.��·aaA�·:L��•·����·*��•· 
��·�·����·#$��·���1·����· 
···�·AAa•·��·A(�J :a.At•A 
·�4·5���·��-����-·5��-· � 
·��· 

This paragraph makes two important poinrs. First, your massage must start with 
light power and grad�ly become heavier. This is the natural way that all living things 
grow. Incorrect massage can cause injuries both ouemally and incernally. Th� Stcond 
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point concerns the ttth
niq�s of massage: push 
and shak� around. Push can 
� a straight line or a circu
lar motion. However, when 
you shake: around, your 
palm adheres to the skin 
and vibrates gendy. 

Even though this article 
discusses several important 
poinu concerning massage 
techniques, there: are still 
many unclear details which 
nttd to be: discussed. We 
will now discuss the mas-
sage techniq�s which should be used for different areas. 

Stomach. The stomach area is considered the "center" of the: training. This "cen
ter" area covers the space below the solar plexus and above the navel (Figure: 6-13). 

Your massage training must start here. Normally, if you train three times every day. 
you ne<d at last 100 days for this area. 

There are three common massage: mc:thods:straighrpush, circular motion. and firm 
shake. When you are doing the straight pushing massage, you push from the right side 
ro the left (Figure 6-14). When you are doing the circular massage, you should move 



clockwiS< to fOllow the large 
intestines (Figure 6-15). 

This will smooth out the Qi 
movement in the body. 

In uadirional Yi Jin 
Jing training. you massage 
this area for 90 minutes 
(the time it takes rwo sticks 
of incense to burn) each 
day at dawn, noon, sunset, 
and midnight. If you can
not do it four times a day, 
you should keep at least the 
c:Uwn and sunset training. 
Naturally, if you do this, 
the training period will � 
longer. 

Ribs and Back. Alter 
you have massaged the 
stomach area for I 00 days, 
the Qi will be abundant 
and full. You will need 
another 200 days of train
ing to extend the Qi to the 
ribs both in the front of 
your body and the back. 
This will also start to fill up 
the Qi in the Conception 
and Governing Vessels. 

The massage tech
niques for the ribs are 
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somewhat different &om those used for rhe sromach because you are dealing with 
bones beneath a thin layer of muscle. 

Generally, you use straight pushing and circular techniques. The only difference is 
that you place your fingers in the spaces between the ribs so that your power can pen
etrate into them (Figure 6-16). 

When you massage the lower back, you should follow the spine, pushing downward, 
and aJso push from the sides of the back to the center to nourish the Governing Vessel 
(Figure 6-17). When you we circular massage, circle counterclockwise (Figure 6-18). 



Limbs. After you have 
trained for at leasr 300 days 
and have completed the 
body, you will then extend 
your Qi to the limbs. 
Massage is not usually used 
ro increase rhe quantity of 
Qi in rhe limbs in Yi J in 
Jing. However, massage is 
commonly used ro smooth 
and increase the Qi and 
blood circulation. 
Frc<juemly, Qi and blood 
will accumulate and 
become stagnant during the 
training of the limbs. 
Massage is rhe main way to 
take care of this problem. 

Srraighr pushing, fol
lowing the fiber of the 
muscles from the body ro 
the ends of the limbs, is the 
main massage technique for 
the limb muscles (Figure 6-
19). However, use a circular 
motion around the joints 
(Figure 6-20). 

Rolling 

Rolling is rhe u>< of dif
ferent sizes of balls and bars 
10 roll on rhe body wirh dif
ferent pressures. This enables you to gradually build internal resistance ro external 
attack. Heavy rolling training usually is no1 started until after 100 days of massage. 
The training usually statts in the body, and when you have completed 300 days of 
massage training. it is expanded ro the limbs and joints. .._ 

To do this training. you or your p:mner press down on a ball or roti-,!o:l bar and roll 
it on your body. The power will penetrate into the body. and reach intil ar�s where 
other equipment cannot, such as between rhe ribs. 

Ball rolling can� in a straight line or circular. Straight line is commonly used on 
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th� ribs and limbs (Figur� 
6-21), whil� th� circular 
motion is usually used on 
the stomach (Figure 6-22). 

S/appi•g 
In this training, you 

slap your body with differ
ent size bags filled with 
variow sizes of ball bear
ings, from BBs to 
ping-pong ball size (Figure 
6-23). You gradually start 
slapping after I 00 days of 
massage training. Stan slap� 
ping lighdy with the small 
BBs, and gradually increase 
the force and the size of the 
bearings. Work on the body 
for the first 300 days of 
massage training. and then 
gradually expand out ro the 
limbs. At the instant when 
the bag hits your skin, con
centrate your mind on the 
area so the Qi moves there 
and energizes it, and 
increases the resistance. 

Pounding anrl Beating 

In pounding, you use a 
wooden mallet or similar &II on the Ribs 
tool to hit the muscular areas of the body, including the stomach, abdomen, waist, 
ribs, and ends of the ribs. This raises the fasciae. This is moderately heavy training, and 
should be started after 100 days of massage. Gradually increase the striking power, and 
later �tch to b,.·,ting training. 

In beatin� ou wually use a whip made of a bunch of wires, though sometimes a 
solid: metal b; ; is used. This training stiffens the muscles, tendons, and bones. It nor
mally does not start until about 200 days of massage are completed. Since the beating 
power is more penetrating, you mwt learn to lead your Qi more effectively wnil your 
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internal suengrh is able to 
bounce the force away. 

Striking 

Striking training is very 
important for those martial 
artists who train Yi Jin Gin 
for Iron Shirt or Golden 
Bell Cover. In striking 
training. you strike your 
body with tools or your 
fists, using Jing (jerking 
power) so that the power 
entersdeeper into the body. 
Usually, the vibration from 
this kind of striking makes 
the power reach the bone. 
Because the tools a� made 
of hard materials, you can
not strike the bones or 
joints direcdy. Instead, you 
train the fasciae, muscles, 
and tendons. You start your 
training in the body, using 
your internal strength to 
gell(rate a protective shield 
to protect the vital areas 
and bounce the attack 
away. Start with the non
vital arns, and gradually 
include the viral cavities. 

Fi'u� 6-23. Different Sizes of Metal B..lh 

Normally, the student should be trained in this stage by a master who understands the 
student's capacity and can control his power. 

Ex�rciMs 

Yi Jin jing also includes a number ofWai Dan exercise sets ro train the student to 
use his Yi to lead Qi to the limbs to energize the muscles. Usually, these exercises are 
nor practiced until a student has completed his first 300 days of massage and btating 
training. After 300 days of training the body, the student will normally develop Grand 
Circulation and stan to train the limbs. Many different training sets were created over 
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r:h� last fourteen hundr�d yran. w� will inr:roduc� lWO of r:h� most common sets, the 
fist s�t and r:h� palm set, wh�n w� discuss the training ofWai Dan Grand Circulation. 

6.6 Na DAN Yl JIN JING l'IANNG 

Th�re are many categori�s of Qigong training which are classified as N�i Dan. 
Th�or�tKa.lly, any Qigong practic� which generates th� �lixir (Qi) in the body and 
lat�r spreads it out to th� limbs is calkd Nei Dan (internal �lixir). Common Nci Dan 
pracrices are taking h�rbs im�rnally to gcnerat� th� Qi, Xi Sui Jing, and th� Small Qi 
Circulation continuing on to rh� Grand Qi Circulation, which is a part ofYi Jin jing. 

In this section w� will only discuss the Small Circulation and Grand Circulation, 
which are the major part of th� training in Nd Dan Yi Jin Jing. Th� Xi Sui Jing will 
be discussed in Part Thr�e. Although Kan and Li Wind Qi path training is often con
sidered part of the Small Circulation training, th�r� ar� actually many oth�r cypes of 
Qigong which rrain Kan and Li c.oen without completing the Small Circulation. 

Small Circulation is called "Xiao Zhou Tian" (+'"I 1.) in Chinese, which means lit· 
erally "Small Cycle Heaven" (Small Heavenly Cycle). In Chinese medical and Qigong 
society, outside of the human body th�re is heaven and earth. Within the human body 
th�r� is also a heaven and an �arth. The head is called heaven and the lower abdomen 
is called earth (the Huiyin cavity is called "Hai Di, �� ," which means "Bortom of 
the Sea"). When Yin and Yang interact between heaven and earth, millions of varia
tions happen, and life is created. It is the same within a human body. When Yin and 

Yang interact harmoniously, the life force is generated, and health and long life can be 
obtained. Small Circulation is the first step in leading Yin and Yang Qi together for 
harmoniow interaction. 

Grand Circulation in Chinese is "Da Zhou Tian" (*.Ill�), which means literally 
"Grand Cycle Heaven" (Grand Heavenly Cycle). When Qi can be expanded to the 
limbs, the field of the small heaven and eanh � enlarged and becomes the grand heav· 
en and nnh. That is why the Qi circulation m th� limbs is called Grand Circulation. 

Before we discuss the Small and the Grand Circulation, you should firn under� 
stand a few things: 

• There arc many other non-Yi Jin Jing Qigong styles which also train Small 
and Grand Circulation. Since rhe major concern of any Nei Dan trainjng 
is to fill up Qi in the Conception and Governing Vessels and learn how to 
distribute it to the twelve primary Qi channels, there were many Qigong 
scyles which already had the training before the Yi Jin Jing was created. 

• Nei Dan is not the only way that Small and Grand Circulation can be 
achieved. In fact. many external martial artists have accomplished it simply 
from Wai Dan training. for example, the Wai Dan training of the Yi jin 
jing. 
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• Because Small and Grand Circulation are an imponant pan of Chinese 
Qigong. many Nei Dan training methods have been created. Despite their 
differences. however, the goal and theory remain the same. In my opinion, 
none of the methods is clearly superior to any of the others. The most 
important fatter in successful training remains how much the practitioner 
understands the training theory and how much he is able to practice. 

• Small and Grand Circulation are considered the root of internal Qi, which 
is needed for the Nei Zhuang training in Yi )in Jing. Many Qigong practi
tioners believe that only through Nei Dan Small and Grand Circulation 
training is one able to reach the higher levels of achievement and to build 
up a really firm foundation of internal Qi. Doing this involves rt:gulating 
the body, breathing, mind, Qi, and Shen. 

The following song about Small and Grand Circulation is also called the "Oral 
Secret of Nei Zhuang." Sometimes it is also called "Ban Tsyh Mih Oih" after the 
Indian monk who created it. 

SONG OF TRANSPORllNG HEAVENLY CiRCUIAnON 

>'l�J!L<.:k.fl;41:. 
Aiti\lilt 

Yijinjing is th� ucr(/ of training Qi. (L(/ m() di.scriminau it ckarly and 
uU you in d(tai/. Th( ancmral uach" pasud down thiJ m(thod of 
rtrmgthming th( body. &fort: midnight and afin' noon, you should not 
make a mirta�. Stabili:u your Qi and contknr( Sh(n to lbck th( m�otion
al mind monkey. Two hands hold (ach other, and sitdJJwn with cross(d kg. 
&cogniu tht primary sourc( of prt·birth Taiji. ThiJ pi4u is th( WilJ of 
tnlivtning tht body. 

Heavenly circulation generally means Small Circulation. The ancestra.l teacher 
rt:fers to Da Mo. This section of the song says that you should train the Sma.ll 
Circulation before midnight and after noon. It is believed that befort: midnight your 
body is reaching the extreme of Yin, so if you meditate then you will be able to main
tain yow Qi and keep your body from becoming too Yin (deficient). This will help 
yau to smooth out the transition of your body from Yin to Yang at midnighL When 
you meditate after noon, your body is jwt passing the time of extreme Yang. If you 
meditate then, you will be able to cool down your Fire Qi faster than would happen 
naturally. This will prevent your body from getting too Yang. One of the main goals 



of Qigong mining is to adjust your Water and Fi� and maintain the Yin-Yang bala 
anc:e of your body as much as possible. The two times mentioned an: rhe most 
important tOr this. 

When you train. you should condense your Shen so that you will be able to con# 
trol your emotional mind, which is often compared to an ape that keeps running wild. 
The correct posture for praaice is sitting with the legs crossed and the hands folded 
in front of the abdomen. The lower Dan lian is the primary source of your life and 
the primary origin ofTaiji (£he interaaion of Yin and Yang). The work of reinvigo
rating your body begins there. 

Clott th� tyn and rtgulat� th� brtathing. millions of /inltagn a" mrpty. All 
ofth� thoughn art goru and (you) b�lbng to th� ckan land. Qi pmttratts 
tiN mtirt h�avm and rtach�s th� co/.d ground. No matur if (tiN spirit) �xits 
and mtm within on� brtath. An ouan of Qi rolls and a thousAnd laym 
of WillitS. This K4n W,ur (WdU7' Qi) is abk to mm And mur tht North. 
Th� riwr ran rt:wrSt, transport upWArd to Kun Lun. Whitt cltJud toward 
th� htad 11.nd tht swttt tkw is gmnllttd. 

In training, you must close your eyes to avoid being diS[raC[ed by the au tside 
world, and regulate your breathing. In this case, the millions of thoughts which link 
you with the outside world will be empty and your mind will be led into a calm and 
peaceful state, or "dean land." When you are able to reach this state, your Qi will be 
able to reach heaven (your head) and rhe cold ground (lower abdomen). Through your 
breathing. your Shen will be able to exit and enter your body freely. Once you are able 
to we your Shen to govern the Qi, the Qi can be as strong as a thousand rolling waves. 
Kan ( .\t.) is one of the eight trigrams in Bagua ( Ai� ), and represents Water. When you 
complete the Small Circulation, you are using the Water Qi generated from the Lower 
Dan Tian to nourish your head. Kun Lun ( :t•) is one of the highest mountains in 
China, and here refers to the top of the body: the head or brain. When the Water Qi 
is led to the brain to nourish it, it feels like the top of Kun Lun mountain has been 
watered, and clouds and dew are generated. 

Tht thrtt gaus bthind tht hAc It optn immtdiattly. Goldm light 1hint1 into 
tht gatt of lifo and dtath. Qi must ht tmnsporttd Abundantly And circu
latt to th� ttJp. (Thm )W'U wi/J b� �tbk to) conn«t with htavtn and kad it 
to mum tO tht Shtn trJ1Jry. To rtUM �tnd U,WIT tht Fi� And !Mrttr is calkd 
for llt this timt. Tht whitt tig" iJ 1«/tttl in tht raw of tht f.Trtn dragon. 
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{Whtn) tlrt�gon anti tign mul, Shm anti Qi aw f'lliJ�J. Apirr h'tlmpon 
1ix-si.x thirty-lix. Thir�1ix, ftw ptopllknow. TN mllnJtknu Illy is dtii"J 
K.An 11Ni Li. Rrvmt, match, anJ rombint (thtm}, tht m11.rwbnuntn c11.n 
rtflrh tht orrvlt. (Whtn) it romts. it is liltt mttlll stttl, ,zntl (whtn) it U 
gcmt. it issoftliktrotton. 

-���&��-*��·���-�*�-���
··-�·8•·*����*·· �·-A···· 
a&-•8��-��r.r.�+r.·�+r.•Ph�' 
!l*Y>t•MHJ: .. · 8tf>II<�*Y;t1i: · *j«*ltl�j«t$ • 

When you train che Small Circulation, chere are chree gates (or cavities) where che 
Qi flow is stagnam. In order ro fill up the Qi and circulate it smoochfy in the 
Concqnion and Governing Vessels, you 
must first open these three gates. This wai 
be discussed later. Once these three gates 
are opened, you have opened the door to 
the path which moves you away from 
death You have then completed the first 
step of the training leading you to the 
field of immortality. 

In still meditation training, at some 
point when you are able to lead Qi 
upward to nourish the brain you will sud
denly experience "lightening" in your 
br.ain. This may be caused by the extra Qi 
energizing inactive brain cells. Your mind 

Shoo 
Voley 

perceives !his as light (golden light). • ...... 6.24. "SbonGu"(Spi<i<Vdky)...!BniD 
When you can sense this light, your brain 
is highly energized. You are now able to lead this Qi to the Shen in the .. Shen valley" 
(Shen Gu, :it�) to raise up the spirit. Since it is believed that Shen was the very ori
gin of your life, it said that you now "return .. to the Shen valley. 

In Qigong, the Shcn is believed to roidc in the Upper Dan Tian (me "third eye") 
in the forehead. "Shen valley" has two meanings. First, physically the Upper Dan Tian 
is located at th.e exit of the valley formed by the two lobes of the brain (Figure 6-24). 
Some Qigong practitioners believe that the Shen in the Upper Dan Tian is able to 
sense the supernatural because of the structure of the brain. The Upper Dan Tian is 
located in a kind of "valley" which is able to resonate to various types of energy. 
Second, when you are in the meditative state, ir feels like the Shen is living deep in a 
valley which stretches forward farther than you can sec. 

When you have reached the stage of seeing the lightening you will be able to con· 
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trol th� balana of the Fi� and Water. Th� white tiger �fi:rs to the Yang of your body, 
while the grttn dragon refers to the Yin. Wben these Yin and Yang ma::t and imeract, 
Shen and Qi will be raised. You should train m� Yin (Kan. '* l and Yang (Li. •) 

interaction (lightening) thirty-six times wh�ncvcr you mediute. This is the key ro the 
ua.ining. rsix-six. thirty-six" is a musical way of saying thirty-six) The tiger locked in 
the cave of the dragon implies dtat dte Yang is led to meet the Yin in the Yin residence. 

Dtl Mo pas�d down thr h"b of cullillflring thr body; top to thr Ni W.:a:n 
11nd bottom to thr Yongqttan. (Whnr) Qi rrachrs thr navrl, thr Whitr 
CrYinr firs. Whm �vrrsing thr iwutgr and til thr brginning r:( tntining 
whnr you arr stiU CTOssing your Ugr, trrlfrsporting (Qi), living, sitting, and 
/jng down, you must rrmrmbrr. ]ing Jhould br abundlllrt and Shm should 
br r:ompUu, thr Qi wiU naturally br round (smooth). Shm and Qi art 
plnrl]. thr glow wiU not br rxtirrgui.Jiud. Again, it U diffirrnt fiom othtr 
sryks. If somronr i.J abU to rtcogrriu thi.J information, (hr will br abl� to) 
harrkn himstlf likr gold sto'lt and br tough likr mrtttl. You must br alrrt 
at rwry movr and strp. This i.J thr mill oral str:rrt fiom thr immortal fairy. 
You must rtmmrbtr Yi fin jingfirmly. train yo�r rntirr body likr raw iron. 
Only thm wiU you br ablr to fly your body to thr gokkn palar:r. 

•awT•�•·��-�T�&·��•··��· 
�•4•r••·�a•�•�m·*•#e��� · 
#��·���·XA�*·��··��-��&· 
��-���-·��,,���·��#QAoM· 
•�•m��ft·�•••��•· R��•�•�· 

Ni Wan ( il.A. ) is th� common name for the brain in Chinese Daoist Qigong soci� 
ccy. Yongquan (K-1. il.t.) is th� cavicy on the soles of the feet. Through Da Mo's 
Qigong training you arc able to build the herb (Qi) within your body from your head 
ro the bottom of your ft-et. When Qi is trained at the Lo�r Dan Tian at the navel 
area, the White Cran� is able to t� you ro the holy city. When a person has �ached 
enlightenment or Buddhahood, his spirit can separat� from his body and lightly fly 
away like a crane. In China, when a person dies, it is ailed "Jia H� Xi Gui" ( �-61f) 

which means "to ride the cran� to �rum to the West." The West means India, which 
was thought of as the rcsidcnc� of all of the Buddhas. This means that when he dies, 
his spirit has entered the holy world (west heaven). 

W hen you arc a bcginn�r and � scill "reversing th� image" (looking inward to 
understand yourself), while meditating or carrying out your daily activities you need 
co remember that you mun conserve your Jing and keep it abWldant and finn. You 
muse also remember to raise your Shcn ro a higher lcvd, then your Qi will naruraJly 
circula"' smoothly and easily throughout your body. 
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6.6.1 Smal Cir<ulaliGn 
Snull Circulation is commonly .achieved through Nei D.an still medit.atton. 

However, there are several Wai Dan techniques which can be used to .assist in the Small 
Circulation uaining. This W.ai Dan Small Circulation training was normally done by 
practitioners of the Shaolin external martial arts, who emphasized Wai Dan tr.a.ining 
for the first fc:Y� years. 

Small Circulation training has two major goals. The first is to fill up dlc Qi in the 
Conception and Governing Vessels. The second is to circulate the Qi smoothly in 
these two vessels. 

We have explained earlier chat there are eight vessels in the human body which 
behave like Q reservoirs and regulate the Qi level in the twelve primary Qi channels. 
Among these eight vessels, rhe Conception Vessel controls the six Y in channels, while 
the Governing Vessel controls the six Yang channels. In order to regulate the Qi in the 
twelve primary channels efficiendy, the Qi in the�sels���tnba,.a}I,JI)?ilf�l11�,o. the 
Qi in these twe vessels must be able to circulate smoothly. It there is �ny stagnation of 
the Qi flow. they will not be able to regulate the Qi in thHhannels e�tivdy, and the 
organs will not be able to funccion normally. 

-' .)a:-1: You can see that Small Circulation ls the first step of Nei ofri;t2,lgontp"ractice. 

Small Circulation training will help you to build up a firm foundation for funher Nei 
Dan practices such as Grand Circulation and the Xi Sui Jing Qigong training. 

Small Circulation Training. In order to reach a deep stage of �ei Dan nill medi
tation, there are five important procedures whi[h you muse learn: W:gulacing the body, 

�gulating the breathing, regulating the mind, ��g��ating the Qi, and regulating the 
Shen. You also need to know the location of m'c::n;:; Tian and the roles which the 
Conception and Governing Vessels play in Qigo�g practice. These are discussed in 
detail in my book, Tht Root ofChintuQigong. It is recommended that you study that 
book before you start practicing the exercises in this bQok. Since Nei Dan Small 
Circulation has been discussed in decail in the earlier YMf.A book, Qigongfor Htallh 
and Mart;al Arts, we will only revic:Y� the techniques here. 
�bdomin!J'f:hrdsrs 

You san Small Circulation training by building up the Qi at the Lower Dan T ian. 
This is done through abdominal exercises. You must first learn how to control the 
abdominal muscles again so that they can expand and withdraw. This exercise is called 
"Fan Tong" (�t: )(back to childhood). From binh until about 8 years old, you move 
your abdomen in and out in coordination with your breathing. This abdominal move
ment was necessary for bringing in nutrients and oxygen through the umbilical cord 
when you were in the womb. However, once you were born, you started taking in food 
through your mouth and oxygen through your nose, and the abdominal movement 
gradually diminished. Most adults don't have this abdominal movement when they 
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breathe. The "Bock to Childhood" exercist helps you to return to the type of breath
ing you did as a child. 

Once you have regained control of your abdomen. as you continue these o:erci5-
e:s you will �d your abdomen getting warmer. This indicates that the Qi � 
accumulating. and is called "Qi Huo" (4*. ), or "Starting the Fire." These exercises 
lead rhe Qi which has been convened from the Original Essence in the Kidneys to the 
Lower Dan Tian, where it resides. The more you practice, the easier this is to do, and 
the more you can rdax your body and fed the Qi. 

'2ls...u!>ing 
Bre3thing is considered the "strategy" 

in Qigong. In Small Circulation, you may 
usc either Buddhist or Oaoist breathing. 
Buddhist breathing is also called "Zhcng 
Hu )(j" ( L ot• )(regular breathing) while 
Daoist breathing is called ''Fan Hu Xi" or 
"Ni Hu )(j" (6.-t• ·ll't.,.)(reverse 
breathing). Jn Buddhist breathing, you 
expand your abdomen as you inhale and 
contract it as you exhale. Daoist breathing 
is just the reverse (Figure 6-25). 

Genmlly speaking, Buddhist breath
ing is more relaxed than Daoist breathing. 
Though Daoist breathing is more tense 
and harder to train, it is more efficiem in 
expanding the Guardian Qi (Wei Qi, 
tit A.) and in mania! applications. This 
point can be clarified if you pay attention 
to the everyday movements of your 
abdomen. Normally, if you arc relaxed or 
not doing a heavy job, you will see that 

Bucl&t: 
A-inhale 
B-bholt 

Fipre 6-25. Daoin and Buddhin lkeadtin�: 

you arc using Buddhist breathing. However, if you arc doing heavy work and exerting 
a lot of force, for example pushing�9;�1, ],ij:Wg a heavy box, then you will find that 
your abdomen tenses and expands When you push or lift. 

Try this very simple experiment. Put one hand on your abdomen, and hold the 
other in front of you. Exhale, and imagirK that you arc pushing something very heavy. 
(You exhale because exhaling is Yang, and it enables you to manifest your force exter
nally.) When you do this you will find that your abdomen expands 25 you exhale. This 
is the way that Qi balances in Qigong: while one flow of Qi is outward, the other flow 
is inward to the Dan Tian. Weightlifters often wear a wide belt when thq work out 
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to strengthen the Qi balance in the abdomen. This enables them to lift more weighr. 
You c.tn see chat borh Buddhist and Daoist breathing methods are totally narur:al 

ways of breathing. and which you do depends on the circumstances. Buddhist breath
ing is more relaxed and ltss aggressive, while Daoist breathing is more expressive and 
aggressive in demonstrating the power of Qi. It is suggested that beginners stan with 
Buddhist breathing. Afrer you have mastered it. you should then p�cticr Daoist 
breathing. There is no conflict. After you practice for a while, you will find that you 
can switch from one to the other very easily. 
Huiyin 4nd Anus Coordination 

After you have practiced abdominal exercises for about three to five weeks, you 
may feel the abdomen gee warmer and warmer every time you practice. After contin
ued practice, the abdomen will starr m tremble and shake each rime after you stan the 
fire. Thls means that Qi has accumulated at the Dan Tian and is about co overflow. At 
this time you should starr co coordinate your breathing and abdominal movement 
with the movement of your Huiyin (Co-l, • ., )(literally "Meet the Yin") cavity and 
anus to lead the Qi to the tailbone (Weilu cavity • .c.., ). 

The technique is very simple. If you arc OO.ng the Buddhist breaching, every [ime 
you inhale. gendy expand your Huiyin and anus; when you exhale you hold the��c 
gently. If you are doing Daoist breathing, the movement of the Huiyin and anus is 
reve�sS� �en you inhale you gently hold th�·�p and when you exhale, you gently 
push lhem out. This up and down practice with the anw is called "Song Gang" (a"-) 
and "Bi Gang" ( M� )(loosen rhe anus and close the anus). W'hen you move your 
Huiyin and anus, you must be relaxed and gende, and must avoid all tension. If you 
[ense them, the Qi �ill ��nate there and will no[ be able to flow smoothly. 

The trick ofn'OldiO-g"u'p"'and loosening the Huiyin and anus is extremely impor
tant in Nri Dan Qigong. It is the first key to changing the body from Yin to Yang and 
from Yang to Yin. The bottom of your body � where the Conception (Yin) and 
Governing (Yang) Vessels meet. lc is also [he key to opening rhe first ga,e, which will 
be discussed nex[. 
Tht Thm:Garrs 

The duee gates in Chinese meditation are called "San Guan" ( �• ) . There an: 
thrtt places along the course of the Small Circula[ion where the Qi is mOS[ common� 
ly stagnant. Before you can fill up che Conception and Governing Vessels and circulate 
Qi smoothly, you mus[ open [hesc three gates. The [hree gcues are: 

• Tailbone. (Weilu in Qigong and Changqiang in acupuncture)( .C. II· a a). 
Because there is only a thin layer of muscle on the tailbone, the Qi vcssd 
then: is narrow, and can easily be obstructed. Once you have built up a lot 
of Qi in the Lower Dan lian and are rtady to stan circulating it, the tail-
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bone: c:aviry mwt be open. or the: Qi might Aow into the: legs. Since: you uc: 
only a beginner, you might not know how to kad the Qi back to its origi
nal path. If the Qi stagnates in the legs it could cause problems. perhaps 
.,.n paralysis of the legs. Th� dangor can be prevented if you sit with your 
legs crossed during medication, which wiD narrow the Qi path from your 
Dan Tian to the legs and prevent the Qi from oYerflowing downwud. 

To prevent this kind of problem, you must know one: of the important 
tricks which is called "Yi Yi Yin Qi" ( .:.tt�ll.) which means "we your Yi 
t:o lead your Qi." Please pay arte';ltj .�n to the: word "lead." Qi behaves like: 
water-it can be led by the: mind:'llut it cannot be pushed. The more you 
intend ro push the Qi, the: more: you will tense, and the worse the Qi will 
circulate. Therefore, the trick is to always piau your Yi ah(ad of your Qi. If 
you can catch this trick, you will find out that the Qi can get through the 
tailbone cavity in just a few days. 

Because: there are two big sets of mwcles beside the Governing Vessd, 
whenever there is o::tra Qi flowing through, these muscles will be slightly 
c:nc:rgiz.ed. The area will feel warm and slightly tense. Sometimes the area 
will feel slightly numb. All of these verifY that Qi has been led to that point. 

• Squca.c the Spine. Uiaji in Qigong. Mingmen in the martial aru, and 
Lingtai in acupuncture)( A*'· 4"1,). The Jiaji gate is located between the 
sixth and seventh thoracic vertebrae, between the heart. If the Jiaji is 
blocked and you circulate Qi to it, part of the Qi will flow to the heart and 
ow:rstrc:ss it. This will generally cause the hearr to beat faster. If  you arc 
scared and pay attention to the heart, you are using your Yi to lead more 
Qi to it. This will make the situation worse and may conceivably even cause 
a hcan attack. 

The: trick of leading Qi through this cavity is to not pay attention to your 
hc:an, though you should be aware of it. Instead, place your Yi a few inch� 
es above the Jiaji. Since Qi follows the Yi, the Qi will pass through without 
too much effort. 

Between the tailbone and the neck, you can easily tell when the Qi is pass· 
ing through because the muscles will feel numb, tense, or warm. 

• jade PiUow. (Yuthen in Qigong and FcngfU in acupuncture)( J..it ·aM). 
The Jade Pillow cavity is the last gate which you must open. The cavity is 
so named because it is located in that part of your body which rests on a 
pillow, which the Chinese liked to make out of jade. There is not much 
muscle in this area, and so the path of the Governing Vessel i.s narrow. and 
easily constricted. This lack of muKie creates another problem. Because 
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most of the spine is surrounded by layers of muscle, it is easy to gauge 
where the Qi is because of the responS( of the muscles. However, from the 
Jade Pillow up over the head ther< is very little muscle, and it �harder to 
tdl what is happening with the Qi. This is especially confusing for b<gin
n�rs. bm if you take it easy and proc� caR-fully, you will soon learn to 
recognize the new clues. For some pcopl�. wh�n the Qi passes through the 
Jad� Pillow cavity it f�els lik� inSC"ct5 walking over their h�ads. Other peo
ple feel numbn�ss or itching. 

lk very conscientious when you move Qi through this af(:a. If you do nm 
lead the Qi in the right path, the Qi may spread over your head. If it is not 
kept near the surface, it may �mer your brain and affect your thinking. It 
is said that this can caus� permanent damage to the brain. 

Brrathing and Qi Circulation 

In Qigong, breathing is considered your strategy. Although there is only one goal, 
thcf(: c.an be many strategies. It is the same as when you arc playing chess with some
one. Although you both have the same goal. and want to checkmate the other's Icing, 
chef(: arc many different ways you can go about it. Chinese Qigong has developed at 
least 13 different strategies or methods of training. It is hard to say which is the best 
breathing strategy. It depends on the individual's understanding, the depth of his 
Qigong practice, and his training goals. 

When you train using your bf(:athing to lead the Qi, you should always pay atten
tion to s�eral things. The first is keeping the tip of your tongue touching the roof of 
your mouth. This connects the Yin (Conception) and Yang (Governing) vessds. This 
process is called "Da Qiao" (ll'lt) which means "building a bridge." This allows the 
Qi co circulate smoothly between the Yin and Yangvessds. The bridge also causes your 
mouth to generate saliva, which keeps your throat moist during meditation. The area 
beneath therongue wher< saliva is generated is called Tian Chi ( Ai<.)(heavenly pond). 

The second thing you need to pay attention to is the strength of your Yi, and how 
effective-ly it is leading the Qi. The third thing is how much is your Shcn abk to fol· 
low the breathing strategy? It is said: "Shen Xi Xiang Yi" ( :f+.t.•o�t ), which means 
"spirit and breathing mutually rely on each other." As long as the Qi can be led effec
tively and the Shen can be raised strongly while the body is relaxed and the mind calm, 
the breathing strategy is effective. 

We would like to [(:Commend s�cral breathing strategies which arc commonly 
used ro lead the Qi in training the Small Circulation. 

Daoist Breathing Strategy. As discussed earlier, Daoists use reverse breathing, 
whereby the abdomen draws in as you inhale, and expands as you exhale. This rypt of 
breathing reflects and augments the expanding and withdrawing of the Qi. As you 
exhale, the Qi can be expanded to the skin, the limbs, or even beyond the ski'!; while 
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as you inhale the Qi can be drawn deep 
into the marrow. Reverse breathing is the 
naNral way your body br<athes when you 
Wlllnt ro get power out. The martial arts 
use this suarcgy of exhaling while the 
abdomen expands. The disadvantage of 
revtrse breathing is that it is harder for 
beginners. When you do nor do reverse 
breathing correcdy, you will feel tension 
in your abdomen and a buildup of pres
sure in your solar plexus. This 
significantly affcccs the internal Qi circu
lation. To avoid this, it is highly 
recommended that Qigong beginners 
start with Buddhist breathing. Only when 
breathing this way is easy, natural, and 
comfonablc should you switch to the 
Daoist reverse breathing. 

There arc two common ways to use 

the Daoist breathing to lead the Qi for 
Small Circulation, one with two inhala
tions and exhalations per cycle, and the 
other with one inhalation and ahalation 
per cycle. 

• Two B..ath Cycle. In your fim 
inhale (Figure 6-26), lead the Qi to 
the Lower Dan Tian; when you 
exhale, lead the Qi from the Lower 
Dan Tian to the tailbone. As you 
inhale again, lead the Qi from the 
tailbone up along the spine to the 
level of the shoulders; and as you 
exhale, lead the Qi over the head to 
the nose to complete the cycle. 

• One Broath Cycle.On the inhale 
(Figure 6-27), lead the Qi from the 
nose to the tailbone; and on the 
exhale, lead the Q.i from the tailbone 
to rhe nose to complete the cycle. 

twi Dan Yi Jin .ling Troining 

Fipre 6-26. Two Breath Oaoist Bruthins; Cyde 

Fipre6-27. Oru: Breath Oaoin Btcathinc Cyclt 
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Buddhist Breathing Strategy. The 
Buddhists usually usc the one breath 
cyde, but this does not mean you cannot 
use a 1wo brearh cycle. As long as you fol
low the rules, you can experiment with 
many brarhing strategies by yourself. 

• One Breath Cycle. When you inhale 
(Figure 6-28), your mind leads rhe 
Qi from the nose to the tailbone; 
and when you exhale, it leads the Qi 
from the tailbone to the nose to 
complere the cycle. 

WhmtoPra(tiu 
According to the documents, there are 

three times in the day which arc consid· 
ered the best times for praccice: before 
midnight, dawn, and after noon (becween 

f'sww: 6_28_ One Breath Buddbiu Bca�:bio, Cyde 
one and rwo o'clock). If you cannot mcd· 
itate three times a day, you should 
meditate in the morning and evening, and skip the afternoon session. 

Postuus for Pra(tia 
When you practice in the morning and afternoon, it is recommended that you face 

the east to absorb the energy from the sun and to coordinate with the rotation of the 
earth. For rhe evening session, you should face south to take advantage of the earth's 
magnetic field. 

When you meditate, you should sit with your legs crossed on a mat or cushion 
about duer inches thick. The tongue should touch the roof of the mouth to connect 
the Yin and Yang vessels. 

Once you have opened up the three gates and circulated the Qi smoothly in the 
Conception and Governing Vessels, you should then continue meditating to build up 
the Qi more strongly and to learn to store the Qi in these two Qi reservoirs. Opening 
up the gaits may take only a few momhs, but building up the Qi to an abundant level 
may taU )'OU many years of continued practice. At this stage, the more you practice, 
the more Qi you will accumulate. Remember: abundant Qi rtONge is the foundation of 
go.a htalth and forthtr Qigong training. h is a requirement for developing the Grand 
Circula,ion, wh;ch we will discuss next. 
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66.1 ...... � 
Grand Circulation training can also be either Nei Dan or Wa.i Dan. In Nci Dan 

Grand Cin:ulation, Qi is built up in the body and expanded out to the limbs and stun. 
This is wually done through still meditation. 

In Wai Dan Grand Citculation, Qi is first built up locally in the limbs through 
special eurcises. This usually involves tensing the muscles and tendons. Later, this 
local Qi is connected with the internal Qi of the body to complete the Gtand 
Circulation. 

A third method, and the most effective, of developing Grand Circulation is to 
combine both Nei Dan and Wai Dan at the same time. In this method, while you are 
doing the Wai Dan exercises, your mind is leading the Qi from your abdomen to your 
limbs. Your muscles and tendons neal to be as relaxed as possible to allow me Qi to 
move smoothly from your anter to your limbs. Many internal martial styles use mis 
CC](!lbiDed method to complete the Grand Circulation. 

Nti Don Gnmd Cim<lation 

Five Gates B�athing. The first seep of Nei Dan Grand Circulation training is 
learning how to do Qi breathing mrough the five gates. The five gates include the head 
(including me Upper Dan T!an and Baihui, Gv-20, 1" •>. me two uogong (P-8, *�") 
cavities in the centers of the palms, and the two Yongquan (K-l. il•) cavities on the 
soles of the feet. In section 4-3 we introduced the concept of fJVC gates breathing. Here 
we hope to lead you to a deeper level of understanding and practia. 

According to Chinese medical science, the two Laogong gates in the an ten of the 
palms belong to the Pericardium Qi channel, and they can be used to regulate me 
Heart Fire. Whenever the Qi in the heart is too Yang, it is led to the Laogong and 
released out of the body. Your heart is a very sensitive organ and its Qi level must be 
correct. If your heart is too Yang you can suffer a hea.n: auack. 

It is the same with the Yongquan cavities on me soles of the feet. They can be used 
to regulate another vital organ, the Kidney. The Kidney is classified as Water, and its 
Qi level is also critical for your health. 

The last gate is on the head. For a Qigong beginner, this gate is the Baihui on the 
top of your head. For an advanad Qigong practitioner, it is the Upper Dan Tian. 
When an advanca:i Qigong practitioner is able to usc the Upper Dan T tlll for Qi 
breathing, it is called "Shcn Xi" (it.!-), or "spirit breathing." The above fJVC gates are 

also commonly called "Wu Xin" (.i..u ), or "the fNC anters." 
In this training, when you inhale you lead the Qi from the five anters or gates to 

the �r Dan Tian, and when you exhale you lead. the Qi to the five gates (Figure 6-
29). Narurally, the secttt key to effectively leading the Q. inward. and owward. is 
mrough me coordination of the Huiyin (C�> 1. f' • ) and anus. It is very oommon for 
beginners to practice first with only the two Laogong or the two Yongquan cavities, 
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and only larer ro combine them. 
According to my personal experience. 
rhe Daoist reverse breathing strategy can 
help ro accomplish this training earlier 
and more effectively. 

This rraining can be done lying 
down, sining, or standing up. The pos� 
ture is not important as long as the body 
is relaxed and the Qi can be led smooth· 
ly to rhe gates. 

Body Expanding Bn:athing. Body 
expanding training is also called "li Xi" 
( IU.) (body breathing) or "Fu Xi" ( .t.!,) 

(skin breathing). After you have rru.s· 

tered the skill of five gates breathing, you 
should then learn body breathing. This 
training teaches you to lead the Qi to 
evety pore in your skin. When you have 
accomplished this, you will be able to 
effectively lc:ad the Qi ro energize the 
muscles 10 reach their maximum power. 

Since we have discussed body breathing in Chapter 4, we will only review the con· 
ccpt of the training here. Imagine that you are a beach ball. When you inhale you lead 
rhe Qi to the Lower Dan Tian, and when you exhale you expand the Qj to the surface 
of your skin so that you fed like you are inflaring your body. Your posture should be 
easy and comfortable. 

Yin and Yang Channels Breathing. After you have grasped the secret of five gates 
and body breathing, you should enter the final stage of the Nei Dan Grand 
Circulation breathing. In this stage you also switch the gate on your head from the 
Baihui ro rhe Upper Dan Tian. The purpose of this rraining is to circulate the Qi in 
your Yin and Yang channels through your breathing, mind, and the coordination of 
your Huiyin and anus. 

In this training, when you inhale, you lead the Qi from the inner side of your 
limbs (Yin Channels) to the Lower Dan Tian, and then upward through the center of 
your body ro the Upper Dan Tian (Figure 6·30). When you do this correctly you will 
feel a strong Qi flow, which gathers at 1he Upper Dan Tian. The verificacion 1hat you 
are doing 1his practice correctly will be a slight feeling of tenseness and warmrh i.n the 
Upper Dan Tian. 
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When you exhale, relax your Upper Dan Tian and lead the Qi upward out the top 
of your head, and then tO the external sides of your arms and legs. The Qi passes 
through your fingers and toes to the centm of your palms and soles. When you are 
doing this. the Low.r Dan 'fian is expanding (reverse breathing) and the Huiyin and 
anus are expanding slighdy. You will feel a strong Qi flow on the surface of your back 
and the external pan of your limbs. Again, the posture is not important as long as you 
feel relaxed and comfOrtable. 

IJtJ Mo W4i Dt.n GmnJ Circulation 

The Wa.i Dan Grand Circulation exercise set of Da Mo's Yi Jin Jing is well known. 
In later years. many other sets were created bastd upon the same theory and using the 
same format. Here, 
we will introduce 
only rwo seu: the 
Fist Set which is 
c:onsidered to be the 
original, and a Palm 
Set which was c:rcat
cd la�r. In this 
training. in the 
beginning you tense 
up pan of your 
limbs and at the 
same 'ime concen
trate your mind 
there. Qi is gradual
ly built up in the 
area which you are 
exercising. Although 
Da Mo's exercises 
start with tensing 
the muscles and ten
dons. after you have 
trained for a while r .. Channtk hrlrillg Yang Channels Brnthirt! 

you shouJd gradual- Fipan: 6-JO. Yin a•d Yanz c:t.ar-ls Qi Breathiaz 
ly start relaxing the 
muscles and tendons. This will allow the Qi built up in the limbs to connect with. the 
Qi you have built up in your body through Small Circulation training. 
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FittStt 
This exercise set was originally designed for the second and third ye2.rs of Yi Jin 

Jing training. HOWC'\Ier, because of its effectiveness, many people train it  to maintain 
their health or increase the Qi in their arms, even without completing the first year of 
Yi Jin Jing training. Later on, you will learn from the Yi Jin Jing training schedule that 
it should not be starred befOre the completion of the fl!St year of rraining. When you 
pactice this set, you should continue from one form to the nat without stopping. 
You build up Qi first in the wrist, and then move sequentially to the hands. arms, and 
chest. If you do not follow this order, the Qi you build up will not be connected from 
your hands to your body. lf you intend to build up the muscles in your arms and 
shoulders, every time you exhale you should tense up the area you are training. 
However, if you do not want to overstress and build up your muscles, you should relax 
and build up a srrong Yi to lead the Qi to the .areas being trained. You should repeat 
each form fifty times. The entire set takes .about ninety minutes to complete. 
Beginners may find that they fed dizzy and we2.k after fi\1'!: forms. If this happens, stop 
.and rest. After you train for a while, you will find that you can gradually increase the 
number of forms, until you can finally complete the training. Alternatively, a begin· 
ncr may do all twelve forms, bur reduce the number of repetition. When you fed 
stronger, increase the repetitions until you reach 50. 

Form 1. Hold the hands beside the body with the palms facing down and thumbs 
extended toward the body (figure 6-31). Keep the elbows bent. Mentally push the 
palms down while exhaling, .and relax them when you inhale. This form will build the 
Q. in the wrists, and the palms and wrists should ftd warm after 50 repetitions. 

Form 2. Without moving the arms, close your hands into fiSts with palms facing 
down and thumbs extended toward the body (Figure 6-32). Mentally tighten the fists 
and push the thumbs backwards when exhaling: relax when inhaling. The fists are kept 
bent backwards to retain the energy built up in the wrists in the first form. 

Form 3. Again without moving the arms, turn the fists so that the palms face each 
other .and place the thumbs over the fingers, like a normal fist (figure 6-33). Mentally 
tighten the fiSts when exhaling. relax when inhaling. The muscles and nerves of the 
arms will be stimulated, and energy will accumulate there. 

Form 4. Extend the .arms straight in &om of the body, palms still facing each odter 
(figure 6-34). With the hands still in normal fists, mentally tighten them when exhal
ing; rd.ax when inhaling. This will build up energy in the shoulders and chest. 
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Form 5. Extend the arms straight up, 
hands still in fists, palms facing each other 
(Figure 6-35). Mentally righren rhe fisrs 
when exhaling; relax when inhaling. This 
builds energy in the shoulders, neck, and 
sidc:s. 

Form 6. Lower the arms so that the 
upptr arms are parallel with the ground, 
the elbows bent and the fists by the ears, 
palms forward (Figure 6-36). Mentally 
tighten the fists when exhaling; relax 
when inha1ing. This builds energy in the 
sides, chest, and upper arms. 

Form 7. Extend the arms straight out 
to rhe sides with the palms facing forward 
(Figure 6-37). Mentally tighten the fistS 
when exhaling; relax when inhaling. This 
form will build energy in the shoulders, 
chest, and back. 

Form 8. Extend the arms straight in 
Figure 6-35. Fonn 15 of rhc: Da Mo Fiu Ser 

front of the body with the palms facing each other, but with the elbows bent slighdy 
to create a rounded effect with the arms (Figure 6-38). Mentally tighten the fists and 
guide: the: accumulated energy through the: arms to the fists when exhaling; relax when 
inhaling. 

Form 9. Pull the fim toward the body, bending the elbows (Figure 6-39). The fists 
are jusr in front of the face, palms forward. Mentally tighten the fists when exhaling; 
relax when inhaling. This form is similar to Form 6 above, but the fiscs are closer 
together and forward, so a different set of mwdes is stressed. b intensifies the flow of 
energy through the arms. 
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ly, fists face forward, upper arms OU( to 
the sides and parallel with the floor 
(Figure 6-40). Ment�lly tighten the fists 
when exhaling. relax when inhaling. This 
form will circulate the built up energy in 
the shoulder area. 

Form 11. Keeping the elbows bent, 
lower the fins until they are in front of the 
lower abdomen, palms down (Figure 6-
41). Mentally tighten the fisrs and guide 
the energy to circulate in the arms when 
exhaling, relax when inhaling. This is (he 
first recovery form. 

Form 12. Raise the arms straight OU( 

in f rom of the body, palms open. facing 
up (Figure6-42).1maginelifling up when 
exhaling. relax when inhaling. This is the 
second rrcovery form. 
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F!pft 6-0. Fonn •1 of the DaMo Palm Set Figure 6-44. Form n of the Da Mo Palm St1 

Afttr practicing. nand a while with the arms hanging loosely at the sides. Breathe 
regularly, relax, and fed the energy redistribute itself for a few minutes. You can also 
wa.lk around slowly until you feel comfonable. 

p,J,.S« 

Although the Palm Set is also considered pan of the Y, )in jing, it was actually 
developed later, based on the same theory as the Fist Set. It is believed that after one 
ha3 completed the training of the Fist Set, he should continue to practice the Palm Stt 
and learn how to lead the Qi beyond his body through the palms and fing=. Simply 
put, the Fin Set increases and stores Qi in the body, while the Palm Set teaches you 
how to lead this Qi to interact with the Qi around you. 

Because the Palm Set was derived from the Fist Set, all of the training ruJes and 
theory remain the same. 

Form I. Palms face the floor, while the fingers point out to the sides (Figure 6-43). 
Mentally push down when exhaling. relax when inhaling. 

Form 2. Palms face the body, fingers pointing down (Figure 6-44). Mentally push 
in when exhaling. rdax when inhaling. 
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Fde (Cuo, a). Cuo means to file or rub. In Cuo, )lOUr hands rub against the skin 
until heat is generated. Cuo is also used 
for the penis, which will be discussed later. 

• Hand Knife Gong (Shou Dao 
Gong, -t miJ ) • Usc the edge of both 
hands to rub and file near the top of 
the scrotum (Figure 8·6). T his exer
cise has two purposes. One is to 
stimulate and dear the vas deferens, 
the other is to toughen the skin in 
preparation for the hanging exercis
es, which will be discwsed later. 

Slap (Pai, .:16 ) . Pai means to pat or slap. 

• Hand Pat Gong (Shou Pai Gong, 
+til t11 ). Practice this in the morn
ing, after you have gone to the toilet. 
When you practice, face the east, 
your eyes half closed; squat down 
into a horse stance. Hold the root of 
your penis with your left hand, and 
slap your scrotum with your right 
hand. Start hirring lightly, and grad
ually increase the force. At every 
slap, inhale, pull in the anus, open 
your eyes and stare at a distant point 
(Figure 8-7). 

Collect (Zan, tt ). Zan me<�:ns to collect. 
• Turning the Pearl Gong (Zhuan 

Zhu Gong, ••:<JJ ) . Zan means to 
collect or to hold something togeth
er. Hold both testicles in one hand 
and roll them aroWld in a circle like 
you would two small balls, then do 
the same with your other hand for 
the same number of times. When 
you circle the testicles, do not press 
them. Simply move them aroWld in 
a circle in your hand (Figure 8-8). 

Figure 8-6. Hand Knife Gong (Sho11 Dao Gong) 

F�Sutc 8-7. Hand Pat Gong (Sholl Pai Gong) 

figure 8-8. TIIIDing the Pearl Gong 
(Zhuan Zhu GoncJ 
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}/Uk Stnn 7raining (Yfl ]ing Gong. � li/J) or Sidr Grindston� Training (Hmg Mo 
Xing Gong, ••-ttr/J).Pmir Stimulation 1raining 
Yu (.£)is jade and implies something precious, and jing (I) means stem, which 

implies the penis. Heng ( fl ) in Chinese means sideways, Mo ( •) means grindstone. 
When a cylindrical grindstone was used it was put sideways on a flat place to do the 
grinding. Heng Mo has also been commonly used by the Daoists to refer to the penis. 
Xing Gong ( ft 1/J) means to do the training. 

The penis is a very sensitive organ. Stimulating it increases sexual desire and also 
the production of semen. This training will help you get used to the stimulation, and 
will increase your endurance during intercourse. In Xi Sui Jing Qigong training you 
must train yourself so that you can ejaculate or hold as you choose. This is what is 
meant by: '"Withdraw or release depends on me, follow and give, I choose the person." 

The documents discussed in the last chapter each have a paragraph listing the 
penis training: 

For tht pmir, tht stcrtt lraining words art: say Hold (Wo), say Bind (Shu), 
147 Nourish (Y.mg), say Swalww (Y.m), say Draw In/Absorb (Sh<), uy 
Hold Up (7i), say Cwu (Bi), ••y Swing (Shuai). 

On th. jade Stm� (pmi>), say Swa/Unu (Y,:n), say Swing (Shuai) '"Y GJmJ 
(Fu), S4J Wltrh (Xi), '"Y Bind (Shu), >ay Nouroh (Yang), S4J Fik (CUD). 

All of these techniques are used to increase semen production, except Hold and 
Hold Up. which are used in the Qi sublimation m.ining. Hold and Hold Up will be 
discussed in the next section. Among the others, Swallow, Draw/Absorb, and Close are 
considered Nei Dan trainings, while all the others are Wai Dan stimulation practices. 
First we will discuss the Wai Dan techniques, and then the Nei Dan ones. 

Nourish (Yang, 4 ); Wash (Xi, ;�).Yang ( 4) means to raise, to nourish. )(j ( 01.) 

means to wash. I am placing these two words together because I believe that they refer 
to the same training. This training is memioned in several places in the documents. 
One of the documents says: 

Nourish is to ust tht storJt and rJtsstl to wann and MUrish. 

This means you should place yotU penis in a vessd with warm 'Water or herbal liquid 
to warm and nourish it. The other document explains more about this u.ining. It sayE 
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A.ho•r W'111h. ��.w tiN W Wrttrr ht wtiJh rwiL-P I"W'rY *' Q,, (p"'lost) is 
tht SP'Mot/J rirrwl.lio" of bltJod AM Qi, orwo U for (trrtlrint) tht oki s�i,. 
A.bowt Nowrish. �t��i, ing CTJmpiiiNi t1ru/ tht objt�t is big and strong, in 
rwry wtlr (1ou wiU) tkfi•tothm, (thU) iJ it1 orifiruJ du�J. But (•fJOu'rr) 
•fiwid ( it has btcomt) W:,. or (yow lutw) ot� worrits, fint wse tiN old ws· 
sri. nowrish il somttimn. Abowt Nourish, mtllm ust WQrmth (i.t., warm 
Wtlrtr or ltlllrm �btJ/ soluti011) ro ftowrUh iJ pta�folly. Do notloosm 11nd 
tightm sfllidmly. Mwt makt (il) gtt MJtJ to tiN war. thtn (you) wiU not 
lost. 

You can sec from these documents that in Wash and Nourish you placr your penis 
into a vessel filled with an herbal solution or simply warm water. The prescription will 
be listed in Appendix A. The main purposes are to increase the cirrul.ation of tht: blood 
and Qi and also to increase the endurance of the penis to stimulation. Some other 
sources mention that to Wash and to Nourlsh means to place your penis alternately into 
warm and cold water to stimulate it. Other documenu claim that the vessel referred to 
is the woman's vagina, where you nourish yourself by absorbing Qi from her. 

Bind (Shu, ._ ) . Shu ( ._) means to bind or to tic up. One of the documents says: 

Bind is to uu soft cotton to bind tht root (pmis). 

The other one says: 

About Bind (Shu), tJfttr (thtaboru) trAining, (IJjierthe) warhing (U) com· 
pkud. ust soft cotton t<J maJu A ropt, bind the sum .and root. kJou anJ 
tight just right. tht purpoH U SIJ tluu it wiU bt comt.antiy at�ndtd .and 
won'r btnd. 

W'hcn you train this word, first stimulate your penis until it is stiff. Tbcn tie a rope 
made of soft cloth around the root of the penis. Inhale and pull in your abdomen and 
anw, then exhale, expanding your abdomen and relaxing your anus. While your are 
exhaling. we your mind to expand the penis. T his training is simply to increax your 
mind's control over the penis. 

Swing (Shuai, • ) . Shuai ( •) means to swing or to castaway. When you train this 
word, you squat down in a horse stance, then you use the 6rst two fingers of one hand 
to grab the root of the penis and swing it from side to side. Swing fifty times and then 
repeat another fifty times with the other hand. 

Caress (Fu, • ). Fu ( •) means to touch or rub lightly with the hand. To train this 
word, hold your penis tighcly with one hand, with the head of the penis protruding. 
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Uso tho palm and fingers of tho othot hand to caress and lightly rub t:he hoad of the 
penis with a circular motion. Repeat fifty times and then change hands and reprat 
anothor fifty rimes. 

Filo (Cuo, a). Cuo (a) means to rub against each other. When you train this 
word, sandwich your penis between both palms and rub your hands forward and 
backward about fifty times. 
8.4.1 No; Dan Training 

The methods of increasing semen production through physical stimulation (Wai 
Dan) described above arc easy and effective. However, they will also stimulate an 
increase in the production of hormones, which will increase your sexual desires. You 
must therefore also regulate your mind to stop thinlcing about sex. If you lapse and 
indulge in sex, all of your training will have been in vain. 

Some practitioners bclieve that the production of semen can also be increased by 
the usc of yow imagination. The problem is that when you stimulate your semen pro
duction through imagination, the fantasizing wually also increases your sexual desire. 
This will disturb and scatter your mind, and affect your training. However, if you have 
a strong wm and are able to handle your emotions, mental stimulation is one of the 
most effective ways. As for mental stimulation, everyone has his own fantasies and 
dreams, which are the best way for him to achieve the purpose. 

Although mental stimulation is an effective way of producing semen, the Chinese 
Buddhisrs consider it to be an improper way to train. They believe that you should get 
rid of your emotions and set yourself free from the bondage of desire. 

Although physical stimulation is sometimes mentioned in Buddhist Qigong doc
uments, it is believed that most Buddhist Qigong practitioners prefer the production 
of semen through Nei Dan training. Theoretically, in the Nei Dan training you use 
your mind and different breathing techniques to lead the Qi to the groin and energize 
the penis and testicles at the same time. Naturally, these methods are mOfe difficult 
than those used in Wai Dan, and you won'• see results in a short time. However, after 
you train for a while and have grasped the trick of leading Qi to the groin, you may 
practice anywhere and anytime you wan(. Most important of all, your mind will be 
much caJmer and more peaceful without the emotional disturbance. According to the 
available documents, there arc three techniques which are commonly used in rhe Nei 
Dan practice: Swallow, Draw In/Absorb, and Close. 

SWill/ow (Yon, .. ) 

In order to understand the trick of this technique, we should first look at what the 
rwo documents say about it. The first one says: 



The second document says: 

FtJr tk Swallow worrJ, aJ th� Hg;nning of tht training. fint inhttk A 
Mouthfo/ offrtsh air, w� Yi (tht MiNi) to rwallow it, sikntly smJ it to W 
rhtn. Tbm Apin inhak A Mouthful of 11ir. snui it to tht Mud again swal
low A mouthfuL An4 smJ ir ID rht bottom to tht tntining p14u. 

The first document tells you that the Swallow technique involves breathing in the 
cavities. The cavities here include the Huang Ting ( •• )(yellow yard), the Lo�r Dan 
Tian ()Ga Dan Tian, Title), and the Huiyin (Co-l, 'tilt). After you train for a while, 
you will be able to lead the Qi downward and mix the Fire Qi with the 'Wolter Qi at 
the Huang Ting. This Qi is then led to lhe Huiyin and the groin area to energize: the 
penis and testicles. When you are leading the Qi to the Huiyin and groin rhrough 
breathing techniques, all these cavities will also be expanding and withdrawing. and 
they will also seem to be breathing. This is why Swallow is also called cavity breath
ing. 

The second document teaches you how to do this Swallow technique. You should 
squat down in a horse stance with both fists in front of your thighs, inhale and pay 
attention to the Fire Qi in your Middle Dan Tian (Zhong Dan Tian, + 1T 111 )(solar 
plexus), and then exhale smoothly. Inhale again, and we your mind to lead lhe Fire 
Qi to the Huang Ting at the same time that you lead the Water Qi from the Lower 
Dan lian to Huang Ting. When you exhale, relax your mind and body and let the 
Fire and Water Qi mix (interact) together. Inhale once more and use your Vi to lead 
the Qi to the Huiyin and groin. When you exhale, expand your groin (Figure 8-9). 

When you train, you must continuously hold up your anus and Huiyin (Magic Gate). 
This will stop the Q i from reaching the tailbone and Magic Gate, and lead it to the 
groin. If you train every day you will find that in a short time you will be able to lead 
the: Qi to the groin and energize it as you wish. 

IA•w In/Absorb (Sht, lit) 
Draw In/Absorb is a technique which allows you to absorb Qi from or exchange 

it with nature or a training partner. Strictly speaking, a Buddhist Qigong practirioner 
would prefer to absorb or exchange Qi from nature, while a Daoist would use both 
natwe and a partner. The Daoists say: "Yin and Yang are not necessarily distinguished 
by mak or female, Y in and Yang can be: jwt the body's strength or weakness."' They 
also say: "Two men can graft and plant and a pair of women can adapt and nourish."1 
This means that, in obtaining Qi nourishment from a partner, male or female is not 
importanL For example:, a teenage boy can be very strong and Yang, and an old man 
weak and Yin. Therefore, through mutual Qi transportation the Qi of both can be bal
anced to their mutual benefit. The Daoists also studied how men and womc:n can 
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tran.spon Qi and nourish each orher 
through sexual acriviry. Narurally, the.se 
techniques have never been adapted by 
the Buddhists. In the Buddhist Draw 
In/Absorb training, they train absorbing 
Qi &om nature and also &om a partner 
through srill meditation. Next, we will 
discuss rhe methods of absorbing natural 
Qi, and rhen we will consider the non
sexual methods for exchanging Qi with a 
partner through still meditation. 

Draw In/Absorb from Nature. The 
main sources of the energy you try to 
absorb are the sun, the moon, and the 
earth. The sun and the moon radiate elec
tromagnetic energy onto the surfac:e of the 
earth. If you know how to absorb and use 
this energy to nourish your body, you will 
find that it speeds up your training. In the 
wintenime, when your body is more Yin, 
you like to expose your body to the sun and absorb its radiation. However, it is impor
tant to understand the correct timing. For example, in the summertime both your 
body and lhe sun are very Yang, and so you should not try to absorb the sun's Qi 
except in the early morning. However, when you practice this exercise, you don't just 
absorb the energy into your skin, you use Yi and breathing coordination to draw it 
deep inro your body. Once you know how, you can use this natural energy to nourish 
almost anywhere in your body. For example, you can lead it to your groin to stimulate 
Essence production, or to the marrow to clean it, or you can lead it to nourish your 
brain. Naturally, you must know how ro balance Yin and Yang. because too much of 
the energy can make your body too Yang and cause problems. 

To absorb earth energy or Qi is to absorb the magnetic energy generated in the 
center of rhc earth. If you know how, you can usc this magnetic Qi to smooth out your 
Qi circulation and find your mental balance. For example, if you are in the Northern 
Hemisphere, you should face south when you sleep or meditate. This lines you up 
with the earth's magnetic field and helps you to best absorb the magnetic Qi. This is 
discussed in detail in my book: The &Jot ofChintsr Qigong. 

Before we discuss further about how to absorb natural energy to stimulate your 
Essence production, we would like to translate a section of the documenc. 



ABSOR8 THE (NATIIIE) ESSENCE GoNG 
... .., 

11w Estmu oftxtmn� l11ng. tht �ntmmt of ntmmt Yin, (whm) tht two 
QU inlmla harmtmitJwly. it dmWJ into and giuts birth to miUiom of liu
ing thintt. Anritnt ptopk who wtr't pod 111 picking up 11ntl SW�tllowing 
(i. t., absorbing thtst Essmm), (afor) long kmg (t�bsorbing) thty aU btrlltM 
foirin. lr.s mtthods ut'1Y' !upr s«ret, ptopk in tht wor/J did not n,ow. Eutn 
whm th� wt� somt who kntw. rhry mdumJ no pmtflmznct and strong 
will. and forthtr wt'Tt without patima, so rhmfo" it WIIS worthlns tlltn 
whm thty k�U'w, and thtw � .frw who achitwd (sucms). 

It has bten mentioned several times in previous documents that the millions of liv
ing things arc generated from the harmonious interaction of Yin and Yang. These 
methods of absorbing the natural Yin and Yang are able to make you "immonal,'' or 
a "fairy." Absorbing is commonly called .. Cai Van" ( #.oe), or "picking up and swal· 
lowing ... However, knowing about the me(hods is nO( enough, for withom strong will, 
perseverance, and pa(ience you will not succeed. 

Whorotr is training inttrnai (Qigong), from tiN b�ginning of the training 
to hU success, and finally his drath, no matter (wh�th�r he is) at kisure or 
buJy. h� cannot discontinue. lf tk training of picking up and swallowing 
is not discontinuous, thm it is not hard to b�come a fairy or Buddh11. The 
remon for picking up and swallowing is to talce th� Essence ofYin and Yt.ng, 
(and use it) to benqit (i.e., nourish) my Shm and wisdom, enabling (me) 
to gradua/Jy rmrovt the condmsation and stagnation and (help) tiN clean 
spirit grow da.ily; millions of sicknnsn will not be generated. It is of tht 
gmzust benefit. 

����•·�••*·�·�•·aa•�·�•n 
t<o • 'l'--rr.llli ·.Vl*-!1'<-••�r.,lli · �'if��"'••� · 

��a�"!l··����··AA��·���*�' 
itt: a�· !llli'l'!t. · IIAi I<.A • 

The Essence of Yin and Yang means the Essence of the sun and moon, cwo major 
natural Qi sources. This training is very imponant for those pc:ople who are training 
inu:rnal Gon� They should train without interruptions or stops. If you are able ro 
train continuously, you will be able to use the natural Qi ro nourish and raiSJe your 
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spirit, as well as to nourish your brain to increase your wisdom. Furchermore, this 
Qigong can remove condensed and stagnant Qi. 

Tht mtthod for tht sun�hoost tht fim dP:J of tht lunar month. It is said 
that al tht btginning oftht moon, its Qi is ntw and thtrifort it is good to 
pick up tht sun &smct. For tht moon (&smct), choost tht fifittnth Jay of 
tht moon (i.t .• month). It is said tht go/J wattr is foil and tht Qj is abun
dant. It is good to absorb tht &stnct oft'" moon. 

�*·���·������·��#�·��··· 
M���·���·�·���E·��M·· 

If you want to absorb the Essence of [he sun, it is recommended that you train on 
the first day of the lunar month. The Chinese use the lunar month, and usc lhe term 
"moon" for "month." Each month normally varies f rom twenty-eight to thiny days. It 
� believed that at the beginning of the month, the Qi emitted by the sun is fresh and 
gende. The Q from the sun is classified as Yang (Fire), while the Qi from [he moon 
�classified as Yin (Water). 

When you absorb rhe Essence of the moon you should pracrice around [he fif
teenth, or middle, of the month, when the moon is full and its Water Qi is full and 
abundant. 

If it is gloomy or raining on tht fim and fifomth, or btcauu of businm, 

thm choou tht stcond or tht third, tht sixtunth or uvmttmth. You can 
still contkmt tht Shtn and absorb {tht &unu). If it pasm thtu six d4ys, 
t'"n tht sun is wtaluning and tht moon is softming. it is in.sufficitnt and 
should not bt absorbtd. 

You can delay the uaining a day or (W() because of rain or business obligations, but 
if you have to wait longer than this you shouldn't train, because the energy is no longer 
beneficial. When you train, to absorb effectively you must concentrate your mind and 
condense your Shen. 

(Whm)11bsorbing tlusamS Eumu 111 tiN kginningoftiN moon (it., J,rw, 
month). sho•IJ IH 5 to 8 A.M. whm (tht •••) hilS j"'t risto. S.., 41 a high 
p/6t aod focr th< ••• �•ittl]. � ,.., nost brrathi•l •mfo� 
..bwrbintth< �gh(s Essm" thro•gh ioh.Un:. ••Iii it is a ,....U,fol Hoill 



1""' lm<llh .,.; <tJNinut JO'" Shm. 1hm ..,.U,w it ""l' fi•tly. lk d.t Yi 
ttJ rmrl it Joum *' th� cmm pllbJu (i.� .• LDwtr Dtln Tuzra). TJJU U Dttt 
tw4l1Dw. Liltt rhis for JnJm !W41lt.tws. kttp rllim for • whik, thm PJtDt.ot "' 

taltrr•rr of()oo111r) d4ily 4ffizin withow r/Uturlhtnrt. 

M�•�·r•••�*·�•�*·--••·�� 
�•·•�-a ·�&a8·���T·a�•�·� 
�t� ·�•-�,���•·*9X*·���rr· 
lHt�A · t:.lt.�4 · 

The b�t time to absorb the sun's E�nce is just when it has risen. At this time the 
sun is soft, fresh, and gecting scronger and suonger. If you wait until the sun is already 
high, then the Essence will be too Yang and it can harm you to absorb it. When you 
train, you should sit or stand quietly facing the sun. Regulate your mind and breath· 
ing. You should choose a high location because the air is fresher there. When you 
inhale it seems as i f  you arc taking in the sun's Essence and holding it in your mouth. 
Next, hold your breath and condense your spirit, swallow the Essence and lead it to 
the Lowa Dan lian. You should rc:pat the practice sevt:n times. Then stand quietly 
for a while, then go calmly about your daily business. 

(Whm) absorbing th� moon} Esstrl(� on thr fiftanth ofth� (lunar) month, 
also w� thr sam� mrthod. Should br at8l'.M. to l2l'.M. Pick up and swal
low srom tirnrs, this is th� natural bmrjit of thr hravtn and thr tanh. 
Only h� who has a p�rstvm"ng hrart is abk to tnjoy it. It is only thosr who 
haw confidnra (who) will b�abk to takr it. This is onr ofth� grtat train
ings among thr nuthods, mnnnbn- do not igwrt it and mist it. 

When you train to absorb the moon Essence, the method is the same as when you 
absorb the sun Essence, except the practice time is from a P.M. to midnight. At this 
time, the Water Qi from the moon is considered to be at its strongest. 

You can see that the training methods are quite simple. Whether the training is 
successfu1 or not depends on your will, patience, and perseverance. This document has 
given you a general idea of how to absorb natural energy. After you have practiced and 
experienced this for a while, you will realiu that you may absorb almost any Qi which 
is around you. For example, if you feel your body is too Yang, you can puc your arms 

around a tree and let it regulate your Qi and absorb the excess. You may usc the air Qi 
near a stream to clean your lungs and freshen your mind. Remember thac che key co 
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success is knowing how ro coordinate your Yi and breathing to lead the Qi deep into 
your body and to release the excess Qi out of your body to reach a balance of Yin and 
Yang. 

Next we will discuss the Absorb methods which can be used to nourish the groin 
and to help build up the Qi in the Huang ling. Only one of the sources discusses this 
technique. h says: 

Draw In/Ab.sorh U to nourish tht body (through) sitting and transporting 
(QI). 

Face the sun or moon or other Qi source, sitting on a chair (Figure 8-1 0) or on 
the Aoor (Figure 8-1 1), and place your hands on your Lower Dan Tian. Pull your toes 
slightly upward, which will stop the Qi from leaking out from the Bubbling Well 
(Yongquan. K-1, il *-) gates on the bonom of your feet. Then inhale and imagine that 
you are absorbing the Qi from the source through rhe Baihui, face, and the skin. 
While you are doing this, you should hold up your Huiyin and anus slighdy. 
Remember, whm you hold up your Huiyin aNI anus, do not ttnst thtm. Simply hold thtm 
up, using mort Y, than physical action. If you do nor carch rhe trick of how to hold your 
Huiyin and anus, the Qi will stagnate there. Furthermo�. the muscular tension there 



will also cause your nomach to tense, causing problems with your digestive system. 
The wor.st problem that a tense Huiyin and anus can cause is that the Qi will become 
stagnant and you won't be able to lead it to the Huang Ting smoothly. The Huiyin 
cavity is one of the gates which is called the "tricky gate .. (Xuan Guan, Til), becawe 
whether or not you work with it correctly determines whether or not your training is 
succes.di.al. 

When you inhale, use your Yi to lead the Qi to your Huang Ting; and when you 
exhale, lead the Qi in the Huang Ting to the groin and hold your breath for a couple 
of seconds. As you do this, imagine that the Qi is filling up the entire groin and ener
giting it. Naturally, the key to success is again the Huiyin and anus control. While you 
are doing thl!i, you should hold up your Huiyin and anus during both the inhale and 
the exhale. If you do not do this, the Qi will pass the Huiyin and enter the Governing 
Vessel, and you won't achieve the goal. 

Muru.aJ Transportation with a Partner. There are many ways of murually trans
porting Qi with a partner. We will only discuss t'I'IO of the common ways. The first 
one is used to nourish the groin, and the second one is to help each other to complete 
the Small Circulation. 

• Method l. Face each other, with your bodies touching as if you were hug
ging each other. Your minds should be calm and peaceful so that you can 
concentrate completely. Match your breathing so that when one inhales, 
the other exhales. After you have practiced for a while and are matching 
each other smoothly, you will fed that both of your Qi bodies have united 
into one. When this happens, you will feel that you are transparent and 
there is nothing separating you to interfere with the Qi circulation berween 
you. Now, when you exhale, use your Yi to lead the Qi from your body to 
the panner's body until it reaches the groin. Naturally, your partner should 
inhale and lead the Qi to his or her groin. After you have completed the 
process. then your panner exhales while you are inhaling, and you both 
lead the Qi to nourish your groin. Remember, the most important key to 
the training is that both of you should hold up your anus and Huiyin gen
tly throughout the practice. The training can last as long as you wish. 

This is only an example of the training that is possible. There are many other 
methods which can be used. As long as you know the theory, you should be 
able to find many other ways of transporting Qi ro nourish each other. 

• Method 2. This mutual transportation training is commonly used to help 
each other complete or enhance the Qi circulation in the Conception and 
Governing Vessels (Small Circulation). It is only for those who understand 
the methods of Small Circulation practice. If you are unfamiiW with it, 
please refer to the book Qigong fo' Hralth and Ma.ti41 Am. 
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Sic with crossed legs, with your backs touching. Before you stan to 
exchange the Qi. you should both first calm down your minds and regulate 
your breathing. The path which you would lik< to help each other with is 
from the tailbone (Changqiang, Gv-1, &lll ) to rhe rop patt of your back. 
You can uanspon the Qi in this section of the back c:icher when you are 
inhaling or exhaling; both ways arc acceptable, bur both of you mwr we 

the same method in order to help each other. 

Oose (Bi). Close means to dose or hold your breath and keep the Qi in the groin 
area. It is one of the more effective ways of stimulating the groin. 

Close tNans slowing down aging and mtoring th� functioning (of th, 
organs). 

W'hen you stimulate the groin, the production of Essence increases. This main
tains your sauaJ activicy and slows aging. The increased produccion of Essence 
increases the production of Qi and regenerates the intern-al organs. 

To practice Close, inhale deeply and lead the Qi ro rhe Huang Ting cavity. Then 
exhale and lead the Qi to the groin, and refrain from inhaling as long as you can. 
When you do this, it feels like you are inflating a balloon in the groin area. While 
training, continuously hold up your Huiyin and anus slightly. 

Exhale any rem-aining air you have been holding in five short breaths. This allows 
you to hold air in your groin even longer. If  saliva has accumulated in your mouth, 
swallow it and lead the Qi to the Lower Dan Tian. After your training, do not go to 
the toileL If you do, all of the Qi accumulated in the groin will be lC)jt. As a matter of 
fact, in all Qigong training, you should not go to the toilet for at least an hour after 
practice. 

8.5 lluiiiFYM Q AND COIMtmNG h INfO SHIH (LIAN Q HilA SHIN) IU. it.# 

This stage is the ten months of pregnancy for the Spirit Embryo. You are now 
refining the Qi you have converted and leading it upward to the Huang Ting and to 
the head. This process is called "lian Qi Sheng Hua" (If. I. II• ) , or "to train and sul>
limate the Qi." In the documents, there is a song abouc this stage of training. It says: 

Shtn and Qi mutually inkract and 'nt" th� dark and obscurt. Th� Magic 
gtlk !XW'n Guan) gold Jtamp o1u point through; fiv� QU mov� toward 
th�ir origins and com� to JUmJund it, tonqun th� hair and wa.Jh th' mar
ro� rtly on (thU) rtal claJJic. 



When you lead the Qi to the top co meet yow Original Spirit (Original Shen, ll.ft ), 
this Qi and Original Shen will interact with each other. According to Chinese Qigong, 
the Upper Dan Tian is the residence of the Shen. This residence is dark and closed 
(obscure). You must lead the abundant Qi ro this residence to interact with your Shen 
and o�n the gan:. When this happens it is called "Kai Qiao" ( Nl a ), which means 
uopcning the tricky gate." In order to lead the Qi upward, you must learn how to usc 
the golden stamp (the middle finger) co press the point which is called the "Magic 
Gate" (Xuan Guan or Huiyin, 1:11 · t"At ) . 

When the Qi is led to the Upper Dan Tian, the spirit can be raised. This raised 
spirit will be able to effectively govern and regulate the Qi circulation in the body. 
When you have done this, the Qi circulation for the five Yin organs (hean, liver, 
spleen, lung, and kidney) will n::turn back to their original Qi level. Once you have 
reached this stage, you will also be able to lead the Qi into the marrow to clean it and 
to the swfxc: of the skin to "conquer the hair." This means to stop aging, which is 
normally visible in the skin and hair. 

This stage: of training can again be divided into Wai Dan and Nci Dan. It docs not 
matter which mtthod is wed, the main purpose is to sublimate the Qi upward to the 
brain to nourish it and raise up the spirit. 

8.5.1 Wai Dan Qi Sublimation 

Hang (Zhui. 'I' ) 

The document says: 

Hang iJ to "fin� tb� Qi and tLJ Juhlimat� it. 

Hanging something from a rope is called Zhui ('I' )(to fall. to drop, to hang). Zhui 
(!:) is one of the: most important processn in Daoist Xi Sui Jing Qigong training. It 
is the hanging which enables you to lead the: Qi upward from the vessels in the legs 
and con�quently to increase the efficiency of the Jing-Qi conversion. This process has 
been used mostly by the Daoists. The Buddhists usually usc: the Yi and some minor 
body controls to do the converting. That is considered a Nei Dan conversion process 
and will be: discussed later. Generally speaking, the hanging training is a quicker and 
more effective way for people whose levd of meditation is still shallow. Convening 
with the Yi is difficult, and requires a lot of experience and a deep knowledge of med
itation. 
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Basically, to train this process you hang a weight from your genitals and swing it 
back and forth. As the: weight pulls down on your genitals, you must have the Yi 
(intention) of holding upward. This intention of lifting generates the Qi to c:atry out 
the lifting, and so the two forces of pulling down and pulling up are balanced. When 
you use your mind to coordinate: this exercise, you will lead the Qi up to the Huang 
Ting, and also through the: Thrusting Vessel to the brain. This process is called "Huan 
Jing Bu Nao" (ii�UI& )(Returning the: Semen and Nourishing the Brain). 

Before you start the hanging and swinging training, you must first train two things 
ro strengthen the groin. 

Preparation. 
• Hand Knife: Gong (Shou Dao Gong, +n,., ). This training has been dis� 

cussed in the first stage of training. Simply usc the edges of both hands to 
rub the root of the genitals. This strengthens the area which supports the 
weight. 

• Otagon Tendon Strengthening 
� ..-Gong (Longjin RenGong, IU\tn'll ' �� ----<" 

).Form a ring with your thumb and 

�\ 
index finger, and hold the top part '-...... 
of the genitals which is closest to !he 

, . \_ abdomen (Figure 8-12). Pull down 
,_ 

about 80 times, then switch hands 
and pull another 80 times. This also 
sacngthc:ns the area which holds the Fiprc 8-12. o�gon TcndonStrcnBChmiagGoD£ 
weight (longjin Rm. Gaa&) 

Materials Needed for Hanging. 

• A piece of silk or satin cloth measuring about four and a half feet by one 
foot. The edge of the cloth should be sewn 10 prevent fraying. The cloth is 
rolled inm a rope when used. Satin doth is used because it is soft and will 
not cause friction burns during the training. You will also find that with 
satin it is also easier to umie the knot than with other materials such as cot· 
ton. 

• Weighu. You can buy barbell weights in many sporting goods stores. They 
have a hole in them that you can slip the cloth through, and they are Rat, 
so they will easily pass between your legs. They are also marked with their 
weigh<, so you can know exactly how much you are lifting. 



T..U.inl Ptocedure. 
• R�ow your pana and undcrpams. You 

can either sit on the floor. or stand in front 
of a chair with the weights on it. Tie the 
satin rope around the top of the genitals 
close to the abdomen. 

• Pass the satin rope through the center hole 
eX the weight and tie the ends. Check that 
the length is short enough so that the 
wtigh.t will clear the floor when you stand 
up (Figure 8-13). 

• Stand up into Ma Bu ( .i�J-t )(horse stance) 
with your feet shoulder distana apart. 

o Swing the weight forward and backward 
until it becomes uncomfortable. Start with 
the lightest weight, and slowly incn:asc the 
number of swings and the: weight. 

Training Keys. 

• Oosc the mouth. 

Figure 8-0. Hanpn1 Tniclin& 

• The rip of the tongue touches the roof of the mouth. 

• Ocnch your tec:th. 

• Oa.sp your hands behind you. 

• Hold up your anus and withdraw your penis. 

• Breathe normally and unifonnly. 

o The body is upright. 

o Upper body stays relaxed. 

• The eyes stare straight ahead. 

• Keep your Yi on your Huang Ting or Lower Dan Tian. 

0 Hold up the Huiyin cavity (Magic Gate). 

Diet During Training. 
• Keep away from ice cold food and drink; they keep your Qi in your b.w:r 

digestive system and prevent it from moving upward. 

• Do not drink alcohol: it can affect your concentration, judgement, and sen· 
sitiviry. 
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• �p away from strong tastes such u sour, spicy, hot food, and coffee. 
These foods will usually generate a heavy Qi disturbance in your digesting 
system. This will also intetfere with your leading the Qi upward. 

limes to Train. 
Pan experience indicates that the best rime for hanging training is righ• after mid· 

night. This time is called "Huo Zi Shi" (�+*),or "a1ive midnight rime." This is 
because right after midnight the Qi is normally gathered in the groin, where it stimu
lates semen production. It is believed that if you train at this rime to lead the Qi 
upward from the vessels in the legs, you can increase the efficiency of the semen-Qi 
conversion. 1be Daoists call leading the Qi upward to the Huang Ting and the brain 
"Cai Yao" (It II ), or "picking up the elixir." When you know how to pick up this elixir 
at midnight, it is called "Dang Ling" ( 1'+ ) . This means "seasonable'" or "fashionable," 
and implies that it is the "right time." 
Of Special Importance. 

• No sex for one hundred days. When you start to train Xi Sui Jing, you 
should not have sex for the first 100 days. The reason is very simple. In the 
first 100 days you are building up the Qi in your Huang Ting to an abun
dant level. If you have sex before you have built up your Qi to a suitable 
level, you will lose what you have built up. Each time you ejaculate you Jose 
a great amount of semen and Qi. 

• Hold up your penis, anus, and Huiyin (Magic Gate) from the beginning to 
the end of your hanging training. This is the only way you can keep the ris· 
ing Qi from going up the Governing Vessel (Du Mai, 'Ill.) and entering 
the Fire path. When you hold up your penis, anus, and Huiyin the Qi wiU 
be Jed to the Water path and enter the Thrusting Vessel (Chong Mai, llta ), 
which connects to the Huang Ting and the brain. 

• After you finish your training, you should not use the toilet for at least one 
hour. Qi will continue to move upward for a while after you finish train
ing. If you go to the toilet, you will lead the Qi downward and it will pass 
our of your body. Ir is therefore a good idea to use the toilet before you start 
training. 

• The amount of weight you use is nor important. You do not need a heavy 
weight to sublimate the Qi upward successfully. You may find that swing· 
ing a lighter weight more times is more effective than swinging a greater 
weight a few times. 

• After hanging you should do the beating practice to complete the Qi circle. 
This leads the Qi into the marrow and to the surface of your body. This 
stimulation will ftll up your entire body with Qi. 



• When your penis is erect, do not hang. Many practitioners suggest that you 
should not hang when your penis is erttt lest you injure yourself. However, 
it dep<nds on how much weight you are hanging and how careful you are. 

• Do not hang when ill or recuperating. If you are sick. you should stop your 
training, and not resume until you ha� recovered completely. When you 
are sick your Qi is weakened or disturbed, and the hanging will bring more 

hazm to your body than benefit. 

• If your skin is injured by the hanging, stop hanging until it is healed. 

H•/JfW•. •J 
Theu are rwo sentences in the documents which talk about this key word: 

Hold i.r to ho/J up tht ltidniJI (hnr mtttning ttsticks) 10 tlu top. 

For tht Hold (Wo) tnzining, always ust &w Qi to rta(h tht top. and (train 
rmtil it) btcomts routint. 

Wo ( M.) means to hold with the hand. There are two ways of training Wo. In the 
first one you sit on the edge of a chair so that your genitals hang loose. Rub your hands 
together until they are warm. Breathe regularly and smoothly. Use one hand to hold 
the penis with the palm facing down. Then inhale while drawing your abdomen in, 
and at the same hold your penis tighter and righu:r. While you are inhaling, pull in 
your penis and hold up your Huiyin and anus. This is called "Withdrawing the Sword 
G<lng" (Shou )ian Gong, «•1.0) or "Withdrawing the Turtle Gong" (Shou Gui Gong. 
«&�).After inhaling as much as you can. exhale slowly. and at the same time grad
ually foosm your grip until it is completely loo�; at the same time release your anus. 
Repeat at least ten times, then repeat the rxercisc the same number of times with your 
other hand. 

The second way to Wo is to use both hands to hold the tl!sticles and penis, palms 
up. When you train, you should stand with your feet shoulder-width apart. Calm and 
center your mind, then sit down. Keep both knees bent, your heels on the floor, and 
lift up the front of your feet. Rub both hands until they arc warm. FinaJiy, use both 
hands to hold up the testicles and use the thumbs to press and rub them (Figure 8-
14). �en you arc doing this, you must hold up your Magic Gate cavity (Huiyin) in 
the: perineum, and hold in your penis and anus. Keep your mind calm, and breathe 
deeply and regularly. 

Now that you have some idea of the training, I would like to use an ancient poem 
to explain this key word: 
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Haruh hold th� p�arl wh��� lift up to Kun Lun (a fomow mount.tzin); 
dncmd, contltin, �tbJorh in, �tnd pnSI h�avily; Jing; Qi, ttnd Sh�n con· 
dmstd. Qj (U ablt to) rtach four tx�rrmititJ, tongw, tttth, n4il.s. (atUi) 
hair; man and htdwn uniud into on�. no tkdth. no ��&ing. Ont holds ont 
rubJ, kft llnd right chang� hllnds; nin� nin� th� numbrr (i.� . . 81 tim�J), 
th� rral }�ng (Qi) will not walk (llWilJ). IArg� DlloS trllining, (itr} 
achitv�mtnt involvtJ crtation and variation; sit, mtditlltt into tht rkpthJ, 
rrturn tht dgtd to childhood. 

When you practice the secret Hold technique, hold your testicles with both hands 
and lift them up as far as they will go. Kun Lun ( lt.\') is one of the highest mountains 
in China. Chinese people commonly used this mountain to express great height. Here 
it conveys the idea that you arc noc only holding your testicles high, but that you arc 
also raising your mind to the top of your head. When you train, it does not maner if 
you lift, descend, contain, or use the palm to pr� and rub; in any � your Jing. Qi, 
Shen will be condensed. 

Eventually your Qi will be able to 
reach the four extremities: tongue, teeth, 
nails, and hair, and your Qi will be able to 
combine with the energy in nature (heav· 
en), and you will not age. 

When you train, use one hand to hold 
up the testicles, and use the other to press 
and rub. After 81 times, change your 
hands and repeat the process. This proce· 
dure is also a method for converting 
semen to Qi, which will keep the Yang Qi 
you are generating from being lost. 

Once you achieve this large Dao you 
will be able to improve your life and 
health. When you train, your mind must 
be calm and meditating deeply, then you 
will be able to convert the semen (hor· 
mones) into Qi and reach the goal of 
returning to youth. 

Fiprc 8-14. Hold. Tniai.t 



l'oilrli"f (/)illn, .. ) 
The document contains a song believed ro �an oral secret which talks about this 

key word. It says: 

H11ntl lifo tht go/ikrJ st�mp to fnltJ'U (tht litu11rionJ. (pms) ont' point (on 
thr) Yrllow Riwr. thr watrr rtvmN in fow. (/f you 11-rr) 11bk to ust this 
m�hoJ to lJlrn around tht Wirtn (Kan) and Firr (Li). (your Qi will bt 
al* I D) rr4ch thr tDp of Kun Lun Mountain llnd abitk tkrr. 

The "golden stamp" means the middle finger. \Xiten you use this finger to point 
or press, it is like using a stamp such as the Chinese use for stamping their signatures. 
This technique is so valuable that it is called rhe "golden" stamp. The Yellow River is 
one of rhe largest rivers in China. Here it means the: Qi flow in the vessels. If you know 
how to usc finger pressure on one point, you will be able to reverse the Qi flow from 
the Fire path to the Water path. The Fire path is the Qi circulation in the Conception 
and Governing Vessels, and the Water path is from rhe Conception Vessel through the 
Thrusting Vessel to the brain. Kun Lun mountain is one of the highest mountilins in 
China. Here it refers to the brain. 

This secret oral poetry dearly points out that if you wish to control the Kan and 
U effectively, you must first learn how to usc one finger to change the Qi flow from 
the Fire path to the Water path. You apply pressure with one finger to the Huiyin cav
ity (M�ic Gate). This causes the gate to tense up slightly and thus seal the way to the 
Fire path. 

Pointing is used by the beginner who cannot easily use his Yi to control the Magic 
Gate. Once you are familiar with the feeling, you may use your Yi to gently hold up 
the area and achieve the same end. This is called 1i (II. )(Hold Up), which w.: will dis
cuss in the next section. 

You usually do not start Pointing training until after 20 days of hanging. By that 
rime you are beginning to understand how to lead the Qi from the vesseb in the legs 
upwud to rhe lower abdomen. You can now add this technique to prevent the Qi from 
flowing ro the back of your body and entering the Governing Vessel. 

When you train Pointing, you may stand, sit. or even lie down. Hold up your anus 
and place the tip of your tongue on the roof of your mouth. Then press the Huiyin 
lighdy with your middle finger, and at the same time inhale and use your mind to lead 
the Qi upward to the Huang Ting and then to the head. Train several rimes a day, and 
try ro become familiar with the inner feeling of this practice. 
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1.5.2 Nei Dan Qi Sublimalion: 
Although Nei Dan Qi sublimation training u5es a slight tensing of the body in 

some places. the coordination of the Vi and the breathing is the main key to succc..u. 
There is only one key technique which is known. 

Hold Up {Ti, It) 

li means ro raise or to pick up. The documen r says: 

Hold U'p m�ans th� point at th� Mllgic Gat� (Xruzn Guan). 

One of the Daoist classics states: 

Th� Magic Gau (Huiyin) is om point. (uh�r�J th� Original Qi uiNrt�s 
Jlbw. Chang� Yang Jing into shap�Ws pr�-birth rral Qi. R�zurn th� light 
shining em you m1rn tim�s, thtZt mrilm piclt up thr htrb. This 11lso m�4ns 
thr dUll! culriwuion of Xing (p�nontJlity) tJnd Ming (bod). lifo), this is th� 
achir'll�mrnt of th� Goldm Elixir and Largr Dao. 

"£1111-.l!i • it3Uhn · jtMtiJ.t,lo.JIJi'l!to"-•i. · •HI:. 
��-t�, >t�JH\ , ll'JPi1<r'l*-i-J'I-7<.;t.<t..!tl'<!!.. 

The Magic Gate refers to only one point, the Huiyin cavity. As explained before, 
the Huiyin cavity is the place where the three main Qi vessels, the Conception, 
Governing. and Thrusting Vessels, connect and communicate with each other. This 
spot is a gate which can regulate the Qi level in the three vessels. Semen (and sperm) 
is considered a Yang Essence which is able to generate life. Qi can be generated from 
this Essence. According to Chinese medicine, there are rwo places which store Original 
Essence and rhus can generate Original Qi or Pre-birth Qi. One is on the Kidneys 
(called the internal Kidneys, l'l It) and the other is the testicles (<ailed the external 
Kidneys, •HI ). 

In Chinese Qigong it is believed that when the excess Qi is led to your brain you 
will feel and sense an internal enlightenment like lightning in your brain. 
Scientifically, we can say that when the excess electricity is led to the brain to activate 
the brain cells, the energiz.ation is perceived as a kind of lightning or visual flash in the 
brain According to Chinese Qigong. you should practice until you fed the lightning 
in your brain seven times. When you have reached this stage. it is said that you have 
picked up the herb (golden elixir. frit), Your spirit can be raised to a higher lew:! to 
undersand yourself and nature (Xing, lt) mote clearly. This raised spirit is also able 
to govern the Qi circulation more effectively and therefore gain you physical health 
(Ming, +).This is what is referred to as .. dual cultivation" because you develop both 
your spirit and your physi<al body. 



Th.cse two documents mak(: it dear that the Magic Gat(: is  the main key to lead
ing th(: Qi upward and consequently increasing the semen Qi conversion. It is also 
believed <hot 1i in the Magic Gate is able to make the <hree Rowers Uing. Qi, and 
Shen, M ·I.· it) reach the top (San Hua Ju Ding. l.llt"- ) , and the Five Qis (heart, 
liver, spleen, lung. and kidney Qi) move toward their original lcveb (Wu Qi Chao 
Yuan, 11.M;t ). 

Theoretically, you may practice 1i any place and any time you want. Posture is not 
stricdy important. However, you should understand that your body mwt be very 
relaxed, especially the lower part of your body. Only when you are in a relaxed state 
may you use your Yi to lift the Magic Gate effectively. According to my personal expe
riena:, the best posture to fed and sense the Qi's sublimation Ls sitting on a couch 
leaning slightly backward. Have your feet on the Aoor, and pull the front of your �et 
up slightly (Figure 8-15). Oose your eyes and use your Yi to hold up the Huiyin and 
anw for the duration of the practice. Breathe deeply, and every time you inhale use 
your Yi to lead the Qi upward through the Thrusting Vessel, and at the same time con
centrate on your Upper Dan Tian (the third eye). This will lead the Qi to nourish your 
spirit. You may also lead the Qi upward to the Balhui (Gv-20, -. • ) and use <he Qi 
to nourish your brain. 

Some Qigong practitioners claim the best posture is the embryo posture (Figure 8-
16). According to this theory, when the embryo is formed and growing. its posture 
enablc:s it to hold the Qi inward to aid its growth. This may be related ro the tendency, 
when you fed cold, to pull your arms and legs inward to your body to conserve energy. 

You may very likdy find other postures which suit you better. When you are doing 
it right, you will have a sensational feeling in your ankles and the Huiyin area. You will 
fed like you are very light and your body is floating, and at the same time you will k:d 
the Qi growing in your head. W hen you lead <he Qi upward to the brain through <he 
Thrusting Vessel. it moves very rapidly because it is passing through the spine where 
there arc no muscles to tense and slow it down. This fcding you get when you circ..r 
late Qi through the Water path is quite different from what you experience when you 
circulate Qi through the Fire path. 

8.6 WASHING 1HE MARROW ANI CoNGUEIUNG IHI HAIR {XI SUI fll MAo) 
�·ilt"'-

Many laymen are interested in Xi Sui Jing training only until the second stage of 
Shen and brain nourishment. The chird and fourth stages of spiritual enlightenment 
and becoming a Buddha are usually trained only by monks who arc willing to sepa
rate themsdves from human society. Laymen who complete the second stagt can 

increase their health and longevity significantly. This requires chat they learn how to 
lead Qi to the marrow to revitaliu: it and to the skin to maintain its health and youth
fulness. The document says: 
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Marrow/Brain \Vashing Spiritual Gong (Fu), in tht btginning ust imtru
mtnts, (malu) tht Qi rtach tht four atrtmitits: tongut, tttth, nails. aNi 
hair. Stat with a paddle to proua tht bont marrow. 

You can stt from this that, in order to lead Qi to the marrow and m the surface 
of the skin, you must use the beating exercise. In fact, however, beating training is only 
the Wai Dan way to do chis. It is an easier and much mo� effective approach for the 
practitioner who has not reached a high level of Nci Dan training. 

If you have mastered Nci Dan Qigong. you may instead usc your Yi in coordina
tion with your b�athing to accomplish the same goal In chis section we will only 
discuss the beating exercise briefly, since we have already discussed it thoroughly in 
Pan Two. However, we will go inm bone b�athing more deeply, since it is the key 
method for Nei Dan marrow washing in the Xi Sui ]ing. 
L6.1 Wai Dan Manaw Washing: 

Beating Exercises. The theory of the training is very simple--the beating stimu
lat<s <h< muscles, which loads Qi <o <h< surfaco or <h< skin. This also incr<as<s <h< 
lateral movement of Qi, generating Qi circulation throughout the whole of each bone 
(Figuro 8-17). Tho ond or a bon< is i<S woakos< pan, bu< i< is also <h< ga« whoroby <h< 



Washing the Marrow cn:J Conquering lhe Hair 

Qi inc� marrow communicates with che tendons around 
the joints. Bearing increases rhe circulation of Qi, which 
cleans the marrow and leads Qi to the surface of the skin. 
Many practitioners also emphasize bearing on the joints. 
claiming [hat j[ increases [he Qi communication through 
the gates at [he ends of the bones. Naturally. you should 
be cardUI not to injure the joints. 

For more detailed information on bearing, please 
check Part Two. 

Biting Exercise. In the biting exercise, your training 
partner lightly bites the joints and the bones which are 
ncar the surface. This stimulates the Qi to a higher stage, 
and increases the Qi circulation in the marrow. Naturally, 
you may also find or design an implement to do the same 
job. When you stimulate the joints like this you normally Fir;un: 8-17. Botte Bmthinc 

have a cold but marvelous feeling deep in the bones. chfouch Bu.�inr; Scimulation 

Obvious places to do this ace the knees and ankles. 
According to the science of biodectcicity, stimulating the bones near the skin 

increases the bioelectric current there. and also increases the Qi circulation from the 
bones. The obvious places for this stimulation ace the shin and the hip bones. 

When you do this practice, be careful nor to injure the skin or muscles. Also, do 
not repeat this practice too often. It will make your body too Yin and also affect your 
nervous system. Once or twice a week should be enough to stimulate the Qi exchange 
in the marrow. 
&.6.2 Nei Dan MamJW/Irain Washing 

In rhe discussion ofKan and Li in Pan On e we mentioned that breathing l5 the strat
egy in Qigong training. During inhalation you may condense rhe Qi from the primary 
Qi Channds inward, and during exha1ation you may expand the Qi from the primacy 
Qi Channels ou[Wacd. to the surface of the skin. Through breathing you can adjwt the 
Kan and Li and make your body more Yin Of Yang. When you have reached this level, 
you fed like your entire Qi body is breathing when you breathe. The more you train, the 
better and more efficiently you are able to lead the Qi inward and outward. 

Jn the Nei Dan Marrow/Brain Washing. the Yi, breathing, and Huiyin are the keys 
to success. When you practice, you may sit on a couch with your fc:c:r resting gently 
on the floor, and the front of your fc:c:t lifted slightly. Concentrate your mind and reg
ulate your breathing. According to my personal experience, Daoist reverse breathing is 
more effective than Buddhist breathing. 

Once you have calmed down and regulated your breathing, you may stan the bone 
breathing practice. Usc your Yi to hold up the Huiyin and anus when you inhale. and 
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relax rh�m when you exhal�. R�m�mlx:r: th� Yi is mort' important thJZn th� acrual 
movmuntl oftht Huiyin JZnd tZnw. Although rh�y are held up lightly, they remain very 
relaxed. A. you inhale, draw Qi into the ends of the bones, and as you exhale, circu
late rhe Qi out the sides of the bones and out ro the surface of the skin. 

In the Nei Dan technique of l�ading Qi to the brain, the keys to the practice are 
exactly the same as in bon� breathing, except that you should hold up your Huiyin 
and anw all during the training. When you inhale, your Yi should be either on the top 
of your head (Baihui) or your Upper Dan Tian. When you exhale, relax your mind, 
and the Qi will circulate smoothly by itself. After a while, you will gradually begin to 
understand the practice, and you will start to feel the Qi sublimating to the head. 
Practice thiny minutes a day. In no rime, you will find that you can lead Qi to the 
brain more and more easily. 

8.7 lllnNN; SHIN AND llmJIINING If 10 No!HINGN!SS (lwl SHIN FAN Xu) 
"'""' 

This is the stage of three years of nursing. It is for those practitioners who wish to 
reach enlightenment or Buddhahood. In this stage you use the Qi to open the gate of 
the Sbcn residence, giving birth to the Shen baby. This spirit baby now needs three 
years c:i nourishment to grow stronger. You must regulate your mind and get rid of 
your human emotions and desires. Since all of these human emotions and desires end 
up as nothingn�ss and have no meaning aher you die, they are called "nothingness." 
Only when your mind is able to reach the stage of nothingness can the spirit baby 
grow stronger and gradually separate from your physical body. In Chinese religious 
society, this process is also called "Lian Shen Liao Xing" ( •.ft T -ti. ), or "train your spir� 
it and end human nature." 

The document contains a song which raJks about this training process. It says: 

Ewry morning tmnsport your Qi to Ni Wan, moistming th� swttt saliva 
on th� tip of your tongu�; watm.ng rhru fi�/Js and gmm:ting hundrtdf of 
vm�ls. tiJ �mbody and b�comr immorUt( com� ftom this. 

The lx:st rime for Xi Sui Jing brain nourishment training is from one to six o'clock 
in the momlng. Ni Wan is a Qigong term meaning the top of the head where the T1an 
Lng Gai ( ..... )(Heavenly Cover, or Baihui, li •) is. You have to learn how to gen
erate sweet saliva. When you are very calm and your breathing is uniform, your mouth 
will secrete a saliva which is sweeter than usual. not rhc Yang, slighdy bitter caste. This 



Relining Shen and RetumW!g It fD Nothingnua 

is a Kan t�chniqu� which will water your thrtt Dan Tians (the .. three fields .. ) and p� 
vent them from becoming too Yang. When the Qi in the Dan Tian is too Yang it c:an 
bum you out and make your body dncrioratc faster than normal. The moistu� or 
sali¥:1 which is generated from meditation is the key to bringing the Fire in the thrcc 
Dan lians down. When the three Dan Tians arc watered, Yin and Yang will be bal· 
anced. This Qi will be able to run through all of the Qi vessels in your body. 

The Qi channels or VC"sscls arc called Qi Mai ( a.• ) . In addition to the twelve pri· 
mary channels and eight vessels, there arc thousands of small Qi channels which 
connca deep into your bone marrow and also to the surface of the skin. Many of these 
channels arc scaled or narrowed, and the Qi circulation is stopped or stagnant. After 
you train Qigong, you will be able to reopen and regrow all of them. Once you can 
do this, your Qi will be able to reach everywhere in your body, including the extrem
ities such as the hair. teeth, tongue, and nails. This also enables you to change your 
body from weak into strong. 

If you ponder this poetry d«ply, you can sec that it was written by a Daoist who was 
seeking only a long life and a healthy body. There is no mention of becoming a Ruddha. 

The available documents have very linle information about this stage of the training. 
According to my personal undemanding of the different sources and also from my per
sonal pondering, I have come to the following conclusions about this stage of training. 

Theoretically, in this stage you would like to open the gate. In order to reach this 
goal. you must first build up an abundant supply of Qi to activate the brain and pass 
through the blockage on your Upper Dan Tian. Therefore, Qi mwt � built up con
tinuowly to a high level, and at the same time you must learn how to lead the Qi to 
the Upper Dan TWL W'h.en you focus all of this Qi into a tiny spot, the power is very 
strong. The smaller the spot in which you can focw it, the stronger the power will be. 
It is jwt like wing a lens ro focw the sun. One day you will find the Qi will be srrong 
enough to activate the bone cells and open rhe path to communicate with the outside 
world This is considered the birth of the baby. After the baby is born, you must keep 
nourishing it so that it grows stronger and stronger. 

From my personal understanding, it is almost impossible to we only Wai Dan to 
open the gate. Opening the gate must be done internally. However, there are some Wai 
Dan techniques which might help the internal concentration and focusing. Therefore, 
you should know that even though we discws Wai Dan and Nei Dan separately, both 
should be used together. 
1.7.1 Woi Dan Gate Opening PNctlco 

• Beating the heavenly drum to dear the mind a.nd increase the concentration. 
Bnting the heavenly drum will also open up the tiny Qi channels which 
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connect the brain to the outside of the head. There arc two common meth
ods of doing this practice. The first rcdtnique is simply using the fingenips 
to tap the entire head lightly (Figure 8-18). The second way is covering both 
tan with the palms and placing the index fingers on the middle fingers and 
snapping the index fingers down to hit the head (Figure 8-19). 

• Massaging or tapping the Upper Dan Tian. This makes it easier to concen
trate your ancntion, and strengthens the focus of power there. After you 
train for a while, you will find that you can focus your mind there much 
more easily. 

8.7.2 Nei Dan Gale Opening Practice 
In the previow section, we discussed how to lead Qi to the brain. We would now 

like to point out a few related keys to the training: 

• Shen Breathing. Shen breathing combines your spirit with your breathing. 
Once they combine, the Qi can be led more efficiently to the Shen to nour
ish it before and after the spirit baby is born. Only after the baby is born 
can it have its own spirit and become independent. 

• Shen focusing training. In this stage, you must nourish your spirit and 
make it grow. In addition, you must also learn ro focus the spirit into a tiny 
point ro make it strong until the "gate .. is opened. Naturally, mind regula
tion is a vital key to success. 

• Separate the spirit and the physical body training. Once the gate is opened, 
you lead the spirit away from your physical body. However, this baby spir
it cannot go too far from your physical body. 

The document has only rwo key words which might concern the third stage of 
training: 

Ham (Gang. IIi} 
The document says: 

In ttddition 10 thtst thirt�tn !try worJJ. thtrt U anothtr strrrt wonl Gang 
(Hard} throughout aU ofth. tNining. 

Hard here means mental strength. Ir is the key ro strengthening your will power. rais
ing th� spirit ro a higher leveL and focusing the spirit power to a tiny point. If you are able 
to be strong internally. you will be able to JUCh all of the goals you plan mon: elftctiydy. 



Cabn Oing, It) 

FiB;Wl: 8-19. Snapping the lndn. Ft�r• 
to Beat 1he Heavenly Onun 

Calm is the second key word which can be found in the document. Since it was 
nor discussed in the first two stages of training, I believe that it refers ro the calmness 
which must be reached in Nei Dan still meditation. It looks very simple, bur it is in 
fact very difficult. It is the calmness of the physical and mental bodies. In order to 
achieve it, you must regulate your body into a relaxed state, then you mwt regulate 
your breathing until it is smooth and calm. Then, you must learn to regulate your 
mind. Only if you have regulated these three have you grasped the key of calmness. 

8.8 CausHING 1HE NoTHINGNESS (FIN SUI Xu KoNG) """ l!' 

In the last stage of Xi Sui Jing training you must use your Yi to regulate your mind 
umil your mind can be free from all emotional bondage. In this stage, you do nor need 
your Yi to regulate your mind anymore. Remember the real regulating is no regukuing 
(Wu Tiao Er Tiao, ». JIJ"i11.111 ). If you srill need ro regulate what you should regulate, 
then it is not the real regulating. It is just like when you start to learn how to drive, 
your mind is on how to drive. After you have masrered the skill of driving, your mind 
will not have to be on driving. Only then is the emptiness of emotions and desires the 
real emptiness. Therefore, "Crushing the Nothingness" means there is no difference 
whether you are in emptiness or not in emptiness. This implies that emptiness does 
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not mean anything to you. We use the word "nothingness" here because lt even goes 
beyond the idea of "emptiness," which implies the lack of something. or that some
thing was once there. Only when you have cultivated your mind to this stage will your 
spirit be able to move far away from your body and ua"'l anywhere it likes. 

In order to reach this level, you should faa: the wall to meditate fUr nine years. 
When you fao: the wall, you see only wall; think only wall, the mind will gradually 
enter the domain of nothingness. This enables you to neutr.ttize your emotional 
thoughts. In this stage of uaining, the spirit baby will grow up until it can be inde
pendent. 

You can see that when you have reached this stage, it is all Nei Dan mind regula
tion training. When your mind is neutral, your spirit will be able to become pan of 
the natural Qi and spirit world. When this happens, your spirit will not die even when 
your physital body dies. In this case, you have beoome a Buddha and your spirit will 
leave the cycle of reincarnation. 

Thert is almost no information in the documents about how to train in this stage. 
However, I believe that when you have accomplished the third stage, you will know 
what to do fOr this stage, and how to do it. This is simply because, when you have 
reached the third stage, you will be able to see and fed more clearly than before, and 
know things you oould not know before. 

According to the limited information that is available, in order for your spirit to 
leave your body and travel around for a long time, you must learn hibernation breath
ing training. You need to be able to meditate very deeply, slow your heart beat down, 
and. reduct: your oxygen usage to the minimum. Only when your physical body has 
ro.ched this very Yin stage will your spirit be able to leave. Hibernation breathing also 
serves to maintain your physical body while your spirit is away. his said that, once you 
have reached this level, your spirit is able to leave your body for several months at a 
time. 

Referen .. • 
I. -�����*··�-M�-�· 

2. ���A�ft··-�*A&�•· 
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CHAPTIR 9 

Questions 

Beau� many of the Qigong pracrlccs havc b�n kept secret in the past, the thea� 
rlcs and methods have been passed down randomly. Only in rhc last twcnty years have 
most of thcsc sccrcts been revealed to thc general public. Finally, intc�stcd practi� 
tioncrs have the opponunity to lcarn thc sccrets of other styles. Even so, because of the 
long years of secrecy. many of the documcnts that are available to w rcmain incom
plete or unconfirmed. To compile all of these documents and finalize a systematic 
summary of theoretical explanations is vcry difficult. During the course of my study 
and research, many questions and answers have arisen. Some answers seem accurate 
but need further verification through modem technology. Some of the questions are 

beyond any test which can be done with modern scientific equipment. 
Some questions may be due to my limited undemanding of Qigong training, 

while 01hers arc generated from advances in modern science. I beli('Vc that during the 
course of my continuing research over the rest of my life, many of these questions will 
be answered. I also hope that I will obtain some of the answers from other cxpericnccd 
Qigong mastcrs. Many of the questions need to be investigated through expcrimcnta
tion involving modcrn equipment. Some of the questions may remain mysteri�. since 
I firmly bdi('Ve that nobody is able to reach the level of Qigong practice anaincd by 
earlier masters. 

The following are some of the questions I have had which relate to the Yi }in Jing 
and Xi Sui Jing. There arc many other questions concerning the general Qigong prac
tices which have already been lined in my book: Tht Root ofChintu Qigong. We will 
not repeat these questions here. I ho� that you will keep these questions or any ques
tion you might have in your mind during the course of your study, so that one day 
you will come to reali-ze that you know much more than anybody else. 

AboutE.nmct 

1. Cw the stimulation of semen production be done in a modern way? For 
example, through minor electrical stimulation? Will this cause problems, 
since the person stimulated docs not need to have regulated his mind? 
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2. Can the S£imulation of semen produc.tion through modem technotogy 
achieve the same purpose of longevity? Can this be done to an old man 
without causing problems. for example, causing a hean acr.tck? 

3. Is there any way of increasing the dficiency of Essence-Qi con�rsion 
through modem technology? Such as using an electric or magnetic field 
ro lead the Qi in the vessels upward to the Huang Ting and the brain? 

4. Can artificial hormones benefir the body like the Essence generated 
inside of the body? Are there any side effects? 

S. What exacdy is the biochemical reaaion which occurs in the Essen�Qi 
conversion? If we know this process clearly, we may be able to figure our 
a way to increase the efficiency with modem technology. 

6. Can v.-oe use modern technology to transpon Essence from one person to 
another, like a blood transfusion? 

7. How can we improve rhe quality and quantity of Essence? 

AbourQi 

1. Is there any modem way we can use to more rapidly stimulate and raise 
fasciae for Qi storage? Will this cause problems, since we may not be able 
to generate enough Q i to keep them active and full? 

2. Is there any modem way which can help to build up the Qi internally? 
Will this cause any problems? 

3. Since Qi and the brain are closely related, can we adjust the Qi nourish
ment of the brain and cure memal illness? 

About Spirit (Shm} 

1. How do we define spirit? Is it a form of energy? How can a spirit have its 
own thoughts? 

2. Is it true that there � another dimension or world which is not known to 
science, yet can be reached by the spirit or soul? There are many stories 
of people dying and then coming back. They often say that they were 
outside of their physical bodies, and could see them. The Chinese believe 
that the world we are living in now is the "Yang World" (Yang)ian, IIIII ), 
and when a person dies, his spirit will enter the "Yin Worldu (Yin Jian, 
ltllll ) . According to Yin-Yang theory, Yang must be balanced by Yin. Can 

this Yin world only be reached by energy or spirit? 



3. Can we use modem technology to incrnse the flow of biodectricicy to 
the brain to activate more brain cclls? Ale there any side effects? 
Nowadays, many bodybuilders usc electricity to spc<d up the growth of 
their muscles to develop a super·looking body in a short time. Later they 
discover that because the inner body cannot produce enough btodectric· 
ity to support the muscles. the muscles degenerate faster chan normal. 
Will we encounter the sm1.e problem if we activate the brain a:Us the 
same way? 

4. Can we open the gate on the Upper Dan Tian through external dtctrical 
stimulation? What will happen if we open the gate quickly, if we do not 
have enough Qi internally to support this wandering spirit? Will we go 
craz.y? 

5. When we reac:h a higher level of spiritual enlightenment, can we then 
communicate with aJiens from outer space? If rhey are a thousand years 
ahead of us in science, they should have reached a high spiritual kvel and 
we should be able to contact them somehow. 

6. Is the: spiritual dimension a new dimension to human beings in which we: 
can travc:l much faster than the speed of light? Is chat how UFOs travc:l 
to the: earth? 

7. How important a role: will the human spirit play in human history when 
science: leaves its present stage: of infancy and enters the: stage: of its youth? 

8. What is the: scientific c:xplan:uion for the: halo around the head, or the 
glow around the body, of a meditator? Though I try to explain these phe
nomena as air de-ionization generated by the body's electrical charge, an 

experiment needs to be conducted to determine whether this is true. 

9. How do clouds and fog affm spiritual training? We know chat low 
clouds are able to generate an electric field which affects the human ener
gy field. Docs fog do chis as wcU� When you are in fog. do the dwges 
surround you uniformly? Can this affect your spiritual cultivation? 

IO. How is spirit generated in a newly born baby? Where does spirit origi� 
narc:? Does ic start when the baby begins to think? Does ic exist only in 
humans? 

II. What are the differences becween the spirit wd the soul? Since there is 
no exacc uanslarion from Chinese into English, I would like the: c:xacr 
difference and definition of rhese words. 

12. How do we generate a "spiricual baby" in Qigong training? In the Qigong 
tradition, in order ro «ach the final goal of c:nlighrenment you must train 



yourself until you have given birth to a spiritual baby. Only when this 
baby has grown to be independent will your spirit not die, but live for
ever. k this true? Scientifically, how can this happen? Can we use modern 
science to explain this, or is it still beyond what today's science can grasp? 
If we believe that a highly cultivated mind is able to speed up the process 
of evolution, then this mind may be able to reach many other things 
which are still beyond human understanding. 

13. Does a spirit make its own decisions or is it affected by natural Chi? Can 
a spirit think? How can it help a person who is alive? Through brainwave 
communication? Or is a spirit only some human energy residue roaming 
around in the energy world and being affected by surrounding energy 
forces? 

14. Can a highly concentrated mind make an object move without touching 
it? What is the principle behind this phenomenon? If this is true, then 
how can brainwave energy become so strong that it can do this? Are mir
acles done with brainwaves or through the spiritual dimension? 

15. Can the spirit really leave a living body and travel, or is it only rhat the 
brainwaves sense something and match its frequency so that you can be 
aware of it? Also, we have heard that when sommne is hypnotized, he is 
able ro serue many things which are beyond his capability while he is in 
a normal state of consciousness. Is this similar to what happens when a 
person seems to leave his body during meditation? 

16. Can one person affect another person's thinking through brainwave cor
respondence? 

17. Can modem technology create an electromagnetic wave whose wave
length is close to or equivalent to the human brainwave? Our technology 
scans to have a1ready progressed that far. If this is so, will a brainwave 
machine be able to generate a wave which will alter thinking and judge
ment? This would truly be "brainwashing.'' Can we create a machine to 
generate brainwave "white noise" to act as a shield against such a weapon? 
Will the wars of the future be wars of brainwave machines? 

18. If it is possible to make a brainwave machine, can we determine what fre· 
quencies are associated with crime and then somehow block those 
frequencies? Is it possible to really brainwash criminals? Of course, if such 
a machine fell into the hands of criminals, they would have a powerfUl 
tool for evil. Can we accept the moral responsibility for changing an indi
vidual's brainwaves? 



19. Can a good Qigong meditator avoid being controlled and affected by a 
brainwave machine? Personally, I believe that a Qigong practitioner who 
has reached the stage of regulating his mind effectively would be able to 
aYOid the effeccs of a brainwave machine. However, how long would he 
be able to do this? 

20. What is rhe width of the brainwave band? What existing materials can 

shield them out? Metal is usually a good insulator against radiowaves. but 
can ir also keep out brainwaves? If nor, is there any material which can 

be used to shield against brainwaves? 

21. What is the relationship between spirit (Shen) and brainwaves? I person� 
ally believe that when your Shen is high, your brainwaves will be stronger 
and, probably, more focused and sensitive in different wavelengths. Is this 
true? 

22. Since our spirit is  so closely related ro Qi or rhe energy field, how much 
has our spirit been affected by energy pollution such a.s radio waves� 

23. The Su Wen ( ••1) states that our lives run in cycles of seven yean for 
women and eight years for men. When the book was wrinen, boys 
reached puberty around the age of sixteen, and girls around founeen. 
Now that puberty comes two to four years earlier; are the cycles changed? 
Do the cycles have objecrive reality, or were they more philasophicaJ 
ideas? 
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Conclusion 

In conclusion, I would first like co remind you that this book is connructed of 
pieces of a puzzle. Although it has given you a general picture of the training, many 
unclear details and mysteries still remain. Therefore, when you srudy this book, you 
mwt use a neutral mind ro judge the training theory and methods. You should always 
ask "Docs it make sense?" and "Could it happen that way?" You have grasped the: real 

meaning of the training only when you are able to ftfl that it is right. Only lhen are 

you qualified to start the training. 
It has been my wish that this book open a general discussion ofQigong, and hope· 

fully stimulate scientists to get involved in this study. This would rna� it possible to 
finally start wing bolh the ancient practices and modern technologies to help 
mankind reach rhe goal of health and longevity. I deeply hope that this study will also 
help to improve the quality of people's lives. This can only be achieved through spiri
tual cuhivation. 

Finally, I would like co remind you that it is not possible for me alone to explain 
the entire Yi )in Jing and X.i Sui )ing in a single book. These two arcs � considered 
che highest levels of Chinese Qigong. You should also remember that chis book is not 
an authority. It is only one of the reference books available for you ro ponder. which I 

hope will guide you to the right path for spiritual training. 



Appendixes 



APPENDIX A 

Herbal Prescriptions for Yi 
Jin Jing and Xi Sui Jing 
Training 

Traditionally, Chinese herbs can be divided into two main categories. One is for 
external usc and the other is for internal use. The general purposes of the octcrnal 
herbs are to help the Qi circulation, reduce swelling, dissolve bruises, assist rt healing, 
and adjust Yin and Yang in the treated area. 

Most of the external herbs cannot be taken internally. There arc four different ways 
to apply .:xrcrnal herbs. The first way ls to place the herbs in a bottle with akohol and 
kt them sir for a long time. Later the liquid is used to rub and massage injured areas. 
The second way is to cook the herbs with either water or wine and then use the liq
uid to wash or rub the areas. The third way is to grind the herbs into powder, which 
is mixed with alcohol and applied to the injured area. The last way is to make an oint
ment out of the: herbs. 

Herbs that are taken internally arc generally used to adjust the Yin and Yang of the 
body, remove internal bruises, and sp�d healing. 

There are three common ways to take herbs internally. The first way is ro cook the 
herbs with water or wine and drink the juice. The second way is ro grind the herbs 
into powder and then mix them with honey to make pills. A number of the pills arc 
taken with water or wine. The third w.iY is to grind the herbs into powder. The cor
rect dosage is then taken wirh water or wine. 

Many herbaJ prescriptions arc listed in the Yi )in Jing and )(j Sui Jing documents. 
Genc:ra1ly, these prescriptions can be divided into four groups according to their pur
pose. I. For the massage period of the Yi Jin Jing training (the first 200 days) to 
increase the Qi level internally; 2. For Yi Jin Jing training from the 200th diy to the 
300th day; 3. For the Yi Jin Jing training after 300 days; 4. For Xi Sui Jing groin wash
ing. We will list and briefly discuss these prescriptions according to these four groups. 
In order to avoid confusion, the herbs will be listed in Chinese. Simply make a copy 
and show it to a Chinese pharmacist, and he will prepare it for you. 



AppendiJC A:. Herhol Prescriptions lOr Vi Jin Ji� and Xi Sui Jing Training 

A word of caution. These prescriptions can be very potent. Except when: speci6� 

cally noted, do not tll/t� two diffirrnt prrscriptioru at tlu sam� tim�. For example, if the 

two sources both have an internal prescription for a certain stage of training. only take 

one. However, after a month or so you can switch to the other one. Of course, you can 
take an imemal and external prescription at the same time. Furthermore, there are 
many imponant points that you should consider: 1. Are the herbs you have obtained 
from the Chinese pharmacist fresh? Many herbs cannot be obtained outside of Asia. 
and eMir chemical ingredients can change over time. Therefore be careful; 2. Some of 
the ingredients arc considered to be poisonous in western medicine. It is common that 
a poisonous herb is taken aJong with another ingredient that has presumably neutral� 
izcd rhe poison. BE CAREFUL; 3. Nor all of rhe.e prescriptions have been us«! and 
experienced in the last several hundred years. Errors may have occurred during 'he pas� 
sage through generations. The intention of listing these herbs here is m preserve the 
secrets of these prescriptions for further study, not to encourage the usc of these herbs. 



Appendt. A: Hwbol Prescriptions for Vi M Jing and Xi Sui Jing Training 

...... liONS - Yl JIN JINO MAsu. (Filsr 200 DATS) 
Thert are rwo main sources for the prescriptions used in rhis period. 

S...lll 
TEN llloCADE Plu 
ISI<o JON WAN) 

HU.�(I'IIIll 
�-¥<••�·����·���) .• �,��-

=�ilit���r���tl�:�t�:�:a 
· ��l ·it� <•t. · �'"��·"'- · �za · ._!!. · �� 
) ··�(>j;.�·�-��2.�·��·��) ·�6 
•<���·z�t·��·n•·�*·��l ·• 
«<••�za ·•R·•�•·•�·��l ·�• 
(��2.�·��·��) ··�,��·��·2.� 
•'l'.l*•"'J4.·��). 

AA•*·�·��·�t-A·��·T· 

Almost every ingredient in this prescription must be prepared in a special way. You 
can either do the preparation yourself, or else ask the pharmacist to do it for you. For 
the first l 00 days, take one pill with either water or wine before each massage session. 
This prescription has a main pan and several secondary parts. The main prescription 
is above. 

The following extra ingredients should be added to the pill when the area indicat
ed is being massaged: 

Whtn training th' front ofth. body: 

��-��A·�f'<l�:�-.&���·�·�·z�· 

Whm training th� back of tht body: 

�����A·�=�-����·��·�·K��· 
-'�'••z�· 

This is ustd mainly during Nti Zhwzng (""'") tttlining to hannonizt and roncm
tmtt tht Qj: 



Appendix A: Herbal Prescriptions far Vi Jin Jing ond Xi Sui Jing Training 

If your body is roo Yang or too Yin you should take one of the following pre· 
scriptions before you tak� the Ten Brocade Pill. For the first 40 days of massage 
training. take one pill in the morning and one in th� evening before you take a Ten 
Brocade Pill. 

lfyou arr tkftcimt in l'izng: 

��•·���±��+•·••����+a ·�� 
��+i$�. A.'t>/J. 

FIVE GROWING l'lu. 
(Wu SttHG WAN) 

�±�� 

•��-•�- a��-a�(�) -��·���* 
•a9��·�·��· SM��·�·�-���+ 

-a · 1!\il�!i+l$� · 

If you are tkficimt in Yin: 

��•·�!i����+•·••*���+a ·�� 
��+!-�. A.'#;>/J. 

FIVE ACHIEVtG 1'111 
(Wu CHENG WN<) 

���� 

N•·•�-m�·�•�- a�·a�•�••·� 
��*· J!lit.j'�� • l�il· Bll�ll• 

However, if you are having nocturnal emissions you should take a Ten 
Completeness Pill for the first 40 days each time before training. During this period, 
train holding up your Huiyin and anus and concentrating your mind on your Upper 
Dan llan. When the emissions cease after 40 days you may start taking rhe Ten 
Brocade Pills. There arc five different prescriptions call�d T�n Completeness Pill. 
Depending on the individual, one may be more eff�ctiv� than the others. Remember: 
only take one of these prescriptions at a rime. 



TEN COMP!ET!NESS l'l.l--.411 
(SHi QuAN W.w-11 

+�!t.:t--

*,G"' <!<.Ill) · ,..,. ·llf'- "* < tfll..t.l -a�>. 
,G 'Jl'l- (l'?) 't:ll'l-' """*' (.i.+ll) '•tt ( 
tlt.i.ll) 'fill) (l:l'- ... ) '  
·�*·�•t��J+ ... ·��-��·Ab�···· 
*�•·�!t.·�'l-l<.·••.i.ll·2�t•�r·+ 
��T·Y�-·��T· -e1Jil•-Jil1�·:;fA 
l(,lf.• 

TEN COMPL.ffi:NESS Pki-12 
(SHi GuAN WAN-2) 

+:i:-!t.:t--=-

a�¥(11!**'+"') ·*�<!t.�!t.6+..,l ·�� 
( A.ft.l#,+.., l · Jlt'*- · f 11. · :t:11l · e 11111. · '' 
ll:lirr · "'1����� • 

TEN COMPlETENESS Ptu.-.3 
(S>t OuAN WAN-31 

+:i:-!t.:>!"-1 

�1it����t��:���·�+ ... ·�i.O,!t. 

TEN COMPLETENfSS Ph.t_..4 

IS .. GuAN WAN-41 

+1:-R..1i-1!51 

TEN (OMPLETENfSS PlLL_.5 

(SHI 0uAN WAN-5) 

+ci-lt.:>I"-;Ji. 
ltrti<l <.J.·<>l · a11.� (f�l •� ·"*·fit.· 
ltlll11l·ar�*r• 
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SourceH: 
The following prescriptions can also be wed to srrcngrhen the Nei Zhuang dur

ing massage training. 

fntmuzl Ust: 
�RNAL STJI:ENGlH PRESCR1PJ1Cll".. 

(NEilHuAJ-oo YAO) 
J'!IIJ,. 

��•<••*l - �-�,·�) - ��-,��� 
�)) . �.., .. (�A") . .. .... . , ... , ·461 (Jl 
it) • rAJc-3-+ ... • A.t-• �;f.. (.H)) • �'flf (il 
" ) • Jl[ 'I . rAJc-3-.=..., • 

a_t_#�+A• ·••�• ·�t•�·•..,�·•� 
-� • ili�i!T • 

Take one pili with water or wine right before the massage for the first 200 days of 

training. 

Ext=zal UJ<: 
INTERNAL STREI'GTH WASHNG PRESCRIPTION 

(NEI btu...:; T....:; XI FANG) 
1'!:11\t;:t� 

rr>li�'* · •ru:\t� · li.�JtM.tUt!!t ·>lin '"a-t· 
if.lttt� ''!'it�� •- B - ;�Ji.;.B -;� • a.ot..t,'t • 

s�a-�><. 

�·· Mh!!.'t�··•••t·A$·�·-�\t�· 
M•iaUU• • �,ftt!H ! 

Cook the herbs with rhe same amounc of salt in an appropriate quantity of water, 
and �e the warm liquid to wash the area being trained. T his will harmoniu the blood 
and Qi and increase the circulation. 



Appendix A: Herbal Pnuc:riptions fw Yi Jin Jing and Xi Sui Jing Training 

l'lnallt'nONS POl Yl JIN .liNG MassACII (Ami 200 Dml 
Ailor two hundred days of massage, dapping, pounding. beating, and Striking, the 

Qi is getting full in the body. The following prescriptions an: recommended for when 
you are training the arms. 

!..-fUse: 
SDEWAY OP£NiNG NTE�t PRESCRPllCN 

(HENG KAI Fu FANG) 
llillt'llll� 

�-�••�·�h•���•·�m��·��a� 
=l'if�·· 

il.Mt(-"'l ·ltli(��l ·aiV<�..,l ·it 
.-;'lj C+illl · -t-t <-..,l · '** (.:.lol · i:''fllf 
(- ... ) •Jill!(- ... ) •l:.tll(-'l>!<ltl ·itt( 
.... �.). 

�L+�·���*�·�Ailt�I:.�·��·T�' 
��·�·t-�· a�.=.�·�·>I<T•tt•.:.Mt 

Tak� two pills a day with water. Train cwic� a day, 90 minutes �ach time. 

Exurnal Use: 
SIDEWAY 0PENNG EXltltN.A.l WASHING PRESCRIPTIONS 

IH<NG KAJ � fANG) 
itl�i:l.� 

._ ... .¥ • �1\ .¥ • !1-Pir¥- • IJoA.It • ·'·� • III.U·-"' · 

.II.Aa�"' ·"-*·-a:�"''"· 

Place the herbs in a doth b:ag and boil in water. Usc the water to wash lwic:c a day 
the areas being trained. 



Appendix A Herbal Pmcriptions For Yi Jin Jing and )Ci Sui Jing Training 

lllllsauPnoNs 1'011 Y1 JIN JING MAsSAOI (Ama 300 Dars): 
After three hundred days of massage, slapping, pounding, be2Cing, and striking, 

the Qi is full in the body and you have started the Grand Circulation trainin� The 
following prescriptions are recommended for this period. 

/ntnnJJ!Usc 
ARISt-!G INTERNAL PRESCRIPTIONS 

(I'NG Q fu FANG) 
f-A!,·� 

11'-"-aB�At. • .!ll.!l:*-f'A!,�:/l • �!ll,)t�· 

i!>tllif" ( -"' )  · lllc'J' (;..r,) • tlrA (-.r,) • 

iit'i'(-.r,) • ;\ 'f � ( -.S,) oj,:f.(-.r,) • lL'I' 
(-... ) • i:Ui(-.r,) • 41!>1: (All) • �i'H

'11) • -""'ll (;.+t!!Jtll) • 

��M�·��� ���A·��+�·e·��· 
�-fl· a�;.�·-T·e•;.••· 

Take two pills a day with water. Train twice a day, 90 minutes each time. 

External Use: 
ARISING W�......:; PRESCRIPTIONS 

(PN Q XI FANG) 
-'1'-A!,ilt� 

�·· ··��·····�ft�····��--� 
-�- .... 

Place the herbs in a cloth bag and boil in water. Usc the water to wash the body 
rnricc a day. 



..,_..._��aX. Su JN; GIOIN r.- (Ana Or.- Yw 01 'YI JN JN&) 
After one yetr of Yi ]in Jing training. you should also start'thc Xi Sui Jing min· 

ing. There are several prescriptions recommended for this period. Again, there are rwo 

sources which lin prescriptions. 

Soource tl: 

/ot<rn4/Ut<: 
ADvANCING 0oWN'NAIO INTERNAL PRESCRIPTION 

IXo. JiN Fu F"""l 
T�lll� 

al<. .. C-"'l ·le.-1-C-"'l ·•.�.llC-"'l ·Jl 
1'<-1-(-..,) · l!.IH(-"') ·"li(-illl) ·'ll:lt 
Ill.(- ... ) · Alllth (AQ) • JI.JI. (-fl) · h� (
OI·>t-flt) • 

��·*·�+#·a���·t-Q· alll��-� 
�!!t• 

Takr cwo pills a day with water. 

AoVANONG DowNWARD WASHING PRESCRIPTION 
IXIA .hN X. F"""l 

T;t'*-� 

$�·6�A ·a«�·�··Nih·�M·•�·l 
01-1- • '11:1�1t ·If-'ll· "-*· 1'11· "tti!! • klf-!t · It 
�--·�·-.t•·NA·�&-1-·M�ffi· �• ·• 
•·•l· �---���-��•·tnMa· 

a�6ZQ·t>t-·Aft · �&··��· 

Place the herbs in a doth bag and boil in water. Use the liquid to wash the groin. 
Every prescription can be used abouc six times. 



Appendix A: Herbal Prescriptions for Vi Jin Jing and Xi Sui ..ling Traint"-ng;;;---------""'1 

Source 12: 

Exm-naiU«: 
lowER PoRTION HfU WASHNC PRESCrtiPIIC!'\1 

(X1• Bu Y•o XI FANG) 
r«'ll>t.� 

tr��iiJ�tl���k���:�!!·�� 
����£·��f·�t-��·����·��� 
� . a ;lt.:- - z.,J: • 

Cook rhe herbs in warer, and wash rhe area being crained rwo or rhree rimes a day. 



OHa PIEsciiPnoNs 
� are four additional prescriptions found in the documents. They are nor 

dearly classified into any of the four categories. We list them here for your ,.�Umce. 

S'Tli:IKE TIGER STttfNGlH ORIGIN EwaR-1 
ID• Hu bw.NG YuAN DAN-1) 

tr!t:l>.>t.�--

A.f. (-... ) • 411 (-tt) · lf-17 (!!9..,) · I!H ( 
� ... )'7!�(,...,) · i! .t ( A ... ) ·Hl(!!9 ... ) • 

.j;.� ( ,. .., )  • elHJ (,...,) •IU.-f (!!9 ... ) · r1J 
�¥ < .,..,) · �� < ,...,) · >U < ,...,) · s it� 
( ..... ) '** (.=. ... ) • .jl.lt ( ..... ). f.-}(01 ... 
) '·�� ( .,.., ) . A..,.( ..... ) ' 

#41d .. ltf ... it . ••-ll. 

This prescription can be used to strengthen rhc internal Qi and buiJd up Nci 
Zhuang. Take one pill in the morning and one in the evening �ore uaining. 

STRIKE TIGER STR&«;TH ORIGIN EUXIR-2 
IDA Hu ZHUANG YuAN Dm-2) 

trllt:!i.>t.lt-.=. 

111.�)-�lf($--..,) ·aiHf(,...,) · '*>t < "'"' 
) ·1t�(�l;l,) ·A..f.(.A.!l) ·>'Jlt(.A.!l) ·J>I 
a>lt(-..,) · -k l ( ,.l;l. · il.>�< ;e-<·>t · lll! - !l )  
·A�-f(-1;1,) ·��(.=.!l) · ·� (tW ) • l 

ho;,tcf-=.1;1, • .Htho-1;1. • t<r.;.l<lt-1;1. • t<t,;.>'J 
;t-Q·�<tho+•-1;1,·-<tho��-ll·�·=l 
ho.A.Q•'!-ho- .... 

This prescription is for the same purpose as the previous one. The method of 
preparation and the dosage is the same. Remember, do not taltr two diffimu pmcrip
tions at tht samt timt! You may overdose and have a severe rcaction!Wheru!vcr you are 
raing one prescription, do not take another one during the training period, extXpt as 

indica red above. However, you may change from one to another after a period of rime 
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GREAT PowER Flu 
(DA�W.<N) 

:I< hit. 

.J;.;JIIf.(jjo-1'/f) · �'f .. (;a� ..... ) ·4'-!l(;a� 
"' "' )  • l'J>Ie <,...,l · .tUJ <,...,) ·ltlli c .. ... l 
';.tif'!i (·"'�"'"') '._Jttl (IS ... ) • �f' ("' 

... ) -��(·�·f') -�-�-�If· 

#�-*·�t�lt.·•�o.-•· ;ar· 

This prescription can be used for strengthening the power of the limbs. I believe 
that ic is used for the second and third years of Grand Circulation training. 

WASH H""'l fAJR'I PRES01'110N (EI<lBINAL USE) 
(XI SHoo XI.<N FANG) 

��.-f-f,i.:li 

IH, · .... · -'>.l· tU. (�;. ... ) • .fl·liffl· r., 
�-�•·�f'�·lf.4·af'·��·�f'a·�r.. 
· �T(�- ... ) ·-t•(,...,) · J,lt'l ( - �.=. ... ) 

"Fairy prescription" implies chat this prescription is passed down from an immor
ral. lr can be used externally right after rubbing and massage training to increase the 
Qi and blood circulation. When you prepare this prescription, use five cups of vine
gu and five of water, and cook until only seven cups remain. Wash the area every day. 
Each prescription can be used only thr<e times. 



APPENDIX I 

Glossary of Chinese Tenns 

AnMo .... 

Lirc:rally: press rub. Together they man massage. 

Ba !Juan Jin ,qi'* 

Eight Pieces of Brocade. A Wai Dan Qigong practice which is said to have 
been created by Marshal Yue Fci during the Song dynasty. 

Ba Tuo ""' 

An Indian priest, called Mi Le Fo (Happy Buddha) hy the Chinese, who 
was the first Indian priest to come to China to preach. 

llagua (Bai<ua) A If 

Lit=lly: Eight Divinations. Also called the Eight Trigrams. In Chinese phi· 
losophy, the eight basic: variations; shown in the Yi jing as groups of single 
and broken lines. 

Baguulw>g (Ba l<u1 Zhang) "<t � 

Eight Trigrams Palm. One of the imernal martial styles, bc:licvc:d co have 
been created by Dong, Hai�Chuan between 1866 and 1880 A.D. 

Ba 1<u1 (Bagua) ''* 

literally: Eight Divinations. Also called the EightTrigrams. In Chinese phi� 
losophy, the eight basic variations; shown in the Vi Jing as groups of single 
and broken lines. 

Ba l<u1 Cllang (Bagwzhang) "<t� 

£jght Trigrams Palm. One of the inremal martial styles, bdieved. m have 
been created by Dong. Hai·Chuan between 1866 and 1880 A.D. 

Bai Ri Zhuji ... II& 
One Hundred Days to Build the Foundation. In Vi Jin Jing and Xi Sui 
Jing, the training of the first hundred days is the most important because 
you lay the founClation for further progress. 

BiGang M.!L 
Close the anus. 



Appendix 8: Glossary of Chinese Terms 

Chan (Ren) • ( .5 J 
A Chinese school of Mahayana Buddhism which asserts that enlii;htenment 
can be attained through meditation, self.-contemplation, and intuatton. 
Chan is called Ren in Japan. 

ChanZongl.iuZu •;�;,.,;,. 
The six ancestors of the Chan (Ren) style: Da Mo, Hui Ke, Seng Can, Dao 
Xin, Hong Ren, and Hui Neng. 

Chan Zong Qi Zu 4\f.-t;& 
The seven ancestors of the Chan (Ren) style. During the Tang dynasty of 
Kai Yuan (713-742 A.D.), Shen Hui was added to die Six Ancestors of the 
Chan Style and became the seventh ancestor. 

ChongMai lli!l. 
Thrusting Vessel. One of the eight extraordinary vessels. 

Chou Pi Nang � � t 
Notorious skin bag. A scornful Buddhist expression for the physical body. 
They believe that the physical body is of only temporary we as an aid to 
spiritual cultivation. 

Chu!l' 
A wooden bar which was used to remove the chaff from grain. 

DaMo >UI 
The Indian Buddhist monk who is credited with creating the Yi jin Jing 
and Xi Sui Jing while at the Shaolin monastery. His last name was Sardili, 
and he was also known as Bodhidarma. He was once the prince of a small 
tribe in southern India. 

Da Mo Zhuang Qigong ;t,UU.'J! 
A set ofWai Dan Qigong practices. Based on the theory of Da Mo's Wai 
Dan Qigong training. 

DaQiao •• 
To build a bridge. Refers to the Qigong practice of touching the roof of the 
mouth with the tip of the tongue to form a bridge or link between the 
Governing and COnception Vessels. 

DaZhou Twt *..II*. 
Literally: Grand Cycle Heaven. Usually tr.mslated Grand Circulation. After 
a Nei Dan Qigong practitioner completes his Small Circulation, he will cir
culate his Qi through the entire body. He is then said to have completed 
his Grand Circulation. 

Dai Mai •• 
Ginlle (or Belt) Vessel. One of the eight oxtraonlinary vessels. 



Don Dine Dao Gong ItA ;t* 
The Elixir Cauldron Way of Qigong. The Daoists' Qigong training. 

Dan Ttan It• 
Literally: Field of Elixir. Locations in the body which ar� able ro sco� and 
gmerat< Qi (elixir) in the body. The Upper. Middle, and loW<r Dan 1ians 

��be�h�
c
:.:r. 

bet'M!en the �brows. at the solar plexus, and a ftw 

DtuJ lR fotg (]AD Te Ching) ;tl&ll 
Mo"'liiJ Clmsic. Written by Lao Zi. 

Dao Jia (Dao Jiao) il f: [ ilft l 
The Dao family. Daoism. Cruted by lao Zi during the Zhou dynasty 
(1122-934 B.C.). In the Han dynasty (c. 58 A.D.), it was mix.d with 
Buddhism to become the Daoist rdigion (Dao Jiao). 

Dao Wai Cai Yao il'f'*• 
To pick up the herb outside of the Dao. A Daoisr Qigong uaining. 

DianX..e "" 
Dian means "to point and exert prts.sure" and Xue m�s "cavities." Qin 
Na (Chin Na) techniques whidt stxcialiu in attacking acupuncture: avit� 
to immobiliu or kill an opponent. 

Du Mai t'll 
Usually translated Governing Vessd. One of the eight Qi vessels. 

Emci Mountain ,.....,. .L 
A mountain in Sichuan province where many martial styles originated. 

Fan Hu Xi (Ni Hu Xi) li.4" · it4"-
Rrverse Breathing. Also commonly called Daoist Breathing. 

I'm Sui X.. Kong ,. .. 4� 
To crush the nothingness. One of the Daoist training processes for cnlight· 
cnmcnt wherein the illusion which connects the physical world and the 
spiritual plane is destroyed. 

FuQi .... 
To tame the Qi. Tame means ro control and to govern. 

FuXi IU 
Skin breathing. One of the Nei Dan Qi breathing practica. 

GuShen .,.;o 
Valley Spirit. The Baihui cavity on lhe top of the head, believed to be the 
place or gate where the body's Qi communicates with the heaven Qi. 
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GuSui �• 
Bone marrow. 

Han Fat Lou •11-11 
T he Tower of Fragrance. Believed to be the name of a Daoist organization. 

HengMo 111• 
Grindnone. A Xi Sui Jing term for the penis. 

Hou 1ian Fa ft.*.� 
Post Heaven Techniques. An internal style of martial Qigong which is 
believed to have been created around rhe sixth cenrury. 

Hsing Vi (Xingyi) or Hsing Vi Chuan (Xingyiquan) ll! f; · ll! f; * 

Uterally: Shape-mind Fist. An incernal sryle of Gongfu in which rhe mind 
or thinking determines the shape or movement of the body. Crtation of rhe 
style is attributed ro Marshal Vue Fei. 

Huan Jing Bu Nao !lllilli.S 

LiteraJiy: to return the Essence to nourish the brain. A Daoin Qigong 
training process wherein Qi which has been convened from Essence is lead 
to the brain to nourish it. 

Huang Tmg itA 
Yellow yard. In Daoist Qigong, the place in the center of the body where 
Fire Qi and Water Qi are mixed to generate a spiritual embryo. 

Jin !lll 
A power in Chinese martial arts which is derived from muscles which have 
been energized by Qi to their maximum potential. 

Jin Dan Da Dao •It '"-il 

Golden Elixir Large Way. Major Oaoist Qigong <raining in which the elixir 
is produced in the body through training, and later used to extend life. 

Jin Zhong Zluo ••• 

Golden Bell Cover. An Iron Shin training. 
Jing. 

Essence. The mosr refined parr of anyrhing. 

Jing ll 

Channel. Sometimes translated meridian. Refers to the twelve organ-related 
"rivers" which circulate Qi chroughour the body. 

JingQi ... 
Essence Qi. The Qi which hu been convened from Original Essence. 



� .. it 
�ence-Spirit. C?Fre� tr�slated as the "spirit of vitali�." Raised sptrit · �syt by the Ql wh1ch JS convcn� from Essence) w ich is restrained by 

Jiu Nian Mian Bi >�-••!I 
Nine years of facing the wall. The last stage of the Xi Sui )ing training �r 
enlightenment or Buddhahood. 

Kai Qiao 11a 
Oprning the tricky gate. In Qigong, opening the gate of the Upprr Dan 
lian. 

l<aniJ: 
A phase of the eight trigrams representing Water. 

U..Zi oti-
T he creator of Daoism, also called Li Er. 

lih 
T he power which is gencratc<l from muscular strength. 

u. 
A phase of the eight trigrams rcprc�nring Fire. 

Li Er ·� 
Lao Zi, the creator of Daoism. 

Lian)ing ... 
Lian here means to conserve, to train, and to refine. A Qigong training 
process fOr protecting and refming the Essence. 

Lian )ing Hua tl.otit I. 
To refine the Essence and convert it into Qi. 

LianQi ... 
Uan means to train, to strengthen, and ro refine. A Daoist t�ining process 
through which your Qi grows stronger and more abundant. 

Lian Qi Hua Shcn t1. I. io,. 
To refine the: Qi to nourish the spirit. Leading Qi to the head m nourish 
the brain and spirit. 

Lian Qi Sl..:ng Hua >1.1. � • 
To train the Qi and sublimate. A Xi Sui Jing training process � whkh the 
Qi is led to the Huang ling or rht brain. 

Lian Shen lt.lt 
To train tht spirit. To rc:fine. sm:ngthen, and focw the Shen. 
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!.ian Shcn •• 
Train the body. 

!.ian Shen Fan Xu •it iU 
To train che spirit to return co nothingness. An advanced stage of enlightp 
enmmt and Buddhahood training in which the practitioner learns how to 
lead his spirit ro separate from his physical body. 

!.ian Shcn Liao Xing • it 1 It 
To refine the spirit and end human nature. The final stage of enlightcnp 
mcnt training where you learn to keep your emotions neutral and try to be 
undisturbed by human nature. 

LingTai a .. 
Spiritual embryo. 

Lingtai If: 
Spiritual station. In acupuncture, a cavity on the back. In Qigong, it refers 
to the Upper Dan Tian. 

luoll 
The small Qi channels which branch out from the primary Qi channels 
and arc connected to the skin and to the bone marrow. 

Maill. 
Q vessels. The eight vessels involved with transporting. storing, and regup 
latingQi. 

Mi I.e Fo ..... 

Happy Buddha. Chinese name of Ba Tuo, the first Indian priest to come to 
China to preach. 

Mi L>ng Shcn Gong IUih'> 

Secret Style of Spiritual Gongfu. Tibetan Qigong and martial arts. 
Ming Taan Gu ·4itlt 

Beat !he heavenly drum. A Qigong practice for waking up and clearing the 
mind in which the back of the head is rapped with the fingers. 

NaoSui •• 
The brain. 

NdDan ,., 
Internal elixir. A form of Qigong in which Qi (the elixir) is built up in the 
body and spread out to the limbs. 

NeiGofll ..... 
literally: internal Gongfu. Usually, martial Qigong. 



N<i Zhuang "',.. 
lnr<rnal strength. The strength of the Qi body whkh suppom the cxt<mal, 
or physical body. 

Ni Hu Xi (Fan Hu Xi) ;t 't<l. . li. 't<l 
R"""rse Breathing. Also oommonly aUcd Daoin Br<athing. 

NiW.U.orNiW.... Gong ;u, · ;U.'I' 
Dust pill, or dust pill palace. Daoist Qigong terminology for t� brain. 

NingShcn i!tl+ 
To condense or focus the: spirit. 

l'tngUi u: 
A mythical island where the immortals reside. 

Qi .. 
The general definition of Qi is: universa1 energy, induding heat, light, and 
elecuomagneric energy. A narrower definition of Qi refers to the energy cir
culating in human or animal bodies. 

QiHuo �A 
To srart the: fire. When you start to build up Qi at the Dan Tian. 

Qi jing Ba Mai �llAOf. 
UteraJiy: strange channds eight vessels. Commonly translated a.s "extraordi
nary vessels" or "odd meridians." The eight vessds which store Qi and 
regulate the: Qi in the: primary channels. 

QiQingLiuYu "'It"" 
Seven emotions and six desires. The seven emotions arc: happiness, anger, 
sorrow, joy, love, hate, and desire. The six desires arc: rhe sensory pleasures 
associated with the e�s. ears, nose, tongue, body, and mind. 

QiSu ... 
LteraJiy: Qi number. When Qi can be numbered, it means that it is limit
ed, and therefore that person's life is almost ovrr. 

Qigong l.>h 
Gong means Gongfu (lit. energy·time). Therefore:, Qigong means the 
srudy, research, and/or praa:ica rdated to Qi. 

Qing Xiu Pai itft'"-
Peaceful Cultivation Division A branch of Daoist Qigong. 

Ron Mai .... 
Usually translated "Conception Vessel. .. 
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San c.;"-* 
The three powers. Heaven, Earth, and Man. 

San Gong It '>I 
Energy dispersion. Premature degeneration of the mwcles when the Qi 
cannot effectively energize rhem. Caused by earlier overtraining. 

San Guan .:..UI 
Three gates. In Small Circulation training, the three cavities on rhe 
Governing Vessd which are usually obstructed and must be opened. 

San Hua Ju Ding "-ILl:,. 
Thru flowers reach che cop. One of che final goals of Qigong whereby che 
three treasures (Essence, Qi, and Shen) are led to the top of the body to 
nourish the brain and spirit center (Upper Dan Tian). 

San Nian You Cheng -=-��� .<: 
Three years of achievement. The three years ofYi Jin Jing <raining. 

Seng Bing itA 
Priesc soldiers In che Tang dynasty, che Shaolin Temple was che only one 
the emperor permitted to have irs own complete martial arts system. 

Shaolin :1<41-
A Buddhist temple in Henan province, famous for its manial arts. 

SheJing ll• 
Absorbing the Essence. Absorbing natural Essences, such as from the sun, 
moon, food, and air. 

Shen it 
Spiric. Said co reside in che Upper Dan Tian (che third eye). 

Shen Gu it� 
Spirit valley. Formed by che cwo lobes of che brain, wich che Upper Dan 
lian at the exit. 

ShenJiao i+ll 
Spirimal communication. 

Sben Qi Xiang i+l.lt� 
The Shen and the Qi combine together. The final stage of regulating a:he 
Shen. 

Shen Tai i+,. 
Spiritual embryo. lc is also called "Ling Tai." 

Shen Xi Xiang Yl i+ .U•• 
The Shen and breaching mutually rely on each ocher. 



Sbeo Ymg itt, 
Spirirual baby. 

ShongTai '"* 
Holy embryo. Another name for the spiritual embryo. 

ShiYueHuaiTai +�«• 
Ten months of pregnancy. A stage in Daoisr Qigong wmn rhc: spiritual 
embryo is nourished. 

Shou Shi Fan Tmg "'"'->&a 
Withdraw the sight and reverse listening. The first step in meditation, 
where you draw your attention inside you, away f rom the sensations of rhe 
outside: world. 

Shue 
Sichuan province. 

ShuangXiu !t� 
Double cultivation. A Qigong training method in which Qi is lXdunga:l 
with a partner in order ro balance dle Qi in both people. 

Si DaJiel<Dng Gil.ltl2 
Four large arc empty. A uage of Buddhisr training where all of the four d� 
mcnts {earth, water, fire, and air) arc absent from the mind so th<Lt one is 
completely indifferent to worldly temptations. 

Song Gang.,. 
Rdax the anus. 

S..WiNUl 
A very old medical book. 

Tai au Oman (Taijiquan) .. ,.. 
Grear ultimate fist. An internal Chinese martial art. 

1Ao 1< O,ing (IJ,u, D< ]ing) illt4 
Morality C/4ssic. Written by Lao Zi. 

T�a��Chi ;>."-
H�vcnly pond. The place under tm tongue where saliva is gener.ued. 

TIC J!u Shan ...... 
Iron shirt. Gongfu training which toughens the body externally and internally. 

1i Xi., 
Body br�thing, or skin breathing. In Qigong, the exchanging of Qi with 
rbe surrounding environment through the skin. 
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T�ao Xin 111·� 
To regulate the emotional mind. 

T.aoShen lllit 
To regulate the body. 

TlliOXi 111! 
To regulate the breathing. 

Tui Na ll:t 
Literally: push and grab. A style of massage and manipulation for treatment 
of injuries and many illnesses. 

Wai Dan tf<t 
External elixir. External Qigong exercises in which Qi is built up in the 
limbs and then led to the body. 

Wai lhuang •fll< 
External strength. Muscular strength, which can be seen externally. 

WeiQiiU. 
Guardian Qi. The Qi shield which wards off negative external influences. 

V�Ut 
Noon. 

VIU Qi O.ao 'roan Ji.�ll! ;t. 
Five Qis toward their origins. A goal of Qigong wherein the Qi of the five 
Yin organs is kept at the right (original) level. 

VIU Xin Ji..� 
Five centers. T he face, the Laogong cavities in both palms, and the 
Yongquancavities on the bottoms of both feet. 

%-Zi++ 
The time between noon and midnight. 

�Mountain"'-�"' 
Located in Fubd province in China. 

Xi Sui Fa Mao ;A.•i�-t. 
Washing the marrow and conquering the hair. 

Xis,; ]i11g ...... 
WIIShing Ma"ow/Brain Classic, wually translated Marrow/Brain WtUhing 
C/aJsit. Qigong training specializing m leading Qi to the marrow to 
cleanse it. 

XW.jiu Toan Nt.A. 
Small nine heaven. A Qigong style created in the sixth century. 



Xiao Zhou lian •l•JIIll 
Small hcavtnly cycl<. Also cal ltd Small Circulation. Th< compl<rtd Qi cir· 
cuit through the Conception and Go¥erning Ves.stls. 

)(in_, 
Literally: Heart. Refers to the cmodonal mind. 

Xi"l: Ming Shuang Xiu i1<1''l1J 
Human nature life double cultivation. Originally Buddhist, though now 
prcdominandy Daoist approach to Qigong emphasizing the cultivation of 
both spirituality (human nature) and the physical body. 

Xingyi (Hsmg Yi) or Xingyiquan (Hsing Yi Chuan) l!J t; l!J & • 
LircraUy: Shape· mind FiS[. An inrc:rnal style ofGongfu in which the mind 
or thinking determines the shape or movement of the body. Creation of the 
style is attributed to Marshal Vue Fei. 

XiuQi 1JI. 
Cultivate the Qi. Cultivate implies to protect. mainuin, and reflne. A 
Buddhist Qigong training. 

Xiu Shtn w• 
Culriv.uc the physical bOO.y. Cultivate implies to protect, maintain, and 
refine. A Buddhist Qigong training. 

XuanGuan "£11 
Tricky gates. The many key places in Qigong training. 

Yang ft 
In Chinese philosophy, the active, positive, ma.sculinc

J
olaricy. In Chinese 

medicine, Yang means excessive, overactive, ovtrhcatc . 

Yang Shtn f.# 
To refine and nurse the spirit. 

Yangqiao Mai '**"' 
Yang Heel Vessel. One of the eight extraordinary vessels. 

Yangwci Mai M-.. .ll 
Yang Linking Vessel. One of the eight extraordinary vessels. 

Yi& 
Mind. Specifically, the mind which is generated by dear thinking and 
judgement, and which is able to make you calm, peaceful, and wise. 

Yifi•filfg .... 
Literally: Chan�nL MuscWTmdon Clouic, usually called Tk Musck/Tmdon 
Changing Clamc. Credited to Da Mo around 550 A.D., chis work discusses 
Wai Dan Qigong training for strengthening chc physical boc:iy. 

"'' 
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Yi Qi Xiang He U.•t-
Yi and Qi mutually combine. 

Yi Yi ¥an Qi •"f;lll. 
Use your Yi (wisdom mind) to lead your Qi. 

Ym It 
In Chinese philosophy, the passive, negative, feminine polarity. In Chinese 
medicine, Yin means deficient. The Yin (internal) organs arc the Heart. 
Lungs, Liver, Kidneys, Spleen, and Pericardium. 

Y"angQi *._ 
Managing Qi. 1t manages the functioning of the organs and the body. 

Ymqiao M.ai ltJtlf< 
Yin Heel Vessel. One of the eight extraordinary vessels. 

Y111weiMai ft*ll 
Yin Linking Vessel. One of the eight extraordinary vessels. 

Yuanjing >\.Ill 
Original Essence. The fundamental. original substance inherited from your 
parents; it is converted into Original Qi. 

YuanQi ,_._ 

Original Qi. Created from the Original Essence inherited from your parents. 

YuanQiao ii:.l. 

Original key point. Key points to the training. 

Yuan Shen lt.it 
Original Spirit. The spirit you already had when you were born. 

Yu>hen J.lt 

Jade pillow. One of the three gates of Small Circulation training. 

Zai Jie Pai l!Ut� 
Plant and Graft Division. A scyle of Daoist Qigong. 

Zheng Hu Xi iL '!'"-

Formal Breathing. More commonly called Buddhist Breathing. 

Zhulun •• 

Pearl wheels. The testicles. 

Zi-t 
Midnight. 

Zi-W.. -f-+ 
The time becween midnight and noon. 



Index 
Abdominal Breathing, 66-67, 236 
Advancing Downward Internal Prcscription, 293 
Ad�ncing Downward Washing Prescription, 

293 
An Mo. 297 
Arising lnrcrn.1l Prescriptions, 292 
Arising Washing �scriprions, 292 
8a Tuo, 2-4, 297 
Bagua, 12, 15, 145,297 
lbihui, 67, 80, 155-156, 208 
Ball rolling, 13 I, 140 
Ban Ci MiDi, 33-34,87-88, 102-103, 113, 171 
BaoPu Zi, 51 
Scar's Ear Mountain. 30-31 
Beating, 89-91 
Beating Exercises, 134, 206, 266 
Bind, 231-233,237-240,146-247 
Biodccuicdrculation, 57 
BiMiccrric current, 267 
Bioelectric imbalance, 57 
Biting Excrci�. 267 
Bladder channel at Jingming, 199-200 
Bodhidarma, 24, 294 
Bodh.iu.tiva, 24 
Body breathing, 66,68-69, B9, tOG, 144, 183 
Book on Awakening to the Truth, 51 
Bow Qi, 139, 261 
Breathing, 58-63,65-69, 103, 125-126, 148-

150, 115-157 
Breathing Mutually Dependent, 61 
Buddhism, 6,11-12,26-28,49-50,267 
Buddhist Breathing,66-67,149-t50, 153-154 
Buddhist cuhivation, 22, 82 
BuddhiuQigong, 42-43,47, 211,2-48-249 

Cai Yao, 45, 49, 260, 299 
Chan, 12,26-27,45-46, '18, 50 
Chan Buddhism, 26 

Chan meditation, 12,26-27,48 
Chang Bai mountain, 38 
Chengqi,l97,200 
Chest Breathing. 66-67 
Chinese scholar Qigong. 43 
Chinese Spiritual Gong, 236 

�:��:�i:��t" �g.
8

64, 195·198, 200-2o2, 
Crwhing the Nothingness, 21 I, 219,222, 271 
Cuo, 231, 237, 243, 2'15-246, 248 

Oa Mo. 11-12, 14, 43, 87, 144, 147, 157 
Da Mo Zhuang Qigong. 92, 167, 298 

Da Qiao, 152, 298 
Danlian,64-68, 153. 155·157 
Dang ling, 260 
Dao, 26-28 

Dao De Jing, 22, 299, 305 
Dao Wai Cai Yao, 4 5, '19, 299 
Dao X in. 27, 298 
Daoist Breathing, 67, 149-150, 152·153. 299 
Daoist Qi conYersion. 233 

Daoist Qigong, 41-54, 147, 209, 299-300. 303 
Deng Fcng Xian, 24 
Double Cultivation, 52, 82, 220 
Dragon Pearl Finger Gong. 243 
Dragon Tendon r::>evelop Qigong. 24-i 
Dragon Tendon Extending Qigong. 244 
Du Mai, 10, 194-195,236, 260,299 
Eastern Han d�mty, 21, "'2 
Eight Pieces or Brocade, 13-14, 37. 92, 167, 297 
Eight Trigra.ms, 55, 145, 297, 
Embracing Simplicity, 51 
Emci mountain, 33, 17l, 299 
Emperor Wei, 2.,, 30 
Emperor � Xiao Ming. 30 
Energy dispersion, I 04 
Essence-Qi conversion, 192,215-216, 222,225. 

241,276 
External elixir, 74, 94, 306 
External Qi, 87, 121, 179-180 
External strength. 74. 97-98, 103, 105, II 0 
Fengfu, 151. 195-196,200 
Fire Gong, 183 
Fire mind, 56, 59 
Fire Path, 63-65, 198, 221, 260,263, 265 
""' Qi, 55-56, 64, 94, 116, 144. 197. 209-210 
Fist Set, 143, 157-163, 167, 182 
Five Achieving rill, 288 
Five Growing Pill, 288 
Fu Qi, 50, 299 
Fu Xi, 68, I 06, 156, 183, 299 
Gall Bladder channel at Bcnshen. 200 
Gall Bladder channel at Fengchi, 199 
Gate Opening Practice, 269-270 
Girdle Vessel, 198-199, 201 
Golden Elixir, 45-46, 49, 264, 300 
Golden stamp, 257. 263 
Gongfu, 13 
Govoerning Vwd, 10, 64, 92, 96, 114, 148, 200. 

202 
GrandCircularion,l9,92, II"'-116,148,1H-

157 



G�c �r Pill 296 
Gu Sh�n. 208, 218, 299 
Guan!i.n Qi, 92-93, 106, 123-125, 130, 195-

196 
Han dynasty, 21, 42, 91. 299 
H11nj BIUI.! af Art 11nd Liur""'"· 52 
Hand Knife: Gong. 245. 258 
Hand ht Gong. 245 
H•nging, 163, 167,221,245,263 
Heavenly Co�r. 268 
H�av�nly pond, 152, 305 
H<d Va.sd, 196, 199-202, 204,307-308 
H�ng Mo, 230, 246, 300 
H�tb Picking Ouuid� of 1hc: Dao, 45-46 
Hibernation Training, 222 
Holy �mbryo, 211·213, 217 
Hong Rtn, 27, 298 
Hou 1i:m Fa, 12,300 
Huang Ting cavity, 210, 212,215, 222, 256 
Hui K�. 27, 30, 32·33. 298 
Hui N�ng, 27, 46, 298 
Huiyin, 64-68, 155-157,84, 210,206 
lmmorClll bon�. 65 
lnnc:rCiassic, 196 
lnmnal cultivation, 16, 32, 69, 84, I 09 
lnt�maldixir, 74, 94, 143, 195 
lnt�mal Gongfu, 50, 302 
ln•�rnaiQi, 96-98,121, 144, 153. 155 
lnl�rnalm�nglh, 69, 74, 97-98, 100-101. 105. 

135. 176-178 
lnt�rnal Su�ng1h Prc:scription, 290 
Jm�rnal Suc:ng1h Washing Prescrip1ion, 290 
Iron Shin, 74. 90, 93. 103-105. 133, 201 
lronShinuaining, 74, 93. 103·104, 133, 201 
J•<k Pillow, 151-152, 180,308 
Jad� S1�m Training, 246 
Ji Guang. 13, 27 
Jiaji, 151. Ia> 
Jiaji ga1e, 151 
)i>o L.o, 38-39 
Ji<, 43, 45. 49-50, 219, 305 
Ji-Guang. 13, 27 
)ing, 6-7, 9-22, 24-25, 27-33 
K>i Qi>O, 50,208, 218,257. 301 
K•n. 6, 55-69, 80-81, 85 
Kidney channd ar Zhaohai, 200 
Kidn<y Qi, 89, Ill. 265 
King Xiang, 91 
Kun Lun, 1.5. 262-263 
Lamas,H 

uo Zi, 22, 50. 185. 299, 301 
L.ogong, 59, 67, 155. 182,306 
Large lnte.uine channel arjianyu, 199 
Li, 6, 13, 22, 30, 39-40,75-76 
Lian Qi, 9, 44, 47, 74 
Lian Shen, 9, 44, 47, 74 
Liang dynasty, 22 
Lianquan, 197. 201 
LingTai,l1 53,210-211,304,304 
Ling1ai, 102, 151. 180, 302 
Linking v�ssd, 196-197, 200-202, 307 
Liu &ng,91 
Liu Zu Shuo Chuan Fa, 46 
Liv�r Qi, 89, Ill 
Lower Dan Tian, 64-66 
low�r Ponion Herb Washing Prescriprion, 294 
Lu You, 25 
Lung Qi, 89, Ill 
Magic Gare, 201, 232, 249, 259-261 263·265 
M•ll<t, 133.141,175-176,180 
Managing Qi, 53. 229, 308 
Marrow/Brain Washing. 5-7,25, 74, 82-83, 189, 

266-267 
M11rrow/Br11in Wtuhing Cllwic, 6-7, 25,306 
Marrow/Brain Washing Qigong, 5, 74, 189 
Marshal Yu� Fei, 13,35-37,40,297,300 
Massage Gong, 136, 171 
Massag�-Pound Gong. 174 
Massaging, 49, 90, 99, 120, 129, 135-137, 139-

141 
Mcncius. lOI 
M�tal Disk, 133 
Metal Hamm�r. 134 
MiL< Fo, 24, 297, 302 
Middle Dan 1ian, 64-65, 212. 249 
Mother liger. 234 
Mu Lao Hu, 234 
Musd�/Tendon Changing, 6, 25. 71, 74, 82, 84, 

113.307 
Musdr!Undon Clumging C/4JJ;C, 6 25, 307 
Musd�/Tendon Changing Qigong, 71 
Na�ural. Energy, 57. 217-219, 250. 253 
N<i Dm, 65. 74-75, 79-80 
N�i Gong, 50. 302 
Nei Qi, 121, 179 
N�i Zhuang. 74 
Ni Hu Xi, 67, 149, 299, 303 
Ni Wan Gong. 80,218,303 
Ning Shen, 50, 303 
Normal Abdominal Brta(hing. 66 



Nonnal8rt:athing, 6 6  
Original Eu�nce,I0,64, 116, 149, 197,204, 

141, 
Origina1Qi,111,192, 197-199204,214-215, 

157 
l'ai. 85. 91, 92,94 
Palm Stt, 143, 157, 163-167, 181 
Palm Slip Out Gong. 243 
Ptac�fi.al Cultivation Division, 45-46, 49-51. 303 
P�arl-\\lhul Gong, 242 
P�ni! Scimulation Training, 246 
Pml�.l07, 133, 174-176,180,206 
Picking the Herb from Outside of the Dao, 49 
Plant and Graft Division, 45-46,49-51,308 
Post-tHrrh Techniques, 12 
Punding, 89-91,95, 106-108, 119, 121, 133 
Pre-Birth Essenc�. 58 
Qi,6-13. 16-17 
Qi channels, 8, 10 
Qi Grcularion, 8, 10, 56-57, 59. 62-66,89,94 
Qi Mutually Combined, 62 
Qi rivc-rs.8. 226 
Qin Kuai, 37 
Qing, 19,40-41,43,45,49-50,117 
Qing dynasty, 13, 29,40-41,43, 47 
Qing Xiu Pa.i, 45, 49-50, 303 
Refining lh� Ess�nc�. 211,220, 241.245, 251. 

155 
Religious Qigong, S, 8, 21, 41, 191 
R�n Mai, 10, 196, 236, 303 
Reverse Bruthing, 67, 149, 152-153, 156-157, 

167,199 
Rib Mmow, 205-206 
Rolling. 120, 126, 131-132, 140-142. 145 
Rou, IH, 231,237, 243-244 
San Cai. 88. 304 
S.n Gong, 94-95, 104, 107 
San Guo, 91 
Sardili. 24, 298 
Semen Qi, 214-215, 229,242,260,265 
s�ng Bing, 13, 304 
Seng Can, 27, 298 
Shang Dan Tian, 53 
Shang dyna.s�y, 21 
Shao Bao, 35-36 
Shaolin,ll-13, 23,25-34,47,148 
She Jing, SO, 304 
Shen, 9, 19-20, 27, 39, 41 
Shen Gong. 19, 228, 236, 302 
S�n Gu, 146,208,217.304 

Shen Qi Xiang He, 62 
Shen Tai, 53, 304 
Shcn Xi, 61-61. 67, 151, 155, 304 
Shen Ying, 53, 230, 305 
Shou Shi Fan 'ling, 89, 305 
Shu. 33. 51, 85.131. 237·140, 146-247, 305 
Shuang Xiu, 45. 49. 51, 81, 118, 305 
Side Grindstone Training. 246 
Sideway Opening External Washing 

Prescriptions, 291 
Sideway Op�ning Internal Pmcripcion, 291 
Six Anc�stors of Chan, 27 
Sixth Ancestor Disrupting m� Passed Down 

Method, 46 
Skin breathing, 68-69, 106, 156, 183,299 
Slapping, 89-90,95. 131, 141,170, 291-292 
Small Circulation, 92,94-96, 101, 143-143, 

148-150, 151-153, 157 
Small lnteuine channel ar Naoshu, 199-200 
Small Nine Heavrn, 12, 306 
Song dynu<y, 13. 15. 18, 35, 197 
Southern Song d)'Nny. 13. 25 
Spirit brr:athing, 62, 155 
Spirit Valley, 146, 208, 217, 305 
Spiritual cultivation, II, 22-23, 26·28. ,2, 42-

43, 4748, 50, 81 
Spiritual embcyo, 211,214,216-217,300 
Spiritual power, 9, 28, 35-36, 39, 74 
Spiritual station, 102, 302 
Spleen Qi, 89, Ill 
Stomach channel at Chengqi, 200 
Sromach channel at Qichong, 198 
Stomach channels, 201 
su�ngth�ning Qigong. 92 
Strike Tiger Suengrh Origin Elixir, 295 
Striking, 39,89-91. 95, 106, 119. 121, 141-142 
Su Wen, 196. 279. 305 
SW>IIow, 113-132, 137-239, 146,148-150 
Tai He,62 
Taijiquan, 12, 16, 28, 69, 305 
Tang dynasty, 13, 27, 46. 298 
Ten Brocade Pill, 287-288 
T�n Completeness Pill, 288-289 
TesticleExercises,216 
Tesricle Stimulation Training, 242 
The Eight Pieces of Brocade, 13-14,92, 167, 

314 
Th� Girdle Vessel, 198-199,201 
The Three Gat6, 145, 150, 154,308 
Th� Kingdoms Period, 91 



Three powers, 88, 304 
Thruning Vessels, 196, 212, 264 
TiXi,68, 106,156,183,305 
T�an Chi, 152. 305 
Ttanru, 197, 201 
Ti•o Xi, SO. 209. 306 
T•bmn Qigong. 43. 302 
Tie Bu Shan, 90, 103, 305 
TowaofFng�nce, 18, 29, 76. 88, 171,300 
Trickyg:ue, 208,218,222,255. 257,301 
Trip� Burner, 57, 109, 200-201, 203 
Turning the Pearl Gong, 245 
Upper Danli:an, 67, 102, 146, 155-157, 17-

218 
Valley Spirit, 208, 218, 299 
Wai0an,l9 
w.; Qi, 121, 179 
W.i Zh .... g. 74, 97-101, 103, 105, 110, 113-

115, 136 
Warring Statts Period, 22 
Wash Hand Fairy Prescription, 296 
w"" P .. h. 63-65, 198.221,260,265 
WeQi, 53 
Wei Qi, 62, 92, 149, 195, 229, 306 
White Clothe5 Zhang, 88 
Wind Path, 63-65 
Wisdom mind, 56, 59, 61, 102 
Withdrawing the Sword Gong, 261 
Withdrawing the Turtle Gong, 261 
Wu, 25. 40, 51, 67, 77. 91, 129 
� Zhen Pian, 51 
�dang Mountain, 28-29, 306 
Wu-Zi, 77, 80, 129 
Xi Sui Jing. 6-7, 9-17 
Xi Sui Jing theory, 6 
Xis.,; Qigong.21, 65, 93.205,213. 227 
Xi Xiong Yi, 61-62, 152,304 
Xi>n Gu, 65 
Xiang Yu, 91 
Xiao Jiu lian, 12, 306 
Xin, 81 
Xing Gong, 242, 246 
Xiong Er Shan, 31 
Xiu, 45, 47, 52, 128, 303 
Xiu Qi, 47, 307 
Xuon G...., 201, 218,232,239,255-257 
Y"''clunneh, 10, 92, 148,156-157. 194-195. 

203 
Y"'i H<d V....J, 196, 199-202, 307 

· Yans spiri<, 56 

Y.angqiao Mai, 199, 307 
Yellow yud, 232, 239,249, 300 
Yi,l 
Yi ]in, 6-7,9-21 
Yi ]in Jing, 6-7, 9-21 
Yi ]in Qigong, 12, 16, 74.227.236 
Yi Wen Zhi, 52 
Yin Heel Vmd, 199-200, 202,204, 308 
Yin )unction, 197, 20 I 
Ying Qi, 53, 229, 308 
Yinjiao, 197-198,201-202, 212,236 
Yongquan, 59, 67, 147, 155, 182, 254, 360 
Yum Qi, 192, 197,215,308 
Yue Fei, 13, 35-37,40, 297,300,307 
Yue-Feng, 40, 88 
Z.i, 45, 49-50, 308 
Z.n, 237, 243, 245 
Zhang, Dao-Ling, 22 
Zheng, 66, 149,231,237, 243,308 
Zheng Hu Xi, 66, 149, 308 
Zhong Dan 11an. 64, 249 
Zhuang Zhou, 22 
Zhui.231, 237, 243,257 
Zi,22-23, 50-51,77. 80, 129, 184--185,212 
Zi-Wu, 77. 80, 129 
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